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KEYNOTE - "RADAR ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY"

1982 Antenna Application Symposium
University of Illinois
22 Sept 1982

To tell you the truth I don't recall exactly how I got to be your keynoter
this mozning. In my government career in Radar, I've been to many conferences
such as this, and generally the keynoter is some very senior official from DOD
who ctn talk of money to be devoted to certain research - very impressive -
whereas I am buried so far down in the trenches of NAVSEA that it was hard just
to climb out to get to Illinois, let alone say anything profound. I'm just an
ordinary "user", I guess, who can share with you some thoughts on antenna technology.
Actually, this conference reminds me a bit of the power tube conference held every
two years out at Monterey where that commun-.y deliberately tries to compare notes
with its "user-community" - and they ask e-.chusiastically for system people to
attend and participate - and I think it's quite to everyone's advantage.

My own background is indeed radar systems for the Navy, a considerable phased
array emphasis over the last twenty years - I'll try not to favor that point too
much as we proceed.

It might be well to reflect upon the nature of antennas - their "character"
so to speak - from an applications point of view - then we'll talk about problems
and challenges in both antenna design and use, field use, for both "conventional"
antennas (we've got to find another adjective for non phased arrays) and phased
arrays.

The antenna - I do considerable teaching in radar and I point out to students
how the antenna, more vividly than any other of the subsystems, displays its -

purpose and a good deal of that of the radar. The very term has a biologic ring
to it so apt - it is our probe of our surroundings, very visible - exposed (some-
thing more, about that later), has a uavelength dependence usually quite visible,
beam shape, beam and scan dimensions usually estimable by inspection, feed de-
tails reveal even a second level of design detail about monopulse or pattern
sophistication - the antevia, then, speaks loudly of its own purpose.

Not, again, unlike in the power tube and transmitter design areas, has the
antenna in the last twenty years come to be recognized for the signal processing
element it is. Now, certainly, it samples space and we'd like that "spatial re-
sponse function" (or "sampling window" or pattern !o us) to be -n impulse - but
we do know that our limited aperture, true to sampling theory, results in certain
aliasing of spatial data - because of multiple target and clutter and jamming
or interference concerns, one wants low sidelobes or as "unfolded" an estimate
of the nature of our surroundings as possible - this prevails in even rather
static system operations, fixed installations. But then we move the earth as a
parallel sheet under, say, a high preformancc APY-l (AWACS) radar, expecting to
look down on it (the earth) and discern by doppler discrimination targets moving
even at a tank's pace over its surface! Doesn't take much geometric imagination
to see the relationships among sidelobes, ground clutter, and doppler processing
in the design of this important antenna.

PA U. FILM
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So we see the antenna as an element of the signal processing - the "spatial
transfer function" which is of much more interest .to us than is its pattern
alone or even the simple containment of its input impedance near the center of
a Smith chart.

The character of an antenna - it speaks vividly of the functions of the radar;
it is our space probe and a true element of the signal and target detection pro-
cesses.

I mentioned problems and challedges in antenna design, fundamental design
toward an impulse-like spatial sensitivity - I believe we've gone through a period
cf fascination (that's perhaps too harsh a term - I mean it very kindly) with
adaptive processes in the form of' the coherent sidelobe canceller loops - a
3tep toward completely adaptive apertures growing naturally out of the Syracuse
(GE and University of) work of Sid Applebaum and others - and are settling into
a proper emphasis upon low sidelobe design in the "main" antenna itself with
cancellers as needed - again the earlier mentioned APY-1 work at Westinghouse
involved some of the real dedication to low sidelobe design - the use of cancel-
lers as a supplement only was exemplified in the British work on their sh.pboard
"STIR" (Surveillance and Target Indication Radar) wherein the horizontal line
feed and horizontally disposed precision cylindrical reflector attested to the
low sidelobe design and a rather -directive auxiliary was used with a canceller
loop to treat just the nearest-in first sidelobe, ncq quite as low as the rest
in their design. The Westinghouse motivation - doppler processing in a look-down
airborne radar; the British motivation - to effect automated detection in a
truly reliable way.

CSLC itself reminds us of the signal processing nature of such antennas - this
feature is not so much "site-lobe cancellation", you know, as it is signal cancel-
lation (jamming signal, a composite of several sources perhaps) - extensions go
to other forms of adaptation - the multi path-effect reduction work of Warren
White, the partial adaptive array work of Ross Turner at CRC-Ottawa and the
Aperture Signal Processing of ITT's STL Harlowe division in England.

Incidentally, the precision feed an reflector design of the British STIR
made it quite heavy in its early version, particularly with its shipboard stabiliz-
ing apparatus included - one needs t: keep up with what the newer materials, the
composites and matrix materials cant offer in lighter weight designs, structurally
as rigid and precise.

A further discomfort with these extraordinary low sidelobe designs 4,s the
sensitivity to siting, to nearby objects - several have found that objects near-
by can cause a pattern degradation that is more severe over, also, a wider angle
than the degradation similarly induced to an antenna of less ambitious excitation
control. This concern of the user'in siting makes one wonder if a localized
parameter store wouldn't be desirabic, a sort of burned-in weighting or auxiliary
control specifically tailored to the site. The term "parameter store" conjures
the memory of the measured pattern store used in the SPG-59 experimental phased
array (spherical) radar of the later aborted Typhon weapon system of the early
1960's in the Navy - occupied two semi-trailers or some such on the deck of the
demonstration ship - scaring us all away from radar processes that would require
"parameter storage" - but we should be alert to the fact that today, such storage
would require nothing of the sort and might be quite attractive indeed - technclogy

has, perhaps, made it so.
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I said I'd return to the matter of antennas being (obviously) exposed - we've
been concerned over their inherent survivability. As this subject ip treated,
from time to t~me one encounters a "there's obviously nothing we can do about
the an ernasw cosment - a first blush - that's just not so. Some imsgination
in survivable antennas, new materials again, buc also new forms - the feed kept
in a well armored mount (pedestal) with the reflector extended (easily replace-

able?) makes more sense perhaps thanthe common extension of a waveguide run and
feed horn in front of h centered reflector which I assume was an earlier cg-over-
the-axis desire perhaps not so necessary today.

While still on the reflectors or "conventional" antennas, I want to give
some credit to those pursuing the "mirror scan" techniques - some qualification,
however. When couched in terms of a regular, continuous, say 3600, scanning
antenna for air or surface search I fail to see much appeal - BUT - when the low
inertia mirror above is caused to flit rapidly about (without, you see, moving
the feed at all - and withits reflective 2:1 angie advantage, beam position per
unit mirror position) then I believe we're on the right track for something con-
tributive, something more coward dwell matching to our heterogeneous surroundings.
All the difference in the world to me between those two kinds of applications.

Our mentioning adaptive processing of one type or another brings to mind one
other variable that remains basically under antenna control and which one wonders
).f we're exploiting to full advantage - I'm refering tc polarization - we do very
little with it as a controllable characteristic in Navy radars, yet there must

4 be strategies to employ gainfully. The paper by Gary Evans and Hoover of Westing-
house in 1980 (this conference) attests to method, that in admittedly a phased

b array context, and to method being a bit complex. Polarization control, adaptivity
- not well exploited,.I think, in fielded-systems of either simple or array antenni

.s !.ong as I've mentioned phased arrays, perhars we'd better move right in
to that subject.

Little has changed the field of autenna design so profoundly as has the ad-
vent of the phased array - think of iti determined illumination function, adapta-
tion possibilities in elemental control, ine:cialess beam positioning, data
dependent imediate operations - and indeed it has been so, witness the SPY-l of
AEGIS among others. Matzh with this antenna to the heterogeneous surroundings.
Finally, how like the antenna operation in nature, in insects responsive to that
being sensed and rol-oly if ever scanning in some orderly left-to-right for-want-
of-better-3trategy %anner. And, by its nature, we antenna engineers have bcen
brought back into che factory, piecepart design and construction much more com-
plex than that involved in Other antenna ("conventional") production. Now therein
lies a problem - cost. Those of us users happiest with the system behavior phased
arrays have brought us, should be as unhappy at the price that must be paid to
purchase them - millions of dollars per Zace iu practice - not a proud scene.
Zbviously the comnunity must "R&D the cost dowrto to stretch for a verb (iardon) -
not indict phased array use to the degree some do, but to help reduce cobt
This "factory process" was in the development at RCA of the SPY-1 arrays quite
an awakening for me - went from exhaustive trade offs on p4per comparing the cost
of ferrite and of garnet material weighing same against certain thermal characteri
tico, to a realization within a year that if the materials had been free the array
would still have cost millions - soon we were legitimately into vendor defaults,
factory work-around plans, incoming inspection and chancey sampling, test with
statistical foundation and so on. In addition to this RCA experience, we've
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tried to sustain an interest and some investment in alternatives - the micro-
wave group at Hughes Fullerton has always been helpful, A gooe mix of pure micro-
wave theory and manufacture. The thick film on alumina circuitry for phased
arrays, possible after they solved the conductor adhesion problem in one cnm-
pound a few years ago, is an example. Also, I was there receaitly, being shown
some diodes suitablE for the phase shift function in a module - but which "diodes"
were of considerable dimension, little rectangular prisms, not at all the fly
spec more commonly seen. "Oh, it was explained to me, "that's the way we've
ordered them from the supplier, in mn encapsulation such that the robot can grab
them in the manufacture of the modules." A small matter, but impressed me well.

I might state that here is a role of engineering not very well represented
in the symposium or in others like it, I suppose - easily could a session here
have been justified, a session in "antenna manufacture" - it's so important, so
much a part of "complete" engineering that I would encourage such consideration
next time. Probably difficult to get too far into what industry may regard as
proprietary, but nonetheless I think you should try to treat the subject. We
should all try to dramatize, lend some excitement to this important part of
engineering!

A few things that have a cost reduction potential (out precious few) have
caught my eye in the last decade. While we may legitimately include amplifiers
in arrays for certain whole-system advantages, that isn't going to do much to
reduce array cost. If anything, cost will remain somewhere around the sum of
the costs of an array and a transmitter; this is expected since an amplifying
array will still be element emphaLic. There's another branch of pursuit, however,
in which fixed aperture operation is achieved with more "amorphous" structures,
perhaps not arrays in the piece part design and construction at all. The RADANT
approach of AMP in Paris was of some interest to me several years ago largely
because it was different, a break away from building and stacking phase shifers.
This control of the permitivity of large dielectric sheets in which varactor diodes
are strung on thin control wires (tape-like) in a grid is not without design
problems and limitations - and perhaps fine granularity and excitation control
will be forever difficult - but it was imaginative and for some radar applications
perhaps suitable now. While hardly "amorphous", there surely is simplicity to
some of the micro-strip approaches such as the Ball Aerospace conformal array
matters presented here in 1980. For just plain being different, I've got to
cite the "array" described as the "crow's nest" by Wilder of FFM in Germany
(1980 IEEE International Radar Conference).

Still with regard to cost, one needs to cite the 1970's successful develop-
ments in the testing of phased arrays - whether you're thinking of proof of develop-
ment and design verification, or of acceptance testing for arrays in prcduction,
or of diagnostics at a nearly per-element level, the comparison between what we
did on a multi-axis step rotation mount big enough to take patterns in the con-
ventional way on the 16,000-lbs original SPY-l antenna (including the torment
we went through to determine what sampling of patterns to do in the first place)
and what can be 6one at the near-field test facility now at RCA brings credit
indeed to what in miy experience were the efforts of Georgia Tech, the National
Bureau of Standard& (Boulder), Jan Snieder in the Netherlands, Bill Patton at
RCA and others(Hughes in Firefinder testing, for example) contributing to this
technique. I note that several papers concerning this subject are to be given
here on Friday.

12
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Finally, another word on phased arrays, on fielding them (a word good for any
antenna, actually, - any piece of military equipment) - we must expect the unex-
pected. I'm "eminded of our early 1960's experiences at NRL with the Blass re-
flect-array (diode controlled short circuit for reflective position in the necks
of waveguide horns constituting each element) when Keith Meads called me at BuShips
to indicate we had a problem, a noise source "jau=ming" in effect radar reception -

the source appeared to be in he array itself and, curiously, active in the re-
ceive period to be sure, but only after transmissions - couldn't be duplicated
or caused in receive-only operation of the array. Seems one phase shifter - one
diode - had developed a bit of an ionized or carbonized path around the junction
such that the several hundred volts of back bias (if that were the state involved)
was not enough to cause conduction to initiate, but was enough to sustain the break-
down if the added r.f. field during transmit were enough to trigger conduction -
and it was. Here, then an example of one phase shifter, among over 2000, causing
complete array failure - yet how often have we all used the old refrain "of course,
the array's performance is not appreciably degraded with even 10% of the elements
failed". Of course, we mean passive benign failures in that claim - yet that
isn't necessarily how they fail, or can fail, evidenced the Blass experience; one
more "active" failure or, similarly, less than 10% in some orderly way (a region,
a periodic structure, a row) can be a more serious matter, perhaps induced by a
control or feed failure with localized, not rcndom, consequences.

Oh - but in general we've come a long way, haven't we, from the time just
twelve or so years ago when the assertion of phased array suitability was met
with the user comment "but how will I know it's forming a beam?" - no reflector
to look at!

Now to wrap up - I've keynoted, so I guess I should rattle off the eynotes
I've sounded, key words from this address:

Antenna's nature - element of signal processing whose spatial
transfer function is of interest

low sidelobe design, precision, heavy, new materials, site sensitivity,

can be adapted out? aided by use of "parameter store"?

mirror scan use: irregular scan

polarization control well exploited?

arrays - cost, the factory process, R&D the cost down, the factory
process as crucial and exciting engineering, dEre to be
different in research - like RADANT, Crow's Nesv, huzzah
for near field testing;careful of the 10% rule, that's
not what's going to happen

My thanks to those who invited me to speak to you and to you kind enough to
listen. Good luck in what promises to be a splendid conference.
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AN AIRBORNE ROTMAN LENS PHASED ARRAY

Kenneth Ewen and Gary D. Brunner

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

Arizona Division

O) Litchfield Park, Arizona 85340

ABSTRACT

S An airborne single axis phased array has been designed using a folded

Rotman Lens as a cost and performance effective alternative to a phase

shifter steered array.

Significant aircraft space and weight restrictions were met by use of

a folded parallel plate lens for power division and beam steering in the

azimuth plane and air stripline for power division in the elevation plane.

Mechanical design of the antenna emphasized producibility of the compo-

nents using numerically-controlled milling machines and repetitive assem-

bly techniques. - (
1. INTRODUCTION

Airborne radars in reconnaissance, guidance, and weapon delivery

modes are placing increasingly severe requirements on antennas, including

wide instantaneous and total bandwidths, wide angle beam scan, selectable

beamwidths, and sidelobe control. These requirements must be met in the

face of aircraft volume, weight, and environmental restrictiors that call

for unique solutions.
I
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In particular, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), which has been used in

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation-produced operational reconnaissance ra-

. rs such as the AN/UPD-8 since the mid 1960s, will be used in fire con-

trol, weapon delivery, and higher performance reconnaissance radars. In-

stantaneous bandwidtbs in excess of 100 megahertz (Mflz) will be required

for range resolution; wide angle scam will provide aircraft motion compen-

sation, target acquisition, tracking and identification; and sidelobe control

will be necessary for aircraft survivability.

The next generation reconnaissance aircraft will have interchange-

able pods holding a variety of sensors. Antennas must be compatible with

pod diameters, compete with other electronics for area and location, and

operate in a nonpressurized environment over temperature extremes.

Phased arrays have promised -zo satisfy many cf the requirements, but

have been plagued by cost, weight, environmental, power, and performance

problems.

This paper will describe a Goodyear Aerospace-sponsored Rotman

lens phased array suitable as a prototype for an antenna for a pod-mounted

reconnaissance radar. This single axis scanmed array offers a cost-

effective alternative to a phased array, and for wideband systems can

provide s.uperior performance.

2. PEIRFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

On the basis of assumptions made regarding the performance require-

ments of future reconnaissance radars a set of minimum antenna

16
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performance reqtdrements was generated which are representative of the

requirements for an advanced pod-mounted system operating in X-band.

The results are presented in Table 1. Also considered were the physical

and environmental constraints imposed by a pod installation which are pre-

sented in Table ..

3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

3.1 General - In anticipation of the operational needs of next generation

reconnaissance radars Goodyear Aerospace sponsored a study to define an

TABLE I - MINIMUM ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS

Gain -33 dB

Azimuth beamwidth -5 1.8 deg

Azimuth sidelobes n -18 dD

Azimuth beam pointing ±20 deg both sides of aircraft

Elevation beamwidth Shaped or selectable

Elevation sidelobes ----13 dB

Elevation beam pointing ±25 deg both sd-es of aircraft

Instantaneous bandwidth 120 MHz

TABLE 2 - PHYSICAL ANTENNA CONSTRAINTS

Vol um e Z7-in.-dia x 72-in.-long cylinder

Weight -< 250 pounds (Ib)

Altitude -5 40,000 feet (ft)

Temperature -65 deg Centigrade (C) minimum, +125 deg C maximum
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optimum antenna approkch for these applications. Tradeoffs were per-

formed among various antenna types including mechanically steered reflec-

tors and arrays and electronically scanned arrays (ESAs). The outcome of

this effort was a concept for a lens-fed planar array which achieved azi-

muth scanning thrcugh the motion of a small feed horn within the antenna

envelope. By realizing beam scanning withcut physically steering the an-

tenna, the swept volume demands of the antenna were minimized and the

available aperture was maximized. By relying on a mechanical approach

the cost/complexity penalties of electronic scanning wore avoided. The

true time delay nature of the scanning produced in this manner and reli-

ance on TEM propagation paths throughout the lens results in an inherently

wide bandwidth.

Elevation beam steering would be accomplished by conventional roll

axis control and elevtion beam selection is employed in preference to

beam shaping becawe of the left/right look direction requirement. The

advantages offered by this concept were sufficiently compelling to warrant

development of a prototype model with the antenna performance require-

ments set forth earlier serving as performance o'jectives. A drawing of

the prototype .oncept illustrating the key development areas is shown in

Figure 1.

3.2 Lens Concept - The backbone of the candidate approach is the wide

angle constrained microwave lens used to feed the planar array. Con-

strained microwave lenses are characterized by the fact that they do not

obey Sne!l's Law, the feature which results in their wide angle scanning

18
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Figure I - Rotman Lens Phased Array

properties. Snell's Law is circuinented by establishing f-ed path lengths

(transmission line connections) between corresponding points on the two

surfaces (or contours) of the lens. Under these conditions lens perforimance

becomes dependent on specification of the inner and outer lens contours,

the path length variation and position within the lens, and the foc-l path.

Ruze1 studied constrained lenses having collinear constant electrical

length paths between inner and outer lens faces which produced a lens

design having two points of perfect focus located symmetrically with

respect to the axis. A lens configuration offering performanc3. ndvantages

over the Ruze type was investigated by Rotmai and TurnerZ. Figure 2

depicts the Rotman lens configuration schematically using his notation.

The optimum focal path for the Rotman lens is a circular arc, R, passing

through the three perfect focal poi?.ts, Fl, G, andF,
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4. INIPLENIENTATION

areas associated with implemen-tation of the Rotman lens phased array is

presented here, with a more detailed discussion of design considerations

f ollowing.

Ahe radiating aperture is a 54-in, long by 18-in. Mfgh assembly of

80 vertical radiators. Each vertical radiator consists of 20 contiguous

open-eanded waveguide elements joined on their narrow walls and is con-

nected to a power divider assembly containing one 16-way and one four-

way corporate power divider network, and a three-way switch. The 20

outputs of the power divider network transition to the 20 waveguide

20



elements of' the vertical radiator. The three-way switch permits selection

of either 4-, 16-, or 20-element vertical apertures.

The input of each vertical power divider assembly connects to the

output of a "bootlace" lens element, & length of semirigid coaxial cab!e cut

to a dimension determined from the lens design equations based on its posi-

tion witnin the aperture. The input end of the bootlace lens is in turn con-

nected to the output of the parallel plate region through an array of

E-field probes extenlinq into the parallel plate region along a contour, and

at Intervals, speciiied by the lens design. The parallel plate region is ter-

minated by a reflecting surface behind the probe array which corresponds

to the inner lens contour.

To accommouate the 37-in. focal length of the lens within the Z7-in.

dia allocated .'o the antenna, the parallel plates are folded. The input end

of the parallk-l plate region is open to permit traversal by the feed horn

which illminates the lens. The H-olane teed horn extends into the parallel

plate region a,d travels on a track mounted to an oute- surface of the

parallel plates with a contour corresponding to the focal arc of the lens

system. rhe feed horn is driven by a direct current (DC) torque motor

through a steel band drive. Position is controlled by a feedback loop and

position sensing is accomplished by means of a linear sensor mounted

cdrectly to the drive track. Connection of the microwave signal to the

moving feed horn is through an articulating waveguide assembly comprised

of three rotary joints and interconnec.ting waveguide. A stationary wave-

guide run connects the articulating waveguide assembly with the antenna

21



input through a roll axis rotary joint in the rear mounting plate. A DC

torque motor provides the roll amis drive. Mounting of the antenna is by

means of forward and aft mounting plates. The antenna is enclosed in a

thin--walled composite cylinder for pressurized operation in a nonpressur-

ized pod.

Overall antenna length including the fore and aft mounting plates is

68 in. The maximum diameter is Z5 in. at the rear plate. The microwave

section is 13.5-in. deep including feed waveguide and will roll within a

10.7-in. radius.

Front and rear views of the antenna are shown in Figure 3. The front

view shows the radiating array and the vertical power dividers, while the

rear view is of the complete antenna less the pressure cylinder and forward

mounting plate. Figure 4 is a section through the vertical midplane of the

antenna showing "he foided lens, bootlace cables, and vertical assembly

relationships.

4.Z Lens System Design -

4.2.1 Lens Parameters - The choice of lens parameters will depend upon

the design scan angles, maxinum desired scan agle, lens depth, and

numcer of radiators and can be established by analysis'. In addition, the

aperture ifliminatior as a function of the feed horn, lens output curve, and

scan angle r ust also Ie considered.

The antenna azimuth dimension had been fixed at 54 in. by available

mechaAical space, wit, a total of 80 radiators from radiator voltage stand-

in- wave ratio I,7SWR) calculatious. Additional tradeoffs established that
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Figure 3 - Rotman Lens Phased Array Antenna
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O = 36.956 in., F = 33.75 in., ard c = 30 degrees would provide acceptable

aperture phase errors for all scan angles oye. a 0 to 38-deg region and a

mechanical geometry suitable for folding.

Additional calculations were made of sldelobes beamwidth, and gain

lose expected for vaious scan angles and feed horn aperture. Typical data

is shown in Figure 5 and the expected antenna performance for the selec-

ted horn dimensions in given in Ftgure 6. Performance obtained with the Z-

in. aperture horn was considered a best compromise between beamwidth,

sidelobe, and relative gain loss, based upon expected overall radar

performance.

Calculations were also performed to establish feasibility of a low

sidelobe (=40 dB) antenna, and while the data indicated that this level was

achievable, a low sidelobe design was not pursued on this effort.
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Figure 5 - Computed Lens Performance for Horn Feed
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4.Z.Z Lens Output Probes and Cables - The output probes in a Rotntan lens

are rot uniformly spaced, bit rather are a function of radiator location

fron the centerline. The spacings for this design are shown in Figure 7.

Large spacings on the edge probes can lead to a grating lobe being

generated internally in the parallel plate region which would degrade the

radiated pattern and gain data. The incidience angle at which the grating

lobe will enter visibile space is
si n- I

where S is the average spacing to the adjacent probes.

Incidence angles between each probe and the horn are shown in

Figure 8 for four scan angles. The use of this data and Equation (1) estab-

lished that no more than four probes up to a scan angle of 30 deg and six

25
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Figure 7 - Probe Spacings

probes at 40 deg could establish a grating lobe and that only 1 to 2 percent

of the total energy would be incident on those probes. Moreover, Figure 8

shows that the spacing of the edge probes is rapidly varying, and the

periodicity of the spacing is nonexistent. This led to the conclusion that

any gratj;tg lobe effects would be negligible.

A waveguide simulator was used to match the probes in an array

environment. Inspection of Figure 8 will show that a probe matched over a

range of incidence angles of 0 to 35 deg would cover virtually all probes of

a ±30-deg scan region. The waveguide simulator in Gustincic 3 simulates

the operation of a probe in an infirr Le array by consideration of the TEl0

mode in waveguide as composed ot two plane waves with incidence angle 0

given by

26
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x
sin =- , (2)

where a is the guide width. In theory any angle of incidence can be

simulated, provided higher order modes are suppressed and the probe spac-

ing being simulated is mainatained by use of multiple probes when required.

The probe was matched to a VSWR of under 1.10 at an incidence

angle of 31 deg by adjustment of the distance between the probe and the

end short plate, and by addition of a capacitive button to the probe tip.

Incidence angles less than 31 deg were expected to also have an acceptable

VSWR.

The bootlace cables are standard UT-141 semirigid with solid dielec-

tric. A number of alternates were considered, but all were either too ex-

pensive to offset any performance improvem ants, were supplied only in

27
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precut lengths with connectors attached, or !d not exhibit good phase

stability during environmental testing.

Good phase stability in the selected cable was achieved by an initial

heating of the cables to an elevated temperaure, trimming off the extruded

teflon, and attachment of the SMA connectors. Additional tests over a

wide range of temperatures demonstrated that the cable phase could be

controlled to better than 3 deg using thistechnique.

4.Z.3 Lens Folding - A major obstacle to be overcome in the implementa-

tion of the lens fed array was accommodation of the parallel plate propa-

gation region within the antenna envelope. For acceptable phase deviation

and scan angle results, a lens F/D t 0.7 was required,. which posed a space

factor problem. The most acceptable solution to this problem was to fold

the parallel plates. However, the bend introduced by folding creates a

phase shift which will be dependent on the angle of incidence, 6i, at the

bend. Because e. will be both probe number and scan angle dependent,

compensation will be difficult. Calculations showed that, for a :30-deg

scan, 0i will vary from 0 tc. 30 deg for probes near the lens center, and

from 30 to 70 deg for edge probes. The largest differential change is on

the order of 40 deg.

Computation of the phase shift was made by two methods. The first

used equations in Marcuvitz 4 for an E-plane waveguide bend, with changes

in e i made by adjustment of the waveguide width. The second method

(Bahar-) requi-edi solving the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates.
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Because the bend angle can assume any angle, the solution requires Hankel

functions of real, non-integer order.

The two solutions are compared in Figure 9 for a 180-deg E-bend

with a 1-in. centerline bend radius and 0.5-in. plate separation. The agree-

4
ment is well within acceptable tolerances, and Marcuvitz equations were

subsequently incorporated into the lens design computer program.

Several approaches to fabricating the folded parallel plates were

investigated. The approach which best met the requirements of low

weight, low propagation loss, structural integrity and intraplate alignment

without intraplate support, was a precision assembly of 10 aluminum nu-

merically-controlled machinings. Alignment is controlled through the inner

10 CENTERUNE RADIUS - 1.0 ON.

__ __ __ PI4TE SEPARATION - 0.5 IN.

I~ ARCUVflZ: WA VGUMO
7 ANDOOOK (MP I3434 _

* COMI.ETE MOOAL SOLUTION

4
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Figure 9 - Phase Shift Difference Between Unfolded and

Folded Parallel Plate at 180-Deg E-Plane Bend
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and outer bend sections and the end caps which tie them together. The flat

plate sections bolt to the bends with close tolerance tongue and groov

joints ensuring alignment. An optimum balance between wei~t'and struc-

tural integrity was achieved by machining a quilted pattern on the outer

surfaces, thereby incorporating integral structural stiffeners. Plate thick-

ness between the structural stiffeners was reduced to 0.020 to 0.030 in.

4.2.4 Feed F.orn - A conventional H-plane flared horn with a Z- by 0.4-in.

aperture was used as the lens feed. Quarter-wave chokes were used to

reduce radio frequency (RF) breakdown potential between the horn and the

parallel plates. Teflon buttons on both top and bottom of the horn worked

as a low-friction contact and centering mechanism between the plates.

Initial lens calculations used a theoretical H-plane horn pattern.

After selection of the Z-in. aperture was made, a number of horn patterns

were measured in a parallel plate and used to further refine the calculated

periorm ance.

Feed horn positioning required special attention. A search for a suit-

able means of position sensing led to a device known as the Inductosyn,

manufactured by Farrand Controls. The Inductosyn provides highly precise

linear position sensing and permits the position sensing to be accomplished

directly at the feed horn. The Inductosyn consists of a stationary printed

circuit approximately 0.5-in. wide extending the length of the feed horn

track, a sensing element which mounts to the feed horn, and remote

electronics. The overall closed ioop horn positioning accuracy is on the

order of ±0.004 in., which is equivalent to a worst-case angular uncertainty

.30
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of ±1 arc minute (0.017 deg). The Inductosyn was chosen over comparable

optical sensors because of its tolerance to accumulated surface contami-

nants as well as its tolerance to wide temperature excursions.

Another aspect of the feed horn positioning problem is the design of a

transmission line connection between the roll axis rotary joint (the antenna

system input) and the feed horn which is capable of accommodating the

wide range of feed horn motion. High power handling capability, low loss,

and reliability were the governing design considerations. The approach

followed which produced excellent results was an articulating waveguide

assembly made up of two movable waveguide sections connected to each

other and to the horn and stationary input waveguide by three rotary joints.

The feed horn mounts to a hardened V-groove track via rollers. The

feed horn track is concentric with the focal arc and is positioned so that

the feed horn phase center falls on the focal arc. The feed horn is

positioned by a servoloop consisting of a steel tape drive band connected to

a DC torque motor with the Inductosyn providing the loop error signal. The

loop electronics are contained in a separate antenna control unit located

remote from the antenna.

4.3 Array Design -

4.3.1 Waveguide Radiator - The radiator is an open-ended waveguide. The

.6dimensions are shown in Figure 10 and were analyzed using Diamonds

infinite array analysis. The computed E-plane scan admittance normalized

to the waveguide is also shown in Figure 10.
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Figur 10 - Waveguide Infinite Array Admittance

4.3.2 Vertical Radiating Assembly - Selection and design of the vertical

radiating assem 'l)y involved a significant part of the total antenna design

-ffcrt. Because the antenna contained 80 of the assemblies, weight and

total cost of the design would be c-ritical to overall antenna success. In

addition, total insertion loss must al.o be minimized.

Each vertical assembly contained Z0 open-ended wavegude radiators,

an airstrip power divider with an integral stripline to wavegulde transition,

a three-way stripline mechanical switch, and the coax to stripline input

connector. The assembly is shown in exploded form, minus the airstrip-to-

switch card finger contacts, in Figure 11.

Mechanical design of the array addressed several objectives. It was

desired that the array have inherent structural integrity and that it cont-

tribute io the basic structural stiffness -,f the entire antenna assembly with
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Figure 11 - Vertical Power Divider Assembly

a minimum of additional structure. Assembly of the array should be

straightforward with a minimum of fixturing or specialized alignment and

fitting techniques. Weight and cost were to be minimized.

The answer to these objectives was found to lie in .the design of a

three-sided, thin-walled aluminum extrusion with an interlocking edge

design. The open-ended waveguide elements are formed by dip brazing

aluminum partitions into the extrusion at appropriate intervals to provide a

single vertical element of the array. The interlocking edge feature satis-

fies the ease of assembly criterion and contributes to the goal of inherent

structural integrity. Low cost and weight are inherent in the use of an

extrusion.

A waveguide assembly, including partitions and holes drilled for

alignment, assembly, and the waveguide-to-stripline, transition is shown in

Figure 1Z. Mechanical relationship of adjoining extrusions, waveguide-to- 4

stripline transition, and spacer is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12 - Radiator Assembly
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Figure 13 - Waveguide to Power Divider Assembly

4.3.3 Elevation Power Divider - The elevation power divider in balanced

stripline with air dielectric. Ground plane !pacing is 0.200 in. and the rec-

tangular center conductor is 0.050-in. thick.

Design of the T-junctions was largely empirical, as published data is

not accurate for cases where the center conductor width and thickness

becomes an appreciable fraction of a wavelength. The use of high quality

test fixtures and an automated network analyzer for removal of test set
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errors was found to be essential. In addition, all dimensions established in

the laboratory had to be checked using end mills and cutters representative

of those to be used in production, to optimize performance on a unit-to-

unit basis.

The center conductor is supported by nylon spacers with a small pin

through the center conductor. The capacitive effect of the pin was com-

pensated for by a reduction in the conductor width over a total length of

apprormately X/4. The number and location of the standoffs was based

upon a vibration analysis and an allowable deviation of the center conduc-

tor from a centered location between the ground planes.

The stripline to waveguide transition is an integral part of the strip-

line. After machiningt the T-shaped adapter is bent at a right ange and

inserted through a hole in the waveguide wall. A spacer bar both spaces

the grotmd planes and provides a square coax section in the vicinity of the

transition to suppress higher order modes.

Measured VSWR of a 16-port power divider, including the stripline to

waveguide transition, is shown in Figure 14. Similar data was obtained on

the fcur-port divider.

4.3.4 Elevation Beam Switch - A mechanically movable stripline card is

used to select one of three elevation beams. Contact between the card and

the power divider center conductor is through beryllium copper fingers.

A torque motor and shaft is used to actuate the switches. A lever

arm connects each card to the shaft, and the card is constrained in lateral

movement by nylon rollers located between the ground planes.

3.
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Figure 14 - Sixteen-Port Power Divider Admittance

The beryllium copper fingers represented a significant experimental

~iesign effort to realize a design capable of maintaining contact over board

variations in thickness, warpage, and deflections, while at the same time

providing acceptaae VSWVR and insertion loss at an acceptable manufactur-

ing price.

Measured VSVTR of the switch card, including fingers and airstrip

support posts3 located next to the card, was under 1.15 in all positions.

An additional factor was the angular positional accuracy of the card

relative to the fingers. Tests showed that misalignment of ±O.OZO in. was

accept able.
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To date the switches have been actuated several hundred times with

no evidence of degradation. This has included operation during an environ-

mental test simulating a typical aircraft pod.

4.3.5 Pressure Cylinder - A requirement for pressurization is imposed by

transmitter peak power levels and operation in an unpressurized pod at high

altitudes. The impracticality of pressurizing the basic antenna is evident

when the problem of sealing the feed horn access to the parallel plate

region is addressed. Pressure containment was achieved by enclosin, the

antenna in a thin-wall composite cylinder having good microwave transmis-

sion as well as excellent structural and temperature properties.

5. ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

This antenna was tested on a ZZ50-ft range. Both transmit and test

antennas are about 35 it above flat terrain. The range has been used for

production X-band antenna testing for about eight years, and has measured

amplitude ripples over a 4-ft-high by 8-ft-wide aperture of 0.5 dB

maximum.

Peak azimuth sidelobes for three frequencies and a scan angle of +38

to -30 deg are shown in Figure 15 for the 2t0-port switch position. Very

similar data was measured for the 16-port and four-port positions.

Antenna gain loss, measured at the feed horn for zero-deg scan,

ranged from -2.4 to -3.0 dB, relative to the theoretical aperture gain. An

additional 0.9 dB of loss occurred in three azimuth and one roll axis rotary

joits, and over 5 ft of connecting waveguide. Typically, scanning to

30 deg introduced an additional 0.5 dB of loss, with 0.7 dB at 38 deg.
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Figure 15 - Peak Azimuth Sidelobes

Typical azimuth and elevation patterns are shown in Figures 6

through 2Z. A full ±90-deg azimuth'cut is shown in Figure Z2. Overall

falloff of the lobes is excellent out to about 45 deg, but relatively high

lobes are present in the 45- to 70-deg region. These lobes vary in ampli-

tude, but in general are present for all scan angles measured. Their cruse

was not established, but could be due to an illumination error over the lens

probes or to reflections caused by extraneous structure around the antenna

mount.

Because a Rotman lens is a wideband device, data was measured -it a

frequency 10 percent above the center design frequency. Despite known

mismatches in the elevation power divider, the beam switch, and the lens,

no azimuth or elevation pattern degradations were measured. More

importantly, little or no change in beam position was measured, further

confirming the suitability of a lens as a wideband, widescan antenna.
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6. PRODUCIBILITY

A majcr concern throughout the development effort was producibility

of the antenna on a moderate to rge scale as well as the immediate single

unit fabrication. This concern is reflected in several aspects of the me-

chanical design. In particular, components of the vertical radiators and

power dividers were designed with production quantities in mind. Both the

ground planes and the circuits of the power divider networks are capable of

being fabricated by precision stamping although quantities involved in the

prototype did not warrant the expenditure for tooling. The extrusion ap-

proach to the vertical radiators is another example of a manufacturing

technique suitable for volume production.

Assembly was addressed again in the anea of the multi-element array.

The interlocking edge feature of the vertical radiators and the repeating

47- ~ ~ - ~ - --"
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planar nature of the power dividers both contributed to a simple stacking

assembly procedure which did not rely on complex fixturing or highly

skilled personnel.

7. SUMMARY

This paper has described a wideband, wide scan antenna with applica-

tion to pod-mounted reconnaissance radars. A folded lens as a pert~m-

ance effective alternate to a phase shifter scanned array has been demon-

strated. A key to the overall success of the antenna was a philosophy

which emphasized minimal weight, producibility, and suitability for produc-

tion during all stages of development. The design is expected to be readily

adaptable to specific program requirements.
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LARGE X-BAND FERRITE SCANNING MULTIMODE ARRAY

Harold Shnitkin and Peter Smith

Norden Systems, Inc.

Norwalk, CT. 06856

ABSTRACT

A large, electronically scanned array antenna has

been developed to meet the requirements of the-airborne

radar sensor for the PAVE MOVER system. 'nis antenna

is capable of performing in three modes; full aperture

transmit and receive, two section elevation

interferometer on receive, and three section space

diverse azimuth interferometer on receive. Dual feeds

provide illuminations for low azimuth sidelobes in all

modes, and ferrite phase shifters are used to scan the

beams and effectively select the mode of operation.

Design, construction and performance details are

presented.

1. Introduction

The TAWDS Airborne Radar Antenna scans

electronically over 1200 in azimuth and mechanically

over 1900 in roll. It consists of a 134" wide by 11"

high slotted waveguide aperture at X-band, 32 ferrite

phase shifters, a beam-steering computer and a dual

0
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mode feed. It performs in three modes: full aperture

transmit, two-section elevation interferometer receive,

and three section space diverse azimuth interferometer

receive.

2. Mode switching

For the transmit and elevation interferomater

modes a monotonically tapered amplitude distribution

across the entire azimuth aperture is excited by the

front set of series feeds and the 3-way corporate feed

shown in Figures 1 and 2. Monotonically tapered

amplitude distributions are also excited across each

partial .,rture, for the azimuth interferometer mode,

by the rear sets of series feeds and elevation

combiners. Ferrite phase shifts are then used to

select either of the two orthogonal phase functions in

each of the six array sections to form the appropriate

beams, thu3 ach 4 -,ing iob azimuth sidelobes in all

modes.

3. Slotted Arra-

To achieve 7.'?\ spacing in azimuth for grating

lobe free scann.-. . to +600, 432 single ridge waveguide

arrays with offset shunt slots in the broad wall, were

used. Each ridge guide array is center-fed by a double

ridge waveguide, interfacing with its ferrite phase

shifter.
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Figure 2. Multiaperture (Schematic)

4. Ferrite Phase Shifters

Non-reciprocal latching ferrite phase shifters

(MFR-E.M.S.) are used to achieve the advantages of low

insertion loss (0.8 dB), small size, low power

dissipation and rapid phase switching (10 usec). They

are reset each PRI for transmit and the selected

receive mode. Two phase shifters and drivers are

packaged into a unit with provision for 6-BIT phase

data linearization to +20 over two temperature ranges.

TTL inputs select transmit/receive ferrite current

polarity and the high/low temperature calibration.
5. Beam Stee Comput

The digital beam steering computer converts AZ and

EL scan angle, frequency, beam broadening, full or 1/3

aperture, broadside calibration for two modes and four
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frequencies, and temperature input data into a binary

digital data stream for loading the storage registers

in each ferrite driver. The computer further contains

PROMS, burned with antenna broadside phase calibration

values.

6. Dual Mode Feed

The cascaded 36 element directional coupler feeds,

employing the principle of a Blass-Type dual beam feed

form the dual mode feeds in each of the six aperture

sections.

The feed schematic, as shown in Figure 1, shows

the couplers, terminations, and compensating delay

lines. Not shown are additional 1800 delay sections

between the two cascaded sets of 36 couplers required

to make the full aperture feed orthogonal to the 1/3

aperture feed.

The feed assembly consists of two rows of

cross-guide couplers interconnected by semi-rigid

coaxial cables, as shown in Figure 3.

7. Performance

The assembled antenna, as shown in Figure 4, has

the performance shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. TAWDS Antenna Performance

Frequency: 3.5% in X-band

RF Power: Peak, Avg. 8 Kw, 1.6 Kw

Net Broadside Gain: Full, 1/3 35 dB, 31 dB

Gain Loss at 600 Scan: 4 dB

Electronic Scan Range: AZ, EL 1200, 80

Beamwidth: AZ Full, AZ 1/3, EL 0.70, 20, 8*

Polarization Horizontal

Beam Positioning Time: 10 Uisec.

Figure 3. Coupler Feed

son"t

Figure 4. Array Assembly
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MLOW-COST 1-D ELECTRONICALLY SCANNED DIPOLE ARRAY
D. E. BOSTROMs R. E. HODGES, C. QUAN

ANTENNA DEPARTMENT
RADAR SYSTEMS GROUP,'

CHUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
oEL SEGUNDO, CA 90009

act ABSTRACT

This paper describes a 2 x 12 elementlinear array that is

electronically scanned with 4-bit diode phase shifters. The

antenna is cantilever mounted at one end to a trunnion assembly

with the array axis oblique to the horizontal roll axis. In oper-

ation the fan-shaped beam generated by the linear array provides

280 degree azimuthal scan envelope as station mounted in an

aircraft.

This antenna design is based on a modular design concept for

optimum array performance and reliability at minimum cost. The

radiating elements consist of printed circuit dipoles with an

integrated microstrip balun and feed assembly. The dipole feeds

are excited from miniature coaxial lines which, in turn, are I
routed from the ground plane to the PIN diode phase shifters. -T- 

The phase shifters are fed by means of a stripline/coax corporate

feed assembly. This corporate feed structure is a matched feed

which employs hybrid couplers to minimize the formation of reflec-

tion lobes. The amplitude distribution obtained from this feed is

53
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a 20 dB Taylor, selected to produce the requisite sidelobe level.

The phase of the output ports is equalized by adjusting the coax

cable lengths which feed the phase shifters.

The data and results presented include gain, radiation pat-

terns, details of the components utilized, and cost.

1. INTRODUCTION

The antenna system described in this paper is designed to

operate as an airborne tracking antenna in an L-band data link

system used for accurate weapon delivery. A typical mission sce-

nario is shown in Figure 1. The antenna is pod mounted in the aft

station-to provide data comunication foli.wing the weapon deli-

very and target lock-on phase. It is an obliquely oriented array

of dipole radiating elements which forms a fanned beam that may be

pointed anywhere in its 280 degree azimuthal scan envelope.-PIN.

diode phase shifters associated with each azimuth array element

pair provide interelement phase shifts which electronically scan

the-beam relative to the direction of flight. The array assembly

is rotated about the direction of flight on a trunnion to select

the orientation of the electronic scan plane, port or starboard.

The rotating electronic scanned array has the advantage of

providing the needed gain, sidelobe performance, and scan rate at

a relatively modest cost per unit. It is one of the first elec-

tronic scanned arrays to complete the pilot production phase.
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Figure 1. Typical Mission Scenario

a

~The system has proven to be a durable and reliable design over

several years of testing and field use on a variety of aircraft.

In addition, the modular design concept allhws the units to be

quickly mass-produced and easily repaired in the event of damage

or component failure.

2. GENERAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION

A photograph of the array aperture appears in Figure 2 and a

photograph showiny he rear of the antenna with radome and mount-

~ing sleeve appears in Figure 3. Figure 4 presents a partially

exploded view of the array assembly to assist in identifying the

subassemblies and to illustrate the packaging concept. As can be

(55
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Figure 2. Array During Range Testing

seen, the antenna comprises three major subassemblies: (1) the

jarray, (2) the microwave feed circuit and phase shifters, and

(3) the scan electronics. These subassemblies are mounted to a

central frame and chassis as separate modules. This procedure

allows more flexibility in the design of individual components,

simplifies procurement, and has obvious advantages in the mainte-

nance and repair cycle of units in the field.
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Figure 4. Partially Exploded View of Antenna

Figure Z shows a functional isometric diagram of the array.

The radiating portion of the system consists of a linear array of

12 dipole pairs. Each dipole pair is spaced at approximately one-

half wavelength to obviate grating lobes. Beam scanning is accom-

plished by means of 12 4-bit diode phase shifters, which are

interposed between the output of the array feed network and the

array elements. The feed network is designed to produce a 20 dB

Taylor amplitude distribution to achieve the required si.delobe

level.
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Figure 5. Functional Isometric Diagram

3. DETAILED DESIGN DESCRIPTION

3.1 Array Elements

The dipole assemblies shown in Figure 6 consist of a pair of

half-wavelength resonant dipoles matched to a microstrip feed line

1]A'

0 0 0 a0 0 0 0 0 a

Figure 6. Dipole Assemblies
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using a Bauer and Wolfe balun and fed by an SMA coaxial launcher.

These units are designed to achieve a maximum input VSWR of 2:1 in

the array over the scan angle and bandwidth. The elements are

located one-quarter wavelength above the ground plane to maximize

the element factor gain in the array. Spacing between elements

was selected to achieve the correct beamwidth in the elevation

plane.

The units are produced by printed circuit board photo-etching

techniques on copper clad G-1O fiberglass boards. The mounting

rail is an aluminum extrusion, and the launcher fitting is a SMA

connector mounted to the rail and board. Thus, the units are

lightweight, inexpensive, and readily mass-produced.

3.2 Phase Shifters

Beam steering is achieved by using 4-bit PIN diode phase

shifters as shown in Figure 7. The circuit thit contains the 1800

and 90 bits employs two reflection-type phase shifters, each with

a 180' hybrid coupler, while the 450 and 22.50 bits utilize two

loaded line phase shifters. Capacitors are included to isolate

the DC bias current of each bit. The circuit also incorporates a

reactive 3 dB power divider to feed the signal into the pair of

dipoles. Two development models are shown in Figure 8.

Thick film technology is well known as a low-cost manufactur- ).

ing process of hybrid circuits; thus it is utilized to fabricate
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DIODE TERMINATION OC BLOCKING
(9 PL.) CAPACITOR

(5 PL)

4
° BIT 22%S BIT

REACTIVE
.- O-POWER DIVIDER

1860" BIT / 0 BIQRTo

BIAS TERMINATION
(4 PL)

Figure 7. Phase Shifter Circuits

the microstrip circuitry onto two alumina boards. In this process,

the conductor initially comes in the form of a paste or "ink."

With this ink, the circuit pattern is screen printed onto bare

alumina substrates. The printed materials are then fired in an

oven to temperatures over 9000C. This firing causes the metal to

fuse to the substrate and removes impurities from the metal. The

process can then be repeated to print the ground plane onto the

opposite side of the substrate. Similarly, additional components

such as the capacitors and protective glass cover coat may be

fabricated onto the substrate using multilayer printing, as shown
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Figure 8. Two Phase Shifter Development Models

in Figure 9. Hermetically sealed diodes and glass coated

substrates obviate Lhe need to seal the entire phase shift,.r.

Extensive screening is performed on each phase shifter to assure

its performance and reliability. This thick film technology pro-

vides for the ready Manufdcture of iow-cost, reliable microstrip

circuits.

Typical production units exhibit a maximum input VSWR of

1.6:1 over the band for all biL states. The phase comand
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GLASS COVERCOAT

DIELECTRIC COVE RCOAT

METAL TOP PLATE

DIELECTRIC SEPARATION
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Figure 9. Thick Film Capacitor Cross Section

accuracy is less than ±60. Insertion loss for the units is

typically 2.0 dB.

3.3 Microwave Feed Circuit

The microwave feed circuit, which can be seen in Figures 3

through 5, consists of one three-way and three four-way power

dividers. These units are all stripline designs constructed on

fiberglass reinforced teflon substrate. The power splits are

selected to form the required 20 dB Taylor distribution. To do

this, the three-way power divider is constructed from a pair of

3 dB proximity couplers. The center four-way divider uses a

standard "rat race" hybrid feeding two Parad and Moynihan hybrids,

while the outboard four-ways are designed with three of the lat-

ter two hybrids each. Each unit has a maximum VSWR of about V

1.20:1 over the required band. The total power divider insertion
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loss of 0.60 dB combines with a to.al coax cable loss of 0.76 dB

to yield 1.36 dB in feed losses for the array. The assembly is

phase trimmed by adjusting the coax cable length at the feed out-

put to produce the required phase at all 12 output ports.

3.4 Scan Electronics

The scan electronics provide the bias signals to the PIN

diodes in the phase shifters, which select the desired beam posi-

tion. A total of 31 beam positions are commanded by a TTL paral-

lel input to the array.

The elevation scan step size is determined by the gain

degradation allowable at the crossover point of any two adjacent

beams, and by the requirement that no "peak" quantization lobes

occur with quantized beam steering. The beam positions were

selected so that the crossover levels between adjacent beam posi-

tions are no more than 1 dB below the beam peak. Because the

beamwidth varies as a function of scan angle, a curve for beam-

width versus scan angle was generated and used to calculate the

scan step sizes for each of the 30 beam positions off broadside.

The resulting scan step sizes change with scan angle in a non-

linear fashion, while the crossover gain remains nearly constant.

The phase data for each beam position are stored in program-

mable read-only memories. The desired beam position is designated
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by means of a 5-bit parallel word. The total phase loading delay

and beam switching time is less than 15 us. The circuits of the

scan electronics are in TTL, constructed with dual in-line pack-

ages on standard PC board. After assembly, the board is conformal

coated.

3.5 Physical Design Features

Mounting the array in a pod allows the system to be used on a

variety of aircraft. Thus, the system must be capable of operating

in temperatures ranging from -65OF at 60,000 feet to +160OF at sea

level and a multivehicle mechanical environment. Analysis and

testing to meet these requirements is first performed on the indi-

vidual components. These components are then mounted to the frame

assembly. Following assembly, the array is phase trimmed, temper-

ature cycled, and electrical tested. Again, Figure 4 portrays the

modularity. Note the handles on the rear which allow the unit to

be set on its back. Normal handling is done with a secondary

frame which replaces the pod mount and allows the unit to set face

down with the dipoles clear. All assembly is done with hex head

stainless steel screws into inserts. The frame contains

125 inserts for mounting.

With the frame containing the majority of the mounting

inserts, the other pieces simply use clearance holes for mounting,

simplifying their tolerances.
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Weight of the array was not a prime requirement, however,

the environment analysis study sized the unit's construction,

resulting in a weight of 29 pounds.

3.6 Reliability Testing

3.6.1 Tenperature Cycling

Following final assembly and prior to range testing, the com-

plete array is subjected to a thermal cycling acceptance test.

This test involves two cycles. In each cycle the array is raised

from ambient temperature to 160OF at a rate of 70F/minute where it

endures a 60 minute soak, then cooled at the same rate to -70OF

for another 60 minute soak, and finally returned to ambient tem-

perature. Since field testing has shown that the connections

between the phase shifter substrate and its SMA connector tabs

were subject to thermal cycling failures, and to substantiate the

reliability of bonding alumina substrates to their cast hou-;ings,

these units were subjected to a more extensive thermal test prior

to assembly. It was found that the bonding procedure and a rede-

signed connector tab survived 300 cycles.

3.6.2 High Power Testing

The only candidate for high power failure is the stripline

corporate feed, and the loads aSsociated with its hybrids. These

units were high power tested by applying an appropriate amount of

ppwer to the input ports and alternately terminating the outputs
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in effective open and short circuits to focus this power on the

loads. No failures have occurred in these tests.

3.6.3 Field Tests of Array

Over the past 7 years, seven original engineering units have

been in continuous field testing, serving to prove the system per-

formance. In these tests, the principal source of failure has

been the connector tabs on the phase shifters, mentioned above.

It is worth noting that, generally, several of these tabs fail

before unacceptable system performance results. In one case, a

connector tab on a dipole failed, but it is possible that this

was damaged in handling the unit. Nevertheless, these results

indicate that the units tend to "fail gracefully" rather then

catastrophically.

4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

4.1 Performance Summary

The electrical performance of the array is summarized in

Table 1. Note that the polarization of the array is linear verti-

cal. Figure 10 shows the measured gain envelope for a typical

array. The result of the beam position selection (discussed in

the driver electronics section) is to "pair" the beam positions

about the ideal locations available in a 4-bit phase shifter

design. This is the source of quantization error mentioned below,
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TABLE 1. ARRAY DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SUI*WARY

Number of elements Two rows by 12 columns = 24

Polarization Linear vertical

Electronic beam steering ±70' in azimuth

Number of beam positions 31

Frequency L-band

Bandwidth 8 percent

Broadside beam gain 15.3 dB at broadside

Sidelobe level 17.5 dB maximum at broadside

Input VSWR 2.0:1

Power handling 50 W

IQ; --
.. J21

-r~i~REAM P\ls. 0

Figure 10. Typical Measured Array Gain Envelope

and results in sidelobe degradation. Figure 11 shows a typical

Smith Chart plot of the array input impedance for all beam posi-

tions superimposed.
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Figure 11. Input VSWR for All Beam Positions

4.2 Antenna Patterns

The antenna patterns shown in Figures 12a, 12b, and 12c pre-

sent the measured performance in the azimuth plane at broadside,

32.0 ° and 63.00 respectively. These typical patterns show that

the 3 dB beamwidth va ies inversely as the cosine of scan angle.
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Figure 12a. Azi muth Radiation Pattern at Broadside

The array sidelobe performance degrades with increasing scan angle

due to phase quantization and mutual coupling. Furthermore, inevi-

table Prrors in the amplitude and phase distribution which occur

in the manufacturing process result in an occasional discrete side-

lobe exceeding a peak sidelobe specification for some particular

beam position and frequency combinations. This raises the problem
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Figure 12b. Azimuth Radiation, Pattern with Beam Steered to 320

of how best to define the sidelobe specification. Ideally, one

would specify a maximum RMS sidelobe level over all beam positions

and frequencies. However, the cost of implementing such a mea-

surement procedure in a manufacturing environment is clearly pro-

hibitive. Therefore, a method of defining the sidelobe perfor-

mance was adopted to serve as a relative indicator of the
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Figure 12c. Azimuth Radiation Pattern with Beam
Steered to 63.00

acceptability of a given production unit. In this definition, the

maximum pta RIMS sidelobe level (the RMS value of the peak sidelcobe

level over all beam positions at a single frequency.) is specified.

The value of the specification was generated from measurements of

the first seven antennas fabricated.
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5. COSTS

This antenna represents a portion of an 8 year development

program with the goal of providing a competitive, cost effective

system. The antenna has progressed from a custom engineering

item to a production item in which components are procured in a

competitive bidding process. Currently, assembly and test are

being moved out of engineering to make this antenna a true pro-

duction line item. Table 2 shows some of the approximate costs

now being realized for a manufactured quantity of 40. This total

TABLE 2. MANUFACTURING COSTS (40)

Item Cost

Frame $ 1,210

Handles (2) 42

Heat sinks (2 different) 485

Dipole assemblies (12) 1,800

Phase shifters (12) 4,800

Power dividers (4) 1,258

Scan electronics 2,500

Coax cables (39) 423

Wire harness 818

Miscellaneous hardware 120

$13,456
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has been reduced by a factor of five over the last 8 years despite

the industry inflation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility and producibility of the rotating electroni-

cally scanned array has been demonstrated and substantiated

through a preproduction contract for 10 antennas. The antenna

has been shown to provide coverage at intermediate gain levels

over a 78 percent spherical scan envelope. In addition, it has

been shown that this design allows for low cost mass production.
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Abstract

Adaptive nulling in a monopulse antenna requires consideration

ot both the sum and difference channels. This paper describes a

phase only nulling technique which simultaneously places nulls in ,

the far field sum and difference patterns using one set of phase .

shifters. -f

1. Introduction

In the past few years, considerable research and development

has been done in the field ot adaptive antennas. ComunicaLion

and sonar systems have reaped some of the benefi - of adaptive

antenna technology, while radars lag behind. Some of the reasons

for this dichotomy are adaptive techniques are not well suited tor

microwave frequencies; radars have large antennas, hence more adaptive

loops; and a radar has tight time constraints due to target searching.

As a result, only a handfull of radars incorporating sidelobe

cancelling cechniques exist today. Fully adaptive radar antennas

with many degrees of freedom are not practical to implement at

this time.

Monopulse radars present an evcn more difticult adaptive

antenna problem. A monopulse antenna uses two antenna patterns

simultaneously: 1) a sum pattern to detect and range a target

and 2) a difference pattern to determine the angular location of

the target. Most adaptive antenna research has ignored the difference

pattern, even though both patterns must have a null in the direction

of the interference to enhance the radar's performance. Placing a
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null in the sun pattern will not automatically pasce a null In

the difference pattern. Consequently, most system requiremeUts have

assumed that the sun channel requires separate adaptive weights and

control from the difference channel.

This paper has a dual purpose. First, it shows that a null

can theoretically be placed In the sum and difference channels of

a monopulse antenna usig one sat ot adaptive weights. An adaptive

technique incorporating this theory would greatly reduce the hardware

and software requirements tor a monopuLse antenna. A second reason

for writing this paper is to emphasize the need for adapting In

the difference channel. I know ot uonopulse antennas being designed

for adaptive circuitry in the sun channel only. In order to maintain

tracking performance, the difference pattern must be adapted as

well.

2. Nulling in Antenna Patterns

This section of the paper shows that a null synthesized in

the sum pattern will not necessarily result in a null in the difference

pattern and visa versa. An equally spaced linear array ot isotropic

elements Is used in the analysis (Fig. 1). The output of each

element passes through a phase shitter which steers the mainbean

as well as provides the adaptive cancellation. Next the signal is

split into a sum channel signal and a difference channel signal.

Each channel has an amplitud weighting, designed to give a certain
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sidelobe level. All the sum channel signals are added together in

phase and the resultant signal goes to a receiver. One half of

the array's difference channel signals receive a 180* phase shift

before being added together with the other half of the difference

channel signals. Phase only nulling In the sum channel can be

accomplished using a phase only beam space algorithnml 2 . The

algorithm generates a cancellation beam in the direction of inter-

ference, then subtracts the beam from the quiescent pattern to get

a resultant pattern with a null in the direction of interference.

The phase and amplitude weights for the sum channel are

Wn = aein (1)

where 6. is the adapted phase setting and an the amplitude weight.

For low sidelobe antennas Wn may be approximated by

Wn - an (+Jen) (2)

The far field pattern of this weight is

N
S(U) an( l+Jon)ekdnu (3)

n-i
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j k - propagation constant - 2w /A

- wavelength

dn = do

u - sin e

0 - angle from boresight

N k N kn
E E aeikdntn + j E Onaneikdnu (4)
n=1 n-I

The jammers are known to be at the angles em and a ranges from

I to M, the number of jammers.

The first summation in equation 4 is the far field antenna

pattern of the quiescent weights. The second summation is the

cancellation beams generated by the adaptive weights. At each

j. mer angle 9m, the q-tiescent pattern and cancellation beam

match In amplitude, but are 1800 out of phase.

N
j an oneJkqnum = -Z anejkdnUm m-l 2,..,MN (5)

Ust E uler's formula to put the exponent into real and imaginary form

N
E an b, (cos(kdnum)+ jsin(Kdjum)) (6)

- n(coB(kdnum)+ Jsin(kdnum))

[ -!I
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J
Next, equate the real and imaginary parts

N N
E an On cos(kdnum )- E anSin(kdnum) (7)
nal n-I

N N
an On sin(kdrnuh)- E ancos(kdnum) (8)

n=l n-I

Because an sin kdnum is an odd function, it equals zero when

summed from 1 to N. Thus, equation 7 equals zero. The

second equation does not equal zero as long as On is an odd

function. Equation 8 can be put into the matrix form

Ax - B

where

a lsin(kdjul) a2sin(kd2uN)... aNsin(kdNul)

A - alsin(kdlu 2 ) a2sin(kd 2u2 )..., aNsin(kdNu2 )

alsin(kdluM) a2sin(kd2uM)... aNsin(kdNuM)
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01

02

N

B - £ ancom(kdnui)
n-I

N
L ancos (kd,1u,)
n-i

This equation has more unknowns than equations. It can be solved

using the method of least squares.

x - AT(AAT)-IB (9)

The vector x contains the adapted waighte en that give M nulls

in the direction of the jammers.

Figure 2 shows the far field pattern of a 20 element array

with a 35 dB Taylor distribution R - 6. The next figure shows the

cancellation beams used to place a null in the pattern at 220 and

59. In phase only nulling, a cancellinL beam in the 0m direction

has a currosponding beam aL. -e. When these two patterns

are added together the pattern in Figure 4 is obtained. This
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pattern has nulls in the desired directions. At -8. the

cancellation patterns ;id quiescent pattern add in phase to raise

the sidelobes of the resultant pattern in those directions.

Applying these phase shifts to the array in Figure 1 puts

nulls in the sum pattern. These phase shifters are shared by both

the sum and difference channels. A 35 dB, ff - 6 Bayliss amplitude

distribution on a 20 element array has a far field pattern shown

in Figure 5. The phase shifters, On, change this pattern

into the one in Figure 6. Nulls are not formed at the angles Om.

In fact, the difference pattern has worse characteristics after

the adapting. A similar analysis can be done for the difference

pattern.

Wn - b. eon ; bn - difference amplitude weights (10)

inb n (I+J On )  (11)

The difference far field pattern is given by

N
D(U) - E bn(l+j0 n ) eJkdnu (12)

n-1

At the angles On, D(um) is zero
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N
J £ bnOn (coe(kdnum)+ Join(kdn u))

N
- E bn(cos(kdnum)+ Jsin(kd1um)) (13)
n-l

Equating the real and imaginary parts gives

N
Z bnen cos(kdnu3 )

n-1
N

- Z bnsil(kdnuta) (14)
n-l

N N
E bn8nsiln(kdnum)- E bncos(kdn.) (15)

n bl n-i

Tn!like the sum amplit,,ce distribution, the difference amplitude

.. ~,t are An odd function. Instead of equation 14 going to

::Pro, equation 15 equals zero. Likewise, this equation may be put

11to .atrix form and solved for the adaptive weights, en.

,me -esults are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 9 shows the

-ifferenc- adapted weights applied to the sum pattern. Again, the

Of...sir(d iiulls do not appear.

.'n order to simultaneously place nulls in the sum and difference

, one ,et or adaptive weights c(,ld be placed in the sum

channel., while another is placed in the diffe-:ence channel. This

(
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method calls for an extensive duplication of hardware. In addition,

phased arrays are normally built with one set of phase shifters

that are shared by both channels. This technique could not be

readily implemented on existing antennas. These problems can be

overcome by using a special technique that simultaneously places

nulls in the sum and difference patterns using the otte set of

phase shifters shared by both channels. Such a technique is described

in the following section.

3. Simultaneous Nulling in Sum and Difference Patterns

Equations 8 and 14 hold true for placing nulls in the sum and

difference patterns. Rather than solving these two systems of

equations separately, they are combined into one system of equations.

The resulting matrix equation Ax - B has the components

alsin(kdjul)... aNsin(kdku.)

alsin(kdnum) ... aNsin(kdNuM)
A-

b1cos(kdjum)... bNcos(kdNul)

b1cos(kdjum)... bNcos(kdNum)

8e1
624

O~n
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N
ancos(kdnu )

n=l

N
E ancos(kdnu3 )

n=l

B- N
-E bnsin(kdnuI)
n-t

i "i
bnsin(kdnum )n-I

The IPA-t mean square solution to this equation yields a 0n

whi,.h has nulls in both the sum and difference patterns.

The previous cases run for the sum and difference patterns were

Lrid c-A, ain for the new technique. The results appear in Figures

tu :.a-d ii. The.-e patterns were obtained by placing a phase shift

the phase shifters ot the array in Figure 1.

• , " I,, usion

"Y'.ih ..bnique described in this paper is only theoretical and not

nit.-iL fr direct implementacion. However, it does draw attention

to tb'- -eed for simultaneous nulling in the sum and difference

chlunel:3 of a monopulse antenna. Nulling only in the sum channel

i nrot i.equate. Also, the techique developed sho.,s that it is

, - ,x p". e *t, z,,.nuitrec,,;iy ntll in both the sum , nd

4 ~ rP, 's patternb using one set of adaptive weights. Even though

(8
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this method of nulling is theoretical, it has potential for

practical implementation. For instance, an adaptive loop could

be used to adjust the height of the cancellation beams for a non

ideal pattern. In this way the nulls are adaptively formed rather

than synthesized.
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FOCUSED LINEAR ARRAY FOR HYPERTHERI41A RESEARCH

W. Gee, S.W. Lee and R.tittra
Electromagnetics Laboratory

and

C. Cain and R. Magin
Bioacoustics Laboratory

0University of Illinois
C Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT

Recent research has shown that treatment of tumors with

localized heat (42 - 45 degrees Celsius) can cause partial or

even complete tumor regression. Heating with microwave energy

may prove to be a viable clinical procedure. A promising

approach to microwave hyperthermia applicator design is to use

phased array antennas to rapidly scan an arbitrary tumor volume

with a minimal diameter beam or heating spot.

The d~sign and analysis of a focused linear array at 2450

MHz for microwave hyperthermia research will be described.

Four titanium dioxide loaded horn antennas with apertures of

0.79 x 0.53 inch and a feed network with weighted phase shifts

were used to implement the focusing array for focal distances

of 3.0 to 4.0 inches. The array was submerged in deionized

water in order to reduce the array size, and to provide a

better impedance match to a high dielectric media

representative of the human tissues. Power radiation pattern
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measurements were taken at different focal planes in 0.5 inch

increments to determine the focusing characteristics and beam

spot size. Due to the high attenuation of the medium, focal

planes beyond 4.0 inches were not taken. The measured half

power beamwidth (HPBW) was approximately 0.5 inch at the focal

point. A computer program was developed to predict the array

performance. The theoretical predictions for the array

patterns are in .ose agreement with the laboratory

measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

A single dielectric-loaded open-ended waveguide, horn, or

coaxial antenna are generally used by bioengineering

researchers as the principal aicrowave hyperthermia

applicatorsfl]-[4]. The problem with a single-element

applicator Is that it does not have focusing ability. Thus,

the RF energy cannot be efficiently directed to the intended

tumor, and in fact spills over the adjacent healthy tissue.

One way to solve the focusing problem is to use a phased

array, which is the subject of the present paper. Phased array

technology of course is well established in radar/communication

systems. However, the phased array used in the present

application is different from a conventional one in the

following two aspects:
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(i) The focal point of the present array beam is only

several inches away from the radiating aperture, in

contrast to the infinite distance for the

conventional array.

(ii) The present array is immersed in a lossy medium

(water) instead of the unbounded lossless free space.

Because of the differences mentioned above, the design of a

phased array applicator for hyperthermia is not at all trivial.

In the present paper, we first develop a theory for analyzing

an arbitrary array designed for a near-field focusing, and then

verify our theory by experiment with a four-element linear

array.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

A nineteen element hexagonal planar array was chosen as

the candidate for this hyperthermia study. Figure la and lb

depicts the geometry of the phased array used in the

mathematical formulation. Two dielectric mediums are

considered, that is, e, represents the layer of deionized

water serving as the impedance matching section between the

antenna array and the human interface, and 6 L represents the

human tissue layer. d, is the distance between the plane of

the antenna array and the surface of the human tissue. 4A is

the distance from the surface of the human tissue to the

desired focal point or depth of the tumor.
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Let us consider the field at an observation point A with

rectangular coordinates (x, y, x) due to the radiation from a.

typical m-th array element located at (X,, ,). By

geometrical optics, we trace a ray from the m-th element to A.

The incident angle 9,, and the refracted angle 6, due to the

m-th element can be readily found from the simultaneous

equations below.

Re 211 - ( I (10")

Oh ere

The time convention used in the present paper is exp(+Jc4u t).

Thus, the negative imaginary part of 6. in (2) represents loss

in the medium. In the present application, medium 7. (water) is

usually denser than medium 2 (tissue) i.e., Re(k1 ) ; Re(ka).

Total reflection occurs if

(R¢e i ,&A' > ,€e. ,

The present ray analysis is not capable to describe the total ()
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reflection phenomenon. Thus, for each Oml found from (1), we

must check that it satisiies

(R'e it ).41" eml R 4 (nIo/ redi/f ) ;2M

For all the computations reported in this paper, (4) is indeed

satisfied. The transmission coefficients at the water-tissue

interface are denoted by (7Tv,,, T". ) for (parallel,

perpendicular) components, respectively. These coefficients

are given by the well-known expression (5)

= (

T"II

n.

The inc ident E-field due to the m-th element at observation

point A can be ,iritten as:

((.
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~4re

mfW=V,M (Cose)'COS 9L + VW(C5)Si} (

V.M(C0 Vj,(J9'c4 ()

V?,w tVo/aje exr-abeip, coe4tZie,t 4,&A-. 0 m-

(02)

In (10), the element pattern is approximated by C(-066)1

function in the manner described in [5]. Let us assume that

the array is linearly polarized in the x-direction. Thus, we

set VX, * 1, V * 0 in (10) and (11). Then the transmitted

electromagnetic field at the observation point A due to the

m-th element is given byi
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~jg AA e*AM1466 ________46_k_____ 13~)

Cos rot Cos S6p

( The total electric field E at the observation point A due to

the entire array is given by:

Wohere

The phase factor o4, in (19) is tc be determined in the manner

described next. In order to focus the array field at a focal.

point F, we must have

(A
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When (19) is used in (17), all the terms in the summtions are

added in phase at point F (not at other observation points of

course). Finally, the total incident power of the array can be

calculated by superposition of power as follows:

Bnon

And the normalized electric field with respect to a 1.0 watt

incidence can be approximated by:

y__ (22)

ra 7,n. n h

3. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS

In order to demonstrate the focusing concept and validate

the theoretical model, a four element linenc array was

fabricated and radiation power pattern measurements were

conducted with the array submerged in a tank of deionized water

as depicted in Figure 2 to determine the focusing

characteristics. J
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Four dielectric (titanium dioxide) loaded horn antennas

were used to form the linear array. The feed network consists

of a four way in-phase power divider and line stretchers which

provide the weighted phases required for focusing the array at

the desired focal point. Figure 3 depicts the hryperthermia

system block diagram. There are impedance mismatches between

tha antennas and the deionized water layer. Ferrite isolators

were incorporated to prevent RF power from refiecting back into

the power generator.

Figure 4a illustrates the relative power pattern o' the

four element linear array with equal phase excitation

(non-focusing) with element positions XI I

(-2.,0.,Q.), (-.67,0.,O.), (.67,0.,0.) and (2.,O.O) measured

at 3.5 inches cut-plane. Figure 4b depicts the relative power

pattern with the same element position as Figure 4a but phased

for focal plane at 3.5 inches. Similarly, with the array

focused at 3.5 inches as in (4b), relative power patterns were

taken at cut-planes 0.5 inch in front and 0.5 inch behind the

focal plane as shown in Figure 4c and Figure 4d, respectively.

Next the antenna element spacings (positions) were

brought closer together, that is, (-1.3510.,O.), (-.45,0.,0.), 4i

(.45,0.,0.) and (1.35,0.,0.). Again, the array was phased to

focus at the focal plane of 3.5 inches and the relative power

patterns were taken at the focal plane and cut-planes 0.5 inch
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in front and behind the focal plane as shown in Figures Sa. Sb,

and Sc, respectively.

At this writing, the actual relative dielectric ccnstant

of, the deionized water has not been measured. However, for the

sake of expediency, the dielectric constant of 76.7-J12.04 [71

was assumed throughout our computer analyses. Attenuation

measurements were conductcd with two similar antennas in the

water bath and the loss agreed' fairly close with the

calculation made with the assumed loss tangent. Figure 6 shows

the attenuation of the deionized water used in this series of

experiments. For example, the computed loss using the assumed

loss tangent is shown below:

Since

n d

27r -3"~. O 4 640 CMw 1
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At the same time, the radiation pattern of a single dielectric

loaded horn was taken to determine the exponential Ql and Q

for the element pattern factor in equations (10) and (11).

Figure 7 depicts the computed element pattern factcr for

various values of exponent Q and 1:he actual measured Q.

At this point in time, the nineteen element hexagonal

array has not been built; however, computer simulation of

radiation patterns has been carried out in both 2-dimensional

and 3-dimennional g:anhics for sensitivity studies. For

examples, Figure Sa depicts the relative power pattern of the

nineteen element hexagonal array in a single medium (water)

case focused at 3.5 inches from the plane of the array. Figure

8b depicts the Lelative power pattern of two mediums (water and

muscle tissue) focused at 4.5 inches from the plane of the

arrAy. Figure 9a and 9b illustrates a 3-dimensional plot of

the nineteen elament array for single and two medium ca',es,

respectively.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The experiments conducted with the four element linear

array has successfully demonstrated that the focusing of an

array in the near field can be accomplish by properly adjusting

the phase of each antenna element. Computer simulation of the

actual linear array provided relative power patterns in close

agreement with the laboratory measurements. Some slight
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deviation or glitches were noted between the theocetical and

the actual measurements, but they are traced to the

imperfection of ths equipment. For instance, each antenna

element is not exactly identical and there are certain amount

of accumulated errors in phase matching of the feed network.

However, it is evident that the nineteen element hexagonal

planar array can offer an improvement in the beam -,sot size and

suppressing the intermediate sidelobes and at the same time

pushing the grating lobes outside the visible region.

Further studies will be continued, they will include an

optimization routine to find the minimal beam spot size and

best geometry of the array. Also, the optimal frequency range

will be determined whereby losses can be minimized and at the

same time maintaining the integrity of the focusing capability.

dditional formulation will be made to find the power density

of the spot beam at boresight and throughout the scan region

and at different depth of pentration. Furthermore, a search

will be conducted for a low loss high dielectric material and

that has the property of a coolant.
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0STRUCTURAL STOPBAND ELIMINATION WITH
THE MONOPOLE-SLOT ANTENNA
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Boulder, CO 80306

and

P. E. Mayes .
Electrical Engineering Department ,

University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801

ABSTRACT

Using unmatched elements in a series-fed, periodic array pro-
duces high input VSWR at frequencies where a structural stopband
occurs. The monopole-slot antenna is a two-port element which
can be designed to provide broadband match to a stripline feeder.
Then no additional matching is required to eliminate a structural
stopband. A frequency scanning array was designed and tested to
illustrate that monopole-slot elements can be used in a seriec-
fed array without causing an impedance anomaly at broad-sidescan. . .......-

1. INTRODUCTION

When unmatched elements in a series-fed array are located an

integral number of half-wavelengths apart, the reflections add in

phase to create a high VSWR on the feed line. This phenomenon is

called -a structural stopband and prohibits the flow of energy

down the feed line to the radiating elements. Two examples of a

structural st-pband are well-known: (1) in frequency-scanni.g

arrays broadside radiation occurs when the elements are an

integral number of wavelengths apart on the feed line, and a

structural etopband usually results and (2) in log-periodic
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antennas where the feed line can not be directly transposed, a

structural stopband usually occurs due to the extra length of

feedline required for phasing between elements2. Other methods

have been used to eliminate the structural stopband effects in

arrays of unmatched elements 3 "
', but the use of a "matched"

antenna provides an easy solution to the problem.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MONOPOLE-SLOT

The monopole-slot antenna, which was developed and first pre-

sented in 19706, is an example of a "matched" antenna. This

antenna consisted of a cavity-backed slot with a microstrip feed
~.1

to which a monopole was attached. A later version of the

7monopole-slot antenna was constructed out of stripline7 . This

antenna, shown in Figure 1, consists of a stripline fed slot and

a quarter-wavelength monopole attached to the center conductor

through a hole in the dielectric at the center of the slot.

These antennas make use of radiating elements with complementary

impedances. The reflections at the antenna feed due to each ele-

ment tend to cancel, and this results in a "matched" antenna with

an impedance which is very nearly frequency independent.

The monopole-slot is a two-port antenna, and when used as a

sin3le element, the second port is terminated. Since the input

impedance is nefrly constant over large frequency intervals, the

bapdwidth is determined by the coupling (the amount of energy

radiated as opposed to being dissipated in the termination).
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Figure 2 shows a plot of the coupling or efficiency of a typi-

cal monopole-slot versus normalized frequency. When used in

series array, the antenna should be operated in regions of

lower coupling so that energy will be supplied to elements

further down the feed line. By adjusting the size of the

antenna so that it operates in the desired coupling region,

almost any type of amplitude distribution can be obtained

across the array.

3. SINGLE ELEMENT- DATA

Figure 3 shows the S-parameters for a monopole-s lot

designed for use in a three-element frequency scanning array.

The VSWR is less than 1.3 to I over the 22% and from 1.6 to

2.0 GHz. The antenna used an 85-ohm feed line with cascaded

quarter-wavelength transformers to 50 ohms at the ports. Most

of the variation in the input impedance is believed due to the

transformers. The antenna dimensions were:

L - 3.2 inches

W - .4 inchea

H - 1.5 inches

d - 3/32 inches

Cavity size - 3 x 6 inches

b' - 3/8 inches

- 2.62r

Zo - 85 ohms
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Figure 2. Coupling from Feed Line to the Monopole-Slot Antenna.
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1

Figure 3. Monopole-Slot S-Parameters (Frequencies in GHz).
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Figure 4 shows the radiation patterns in aziauth for this

antenna. The asymetries in the patterns are due to an off-

center location in thi ground plane.

4. COUPLING

Because of the "matched" nature of the monopol*-slot, the

internal scattering can be almost completely eliminated.

However, the external coupling is also an important factor in

causing impedance anomalies in arrays. Measurements were taken

of the coupling between ports of two monopole-slots of the

dimensions shown previously. Figure 5 shows the coupling paths

between two antennas and Figure 6 shows the S-parameters for

antennas which were located 5.4 inches apart. The coupling is

significant only for S23 which is the case where the main beams

are facing.

5. ARRAY DESIGN

A three-element frequency-scanning array was constructed to

verify that he structural stopband had been eliminated. The

following values were used in the construction of the array:

Slot length - 3.2 inches

Slot width - 0.4 inches

Monopole height - 1.5 inches

Monopole diameter - 3/32 inches

Cavity size - 3 x 6 inches

Element spacing - 5.4 inches
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Figure 4. Mon,pole-Slot Azimuth Pattern~s.
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Line length between elements - 23.1 inches

Backfire frequency - 1.60 GHt

Broadside frequency- 1.85 GHs

Dielectric constant - 2.62

Characteristic impedance - 85 ohms

The $-parameters for the three-element frequency scanning array

are shown in rigure 7 and the radiation patterns are shown in

Figure 8.

The absence of an impedance mismatch in S11 at 1.93 GHz,

where broadside radiation occurs, verifies that the structural

stopband has been eliminated. Due to the spacing chosen to

that the excess feed line could be run in the sides of the

cavity, grating lobes appear iu the patterns showa. In order

to eliainate the grating lobes, the array was modified so that

the side cavity walls are common between elements and the feed

line is fed in through the narrow ends of the cavity as shown

in Figure 9. Figures 10 and 11 show the S-parameters for the

new array and the radiation patterns for the broadside and near

broadside cases to show the elimination of both the structural

stopband and grating lobes.

6. CONCLUSION

The monopole-slot antenna which has an input impedance that

is stable over a wide bandwidth has many advantages for use in

array applications. It can be used in a series array without

'I
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Figure 7. S-Parameters for the Three-Element Frequency Scanning Array
(Frequencies in GHz)
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Figure 8. Radiation Patterns for the Three-Element Frequency-Scanning
Array.
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Figure 10. S-Parameters for New Three-Element Array.

_1_180 GHz

Figure 11. Azimuth Patterns at Broadside for New Array
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producing the effects of internal scattering such as structural

stopbands. Also the size can be adjusted to produce the

desired amount of coupling to the feed line so that the desired

amplitude distribution is achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

-- Emerging and next generation radar system studies have identified a need

for phased array antennas with wid& instantaneous bandwidths. Typical phased

array antenna bandwidths which are compatible with these system requirements

are in the range of 5 to lO%.

PERFORKANCE ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION

A straightforward method of approaching this problem is shown inl*ock

diagram form in figure 1. The antenna feed network of figure 1 effecttvide

instantaneous bandwidth by employing switchable time delay networks .4 eed

each radiating element so that beam scanning capability is achieved..Variable

time delay units rather than variable phase shifters are used to scan the

array because of the inherent frequency sensitivity of the antenna be 'dof a

phase scanned array. This principle is illustrated in figure 2. In order to

scan the beam of the array in figure 2 to an angle e, a phase shift: ,

2 iL = 2 a s sin:

VAR ABLE TIME PHASE
DELAY NETWORKS SHIFTERS

POWER
DIVIDER !

N
N

RF
INPUT

'" TD .

82-2288-V- 1

Figure 1. Con -ntional Wide Instantaneous Bandwidths Feed Network
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0

RADIATING
ELEMENT

L
0 0 0

S*I 1

82-2288-V-2
Figure 2. Array Scanning Geometry

must be applied to adjacent radiators. If AO is constant with frequency, as is

the case with most microwave phase shifters, then6 varies with frequency.

Under these circumstances, wid2 instantaneous bandwidth is not obtained. If,

however, interelement phase shift is obtained with TEM air transmission time

delay equal to:

T 2Irs 2 .a

where: a the required difference in length between the feeding

time delay circuits of two adjacent radiating elements.

T is not a function of frequency and the value of 8, the scan angle is:

0- sin- (a/s)

wtich is not a function of frequency.

Continuously variable time delay beam scanning, however desirable, Is not

practical, though, since time delay networks are inherently fixed geometry
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devices. Discrete approximations to the ideal characteristic have significant

complexity in terms of the required numbers of components even for small

numbers of discrete time delay positions per network. A three position time

delay nvework, used to feed a single phased array radiating element, is shown

in fig.re 3. Four RF switches and three sections of fixed length TEM

transmission line are required for each three position time delay network.

The block diagram of figure 1, therefore, represents considerable hardware

complexity even for a small number of discrete time delay values per network.

An alternate approach to the problem of obtaining wide angle, wide

instantaneous band electronic scanning is to use a Blass feed network with N

outputs and M inputs, as shown in figure 4. If M can be made significantly

less than N, then considerable reduction in feed network complexity can be

achieved since the number of switchable time delay networks is equal to M.

The feed network of figure 4 takes a single input, splits it It ways and

applies voltage weighting factors, which if used to feed an 1-1 element array

would n-duce a low sidelobe pattern. Each of the outputs of the N-way power

divim!, is fed through an L-position switchable time delay network to an

L3  J.

RF SWITCH

INOUT OUTPUT

i L,

FIXED T E M
LINE LENGTH SECTION

82-2288,V,3
Figure 3. Position Time Delay Network
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B~DIIDR

A F INPUT

Figure 4. Wide Instantaneous Bandwidth Overlapping Subarray Feed Network

N-port series feed power divider. The H series feed power divider are coupled

to the radiating aperture as shown in figure 4. This type of cross coupled

feed network is known as a Blass feed network.

Each of the N-port series feed networks provides a sin (Mx)/sin x voltage

distribution at the radiating aperture as shown in figure 5. Adjacent sin

(Mx)/sin x distributions are offset from each other along the aperture such

that the M sin (Hx)/sin x distributions form an orthogonal set. That is, for

any pair of distributions in the set:

N
r AK BKK ,I
K-i

where the AK'S are the aperture voltages from one sin (Hx)/sin x

distribution and the BK'S are the aperture voltages from any other sin

(Mx)/sin x distribution on the aperture.

A qualitative method of predicting the pattern performance from the feed

network of figure 4 is to consider the part of the aperture illuminated by the

mainlobe of a sin (Mx)/sin x distribution to be an element of a H element
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ORTHOGONAL

SIN (MX)

APERTURE DISTRIBUTIONS

... ....... .. ..*.

R F
INPUT FEED NETWORK

82-2288-V.5

Figure 5. Overlapping Sub-Aperture Voltage Distributions

array. There are M such elements with low sidelobe weights (established by the

input power divider of figure 4) spaced at intervals of approximately(N/M) X/2

so that an array factor/element factor situation as shown in figure 6 is

produced. An array factor with low sidelobes but many grating lobes is

produced. However, the element pattern associated with the sin (Mx)/sin x

aperture distributions "filters" out all primary responses except one, as

shown.

Using the feed network of figure 4 for obtaining wide Instantaneous, wide

angle scanning, it is found that perfect time delay compensation for the

"array factor" can be accomplished only at scan angles corresponding to the

L-discrete positions of the switchable time delay circuits which feed the

Blass feed matrix. At scan angles other than these, some amount of beam shift

versus frequency is encountered.

At the perfect time delay scan angles, which correspond to the discrete

time delay network positions, instantaneous bandwidth is limited to some

extent by the phase versus frequency characteristics of the series ied )
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ELEMENT FACTOR

ARRAY FACTOR

X M SINE SPACE

S- INDIVIDUAL RADIATING
ELEMENT SPACING 82-22.V.6

Figure 6. Overlapping Subarray Feed Network Patterns f -t o

manifolds which comprise the Blass feed network. The phase slope variation of

the individual series feed manifolds results in the relative motion of the

element patterr, with respect to the array factor. This effect is shown in

figure 7.

Computer aided analysis of the antenna and feed network shown in figure 4

was performed in order to quantify instantaneous bandwidth characteristicts.

The series feed power divider assemblies were assumed to be configured with

ideal directonal couplers having infinite directivity and constant coupling

with frequency. This was done in order to examine first order effects in

detail, with toleraice studies being scheduled for a subsequent time frame.

Figure 8 shows a diagram of the Blass feed network and the way in which

signals from the rear most power dividers fan out to the radiating aperture.

The superposiLion of signals from the many coupling paths shown in figure 8

was the major item of investigation in the analysis of the antenna system

shown in figure 4.

(
i
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The configuration parameter which vere used for the performance analysis

of the antenna system of figure 4 are shown in table I.

Table 1. Antenna Configuration Parameters

Parameter (see figure 4) Parameter Value

N 108

M 12

L 3

Array Factor Design Sidelobe Level 60 dB Tschebycheff

Array Maximum Scan Angle +45'

Desired Instantaneous Bandwidth 6Z

ELEMENT
FACTOR ARRAY FoCTOR

SINE SPACE

S - INDIVIDUAL RADIATING
ELEMENT SPACING

82-2288-V-7

Figure 7. Relative Motion of Element Pattern and Array Factor at f f + f
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h Y I

82-228 v-s

Figure 8. Blass Feed Network Signal Flow

For L-3 discreLe timo delay network positions, the region of sine space

between + sin - I (450) was broken into 3 regions as shown in figure 9 and

the three exact time delay compensation angles of O0 and + sin I (2/3 sin
450] chosen to provide optimum wide instantaneous bandwidth pattern

performance. An additional factor included in the analytical effort wa the

use of waveguide time delay sections rather than TEM transmission line time

delay sections. This was done in order to retain the flexibility of operating

the modelled antenna system at high power levels. The use of

waveguide in the 3 position time delay networks tended to restrict

instantaneous bandwidth slightly because of waveguide dispersion but this

effect was found to be essentially negligible when a performance comparison

with time delay networks using TEM transmission line delay was made*

Computed patterns for the wide instantaneous band phased array antenna

system shown in figure 4 are shown in figures 10 through 22. Figure 10 shows a

center frequency pattern with perfect time dclay settings for f and 0o
0

scan. All patterns in figures 10 through 22 show the array pattern with solid
lines and an individual subaperture patterns with dotted lines for reference.
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SCAN ANGLES WITH
EXACT TIME DELAY
COMPENSAT ON

SREGION 1 REGION 2 REGION 3I I °rI
I I I I I

-45.00 .28.10 -13.60 00 13.60 28,10 45,00

SCAN ANGLE (DEGREES)

82-2288-V,9
Figure 9. Scan Angle Coverage Diagram

Figures 11 through 13 show patterns over a 6% band centered at

f = 0.941 f for a scan angle of -45° . For the scan angle, time
0

delay networks were set for perfect compensation at -28.10 as shown in

figure 9.

Comparison of the patterns in figures 12 and 13 show tihat for scan angles

at maximum distance from the time delay compensated scan angle that sidelobes

are maintained quite well over the required 6% instantaneous bandwidth and that

beam pointing is relatively constant over the instantaneous band of interest.

The remaining patterns show sidelobe and pointing angle performance over the

required 6X instantaneous bandwidth at the other three scan angle/operating

band extremes. The operating band for the antenna configuration of figure 4

was 17.6%.,
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SUMLARY

In the course of the analytical effort described above, it was found that

the parameters of table 1 were close to optimum in terms of pattern

performance and minimum antenna system complexity. The number of time delay

network positions, L, and the number of Blass feed network elements (and time

delay elewents), M, were the major controlling factors for array complexity.

Prelimln,.ry analysis showed that for M smaller than 12, the near sidelobes

of the array exceeded desired levels and that for L less than-l, excessive

beam motion is incurred over the required instantaneous bandwidth.

The beam motion versus frequency over the 6% instantaneous bandwidth for

the scan angle and operating band extremes addresed by the patterns of figures

11 through 22 was less than a beamwidth in all cases, and can be reduced by

increasing the value of L, the number of discrete positions of the switchable

time delay networks.
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OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF E-SCAN SPACE-FED ANTENNAS

J. L. Bauck and S. M. DanieloMotorola Government Electronics Grouo
Radar Operations Systems Office
Systems and Technology Section

Tempe, Arizona 85282

iP ABSTRACT

#A minimum-mean-square (MMS) formulation is employed in the

synthesis of two space-fed E-scan antenna designs. Based on ray-

tracing, the underlying mathematical model expresses the

illumiration of a primary radiation array as a linear function ot

the complex weights of a secondary radiation array. The MMS

formulation leads to a linear system whose solution is the desired

excitation weight vector solution. Part I addresses the fiyst

design in which the illumination is an amplitude window over the

radiation array where E-scanning is accomplishad via dedicated

phase shifter control. By contrast, the second design, presented

in Part II, involves a complex illumination which accommodates

E-scanning without the need for phase shifters at the radiation

array. Specific numerical examplcs included demonstrate the

validity of the synthesis approach fnr each design.

1.0 PART I. RADIATION ARRAY PHASE-SHIFTER E-SCAN CONTROL

The design of space-fed cntennas has been motivated by the

need to alleviate the practical complexity associated with

I



power distribution over large arrays. As such, a small excitation

array is used to illuminate the primary array from a certain

distance with the aim of achieving the desired power distribution

otherwise possible with a more complex corporate-Fed approach.

Of course, while circumventing a practical difficulty, the space-

fed design introduces the analytical problem of determining the

optimal excitation array distribution to achieve the desired

illumination. Following a brief description of the space-fed

antenna in question, a systematic, numerically-oriented approach

is presented which produces a MMS estimate of the desired

excitation.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Consider the dual parallel-plate space-fed antenna shown in

Figure 1. Among its essential parts is a waveguide feedport for

illuminating an excitation array of M transceiver elements having

appropriate complex (amplitude and phase) weighting that gives

rise to a desired illumination at the radiation array of L

transceiver elements equipped with phase shifters for cylindrical

aberration correctior and E-scanning.

The central problem at hand is that of determining the

M
complex excitation weighting {am,'m m=1 which will give rise to a

desired illumination over the rddiation array, while simultaneously

compensating for cylindrical attenuation and phase aberrations in

each of the two lenses.
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1 RADIATION ARRAY L

CYLINDRICAL EXCITATION
WAVEFRONT ARRAY

PARALLEL PLATE
SPACE FEED
LENSES

WAVEGUIDE
FEEDPORT

Figure 1. Space-Fed Antenna Configuration

1.2 Mathematical Formulation

Given a desired amplitude illumination over the radiation

array, the corresponding complex excitation weight vector

M j
w- {Wm~m= I  { {ameJm}m~l (1)

may be derived by solving a complex linear system resulting from a

MMS formulation of the problem.
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1.2.1 Mathematical Model

Figure 2 shows the essential geometry of the space-fed

array in question, where all dimensions are given ir half

wavelengths of some reference frequency. The pertinent parameters

to be noted in the Figure are

!~ AI
12 2 L

o dal d '-,Ft>6tm

Ix ,-F -F 2--

1 2 m \(X20, 2k

(x2+md2-9. F 1 )4

Figure 2. Essential Geometry of Space-Fed Antenna
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L = number of equispaced radiation array elements

d, = radiation array interelement spacing in units of
2

F, = minimum distance between arrays in units of
2

M a number of equispaced excitation array elements
d2 = excitation array interelement spacing in units of .. L.

2

F2 = minimum distance between feedport and excitation

array in units of 1-

X2 = x-axis displacement of excitation array in units

of X02
= (Ld1-Md2), if centered with respect to radiation

array

xa= x-axis position of feedport in units of-2

= ,if centered with respect to radiation array

d = distance between k-th radiation array element and
tA0

reference point, (x2 0,-F 1 )-, on excitation array,

in units of X0

= - - (tdl-x2=o) 2+F (2)

d = distance between the Z-th radiation array element

and m-th excitation array element, in units of XL2

= .~.~(x2+md2.-d)+F('
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dm distance between m-th element of excitation array .

and feedport in units of

2

- ~ (xs-x 2-md2)2+F,. (4)

In view of the above definitions, it is possible to express

the illumination at the ,-th radiation element as the superposition

of excitation element contributions

M

g(.fw._) =Zwmh(m,zf) (5)
m=1

clearly a function of frequency, f, and the excitation weight

vector, w. More specifically,

h(m,,f) = ce J 2 7rf(m+- ) (6)

where

Tm = time delay between feedport and m-th excitation,

array element

- d (7)
2co m

= time delay between i-th radiation array element and

m-th excitation array element
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d

(8

and

c = mct J (Om+) (9)

with

m= relative r"  attenuation between the feedport and

the m-th excitation element

F2
- (10)

OL = relative r"i attentuation between the m-th and t-th

excitation and radiation array elements, respectively

_F= (11)

m - -th radiation array element radiation pattern

= sin (fd cosem) coste (12)*

m cylindrical phase error correction at m-th excitation

array element

* Here, d=0.62 -- in accordance with reference 1.
2

( .
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iT(d -F) (13)

=cylindrical phase error correctIon at L-th radiation

array element with respect to excitation array

reference point, (x2O*-Fi)XO

7(d 4 F) (14)

1.2.2 Milnimum Mean Square Synthesis

In view of (5), the illumination of the raA41tion array

elements may be represented co~mpactly in matrix notation as

j Hw (15)

where

=the L-component illumination vector

i g(k,f,w)}. (1L

H =The M x L transition matrix

{{h(m,2.,f)}1 M= (17)
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Given a desired illumination

e {e(t,)) L. (18)

we wish to derive an excitation vector w such that gclosely

approximates e in some sense. Using a tWIS criterion, the weight

vector we seek minimizes a quadratic performance index

11 W-e 112

(HWe)*T(Hw-e) (19)

whence, the desired solution satisfies the necessary conditions

that

0 i _jA

=H *T(Hw-e)

Cw-b (20)

where

C H H

= M x M complex-valued covariance matrix

b = H*Te

= M-cornponent complex-valued forcing vector
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Most generally, the desired minimum-norm solution is given ty

W C b (21)

where C stands for the pseudoinverse of C and is identical to the

actual inverse, CI, if it exists. In the present paper, solution

(21) is obtained by using the complex form of the conjugate

gradients method
2'3 ,

1.3 Performance Analysis

The mathematical model of the previous section was imple-

mented on a computer, and the results are presented here in

graphical form. The aperture illuminations which were approximated

45are those of Taylor and Bayliss5 , the latter of which is

used for "difference" field patterns in monopulse applications.

In all cases, the sidelobe level of the ideal field pattern was

chosen to be -50 dB, relative to the peak of the main lobe, and

the number of approximately equal sidelobes adjacent to the main

beam was chosen to be 12. For comparison with the main results,

these ideal patterns are shown in Figures 3 and 4. These are

array factors only, and dc not include an element factor. Notice

that in Figure 4, the Bayliss pattern has a very deep null at e=V ,

which is obscurred by the ordinate of that graph.

Figures 5 and 6 show results obtained using the MMS

synthesis technique for Taylor and Bayliss patterns, respectively.
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w

Azimuth Angle (degrees)

Figure 3. Field Pattern Corresponding to Ideal Taylor

Aperture Distribution.

isif
Azimuth Angle (degrees)

Figure 4. Field Pattern Corresponding to Ideal Bayliss

Aperture Distribution.
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Figure 5. Taylor Approximation Example. (a) Antenna Parameters.

(b) Amplitude of Excitation Array Weights. (c) Phase of Excitatiop

Array Weights. (d) Amplitude of Aperture Illumination. (e) Phase

of Aperture Illumination. (f) Amplitude of Field Pattern.
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The following comments apply to these and subsequent Figures

which snow graphical results:

Part (d) Is a list of pertinent antenna and feed structure

parameters.

Part (b) is a plot of the amplitude of the optimum

excitation array weights, {am)mM1.

Part (c) is a plot of the phase of the optimum excitation

array weights, {.mr}m! , not including the correction

for a spherical wavefront in the excitation lens.

Part (d) is a plot of the amplitude of the aperture

illumination; the dotted line is the ideal (desired)

illumination, ind the solid line is that illumination

which is actually achieved.

Part (e) is a plot of the achieved phase illumination.

The desired phase illumination is a constant.

(Absolute phase is unimportant.)

Part (f) is a plot of the amplitude of the resulting field

pattern.

The results, (d) - (f), are those that would be obtained by

operating the antenna at the frequency for which it was optimized.

Phase shifter quantization effects are not included. The element

pattern, cosie, is included, via pattern multiplication, in the

field plots.

Inspection of Figures 5 and 6 shows that the desired

illumination is approximated quite well, resulting in maximum
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sidelobes around -45 dB. Figure 5(a) shows that only four of the

eight excitation weights differ significantly from zero. An

example (not shown) was done with M=4, with te result that the

four weights almost exactly replicated the central four weights

of Figure 5(b), in both amplitude and phase. As a final comnent,

a defocusing technique was discovered, afttr these plots were

made, whereby the aperture errors could be reduced even further,

and which gave a final field pattern with sidelobes that were

very close to tho ideal -50 dB level. This comment will be

amplified in Part II.

2.0 VART II. EXCITATION ARRAY COMPLEX WEIGHT E-SCAN COtTROL

By replacing the cylindrical phase error compensation

4 L L{ £=1 wit'A a true time delay compensation {T 1. 1 1 it is

possible to imp-ove the wideband performance uf tho spacefed

antenna described in Part I. Focusing the radiation array to a

point behind the excitation at-ray will also improv. the overall

performance. However, such improvements are of little consolation

when one is faced with the costly prospect of supplying a large

number, L, of racher expensive high-resolution phase shlfters.

It is precisely this economic cons 1erAtion which has motivated

the space-fed dpsign alternitive discussed below; namely, one.in

which the radiation phase shifters are eliminated, transferriog

the burden of E-scanninq to the excitation array.

(
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2.1 Statement of the Problem

Figure 7 shows the functional block diagram of a spacefed

antenna subsystem concept involving excitdtion array E-scan

control. Besides a time delay compensation of the cylindrical

wavefront over the radiation array, other more prominent features

include a large concave excitation array of N elements, a small

contiguous number, M, of which is activated with precomputed weight-

ing from a PROM lookup table via a matrix switch.

Given an azimuth scanning requirement of 800, (-40* to 40°),

with a desired resolution of 0.050, the storage capacity of the

PROM table is 320014 words (1600M amplitudes, 1600M phases) for a

single instantaneous frequency band. For M=16, this amount to

51.2k words, certainly a modest amount by modern standards. When

a certain scan angle is desired, the appropriate set of 2M words

is fetched from PROM and applied to the corresponding set of M

activated exc;tation array elements.

Figure 8 shows the conceptt.al structure of the matrix

switch, which routes M amplitude- and phase-weighted feedports

to the a 'ropriately selected M-subset of the N excitation array

lements. To be noted here is the fact that only N switches are

needed to accomplish a continuous activation of M contiguous

elements over the N-element excitation array.

The problem at hand is the derivation of excitation array

curvature and the solution of M-dimensional complex weight vectors

1i corresponding to desired scan .gles.
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N

SWITCHES

All transmission paths
are equal in length.

Figure 8. Details of M-to-N Switching Matrix.

Any M consecutive elements out of N

may be selected by using N Switches.
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2.2 Mathematical Formulation

Given a desired illumination over the radiation array,

specified by both an amplitude weighting and a phase shading

associated with a certain scan angle, es, the corresponding

weighting vector

{Wm}m= I  {ame mlm=1 (22)

may be derived in a similar way as in Part I.

2.2.1 Mathematical Model

The geometry pertinent to the space fed antenna design of

Figure 7 is given in Figure 9. As before, all dimensions are in

units of half wavelengths of some reference frequency. To be noted

L+I th respect to which thehere is the focal point (ui -rz - wit repc hc h

delay equalization is set at the radiation array.

Assuming that the k-th M-element excitation subarray is

activated, the resulting illumination at the X-th element of the

radiation array is given by

M

g(k,k,k,ws) - wsh(k+mk ,,f) ; k=O,...,N-M (23)

m=1

where

swm = the m-th complex weight applied to the (k+m)-th

excitation element
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Figure 9. Geometry of Alternate Space-Fed Antenna

and

k -j27T k
h(k+m,k,f) c cme Pn(24)

Here,
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k the time delay between the (k+m)-th excitation element

and the I-th radiation element

2 . m (25)

and

ck -c kG eJ 2lrfT (26)an g(2I)

where

k * the relative r t attenuation between the L-th and

(m+k)-th elements of th? radiation and excitation

array, respectively

• - -(27)

T- the time delay compensation (time advance) at the

L-th radiation array element with respect to the focal

point and relative to the central point on the array

1..1) d,)2d1 + F ) F (28)
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and c. is the t-th element radiation pattern as given by (12).

2.2.2 Minimum Mean Square Synthesis

Given a desired illumination over the radiation array,

ird IL S {a -,e' -s i n e L
e - (e} a1  s e o Z1 (29)

the desired MMS weight vector solution is given by

A5 +kW C (30)

where, as in Part I, Ck is the psendoinverse of the M x M matrix
C bH*TH k *Tek, and Hk{{h(k+m,1,f)} L M It should beCk=H k Hk , kn Hkk={{h(m,.I soldbk-k-=' k-_ . L 1m,,=1

noted that 6s determines k and that this value of k applies for

other values of scan angle in the neighborhood of es, although ws

will be distinct in each case.

2.3 Performance Analysis

Results for the alternate spacefed antenna design are

presented here in the same form as in Part I, and include Figures

10, 11, and 12, in which a Taylor illumination was approximated for

scan angles of 00, 200, and 40, respectively. The maximum sidelobe

performance for these three cases was excellent: -50 dB, -49.3 dB,

and -42.6 d6, respectively. These results were obtained using an
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Figure 11. ,aylor Approximation Example -- 200 Scan Angle. (a)

Antenna Parameters. (b) Amplitude of Excitation Weights. (c) Phase

of Excitation Weights. (d) Amplitude of Aperture Illumination.

(e) Phase of Aperture Illumination. (f) Amplitude of Field Pattern.
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Figure 12. Taylor Approximation Example -- 400 Scan Angle. (a)

Antenna Parameters. (b) Amplitude of Excitation Weights. (c) Phase

of Excitation Weights. (d) Amplitude of Aperture Illumination.

(e) Phase of Aperture Illumination. (f) Amplitude of Field Pattern.
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omnidirectional element pattern, rather than that of (12); this

change had a negligibly small effect on the final results. In

all cases, the number of active excitation elements, M, was 16.

The distance F, was chosen to be 225 in order to get low

sidelobes at a 400 scan angle. If a smaller range of scanning was

required, or if the sidelobe requirement was relaxed, F, could

assume a smaller value. For 00 scanning conditions, the front

array is focused at a distance of F1 , but for non-zero scan

angles it is conjectured that it may not be well-focused at F, or

possibly even at any distance, due to asymmetrical path lengths

and, therefore, asymmetrical r" losses between symmetrically

located elements on the front array and the intended focal point.

Once an acceptable value for F, of 225 was established,

an iterative procedure was initiated to simultaneously find the

best values for F1 and d2, which resulted in having F' less than

F, for all scan angles, without exception. This was interpretted

as forcing a slight de-focusing of the radiation array, which

would effectively cause more of the centrally located M excitation

elements to become more active, instead of having some turned

almost completely off, as was the case when Fl was the same as Fl.

With more activity among the M elements, more degrees of freedom

are effectively available for synthesizing a useful aperture

illumination. Although the field pattern showed large variations

in maximum sidelobe level for large changes in these two parameters,
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it was relatively insensitive to variations of roughly 10 percent

of the final values selected for both F avid da. For 00, 200.

and 400 scan angles, the final values for Fl, respectively, were

205 , 190 and 140 T and the final values for d, were

2.3, IL 2.5 A and 2.4 respectively. Notice that for the

larger scan angles, the deviation from a globally circular array

is signiftl'ant and favors using a smaller number of excitation

element: than would a circular arrangement. An approximate

calcoulation of the number of elements required in the excitation

array (N in Figure 7) based on the above numbers gave a number of

around 110, less than the number of elemnts in the front array.

A difference (Bayliss) pattern was approximated for O,

20' , and 400 scan angles using exactly the same final values of

F1, F', and di, and with the directional elements cf (12) in place.

Sidelobe levels of -47 dB, -48.4 dB, and -33 dB were achieved,

respectively. The depth of the center null could not be gauged

from these plots, since the 512 point FFT program used to compute

the field patterns lacks the resolution necessary to determine

this information. The exception is at 00 where the FFT computes

a field pattern point at exactly the center of the null. This

gave a number below -100 dB (the lower limit of the plotting

program) which is of course meaningless in the context of a real

antenna with random errors, but which nonetheless illustrates the

effect;veness of the MNS solution method.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECO44ENDATIONS

Employing an underlying mathematical model based on ray-

tracing, a MMS formulation has led to the successful synthesis of

two distinct space-fed antenna designs, as demonstrated via

co(Iputer simulation. It is important to note that this synthesis

approach was instrumental in showing the effectiveness-of the
K

second of the two antenna designs involving a relatively sm&'l1

number of phase shifters.

The design and hence the performance of practical space-fed ".

antennas could be improved by enhancing the underlying mathematical

model, such as including coupling between array elements and

incorporating more accurate element patterns. Finally, a computer-

in-the-loop approach could be mechanized to carry out the WtS

adjustment of the excitation weights in a feedback fashion, thus

relieving the designer from the burden of searching, substantiat-

ing and incorporating improvements of the mathematical model in

an attempt to represent more faithfully the practical effects in

an open-loop numerical procedure.
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APERTURE EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS IN THE CONVOLUTION
SYNTHESIS Or SYMMETRICAL HEXAGONAL ARRAYS

0
J. Paul Shelton and Sharad R. Laxpati*

Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20375

O BSTRACT

C The investigation of the application of null synthesis pro-

cedures to planar arrays, described in previous papers by these

Sauthors, is continued. The null synthesis of symmetrical hexa-

gonal arrays is evaluated in terms of the maximum achievable

aperture illumination efficiency (ALE). Computed values of

maximum AlE are presented for hexagonal arrays of 7, 19, 37, 61,

and 91 elements using sem n-element, one-parameter canonical

arrays (referred to as ly). A I9qlement, three-parameter

canonical array is introduced ( , and maximum AlE is given

for arrays of 19, 37, 61, and 91 elements. Contour plots of

radiation patterns, showing zero loci and tidelobe leveis are /
presented for both uniformly illuminated and synthesized maximum
ALE arrays. Zero loci, sidelobe levrs, and aperture illumina-

tion distributions are compared for these arrays.

1. INTRODUCTION

Synthesis of regular hexagonal arrays has been d~scribed by

several authors during the past decade. Recently, the authors of

this paper have investigated hexagonal array synthesis in which

small arrays are convolved to synthesize large arrays. Such a

technique is well suited to snythesize a set of prescribed nulls

of a large array. 1hin paper is a report on the status of the

on-going work by the authors.

*Also with the Department of Information Engineering, University

of Illinois Chicago at Illinois 60680
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Aside from the use of separable illumination for a planar

array, which thereby utilizes well known syntebsis procedures for

linear arrays, a synthesis technique that has been studied exten-

sively is based on a transformation technique that mapG a linear

array into a planar array. The technique was presented by

Baklanov1 and by T~eng and Cheng2 for square arrays and was

later adapted for rectangular arrays by Goto 3'4 . Since the

transformation maps a two dimensional M,) pAttern of a planar

array into a one dimensional (e) pattern of a linear array, the

resultant pattern has ring sidelooes (whose heights are independ-

ent of 0) with non-circular contours, Furthermore, the technique

fundamentally synthesizes a linear array; thus, it enables one

to use any Of the optimal or non'Qptimal synthesis techniques for

linear arrays. Elliott 5 extended the technique to synthesize

arbitrary sidelobe topography. Goto,3'6 has discussed the

application of this transformation technique to hexagonal arrays,

whereas Goto 7 and Cheng and Chen8 have treated optimal

syntheses of regular hexagonal arrays. In order to synthesize a
k-ring hexagonal array, synthesis of a (2k+l) element linear

array 'j needed. Thus, in the synthesis procedure there are at

most k degrees of freedom; i.e. up to k different parameters may

be specified to control the hexagonal array pattern.

Although the transformation sy'hesis:procedure is straight-

forward, it is rather cumbersome; the voltage excitations of the

planar array are obtained from those of the corresponding linear

array after extensive numerical computation which is reminiscent

of the computation of coefficienta in Chebyshev synthesis. Fur-

thermore, i,t i.s difficult to provide any intuitive understanding

of the null loci as well an illumination (voltage) tapers. The

examples discussed by the researchers would indicate no simple

relltionship to the voltage tapers of the corresponding linear

arrdy. This is contrary to what one would have expected from tte
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technique. To be opecific, if a Taylor type illumination and

sidelobe structure is used as a linear array desiga, thent

although the sidelobes of the hexagonal array will have similar

structure in all simuth planes' the aperture ~illumination will.

not exhibit the behavior of the correspondilIg linear array

illumination. !.%e synthesis procedure yields a t,0.lveofold

oyametry in the aperture planes, a feature that, is analogous to

the rotational symeetry of one-dimensional circular Taylor

illumination. Thus, the synthesis of a hexagonal array may be

thought of as an extensi.zn of the one-dimensional circular

aperture synthesis to two dimensions.

The synthesis procedure for hexagonal arrays described by

IKinarssong retains the symtry featuie and potentially

increases the degrees of freedom to the maxim, possible comeon-

surate with the symetry requirements. The procedure is numerical

and is capable-of providing optimal patterns (ioe. optimises spot-

ture illumination efficiency (All) for a fixed sidelobc level).

The problem is formulated as a quadratic programimg problem and

requires a number of iterations and a large computer to obtain

the solution.
Shelton10 studied regular hexagonal arrays in depth and con7-

sidared a synthesis procedure in which small hexagonal arrays are

convolved to snythesias large hexagonal arrays but confined to one

degree of freedom which leads to hexagonal arrays with binomial

voltage excitations and twelve-fold symmstty. Laupatill, 1 2

introduced a null synthesis technique for planar arrays. which is

based on the convolution process and is a generaliastion to the

previous synthesis procedure. This procedure. which utilized a

canonical four-element diamond array. can be utilized to systthe

sise prescribed-arbitrary Dulls and/or sidelobe topography. For

a k-ring hexagonal array, the procedure haos at most 1.SK degrees

of freedom.
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An important characteristic of this null synthesis procedure

;9 that it is aon-iterative and can be readily implemented on a

small computer. It also provides a larger number of degrees of

freedom than the transformation synthesis procedure. In an

attempt to evaluate the potential of mie null synthesis

procedure, the presentiauthors presented a study
1 3'14 which

introduces tht canonical arrays and discusses their role in the

synthesis of various planar arrays including regular hexagonal

arrays. The results indicated that AIR-is dependent on the

canonical arrays employed to synthesise the large array; it hi

also dependent on the number of degrees of freedom. Since AIN is

the ratio of the directivity of the designed antenna excitation

to the directivity of uniform excitation, it would be an

important criterion in the selection of canonical arrays, if not

constrained by the symmetry requirements.

The primary objective of this paper is to consider the null

synthesis procedure for hexagonal arrays with twelve-fold symmetry

(thus employing smaller hexagonal arrays as canonical arrays) and

optimize the Al. Syntheses of hexagonal arrays with 2, 3, 4 and

5 rings are considered. In the next section, after reviewing the

convolution (null) synthesis technique, symmetry and other charac-

teristics of hexagonal array are introduced. More detailed

objectives are also put forth. Section 3 analyses the 1- and

2-ring (seven or 19 element) hexagonal arrays which are used as

canonical arrays in the synthesized examples presented in Section

4. Also discussed in Section 4 is the simple technique used to

achieve the near optimum value of AIE as well as the impact on it

of using H7 (seven element, 1-ring hexagonal array) and H19

(19 element, 2-ring hexagonal array) as building blocks. Section

5 shows the plots of pattzrns of the synthesized arrays and com-

pares thcrn with those of uniform arrays. Finally, in Section 6,

some concluding remarks are offered.
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2. Objectives of Convolution Synthesis

2.1 Backaround

This investigation .Z a convoluticr synathesis procedure for

planar arrays was initiated because therc were no zero-locus

synthesis procedures ana).ogous to those which are commonly used

for linear arrays. In contrast with the polynomial representation

of linear arrays which allows the pattern function to be expressed

in terms of its roots, there is no mathematical formalism whlich

allows the pattern function of a pl nar array to be expressed in

terms of its zero loci. This situatio,% is not surprising because,

whereas a linear array has a finite set of zeros which can be

related to the coefficients of .the polynomial describing the

pattern function, the symmetrical Rlanar arrays being considered

here have continuous zero loci with an infinite number of loca-

tions, and their pattern functions are not expressible as

polynom&als. On the other hand, the concept of array convolution

and pattern multilication still holds.

l1ds concept of arxay convolutien and pattern multiplication

has been proposed by these authors in previous papers. It is in

effect what such procedures as Taylor's do, without relating the

zero Locations to the pattern function expressions. For example,

an alternative approach to the Taylor synthesis would relate the

pattern zeros to small two- or three-element arrays and then

convolve them to determine the overall array excitation directly

without being concerned about the polynomial expression.

The objective of this convolution synthesis is to select

appropriate small arrays, which we will refer to as canonical,

determine their zero loci from 41 number of small arrays to give a

desired multiplied pattern from alarge array, and finally con-

volve the small arrays to determine the array distribution of the

large array.
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This procedure is tiot without drawbacks. Whereas the linear-

array aero locus procedures such as Toylor's tend to produce array

excitations with good apertura efficiency, this is not necessarily

the case with planar arrays. One of tho primary objectives of

the analysis of this technique is to evaluate the aperture

efficiency with which patterns of given si 4elobe levels can be

synthesized. furthermore, there is not a readily available

procedure for relating the aero loci to a given specified sidQ-

lobe level, as is the case for Taylor's and Dolph's techniques.

Therefore, the present status of this investigation is to

seek answers to the questions of exactly how vell will thu con-

volution procedure work and what is a specific technique for
selecting the required zero loci.

2.2 Specific Obiectives of this Pager

One specific cbjective of this paper is to analyze and

present the pattern characteristics of uniform symmetrical

hexagonal arrays as large as 91 elements. A disadvantage of

dealing with planar arrays with nonseparable pattern functions

is that the characteristics of those patterns are not generally

familiar to workers in the field.. Essentially anyone reading

this paper will know what a sin Hx/sin x pattern function looks

like and that it is the pattern of a uniform N-element linear

array. How many of us know how to describe evesi qualitatively

te characteristics of a uniform hexagonal array? Locations and
levels of sidelobes waill be presented, and zero loci will be

plotted.

Characteristics of two canonical arrays will be considered.

The seven-element array with one degree of freedom has been

analyzed previously. The 19-element array with three degrees of

freedom is analyzed, and procedures for determining the array

coefficients in tqoms of specified zero locations or vice versa

wilt be discussed.
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Using these canonical arrays, arrays as large as 91 eleftfnts

Vill be sytthesised tot MaaiwMe aperture effieteecy (AIMD& and

the radiation patterns, apertuve dietributioma. sod sevo loci of

these arrays will be presented ad compared with thoe Of the

ustifova arrays.

3. Analy~sis of fanoical Array*

The nero-bncua chareeristics of two .aaemicol arrays are

analyzed in this section. The first is the one parameter

seven-element array (h7) and the second is the three-paramete

19-element array (H1 )

The coordinate system used for represemtiag radiation pattern

functions is shown in Figure 1. The pattern function coordinate

'LOW

F~I'M 1- Pattern-function reprot e3tation lIn the uv planeI -
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corresponding to the a coordinate of the array il us and the

coordinate corresponding to the y coordi ate of cte, array is v.

A grating-lobe pattern is also shown, which results from a
"stable" triangular array lattice, that is, a lattice for which

the triangles have one horisontal side. The coordinate system i.

defined so that the angular distance from the mainlobe to th

nearest grating lobe is 2W.

The grating-lobe pattern of Fig. 1 has the spatial periodicity

of the reciprocal lattice of the antenna-array lattice. The

coordinates of the &rating lobes are

U(M) - V

El Oti

v(m,n) - 2T(n -

'ie general pattern function for arbitrary excitation has the

periodicity of the grating lobes in the u-v plane, and the cell

de nc 4y the hexagon C C2 C3 C4 C3C6 completely describes

Lie functionb. Furthermore, with the symmetry constraints which

w. have placed on the array, 1/12 of the call, defined b., the

triangle OC 11 is sufficient to comple.:ely describe the pattern

Unnctions with which we mre concerned. Also shown in Fig. I Is a

circle defined by u 2 + V2 - (2w/X)2, which represents the

boundary of visible apace. The radius of this circle is directly

proportional to s. The synthesis procedures considered hero

address the hexagonal cell without regard to any limitation',

imposed by s. That is, pattern functions are synthesized over

the entire cell even thouf', *art of the cell could be ex:luded

from visible space by appropriate selection of a.

We first consider the pattern characteristics of seven-element

arrdys for which the center element hat unit excitation and the

I II "
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outer elemente are exacited with aplitude A. Tte patte n

rumeties is given by'

,(u.va)-14(Ace M oSyv + ae .1)s

and for values of a less than I the main lobe broadens and tiw

locus of aros moves away from the main lobe. The aos for tht-

a-ain cut are given by.

and the sores for the y-axis cut are gives bky

Xquatione (1) &ood (2) can be examinee to establish sme limits on

the ran.%ge of a which we will investigate. 3Sae for real values

of v are tolnd an Lbe y-axis cute for a> l cmi an St- erOMS

are found on the u-axis (or a'>1/3 and a'.- 1 o6. Pe- lo'a(/3

the pattern function has so savee for real u or v. These restric-

restrictions on u and v are simply due to the pattern functioe

and are unrelated to restrictiQns on u and v which result fCm

the boundary of the visible region.

Figure 2 illustrates how the locus of aeree moves with varie-

tion in the parameter a. The locus approaches 0 as a+- 1/6 from

below, and it approaches C1 as a41/3 from above. t can be

shown that for a near -1/6(a - -(1/6) -)

u Z v 3. 3t. (in radians) (3)

and that fot a near 1/3 (a - 1/3 +5)

AU + 3 %t, A-,
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where u 2w%*4 A &j. Iquacione (3) and (4) indicate that the

locus of xeros becomes circular in the neighborhooda of U and C1

00

-14 fl

Fig. 2 - Iueu of soro fur various vaLues of a

Other characteristics of the pattern function which are of

interest and eatily detagmined are the pattern values at C1 and

D. The pattern values at 0, Cl, and D are

1 - 3a.,

and

We next conuder the pattern characteristics of nineteen-

element arrays for which the center element has unit excitation

and tne outer elements are excited with amplitudes a. b. and c.

as indicated in Figure 3. The pattern function is given by
2u 4u

E(u~v.bc) - 1 + 2acos - + 2bcon -

+ 4cosv(acos + ccos :)+ cos2v(2c+4bcoa jj). (5)

- _ l

06L
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UnLike the seven-eleoent array. tar which the avo Loea Is dater-

mined by the value of a and the entire family is easily plotted
in Vipure 2. the nineteen-%lesot array haa a mich Unre complex

family of loci which cannot be eaaily plotted. An idea of thst
possible loci can be obteise. by considering the behavior of

K(u, v, a, b, c) on the u and v axes.

On the u axis, 9quatiou (5) yields, for v a o.

* (u e.~a,©)- l4+c4&c Js + (2a4b)cos

4 ~ ~ N Ve#a 4 fw. (.

Equation (6) can be expanded into a quartic polyasmial in
cos ul*A, implying that there can be four news in u for appro-

pr.ate values of a, b, and c.

On the v axis. quation (5) yields, for u a o.

K(o,v.a.bc) a l+2a+2b44(aefc)cosv,+(Ab+2c)cos2v (7)

quation (7) can be expanded into a quadratic polynomial in cs v,

implying that there can be two semos in v for appropriate values

of a, b, and C.

C®

I 1

Fig. 3 -Assiament of coefficlents fo 19-elemnmt
canonical array
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Some useful relationships for symmetrical hexagonal arrays

are as follws:

32 + 3u +. 1,

where N is the number of elenitats in an array with nr rings.

2r

ne !ht (214 + mr), 00

vhere n is the number of independent element voltages il all

*rry with nr ings.

4. Computation of Maximum AlE for Covolved Arrays

IZ has been noted that the number of degreen of freedom

available from a hexagonal array synthesized by the convolution

technique being considered here is less than the number of inde-

pendent voltages which can be placed on the array, so that in

general a precise synthesis cannot be achieved. That is, if we )
were to require a radiation pattern function to be defined as

precisely as possible, then it would require independent control
of the maximum possible number of elements in the array. In

other words, the convolution synthesis procedure cannot real.ze

all possible array ,oltage distributions. This situaLion raises

the following important questions, which must be answered before

we proceed further in developing the synthesis procedure:

1. How close to any given array voltage distribution can

the convolution synthesis approach?

2. Under what conditions is the synthesis procedure useful?

3. How do these answers change as the size of the array

increases?

The basis for the concern for the degradation in the

- performance of the synthesis procedure with increasing array size

is indicated by Table 1, in which t'. number of elements, number

:1 208



of rings, and number f independent element voltages are listed

for various arrays,,

Table 1. Some Parameters of Symmetrical Itexagon Arrnys

Number of Number of Number of Independent
Rings, nr  Elements N Element Volt:ogt~s, Il

1 7 1
2 19 3
3 37 54 61 8 . -

6 L2/
7 159 L9

Frow ~quoion (8) we see that tile ratio of the number of

rir.gs to the number of indcpendint elements is

n 4 (9)
r

Equation (9) is approximate for odd o' and precise for even

nr If we use seven-element arrays (Hk7 & for the synthesis,

the number of degrees of freedom is equal Zo ara if we use one
l9-eleimwca " array (U1 ), the number of degrees o'f freedom

becomes nr + I and increases by one for each additional H19

Lhat is used in h e synthesis. Thus, it the number u.f R19

arrays used is m, the ratio of degrees of freedom to the t.umber

of independent elemenLs is

44u/u (10)
r
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Equatiot- (10) and Table I need not cauase us to despair of

achieving a useful synthesis for larger arrays becaus, for

example, the usefulness of a Taylor synthesis. which has ni

degrees of freedoe, is independent of the siis of the array.

Thus, wt- can point to a case for which the number of degrees of

freedom need not be comparable to the number of independent

element voltages.

We have selected the gain function as the basis for a fiagurt,

of merit for the convolution synthesis procedure. The advanLapg*5

of this choice are that the maximum possible gain of any array 1..

readily identified as N (assuming unity eloein gain), and the

miaximum gain *chi-!vible from a given Pynthesis procedure is

straightforwardiy determined. A figure of merit which con be

applied to arrays of all sizes xs then maximum eff itioncy or AlkE,

which is t~he ratio of the achieved gain to N.

We have examined the characteristics of arrays ranging in

sive frow 7 to 91 elements by applying the convolution synthesis)

procedure so as to maximise the AIR. Seven-(li7) and 19-elemnt

(19) atrrays were used. Initially. arrays synthesized entirely

~i~ iarrays were examined. Then a syntheris proce4ure using
oneC H19 array plus a number of H17 arrays was tried.

Oif course, the sevep-element array is a trivial case for

both H1 and 1119, and the 19-element array is a trivial case

f or l

In order to determine the maximum gain available from the

procedure, a straightforward hill-climbing technique was used.

This technique involves the measurement of rate of change of gain

with respect to all variable parameters and the use of a steepest-

ascent path to the maximum gain condition. The procedure can be

Cairried out on a prograinsble calcitlator (with some patience) or

in minutes using a desk-top computer.



As is the case in many optimization techniques, the hilltop

that one may achieve may be local rather titan global. To avoid
this pitfall, it is desirable to make judicious coices of the

initial values of the parameters. This was accomplished by first

evaluating the zero loci of uniformly excited |xngosial arrays,

then attempting to match the zero loci of the 11l7 or ik$, arrays

with those of the uniform array that we wish to approximate. Por

17, Vi sin' Kl'lation (1) or (2) to determins0 the trial value 04
1t" a givsn zero locus. For |li we must seluct thre poitits on

the xero loci and then select from Equations (5), (6) and (7) in

order to form a set of three simultaneous ,qlations in a, b, and

c, time solution of which will yield the desiredl initial values.

T'. steps in tike analysis are as follows: The trial values
of the coefficients of the various arroys being used in the

convolution process are selected. The arrays are convolved to

deLermin. the eloment voltages for the large array. This

convoleti ion can be done either .s-,w.ically after the coefficient
valiex are selected or algebraically prior to selection of

emiemerical valies. From a computationeal standpoint, the use of

nllgernic expressions is more ef(icient. Once the element
VIL ft.-!, leave been detormined, the gain and efficiency are easily

calculated from G - (ZK) 2 /ZE 2 . 9ach coefficient is then

#ue4ruwuiLud nad Lhe corresponding increment in gain determined,
so that a steepest ascent path to the maximum can be followed.

Table 2 lists the resulting i7 and B1 9 coefficients for

the synthesis procedures that were attempted, tqgether with the

uleme'sit voltages and values of AIR. The values of Ait are

k1 lotted u N in figure 4. Case 9 for the 61-element array is not

mnclded in Figurc .. -,icause it represents a local rather than a

global maximum. 'te near-circular zero locus close to the min
beam was synthesise with *-vt of the R 7 &rrayss indicated by

82  -.2142 in Table 2. It was found that the global maximum

.. . . . .-
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Table 2. etmete of lts~ld IUmaaed
&Aras I Pal9 tbtagoh

$whet of 1te7te 14 1 37 61 6l 91 61

0.131 -. 1364 . 339

" • -.tiet-.eIls a a a. a

d -. 1 -. 42s .5147 -. 11Il .$10t -. 1I'Q -.1"1 0, 159
* .4100 .4391S -.l3" 3.7,,6 -,3,' l.k.&a1I-4.445 " .oA4 .1.,iia. .4vA.13 3.0 .. $30 -. 32N1.6

1.401 .6m
.31

Array Clownt 0 -. 4145 .1.453 .2149 .]"I *..9639 ,4242 .2 -. Am
Wultwes 1 *.4M6 M1.441 .19699 .3191 . -1 *.140 ., U" -. 314

2 -. 1)5 3.309 .300 .:292 .03W .I4VI .414 -.3134
3 -. s715 1.614 .1?6% .364,6 -. IVA ,.3) .2494
A .71441 .3076 .413l 40 .IAi " W" .6.0i
5 3.300 .14 .3434 .431 -. 1005 .3.% -. :e.I*4
4 .691 -. 044 .AM61 -. 36P
7 .19" .973 -. 15$6 .406 -. 2439
a .9 .953 -. 1641 .310 -. 3451
9 .AM -.1327

1* 014 .1019111 ,,11 -. ,241'
I. I - a9 ~

All .937 .0973 .9931 .67ll .961 11.31 .6431 .0633

occurs wl git O'h tinner two riaj xcro loci are synthesized with

1 1l ii arouty. 'llw marked iprovuautl. tha i obLuLawd by19
441il1" 01. IL "9array IlI place of IwO Of ile II7 arrays is ruadJLy

apparent 'ro lijure 4.

We tr, oncourngud to speculae that maximum AIR may bu

:Inyalapful ic wILi some value, perhaps in the rante of .8 to .8.,
Itr

for nucw auLng N for the jU) procedure. The maxim= ALE

available Uram 1119 will alwa)ys exceed that ubtined

wi 7) but it is impossible to estimate from Figure 4

wlaetiter 1Ihere is a separate asymptote for this case.

A (l te itative idea of the relevance of these Alt optimixa-
&iio 11t Iu obtained by considurinU lhu affect of reduced

aperture efficiency on the radiation pattern. If the gain

(
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reduction is due to random fluctuations Lu the aperture dis-

tribution, then the power contained in those fluctuations will be

distributed randomly into sidelobes. Phase fluctuations would

have the same effect, but we have no phase errors. These random

sidelobes will limit our ability to synthesist low-sidelobe

radiation patterns.

Using this argument, the mean level of the random sidelobes

can be estimated, and the results are plotted in Figure 5.

On the other hand, it is noted that the convolution

synthesis procedure can be used to achieve arbitrarily low i

sidelobes. For example, Shelton showed that a synthesis process

of the form (a.)nr , with all array coefficients equal to 1/3,

compresses rll zero loci to the corners of the hexagonal pattern

cell and results in an aperture distribution analngnus to the

linear array with binomial voltages. It will be uemonstrated inn r

the next section that, in general, (H7 ) r produces ring

sidelobes of arbitrarily controllable height.

5. Plots of Patterns

The arrays synthesized and presented in the previous section

exhibit a twelve-fold 3yMwetry in both aperture and pattern r
planes. Thus, it suffices to show the patterns in 1/12 of the

hexagonal pattern cell (shown in figure I). ThL symmetry in the

pattern plane is demonstrated here, in figure 6, for the case of

a uniform H19 array. The normalized field pattern contours are

plotted in the first quadrant of the normalized u-v space. Also

shown ii this figure are the section of the pattern cell and the

twelve-told symmetric triangular cell. The position of the main

beam (u - v - 0) is indicated on the plot by 0. It is clear fron

figure 1 that it is sufficient to plot the patterns in the

triangular cell adjoining the coordinate axis; this will be the

ise in the plots that follow.

214
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-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 . .S. . .

Fig. 6 - Field pattern of a uniform f~l9 array showing the

syuinetries and the pattern call

For a synthesized array, there are two basic aspects that

must be studied to evaluate the synthesis. On* of these is the

element voltage@ and voltage (illumination) taper; t"e other to

the pattern structure/topography. The syntheci# technique

studied in this paper is based on the location of pattern nulls;

hence, it would be instructive to look closely at the null loci,
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and compare them with thoaf of the correspondir dniform arrays.
These characteristics of the synthesit are discussed in the

following.

The elemenc voltages for each of the large array (discumsed

in the previous section) are obtained by direct convolution of

the element voltages of the corrsponding H? and/or H19

subarrays. Due to aywastry, it is sufficient to calculate the

element voltages for a small number of elements in the large

array; this number is equal to the nivmbar of degrees of freedom

for the array. From the subarray element voltages presented in

Table 2, the voltages for the large arrays were computid; these

are shown in Table 3, wherein the voltages are normalized with

respect to the center element. One of tho characteristics of

these voltages is that it is the lowest for the outermost-

element; this is, of course, a direct consequence of the

convolution method of synthesis. With th exception of the

outermost element, the voltages vary over a 3 to 1 range,

An interesting question that may be raised in optiatation of

the All is how do the null loci differ from that of the corres-

ponding uniform array which has an AlE - 1. In figure 7, the

null loci of a uniform H19 are shown along with those of the

synthesized R19 array. The synthesized array has larger

beamwidth between nulls. The null loci of uniform H3 7, and two

synthesized R 7 arrays are shown in figure 8. The H37 array

synthesized from only H 7 subarrays has larger beamwidth between

nulls; however, the array synthesized using I9 ono 117 arrays

has null loci that is identical to that of the uniform array;

i.e. equal beaumwidth between nulls.

The null loci of H6 1 arrays are shown in figure 9: for

uniform array in (a); for array convolved from four H7 arrays

in (b); for array convolved from H1 9 and two H7 arrays, where

all zeros of the H 19 are near the main beam, in kc); and in (d) iI
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-O.e . 0.1 .3 0. .% *.1 n.1 ao Io I

Pig. 7 N11 loci plots of W arrays: (a) uniform (b) 117%
19

for array corvolved with one L. subarray zero aear the madn berm.

The bea uidti, u4et"at nulls for (b) and (d) is larger tlan and for

(c) equal to that of the miform array in (a).

Figure V ahows the null loci for three different 119. The

henridth between nulls for (b), the array synthesized from five

R7 elements is larger than Chat of the uniform array in (a).I

The array synthesized with one I1l9 and three 17 elements has first I
two rull loci (figure 10c) identical to those of the uatform array.

Fof all of the synthesised arrays, the loci of culls away from

the main bern are considerably different from those of the corres- f
ponding uniform arrays. i

217
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-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 G.% 0.5 0.1 0.6 0.9 1.0
Fig. a

-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1 0. E OA 1.0

Fig. 8b

-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.6 0.0 1.0

Fig. 8c

Figure 8. Null loci plots of H 7 arrays:
(a) unif or, (b) H7 * 7*T,
(c) H 9 *H7  7 i7
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In order to understand the effect of AIE optimization on the

overall array performance, it is also necessary to examine the

pattern topography. This is best accomplished through contour

plats of power patterns Lv u-v space. In the following, the

power contours are in 3 dB steps and are plotted in the triang-

ular cell. Once again, the u-v space is normalized and the sca.e

220 J,:
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.0 0.1 1~ a. . . . . S Q
Fig. 10a

0.0- 0.1 0.ID .DA 0..5 0. D. t I. 1.0

Fig. 10b

Figure 10. Null l.oci. plot. of HB0 :rrays: (a) uniform,
(b) (Rl*S (C)B H*R*
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0 0.1 C-263 0 . . - .

-. 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0. S 0. a 0. F. . 1.0

Fig. liC

Figure 11. Power pattern for (a) uniform H 7 9 (b) uniform H 19 ,
(c) H *H7
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is shown along the coordinate axis only. Furthermore, contour

levels are not shown for the sake of clarity; however, the levels

may be readily determined from the fact that the lowest contour

level shown in all plots is -39b.

Figure 11(b) and (c) show the patterns of a uniform H19

and of the H1l array synthesized from the convolution of two

H17 subarrays.- The 3dB beamwidth of synthesized array is

slightly larger. Notice the similarity of the pattern in (c)

with the pattern in (a) which is for a uniform 7 array. The

ring-like structure of the pattern is quite apparent.

Patterns of H3 7 array for the cases of a uniform and the

two synthesized arrays are shown in figure 12. The near-in side

lobe level of the synthesized arrays is within 0.5dB (greater

than) of that of the uniform array. The pattern of figure 12 has

a ring-like near-in sidelobe structure and the main beam is

relatively flat. This is depicted by multiple 0 symbols near the

main beam. Also, the 3dB beamwidth is larger. However, the

pattern of figure 12(c) has 3dB beamwidth slightly less than that

of the uniform array.

Patterns for the three designed H6 1 arrays and a uniform

H6 1 array ac-e shown in figure 13. Pattern in (b) ate for the

array synthesized with four H 7 subarrays and has a strong

ring-like structure. The near-in sidelobe level is slightly

below that of the uniform array shown in (a); however, the 3dB

beamwidths are identical for two arrays. The pattern topography

of figure 13(c) near the main beam and the first sidelobe peak is

nearly identical to that of the uniform array. Recall that this

array is synthesized using a H19 array with all its zeros near

the main beam. Although the first and second nulls are identical

(as pointed out previously), the 3dB beamwidth is marginally

larger. The H61 array for which the pattern is shown in fig. 13(d)

is synthesized using a H7 array with its zero near the main

I22
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-00 0i 0.2 0. 3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 t. F .9 .
Fig. 12a _ .

-n.0o o.i 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.i 0.5 0.7 . 0.9 1.0

-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 n.~ 0r, 0. . qA 1

Fig. 12c

Figure 12. Power patterns for-37 element arrays: (a) uniform,
(b) H 7 *H 7*H 7 . (c) H 19 *HV
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beam. This results in a ring-like pattern around the near-in

sidelobe peak; however, the widening.of the ring array from the

coordinate axis may, in fact, result in a sidelobe peak near the
edge of the cell and it may show up if the pattern plot was

generated in smaller dB steps.

Shown in figure 14 are the patterns for LI9 1 arrays:

uniform, and the two arrays synthesized with H and HI9

arrays. Figure 14(b) shows patterns of the array generated from

five H7 subarrays which exhibit ring-like structure of a li7

array. The 3dB beamwidth is greater than that of the uniform
array. The pattern in figure 14(c) has a sidelobe level nearly

identical to that of the uniform array; and the 3dB beamwidth is

slightly larger.

From the patterns presented in this section, the following

general characteristics of the synthesized arrays may be readily

identified. In all of the syntheses, the ring-like sidelobe

structure near the main beam is generated in optimized arrays

provided the zeros of the H 7 subarrays are near the main beam;

however, this generally leads to lower AML Another interesting
f ature is that the number of sidelobe peaks in the triangular

coll are less than or equal to those of corresponding uniform

arrays.

6. Conclusions

An analysis of 7 and 19 element symmetric hexagonal arrays

which fcrm canonical arrays in the synthesis of larger arrays is
carried out. Also shown are the null loci and pattern plots of

uniformly excited 7, 19, 37, 61 and 91 element hexagonal arrays.

The null loci of larger uniform arrays are utilized as

initial data in the convolution synthesis of them for high

aperture illumination efficiency. The synthesis is carried out

by convolving one or more of either 7 and/or 19 element canonical

arrays. The AlE of the convolved array is optimized by a hill
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Figure 14. Power pattern for, U91 arrays: (a) uniform.
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climbing process. The aperture illumination, AIE, null loci and

patterns are prese-ted for several different arrays of as large

as 91 elements. The nul loci and the pattern topography of each

of these arrays are compared 'ith those of the corresponding

uniform arrays. Two useful features are identified. If the

synthesis procedure utilizes only H7 canonical arrays, then the

main beam and usually the first sidelobe exhibit nearly circular

locus. Synthesis of larger arrays with the H19 canonical arcay

leads to patterns that have main beau:null locus identical to

that of the corresponding uniform array.

Aperture illumination efficiencies for syntheses involving

only H 7 subarrays appear to have an asymptotic value in the

range of 0.8 to 0.85. Synthesis of still larger arrays must be

carried out to establish this bound conclusively. However, as it

should be expected, the syntheses utilizing the HI9 array

exhibit higher AlE than the synthesis utilizing only H7 arrays.

These convolution synthesis results, in addition to
determining the maximum ALE of the convolved arrays, may provide

the basis for a iow-sidelobe synthesis technique. if a procedure

analogous I:o the Taylor synthesis is used, in which the zeros of

the maximun-gain configuration are pushed outward from the main

beam, the starting maximum-gain configuration for the hexagonal

array case may be the maximum-AIE convolved arrays.
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Recently there has been substantial interest in wideband

nulling techniques and &ftbmpanying phyical limitations Imposed

by the antenna system. Pattern nulls my be imoed determin-

istically or adaptively and the antenna pattern are often de-

graded by excitation errors. This paper is conicere with'

wide angle nulls in ideal (non-errored) patterns. For such 3
patterns wide angle nulls are equivalent to wideband nulls. e

For an M-element array there are at Mgst Ni1 nulls Pos-

sible In angle. A limiting possibility would be to wm all ~ -

hW nulls to within some small angular regions- CA*,nd accept

the fact that the resulting pattern would bare no resemlance

to the original-, this approach would give the laiest, possible

nullI depth for any particular wide angle band. In this paper

the null depth and width are examined with the constralut that

the fmeest nulls be mved. This constraint Is imposed because

of the assumption that the original pattern before being nulled

was desirable. A closed form solution is given for both equally7
spaced nulls and equal amplitude nulls.
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CONSTRAINTS ON hULLING SMOWIOTH

Introduction

Since the deterministic pattern over som angular region varis

linearly with frequency one obvious method of producing broad band.

nulls with frequency independent weights is to generate them over

the corresponding angular region (see Fig. 1). If the angular

region is treated in this mainer, the questions then become: has

lIe will the sidelobe region be overwhat angular extent, and at

what price? It is the solution to these questions that is the

purpose of this paper.

An array of K elements has K-1 possible nulls in its pattern.

One possible approach(l) is to move all K-1 nulls into the

angular region desired. This approach should give the lowest

possible energy over that nulled angular region but a badly deteriorated

pattern outside the null region. A second approach(2 ) is to

reduce the pattern in the nuiled region to its Irest possible value

while keeping the pattern outside that region as close to the

original as possible. A third idea(3) i's to move the nulls in

a semi linear fashion to create a smooth variation. 14ny other

approaches are certainly possible. The approach followed here is

to move just the M.nulls of the K-1 possible while leaving the

remaining K-1 -P..nulls unchanged.

One of the serious problems of adaptive antennas with frequency

independent weights is the wide band nulling capability of particular
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antennas. It is possible to design types of antennas %,hat have

inhereny. wide band nulling behavior, but as a general rule, however,

obtaining deep nulls over a large bandwidth is quite difficult.

There are Wio basic limitations. One is the behavior of the deter-

ministic pattern itself, whose angular response varies inversely

with frequenty. At any one frequency a null may be moved to or

generated at any angle, but that null will change angle with fre-

quency. This would mean.a.null only in the center of any finite

bandlidth. A second limitation is caused by errors. It will not,

in general, be true that all errors behave similar to the determin-

i st i c pattern i n terms of frequency. Soe w it I, some w l 1 not.

This second limitation is not addressed in this paper.

Two approximations are used to determine the relationship be-

teen null width, number of nulls moved and null depth; first, the

array is very large, and second the region to be nulled is not near

the main beam. The results of using these two approximations is

that Scheikunoff polynomial method expressing the array factor as

a complex polynomial can be used for a local regior. of angular

,wace rdther than the entire unit circle. In fact, the error

cdused by using a l Inear 'ocal region rather than the entire circle

is a serious concert because using the ratio of the two pattern

before and after perterbation effectively cancels the large error

terms. From Schelkunoff(4)
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where r. ialj.JS+

lJ'denotes the progressive phase shift
tqI

Leo

So f (3)

oo .0

if drt is small

then f(S) can be written
1-

6 (4)
'i..

where bi are the zeros of the far-field pattern. This expression

shoos that the field at any angle given by L. is proportional to

the product of the distances from that point to all the nulls in

the pattern.

Sidelobe Levels by Distance from Nulls

In Fig. 3 the nulls are represented by points and the obser-

vation point by a circle with "a" representing the distance between

nulls.
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Then the initial sidelobe level, SLL o . is given IV

SLL.
" -S *L *k C .LaO ,

where 1% represents a larle nuwer far from the oftervation point.

Ibving a specific number of nulls, Ns from their original lutlon

closer together, will reduce the sidelobe enery within that ireg1o

given by It.

For a centrally located lobe, the nee sidelobe level Is SULL w*tch IS

(,. V(s. " "7

For simplicity the null bandwidth is defined from edge lobe peak

to edge lobe peak and a' is the spacing bebeen nulls within 4#4

for the perturbed pattern. N E (.)t M hI 6_ _,()
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The sidalobe reduction isASLL

It LL, A_&_____Bomt:

JLL (9)
but a. A-

a -I, (N-i). - .4 ,'

M,.- the original number of nulls in AjW

\ H-" ;, / in field (10)

SLL : in power (11)

Since the null at the center of the reduced region will be loser

than any other lobe in the nulled region, an estimate of the

reduction in an edge sidelobe is also desired for equally spaced

nulls. The edge sidelobe level is SLL E

The equation for the unperturbed pattern can be written

5LL)
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Therefore S L L (14)
*SLLO (14)114

0. ~.in field

ASLL =-j ' Th ( A in p(er

Equal ftolitude Ripple in the ulled Band

The previous equations give reductions in the central lobe and.

of an edge lobe of a nulled region as a function of the original

number of nulls K which is related to the angular bandwidth or

nulled region and N the number of nulls that are moved. Both

equations are for equally spaced nulls in the nulled region.

Another useful expression is derived for equal. amplitude lobes by

placing nulls at unequal spacings. For nulls (in the nulled re-

gion) that are located at a large distance from the unchangod

nulls, Cheybshev spacing provides equal lobes. The location of

a set of nulls is given by

7r~ '~o) for N even

and c~OS ! (a for M odd

"7N
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As before

SLLo nulls beyond aM (16)

(17)

&k/A - (18)
p-4-

(19)

(N4

o~ ~ (21)

Therefore the equation for the sidelobe reduction in power is

KCL (M-CI-)~[fL~~~(P.J (22)

Conclusions

Some equations have been devised to give sidelobe reduc-

tion as a function of angular bandoidth (proportional to frequency

Landoidth) and number of nulls moved.Both equally spaced nulls and
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equal amplitude lobes in the nulled region are treated.

Several limitations are required. These include: 1) con-

sideration of serious internal reflections 2) nulling regions

are not very close to the main beam 3) arrays must be large, and

4) for the equal amplitude with large banclidth, the formulas

are most accurate for large sidelobe reduction.

(
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0 AN APPROACH TO RADAR TARGET IDEMTI1ICAMYO

K. P. Burst, R. Mittra and S. W. Leea Electromagnetics Laboratory
and

The Coordinated Science Laboratory0 University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

ABSTRACT
-Y

At the *perating frequencies of most surveillance radars, air-

borne targets are large compared to a wavelength, and their ACS

( characteristics can, therefore, be described in term of returns

from scattering centers. If the spatial distribution and relative

strengths of these scattering centers can be determined, the target

can be identified bv comparison with data ior known targets. The

method -,,posed %ue enables one to extract this information from

RCS data gathered noncoherently within a modest bandwidth.

The work reported in this paper was supported in part by the Office
of Naval Research Grant NOO0l4-81-VK-O245 and, in part, by the joint
Services Electronic. Program under Grant N00014-79-4-0424.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A back-scattered cv signa from a target with N scatterig

centers can be decomposed in#- N signals, each with a different

phase and magnitude. The physics of the scattering process

(ref lection, or dif fraction) deterpine the relative magnitude of

each contribution, while the phase is dependent on the distance

from the scattering center to the observation point. Let the

incident field be

-d - -- jkz (1)

The back-scattered field as measured by a linearly polarized re-

ceiving antenna can then be expressed as

ajkz N j2ka-r~ (2H Ck, Z) A--- W. a k (2)

where r-is the location of scattering center n and A'(k) is an n

weighting coefficient determined by the scattering process. For a

mal range of k, A'(k) can be approximated by

ynk L

A1I(k) A~ a y yreal. (3)

For a fixed value of a, we then have

N (Y + jd)
H (k)- A. n a (4)

n-i
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4m

whre d- 2z . n y+ jdn Cn to a spatia frequency and has

dimensions of length. The problem at hand In to daracterize a

radar target by detemining the values of th nknowns In (4) fiom

knowledge of R(k) sampled over a finite bandwidth. A method for

solving this type of nonlinear problem was introduced by Prony in

1795.102,3

2. P&OMTS MrT 0

Aasume that a set of 2N data points satisfies the relation

N -1

1 ) I O + vA)
-k ni-O, 1, ... , 23-1 (5)

I

where Ak is the spacing between successive samples and the A's and

'a are 2H complex unknowns to be determined. Letting

- iAk
(8)

Eq. (5) can be written

N-1 Oko
an 10 Aa I  (7)

We nov construct a polynomial with unknown coefficients a. whose

roots are the a '8:

(24



N-1 N
n a- ) I QZ a0 f oxa.

i 0 a' U±-0
A system of I.Inear equations involving only the a' a and the (known)

i's can be obtained an follovs. Using (7), va can write

N N N-1IftCk

ln a I 0 LaN-1 Cik N nk

I A L (9)

1-01U-

The bracketed term vanishes because of (8) and, thus,

N

An additional N-i equation can be obtained similarly. We then have

N QpRP+1 - 0 1 - 0, l,...,N-l. %i
p-O

Equation (11) represents N equations which can be solved for

the N unknown a's. (Equationa (8) implies that N has been arbitrar-

ily chosen to equal unity, which is permissible because of the

homogfneous nature of the equation.) If the of's are known, an

apyropriate polynomial root finding technique can be used to find

the z 's in (8) and, therefore, the Ci's in (6). The only remain-±
ing unknowns, the A's, can be found by solving another system of N

linear equations obtained directly from (7). Thus, Prony's method

involves the inversion of twv N x N matrices and the factoring of
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an Nth order polynomial.

The values found through Prpny'8 method are exact If the

initial data are exact and of tie U ax d tors. In prae~cte,

neither condition will be strictly satiefiae. It Is therefore de-

sirable to introduce some redundancy and find solutions representing

the eat fit" to the measured data. This. can be dome by Increas-

103 the number of data points beyond 21 .ind ur itq Sq. (10) to

read

14I ap Ot a -H+ 0, ...o*$M, (12)

where X is the number of data points. in matrix form, the left-

hand aide of this equation becomes the product of an N x N matrix

and the vector of a'a. If both sides of the equation are multi-

plied on the left by the N x N matrix which is the transpose of the

matzx of R value, an N x N matrix is obtained on the left and the

solution can proceed as before. Results obtained In this way are

optimal In the least squared error sense.

3. UQUIJNINTS OF PRONY'S HE OD

The spacing between successive samples of 1(k) must be chosen

such thst the hquist criterion is satisfied, i.e., 6k mast be less

than half the period of the highest frequency component of H(k).

As can be seen from Eq. (4), this (spatial) frequency is equal to
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the d of greatest absolute value, d,,z , Choosing the origin aid-

way between the two extrme scattering centers, we have the require-

mut

iri
-2 1dai 1

where I is the length of the scatterer.

Sampling theory states that the bandwidth (km. - kud Oat

be greater than the nmber of spatial fruquencies present, N,

divided by dam. In practice, this is not a significant restric-

tion. The actual bandwidth requireunts are dependent upon the

amount of noise present, as discussed below.

Ideally, one should know a priori how many spatial frequencies

(the number of a-tttezing centers) are present in order to apply

Prony's method. However, good results can still be obtained by

assuming a number of spatial frequencies greater than the number

actually present and discarding spurious frequencks generated by

the algorithm. These can usually be identified by their low rela-

tive amplitudes and by comparing results for the same data with

different assumptions of spatial frequencies present. 'true"

frequencies always appear while different spurious ones are pro-

duced in each case. If none of the frequencies survive this test,

it can be concluded that too few frequencies were assumed. Figure

1 shows the results of analyzing back-scattered data from a pie-

shaped cylinder (as calculated using GTD formulas) under the
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assumptions that 5, 6, and 7 frequencies are present. It can be

seen that the three scattering center locations are correctly

identified in each case while the spurious frequencies of different

cases do not coincide.

4. NONCOERENT DETECTION

Implicit in the above analysis is the assumption that the
measured data points (the H 's) are complex, which implies coherent

detection by the radar receiver. Useful results can also. be

obtained from data gathered aoncoherently. Consider the case where

the field analyzed is that due to two sources at z - r0 t with

amplitudes A and B. We then have

Jk(z - z +  jk(z - z -)
IH(k,z) ccA ke 0 + B e 21

(14)

./A 2 + B2 + 2ABcoo kd

From this equation, it z:an be seen that the spectral content of

I H(k)j is determinad by the location of the sources relative to

each other and contains no information as to their absolute location

in space. As a consequence of this, when more than two scattering

centers are present, the results of analysis are ambiguous. For

example, a case in which the scattering centers at zO, z0 + dl, and

z0 + d1 + d2 is indistinguishable from those where the locations
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are 0, 20 + d2, and z0 + d1 + d2.

5. NOISE PERFORMANCE

One advantage of using noncoherent detection is greater

imunity to noise. There is little noise tolerance in the case

of coherent detection, but the imaginary part of the spatial

frequencies (the quantity of most interest) can be extracted from

noncoterent data even vheu Gaussian noise is added to give an iNS

SUR of 2 or less. Table 1 shows the effect of bandwidth on

accuracy in the presence of noise. In the table the average per-

cent error in the 3 spatial frequencies of a square cylinder

under various noise and bandwidth conditions are compared. Each

( entry is the average of ten cases with different noise (of the

same statistics).

TABLE 1
AVERAGE PERCENT ERROR IN THE THREE CALCULATED SPATIAL

FREQUENCIES OF A SQUARE CYLINDER (NONCOHERENT DETECTION)

S.1. 30X 3W 25% BW 20% BW 15% BW 101 BW

100 .04 .05 .06 .06 .09

10 4.63 3.53 2.85 4.84 2.10

4 6.97 7.22 6.80 8.38 8.14

2 10.44 10.68 10.45 10.84 11.72

S (
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The actual amount of noise that would be present in a practical

situation would, of course, depend on the environment. It should

be noted, however, that the signal-to-noise ratio can be made

arbitrarily large by increasing the time of observation at each

(cw) frequency and, thereby, averaging out the error (assuming

target motion is negligible). The total observation time can be

reduced by interrogating the target at several frequencies simul-

taneously by transmitting a signal with a "comb" spectrum. Other

workers have also reported success with new techniques for reducing

4,5the noise sensitivity of Prony's method. Both coherent and

noncoherent detection schemes can therefore be expected to be

successful in a practical environment.

6. SPLIT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

In some instances, a single radar may not possess sufficient

bandwidth for the desired level of accuracy. In such cases, a

modified Prony's method can be used to analyze simultaneously data

gathered by two or more radars operating in different, noncontiguous

bands. For the case of two bands ranging from k0 to k0 + (Ml1)Ak

and from k0 + M2 k to k0 + (I3-1)Ak , Eq. (8) b-:omes

n-O L_'  L _
0 2 1 N-1 23-A1

21 z HN (z-z) n1 (Z-ZZ(5
S(15)

where the zex are "extraneous" roots chosen such that as many as
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(Iy-/1 1 ) of the a'm are equal to 0 and the polynomial takes the form

q, q200 + 01- + .. + ,gqlz + C, qz

q2+1 -'"M

+ & 2+z  + + s - 0. (16)

Equation (12) then becomes

q, lq+M2"Ml'l

%pH O Ep + pp+ -- ,
P0q2  (17)

L'= 0, 1, ... , L-l.

L, ql, and q2 are chosen such that

L - Mf-q1 - (I 3-* 2 ) - (N4 2 -- z2-l) (16)

in order to form a rectangular matrix from Eq. (17). (Several

choices for these parameters will generally be possible.) The ('s

can now be found as before. It must be recalled, however, that ths

polynomial in (16) has extraneous roots which must somehow be dis-

tinguishad from the roots of interest. Thts can be done by first

• -finding the approximatQ values of the roots by analysing one of the

constituent bands in the standard way. A convenient way of finding

the roots of interest in Eq. (16) is to use an algorithm which can

utilize approximate values of the roots as initial puosses. T8e

remaining unknowns can be found as before. Table 2 compares results

£
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from the analysis of data from a square cylinder for the wide-band-

width case, the same frequency band with two gaps (three subbands),

and the lowest subband by itself. In arriving at the figures for

the split spectrum case, the (same) data were analyzed for eight

differcat values of the parameter L and the results were averaged.

It can be seen that the split spectrum results are quite comparable

to those for the entire band without gaps, even though more than

half of the data was discarded.

TABLE 2

ERROR IN THE THREE LOWEST SPATIAL FREQUENCIES OF A SQUARE CYLINDER
AS CALCULATED BY THE STANDARD AND MODIFIED PRONY'S METHOD

Note that the entire band contained 222 data points
(BW - 83%)and each subband 35 points (BW - 20%, 14%, 10%).

Entire band Lowest Three sub-
Spatial frequency without gaps band alone bands together

d 11.74 39.07 1.92

d 2  0.09 1.56 1.06

d + d2  0.68 4.99 0.46

TOTAL 2.51 45.62 3.44
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A method of radar target identification has been proposed

which distinguishes torgets by the locations of their scattering

centers In space. The technique is workable with coherent and non-

coherent radars possessing bandwidths on the ovder of 20Z. The

effect of noise has been considered, and a method for utilising

split spectrum measurements has been presented. The proposed

technique would require only minor modifications to existing radars

to be Implemented.

(
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Abstract

Land-sobile couniation systems desigoed to operate oer

the upper portion of the MW band I n urban msiaromment we
as fades, which arise due to the presence of many botnuctisp In

the propaaion path between the transmitter and ncelver.
Degradation of system performance cesultiug from this type of
fading must be overcom by mans other than an increase In
trausmItter pour,

This paper describes a method of combating maltipeth fading
which mkoe use of the fact that the resultant vertical electric
field and horizontal ugpetic fields of the Incidest uves at the
ame point In space are uncorrelated, and therefore, statletl-
cally Independent. The nmthod' deseribed incorteratee a seleetltes
diversity combiner In the mbils e . Te~t~ h
biner stem from the outputs of a sing d multiport asteema, mash
as the manopole-slot antenna, which responds to the vertical
electric flld md either the x or y Gopouent of the ugnetic
field of a vertically polarized transmitted mv.

The VSt at both ports of a madium-proftle s opole-slot
antenna is oa the order of 2:1 over a 102 bead and its efficency
Is grester than 802 over a comparable bend, an ell. In addl-
tion, the unoopole-slot antenna can be edgmented to .provide an
ondirectioual transut pattern In asiwath, If so destred.

I. Introduction

In nbile comnicarion systems, the need arises for a brad-

band antenna which ts both electrically yall and all-atced to

a transponder. The uonopole-slot antenna, thich as Introduced
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in 1970 by May** and Wieseinayer wa eeJIfted to satisfy

these criteria. A monpole-slot antenna is alown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The ionopole-slot antenna with a %icrostrip feod

The wmopole-slot antenna also provides a form of diversity

reception that can be wsed to overcome difficulties associated

with sultipath propagation. These problems are particularly

severe In WH and microwve Land-mobile commuication in urban

enviroiments * The objective of this paper is to provide data

evaluating the mnopole-slot antenna for use In hs vuw ]And-

mobile service over the 800-900 MEs bend.

The mnopole-slot antenna shown in Figure I consists of a

center-fed, cavity-backed linear slot in a horizontal plane and a

vertical mnopole. Soth elements are excited at the same point

by a single microstrip transmission line whiich is connected to

the transponder at one end and to a matched load at the other
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end. The complementary limpedance characteristic* of the mnopole

and slot result I n tanea mbich has a stable ispat Impedae

over a wide rane of frequencies.

The radiation fields of the onopole-slot satesm are the was

of the fields produced by the two rdiatism elements. Mtm the

fields of the two elements are properly wmighted, the meultig

azimuthal radiation pattern is a cardiold with sntim alomp the

axis perpendicular to the slot in the direction of te sort %tch

is fe 2. The direction of the cardioid Is reversed hen the

termination md sinal source are lnterchaned. The directiomal

properties of a well-desipned mnnopole-sloet matoe are ain-

tamned weer a wide ranme of frequencies.

Zn 14S0, the wonopole-loet was mdified by rik to Iaeor-

porate a stripline feed 131, and It wae Amostrated by Pasehee

that the broadband nature of the oole-sleot remsanes.

Since this structure Improves both the achagical strenth and RF

shielding of the feed, the stripline-fed aeopole-slot Is hatter

suited for use In lead-mohile systems.

The nopole-slot antenna contains ealeents which reepmd to

both the vertical electric fields and the horisontal vmogetic

fields of aimuthally Incident moves. It has previously been

demonstrated that the monoole-slot antenna reduces fading caused

by moving thrcugh a standing-wave field 31 hs has rinmpted
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an investigation of the use of the sonopole-slot antema in

diversity receiving systms.

2. MIDIUK RPILI HNOPOLB-SLOT AITUI

2.1 Weitn Criteria

Two ranopole-siot antennas for use over the proposed land-

uobile communication band from 823 to 890 m were built end

tested. In addition to the criteria stated in the introduction,

ttw additional design cmiteria were used. The antenna was to

operate wdth mmxium efficiency ovr the transmit portion of the

band (825-845 qRs), and the height of the monopole asa to be

reduced as ouch as possible vithout sariously degrading the per-

formance of the antenna; hence the name "mdiua-proftle".

2.2 The Antenna

In the previous work by Mayes, Wiessenmyar, at al. [1 t4]

15, on various monopole-slot antennas which Incorporated

xicrostrip feeds, the cAvity had little effect on antenna perfor-

sauce since the antenna ws operated far below the lowest cavity

resonance. Concurrent with thin research, Paschen (2] showed

that a stripline-fed monopole-slot antenna could also be designed

to operate in a band between the TZIO1 and T9103 cavity resonan-

coo. Figure 2 show such an antennw.6 It ws designed to operate

over the band from 820 to 890 Mu8. The antenna us constructed

using tw sheets of 3/16 In. thick, single-clad lexolits 2200
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rig. CeaoItively tao-loed1d muopole-slot maters" deti"ed
to operate between the UIto0 am 1203 cavity resoonaces

board It' a 0-o1M steipliue feed. The dis. alowo of the cavity

are 6.5 i. by 11.0 in sad Its '3101 and 70 3 resooanes war*

calculated to be 654 Me sad 1146 Mt. respectively. The muo-

pole ws apaitively top-loaded utth a circular patch of upper

tape md the wLdth and length of the slot were adjmeted to yield

all amd 821 loci h1cb indicated the best mtch mad highest effi-

ciesy wvr the operating bauds The performnce criteria stated

Is Section 2.1 wre best mt using an intea with the following

ionopole slot

Beight - 1.0 in. Width 0 O19 In.

Radius of In.h 4.75 Ia.
Top-Loading Patch * 0.9 in.
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The scattering parameters of this monopole-slot antenna were

measured. The ell measurements are phase-referenced to the

center of the antenma Aile the e21 easauruents are phase-

referuced to the antenna prts. The s-paieraers of the

monopole-slot antea are sholun In ligure 3. The al, locus

reveals that the VM at the Input port of antenna is lees than

2:1 over Lhe entire operating band.

The effic ency of the monopole-slot antenna is defined as the

ratio of power radiated to power input and can be calculated

directly from the scattering parauetes using Equation (1).

Prad Fll I 21 t - ( s1)a pin il' oo t

The all and 821 loci for this antenna reveal that the antenna is

at least 76 percent efficient over the entire operatine. band.

The efficiency of this antenna over the transmit band ranges from

84 percent at 825 MIz to 89 percent at 845 Mu.

The azimuthal radiation patterns for the first ionopole-slot

antenna are shown in Figure 4. The P/S ratios over the receive

band, which extends from 870 to 890 MHz, were calculated to be

around 12 dB, while those calculated over the transmit band were

found to be around 16 dB. The monopole appears slightly dominant

over both bands.
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An.

(a)

()

Fig. fl. s1 l and 9,)l for the monopole-slot antenna shown in fig. 2
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Fig. 4~. Azimuthal radiation patterns for the monopole-slot
antenna shown in Fig. 2
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Since the best overall performiance of he low-ptotile hybrid-

slot antenna was observed %ben operating mar a amvity tesoance,

the second unuopole-slot antenna uw designed to operate in the

vicinity of the 1i01 cavity resonance [6. It ls coasetucted

using two sheets of 3/16 in. thick,, single-clad hxolite 2200

board and a 50-oto stripline feed. The dimmusions of he cavity

were 4.2 in. by 9.0 in. and its U 10 1 resonance u calculated to

be 962 Ms. The best performnce of this mntema vas achieved

using a conical monopole and linear slot %hose disensions are

given below.

Conical Monopole Slot

Ueight - 1.0 in. Width a 0.3 La.

Radius atTruncation - 1.2 in. Length - 7.6 In.

The antenna is shown In F gure 5.

==-

Fit. 5. Coical-moopole-linear-elot antena designed to
operate below the T110 , cavity resonance
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Inspection of Figure 6 reveals that VSWR is less than 1.75:1

at the input over the entire operating band while the efficiency

is in excess of 72 percent over this band. The efficiency of

this antenna over the tranmit band ranges from 81 percent at 825

MHz to 85 percent at 845 qIs. The effects of the T101 cavity

resonance appear suppressed In both the ll and 812 loci.

The patterns, which are shown in Figure 7, indicate a slight

dominance by the slot over the entire operating band. F/B ratios

over the receive band range from 13 dB at 870 MHz to 28 dl at 890

MHz.

Thus far it has been demonstated that a medium-profile

monopole-slot antenna can be made to operate satisfactorily over

the land-mobile communication band from 825 to 890 MHz. The

remainder of this work evaluates the performance of a selection-

diversity mobile receiving system mhich employs a two-port

antenna, such as the ones discussed, in a niltipath environment.

3. A RECEPTION SCHEME FOR UfNP LAND-MOBILE COMMUNICATION WHICH
INCORPORATES A MONOPOLE-SLOT ANTENNA AT THE MOBILE

3.1 Background

Systems designed to operate over the 800-900 MHz band in an

urban environment are very susceptible to wide signal variations,

also known as fades, which arise due to the presence of many

obstructions in the propagation path between the transmitter and

2)
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Fig. 6 911 and s21 for the cncluu'..i.:uo
antenna shown iii Fig. 5
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Fig-~ 7 Azimuthal radiation patterns for, the coflical-monopol,-
linear-slot intenna showt in Fig, 5
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receiver. Degradation of systam performance resulting from this

type of fading must be overomue by mans other than an increase

in transmitted power.

Described herein is a method of combating multipath fading

which makes use of the fact that the resultant vertical electric

field and horizontal magnetic fields of the incident waves at the

same point in space are umcorrelated, and therefore, statisti-

cally independent [7], [8].

3.2 A SIMPLE, MNAMIC MODEL OF r'LTIPATH FADING
IN URBAN LAND-MOBILE COMMUNICATION

The following is a Adely used model of a land-mobile cor-

munication system in an urban environment that has been validated

experimentally. The reader is referred to Jakes [71 for a more

detailed description.

Figure 8 depicts a mobile unit, in which the receiver is

located, traveling with velocity, v, in the x-direction. A ver-

tically polarized wave ( EZ) is transmitted from a fixed

'ocation, scattered, and received by the mobile. The transmitted

signal is an unmodulated carrier of angular frequency, w.0 The

scattered waves are assumed to be vertically polarized and origi-

nating from fixed scatterers at random locations. The resultants

of the three field components seen by the mobile can be derived

(
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Fig., G. Plane-wave Incident an mobil~e

f rom the son of N vertically polarized plane waiss, Incident asi-

muthally at madom ane,.%,: with respect to the velocity of the

mobile* * It' is' assumed that no direct propagation path between

the transmittet and the mobile oints. This is of ten the case in

an urban environment.

Due to the random orientation and location of the sobile, the

phases of thi Incident waes, *,, are asosed to be a random set

which are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2%. The relative

time delays of the incident waess are assumed to be of the am

order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the carrier frequency.

The distribution of Incident power, p(o), Is assumed to be umi-

The assumption that all waves Incident on the mobile are con-
fined to ailmuthal propagation paths Is valid wh~en one considers
the fant that in f~ality the incident waves are confined toa
relatively small qpread in elevation., Uperimental data pro-

op~ted by both Jakos (7) and Clarke, (81 affirm the validity of
th~.s assumption. The effects of e".evation angle have been
ac~ounted for in Aulin's model (9].
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form over the range in arrival angle betveen -w and n. s mat

note,, however, that the mplitudee, phases, ad arrival males of

the ineoming waves are semed to be statistically independent,

and therefore, Independent radoam variables.

The Doppler shift in angular frequency, on, of each of the

Incident waves Is found by projecting the respective move vector

onto the velocity vector of the nbile.

"oin " Ov 1 coo 0n (2)

2wrf

where TL , coo a - 9 ain . B - f " carrier fro-

quency, and c - 3 x 108 a/sec.

The rep .ltant electric and eagnetic fields at the origin of

the coordinate system on the mbile are expressed in phasor form

by Equations (3) through (5)

Ex Rem I ~ ajen(t) a eiWctj (3)

n-
'The miform distribution of incident pouer over arrival angle
does not Imply that waves vil be incident an the mobile from
every direction at all times. Instead, it Implies that since the
position and orientation of the mobile with respect to the
transmitter and scatterers are unknown and randomly changing, the
likelihood that a wave is incident Zrou any given angle, an, Is
the same. The distribution, p(a), can, therefore, be interpreted
as an average, as opposed to an instantaneous description of a
stochastic process.
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i, ax - % sin % enje(t iwct (4)

n-1

where

to amplitude of the transmitted wive

no - intrinsic impedance of free spaue

en - the amplitude of the nth incident wve relative to
the amplitude of the transmitted wave

en(t) - phase of the uth incident wave

en(t) "Unt + n -Ov O <I (6)

Equation (6) reveals that the phase of each of the incident

waves Ls determined by two independent random variables; the

Doppler frequency, un, and the phase, fin . Since both %t and n

are uniformly distr.buted on 10,21t], On(t) is also a random

variable which is uniformly distributed on (0,2w]. The time-

varying nature of the random phase, On(t), results in a random

frequency modulation of the received signal, which has adverse

effects on the performanc, of the system [71.

The amplitudes of the incident wves are normalized such that
N

<c€ > - 1, where < > denotes the ensemble average of a ran-
n-i n

doR variabl .
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Since the mazimum Doppler shift ts small *oen compared to the

carrier frequency. the incident fields awe narrow-baud nudem

processes. When the timber of Incident moves, W, In assumd to

be large, the resultant fields are described Wr a noftmal

(Gaussian) probability density function "s predicted by the

central limit theorem. The Gaussian model assames a constant

seart received signal power since it describes an ergodic process

10.The validity of this model results from the fact that-I

I.

local signal variations are suach more abrupt than variations due

to a change In the position of the =obile.

The resultant fields Incident an the mobile (Equations

(3)-(5)) are usually discussed in term of random modulation of

the carrier, w.. De to the random, time-varying nature of the

phases of the incident aves, both the amplitude sad frequency of

the carrier are randomly mdulated. The design of a cuo-

munication system is influenced to a great extent by the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal; thus the distribu-

tions of the random envelopes of the resultant Incident field

components are of great Importance. It has een shown that the

randm envelopes are Rayleigh distributed; thus their denaities

are of the form given by Equation (7) [ ie1.

22
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where r is the tespective envelope, and ree$ its root-maaa-

square value. The rae values of th envelopes of the tsultant

sagetic fields are loe than the no values of the envelopes of

the resultant electrie field by a factor of /1a [7).

When the envelope of one of rhe field couponents drops below

its u value, a fade to said to have occurred. Inspection of

Equation (7) reveals that deep fades (r<<rra.) are mch less

likely to occur than shallower ones. This is a Important

char.acteristic of Rayleigh fading

The rates at which fades occur have been show to be propor-

tional to both the velocity of the mobile and the carrier fre-

quency. In addition, it has been shown that the rates of fading

of the envelope of BY are greater than the rates of fading of the

envelop; of Zz by a factor of 1.2 %Cile the rates of fading of

the envelope of H. are less than those experienced by the enve-

lope of Ex by a factor of 0.58

3.3 AN ILLUtSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE RAYLEIGH FADING PHENOMENON

To illustrate the effects of Rayleigh fading that one might

encounter, an example is presented below. A mobile is traveling

at a speed of 30 MPH t'.rough the center of a large city. The

receiver in the mobile is tuned to receive a carrier at 880 MHz

and no direct propagation path exists between the base station
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and the wnbile. A vertical *hlp (mmopole) anteuma %bah

responds to the vertical electric field to positioned atop the

vehicle, The mazinum Doppler shift of the carrier frequency is

about 79 a. The level crossing rate end averae fade duration

for 30 dZ fades of the resultant electric field strength re

6.23 sea-' and 160 u-eec, respectively. If the speed of the

mobile t Increased to 60 lS, the level crossing rate for 30 4B

fades of the electric field strength is doubled to about 12.3

sec and the average fade duration becomes about 80 u-sec. This

results In an annoying, If nat devastating, effect an the perfor-

mance of the receiver.

If a 10 GEs carrier Is used, the effects are even more

notable. For a sabile traveling at a speed of 3D M59, the level

crossing rate and average fade duration for 30 dB fades of the

electric field strength are about 71 see 1 and 14 u-see, respec-

tively.

This example shove that the performance of a land-mobile coo-

munication system In an urban environment in severely hampered by

the effects of Rayleigh fadiag due to sultipath propagation. In

the next section the grounds ill be established for a receiving

scheme mhich mitigates the effects of uiltipath propagation an

the performance of such a system.

2'7
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3.4 CORULATION OF TH F MSULTANT FIRLD C~SPOMUITS
AT MWWN UWCAT;ON !NW MW MU

In Section 3.2 differences wre noted to exist between the

level crossing rates and average durations of fades ot the enve-

lopes of the three resultant field eomponents seen at the mbile.

In addition to the difference in the Doppler effects on wves

incident from ifferent angle, the scatterers which live rise to

these wmves are randomly positioned in azimuth. Hence, both the

amplitudes and phases of naves incident from different directions

are statisticajlv independent, and therefore uncorrelated. Since

the resultants of the three field-components seen by the uobile

are linear combinations of the respective field components of

waves incident frum different directions, both the envelopes and

phases of all three resultant field components are statistically

independent at a common location on the mobile (7]

3.5 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OP THE 4NOPOLE-SLOT ANTENNA
IN A EM1FIG1VADIN (URMN EIROIMINT

The monopole-slot antenna which ws described in Section 2

contains elements which respond to the vertical electric fields

and either the x-or y-component of the magnetic fields of inci-

dent plane waves. The monopole, which is an electric dipole,

responds to Ez; and the slot, which is a magnetic dipole,

responds to either H. or R1, depending on how the antenna is
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oriented. Bance, the signals appearing at the two ports of the

.onopole-slut antenna are linear combination& of the resultants

of Is and either R. or By t6). Since the level crossing rates

of the envelope of R. are less than thoe of the envelope of

By by a factor of I- it appears favorable to orient the

monopole-slot antenta atop the mobile so it respond* to 16 and

t. This is accomplished by orienting the slot so Its length is

along the cnnterline of the vehicle as shown in FIgure 9. The

signals appearing r.t ports I and 2 of this antenna awe denoted by

f and g, respectively, and are expressed in Equations (8) anI1

(9).

Port 1: f - k[ER + alL] Volts (8)

Port 2: S - k[St - asRx] Vol s (9)

Fig. 9. Orientation of the monopole-slot antenna m a mobile

(
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The constant, a, in (8)-(9), has been shown to L% the ratio

of the moment of the equivalent nagnetic current of the slot to

the mment of the equivalent electric current of ths monopole

anc its Image. The dimension of "a" is oihms. Tha constant, k,

which also appears in (8)-(9) is the moment of the equivalent

electric current of the monopole, normalized by one ampere; its

dimension is length. .nr a monopole-slot antenna designed to

operate near the resonances of both radlatiag elements, the para-

meter, a, can be calculated from the front-to-back (F/B) ratio of

its azimuthal radiation pattern* T6]. Typical values of "a" for

a well-designed wonopole-slot antenna range from '.6 no0 when the

monopole is sligcl y dominant (F/B w 12 dB) to 1.5 no when the

slot is slightly dominant (F/B a 14 dB). A cardioie pattern is

cbserved when the parrmerer, a, is exactly equal to no. A plot

.f the F/B ratio vs. a/n0 is shown irt Figure 10.

Tt was previously noted that signals due to Ez, Rx, and Hv,

individually, woala be statistically independent. Signals due to

Ez and Rx individually can be obtained from the output porte of

the monopole-slot af Figure 9 by introducing f and g into the sum

and difference ports of a 180, hybrid. In what foll,ws, it is

*The operating band of the monopole-slot as a land-mobile com-

munications antenna is defined as the bend over which it. is moat
efficient. Experimental data suggest that this band is centered
aboLt the frequency at which both the ronopole and slot are
resonant.
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Fig 10 Frnt-o-bckrati vs. vrth -prtigbn

i Since the resultant components proportional to Ez and R. of

Sthe signals at ports 1 and 2 of the m nopole-slot are uncorre-

i to

i lated, the performance of this antenna as a receiving antenna in

a Rayleigh-fading environment is most easily assessed by e-

mining the statistical properties of the two signals, f and g.

When Equations (8)-(9) are divided by the constant,k, expressions

*for rhe not alized signals at ports 1 and 2 are obtained.

Port 1: F - f/k - Ez aRx (10)

Port 2: G - g/k - Sz aHx (11)

**Although reception does not require isolation of the signal corn
ponants proportioned to Ez and Rx, respectively, transmission
usin- only the omnidirectional pattern of the monopole is often

desirable. This is accomplished by feeding both ports of the

:onopole-slot antenna with signals equal in both magnitude and
phase, and can be done either by e-eding only the sum port of the
hybrid or by using an in-lie po%*br divider with equal phase
shift on the two arms.

(
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The resultants of 1. and eI z are coupler Gaussian random pro-

caoses with zero-uean; hence, the two signals, ' and G, are also

Gaussian variates with zero-mean.

The envelopes of I and G, denoted by rp and rG, respectively,

are Rayleigh distributed with identical densities which are given

by Equation (12).
2 2r -r /2a

p(r) - rT (12)
-

where r = either ty or rG. The rms values of both envelopes are

rmu + a2
2-l (13)
2r

which is greater than the rus values of the envelopes of either

Ez or Hx . An identical result wuld have been obtained, had the

monopol-slot been oriented to respond to Ez and Hy [6

The biggest advantage gained by using a monopole-slot antenna

in a land-mobile comuvication system which mst opprate in an

urban environment becomes apparent when the correlation between

the envelopes of the two signals, F and G, is analyzed. The

correlation between the tuo envelopes is usually expresses In

terms of their correlation coefficient, p (101. It can be shown

that the correlation coefficient of the tv rvelopes, rip and rG, is

, (14)
S2n 2+ a
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which is highly dependent on the parameter, a.e A plot of P ver-

sus sin e is shown in Figure 11. Inspection of Equation (14) reveals

that if the annopole-slot in designed in such a wy that a- /

no, the fading properties of its two output@, f aid g, will be

independent.** [61

so-

04 1 .5 .0 . 0 . 0. 0 500 000

Fig. 11. Correlation coefficient, p, of p 12 and I G 12 vs. &n

For a well-designed mnopole-slot antenna, the value of "a"

ranges from 0.6 no for slight domination by the monopole, to 1.5

The same correlation coefficient results when the monopole-slot
is oriented to respond to E2 and BY.
8"When a - VT no, the azimuthal radiation pattern has a F/B ratio
of a 15 dB and the slot is slightly dominant. Also, for this
value of "a" the rms value. of the components of F and G due to
the in;Udent electric fields equal the run values of this components
due to the incident magnetic fields. In Section 3.2,t was
noted that the r.S value of either the z-or y-componmt of the
incicent magnetic. fields less than the rm value of the Incident
electric field by a factor of ; hence when the slot is
slightly dominant, this difference is offset and the two signal
components have the same rms value.
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no for slight domination by the slot. The corresponding limits

of the correlacion coefficient of rF and rG for a well-designed

monopole-slot are therefore 0.48 and 0.003, respectively. This

implies that the outputs of a monopole-slot antenna whose slot is

slightly dominant will have fading characteristics which are

almost independent.

7n the next section, it is shown how the performance of a

land-mobile communication receiver which must operate in an urban

environment can be greatly improvcd by connecting the two outputs

of a well-designed monopole-slot antenna to a selection-

diversity combiner prior to detection.

3.6 A SELECTION-DIVERSITY RECEPTION SCHEME WHICH INCORPORATES
THE MONOPOLE-SLOT ANTENA.

In the selection-eiversity combiner, the signals from two or

more diversity branches are sampled and the branch containing the

strongest signal is connected to the receiver.* Ideally, the

-ading properties of the signals are statistically independent;

however, it has been demonstrated that nearly optimal performance

of a dual-branch, selection-diversity combiner is obtained as long

as the magnitude of the correlation coefficient of the two enve-

*In practice, the branch containing the strongest signal plus
noise is connected to the receiver. However, it is assumed that
the average noise power at both ports of a monopole-slot antenna
is equal; thus the switching in this case is asstimed to be
governed by the signal strengths at both inputs to the selection
combiner.
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lopes is within the range from 0 to 0.5 [IIJ. Since the correla-

tion coefficient of the envelopes of the two outputs of a wll-

designed monopole-slot antenna does indeed fall within the range

from 0 to 0.5, the analysis is shown only for a dual-diversity

system in uhich the two envelopoes are assumed to be uncorrelated.

The envelopes of both signals available from the monopole-

slot antenna are Rayleigh distributed. The probability that

either envelope is less than or equal to a specified level, R, is

R 2
P(r < R) f p(r) dr-,.- • "  , (15)

F where

P R R
---- - , and rr s denotes the rms value

0 rs of either rF or rG.

When the two signals available from a monopole-slot antenna are

used as inputs to an ideal dual-diversity selection combiner, the

evelope of the signal at the output of the combiner is expressed

as

ro  - max {rV,rGI. (16)

Since rF and rG can be r.ssumed to be statistically independent,

it can be shown that the probability that the envelope of the

signal at the oucpit of the combiner is less than or equal to the

same specified value, R, is

P(r o 4 R) - [1-e- 1 5P2] 2 , (17)

(
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where % - Rrors and ram " " (281.

Inspection of lquation (17) leaes to two very Iaportant

conclusions. The rms value of the envelope of the signal at the
output of an ideal dual-diversity selection combiner is greater

than the rue value of the envelope of either of its inputs by a

factor of /V7. Also, the probability of encountering deep fades

in the envelope of the signal at the output of the combiner is

much loes than the probability of eveountering fades nf equal

depth on either of ii. inputs. For example, the probability of

encountering a 30 dB fade in the envelope of either output of a

monopole-slot antenna is about 10, while the probability of

encountering a fade of equal depth in the envelope of the output

of the combiner is about 2 x 10 ; this represents an imtprovement

over the former case by about 300-fold! The virtuml elimination

of deep fades at the output of aL ideal dual-diversity selection

combiner represents the potential for a substantial reduction in

the transmitted power required for the satisfactory operation of

land-mobile communication system.

Thus far, it hap been asesumed that the selection combiner is

ideal; that is, it performs a noiseless switching function. In

reality, of course, this is not true. In addition to the shot

notse and thermal noise which are inherent in an electronic

switch, the switching action itself produces phase transients in
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the combiner output. In FM system., switching transients are

interpreted as large inscantaneous frequency shifts end are

audible at the detector output as "pops". Although it is

impossible to eliminate switching transients from the output of a

selection combiner, it is possible to reduce their effects oan

system performance. By switching branches only when deep fades

are in progress, a technique known as "switch-and-stay", and by

using les abrupt switching techniques such as "soft-switching",

the contamination of the receiver input can be minimized 171.

In many ipplications, it is also desirable to apply a short

blanking pulse to the detector output whenever switching occurs.

This eliminates the annoying "clicks" from the audio channel

If selection combining proves to be unacceptable as a means

for improving system performance, othez' methods of diversity com-

bining can be used. One such mthod is equal-gain diversity con-

bining :71, This method offerv nearly optimal performance

and it is nt Impaired by switching transients. Rowever, equal

gain combining is a form of post-detection diversity combining

and it therefore requires much more complex circuitry than selec-

tion combining. Doe to its inherent complexity, equal-gain cos-

bining results in a system which is also more costly than one

which Incorporates selection combining.
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Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that a medium-profile monopole-slot

antenna can be made to operate satisfactorily over the hand from

qnA-qOO Mz. Two design were considex.ed and tested; one in which

the monopole ws capacitively too-loaded, and the other in which

a conical monople was used. The height of the monooole in both

cases us one inch. Throughout the operating hand (A2S-PQA %Mz),

hoth antennas maintained relative.r stable impedance

characteristics; the maximum VSWR was 1:1 on a Sn-ohm feed line.

The efficiencies of both antennas were in exces of Rnr over the

oerating band, and V/R ratios in the azimuthal radiation nat-

terns in excess of 12 d were maintained.

The monopole-slot antenna responds to both the vertical

electric fields and either the x or y component of the horizontal

magnetic fields of the incident waves in a linear fashion.

4ence, it as herein demonstrated that the monoole-slot antenna

could he desiltaked to provide two outputs with indiependent fading

Prooerties. .ith this in mind, it was shown that if the two

signals appearing as outputs of a well-Aesigned monopole-slot

antenna are processed using an -deal iual-diver'.ty selection

combiner, the notential exists for a vast improvement in system

performance. neep fades in the output of such a combiner can he

virtually ell-inated; thus the potential also exists Fnr suhstan-

tial savings in the transmitted oower recuired to maintain satis-
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factory system operation. The selection combiner does have one

malor drawback in that it introduces phase transients to its

output; thus the switching action must carefully controlled and

monitored if the benefits of selection coubin~nR are to be

realized.
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I. l~CLLf TE-WAVE ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT

OR. B. Dybdal
Electronics Research Laboratory

The Aerospace Corporation

ABSTRAC T

Antenna technology for millimeter-wave system applications has had

a long history of development on a component level, and as systems evolve

from planning to implementation, a significant amount of development effort

remains to realize practical designs. The antenna itself offers a key rationale
for millimeter-wave systems, which stems from the ability to achieve high

angular resolution from physically small dimensions. A review of technology

demonstrations is provided, and identification of future development areas

will be made.

I. INTRODUC TION

The impetus for millimeter-wave systems basically stems from the

wide available baudwidths which have been allocated (Ref. 1), the desire for

increased survivability, spectral crowding at lower frequencies, and reduced

sensitivity to propagation limitations compared with electro-optical systems.

In the radar arena, the millimeter-wave spectrum allocations offer the ability

to effectively utilize wide bandwidth, high resolution waveforms and frequency
diversity to suppress clutter, reduce detectability, enhance immunity to
countermeasure systems, and improve tracking performance. The ability

to achieve high resolution from compact antenna designs enhances tracking

performance, and combined with diffuse clutter characteristics, is particularly
attractive in the low elevation angle regime. The most effective use of milli-

meter radar designs basically capitalize on the ability to achieve resolution

N in angle, range, and target discrimination. Passive sidelobe control techniques
a0

* This work was supported under Air Force Contract No. F04701-82-C-0083.
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which become more practical with the compact dimensions offer enhanced

immunity to Intentional and mutual interference and LPI (Low Probability
of Intercept) performance to enhance system survivability. The ratiovale

developed from these considerations lead to the attractivemss of millimeter-

wave systems,,

A wide variety of antenna development has been demonstrated to date
which forms a basis for the practical implementation of millimeter-wave

systems. The generic desig problems of millimeter-wave antennas com-

pared with microwavet designs Include a greater mechanical and electrical

precision In their mr.nufacture, increased sensitivity to ohmic losses, and a
limited avalabilikt if commercial components. The wide bandwidth spec-
tral allocations -epresent a small percentage bandwidth at millimeter wave-

lengths, vhici generally establishes the difficulty of component development.

Future development efforts for radar antenna applications include increased

emphasis on tracking systems, the integration of electronics into the antenna
structure, designs which offer variable beamwidth performance, and anci-

lary components such as radomes.

I. TECHNOLOGY STATUS

The purpose of this iection is to wurvey the development of reflector,
lens, array, and horn technologies. The compact physical size of n.llimeter-

wave antennas for specified gain levels is illustrated in Fig. I for a typical
55% efficiency. The small physical size provides tractability to meet system

objectives which would be difficult to achieve at lower frequencies.

A. Reflector Designs

One well-developed mill meter-wave antenna technology is reflector
designs, and a wide variety of techniques have beoen demonstrated in both the
electrical design and in manufacturing techniques. The current state of the
art for fabrication of reflector surfaces hs developed to the point that 80 dB

gain levels may bi realised, and more modest gain levels can be achieved
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with off-the-shelf reflectors. The mechanical tolerance requirements for

reflector designs are well understood (Ref. 2), and reflector antennas with

values of D/i of 2 x 104 are available commercially in diameters up to 4 ft.

Because of the high sensitivity to ohmic loss ( I dB/ft at 90 GOA for straight

wL veguids), Cassegrain feed systems are particularly attractive to minimise

the length of waveguide runs.

An example of passive sidelobe control techniques for reflectors is

shown i, Fig. 2. In this design (Ref. 3), an absorber-lined tunnel is used

to surround the aperture, and functions to reduce the, sidelobe contributions

which result from edge diffraction, spillover, feed radiation and blockage.

This development is an example of a technique which is practical at millimeter

wavelengths because of the small physical size. The addition of a tunnel of

this proportion to a large reflector would be limited by practical consideration.

B. Lens Designs

Lens designs are also more attractive at millimeter wavelengths.

Dielectric designs, which are unatractive at lower frequencies because of

excessive dielectric weight, become more feasible at higher frequencies,

particularly because the outer lens surface can be utilized as a radome. An

example of this design may be found in Ref. 4, which also illustrates the capa-

bility to realize extremely wide bandwidth operation inherent in this design

concept.
Inhowogeneous ltaj designs have also been demonstrated at millimetir

wavelengths. A geodesic Luneherg lens which fed a reflector was used'in the

AN/MPS-29 radar (Ref. 5) in the late 1950s.

C. Array Desians

The aevelopment of millimeter ai ray antenna designs has lagged other

technologies. This situation results in part from a limited phase shifter

technology basis and because compact anterhas lead to more feasible mech-

anical pointing techniques without the necessity for electronic beam steering

required at lower frequencies. Waveguide slot arrays have been demonstrated

(Ref. 6). Current research efforts are being devoted to the integration of elec-

tronics into the antenna structure, a situation which results in part from the

limited power ,utput of solid state power amplifiers.
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D. Horu, Deiins

Millimeter wave horn antenna technology is also well developed. Standard

gain horns are commercially available over the complete millizmeter-wave spec-

trum. Gain levels up to 30 d.6 are available with lens correction techniques to

result in compact designs. High performance horn designs, including diagonal,

dual-mode, and corrugated configurations, have also been demonstrated. Zlec-
troforming techniques are particularly attractive to achieve precise manufac-

turing.

III. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

One area which will require increased development for radar applications
is tracking systems. Monopulse horn techniques have been demonstrated at mil-

limeter wave frequencies, but further development in this area is warranted.
The development of techniques for changing the beamwidth of an antenna

is attractive for some applications. While very small beamwtdths are highly

desirable for target resolution performance, smaller beamwidths are needed
to enhance system acquisition.

The development of ancillary components is also needed for practical

system designs. Radome technology is a particularly challenging effort be-

cause configurations with high mechanical strengths are necessarily several
wavelengths thick. The development of rotary joints is another area which
would benefit from further efforts. RF components, such as duplexers,

represent yet another area required for radar designs.

IV. MEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS

While millimeter antenna systems are ph-sicall-: compact, the f£r field
range needed for their evaluation is quite large, as illustrated in Fig. 3. This

situation coupled with the limited sensitivity of conventional instrumentation,
results in a challenging measurenent problem to charactarize the antennc, over
the high dynamic range inherent in mnillimeter-wave antenna designs. Thve
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sensitivity of conventional Instrumentation is limited because harmonic mix-

Ing techniques are used to extend the frequency range of conventional receivers.
A phase-locked system has been developed to utilise a fundamental mixer to
recover the sensitivity lost in the harmonic mixing process (Ref. 7); a 30 d3
sensitivity increase was demonstrated at Ka-band frequencies.

V. SUMMARY

A brief summary of millimeter-wave ai/teuna technology has been pre-
seated. On a component level, reflector and horn techniques have had the
most extensive demonstrations. followed by lens designs; array antenna tech-
nology lags other areas. The demonstrations to date form a good basis to
project future system performance and development effort is required to meet
the objectives for practical applications, Further development of • ancillary
components is warrented. Measurement techniques for millimeter-wave an-
tennas will provide challenges for future development.

2
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94 GHz ANTENNA TECHNIQUES

Oren B. Kesler
Texas Instruments Incorporated

Equipment Group
Dallas, Texas 75266

ABSTRACT

A rur-'ry of a study is given to devise, develop, and demonstrate

94 GHz flat plate antenna/array cc, "igurattons that are mechanically

steerable over 45* in both axes through use of low cost gimbal

mechanisms. Emphasis is placed on low cost, weight, and volume,

while providing antenna configurations that possess a high degree

of reproducibility in manufacture. Antennas under consideration

incorporate integral dual axes monopulse networks and are in the 5

to 6 inch diameter size range.
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94 (GHz ANTENNA TE':HNIQUES

1.0 Intioduction

Researchers have been investigating millimeter wa,e antennas for a

number of years with the hopes of mass producing low crst, high

performance antennas. Such antennas are pnssible in the frequency

range of 40 G~z and below. Above 40 GIHz examples of low cost mass

produced antennas do not exist. Attempts to scale low frequency

antenna designs to the &tmospheric window at 94 GHz have not been

entirely successful for a number of reasons. The primary reasons

for the difficulties at 94 GHz are the lack of suitable m6terials

and close tolerances wh.ch ,equire large capital equipment invest-

ments not readily available Lo researchers because the payoff has

not been proven. Also, low level funding has not been conducive

to an encompassing investigation utilizing multiple disciplines.

The purpose of this paper is tc summarize the results of an inves-

tigation of 94 GHi antenna tochniquesI. nuring the investigation,

emphasis was placed on identifying concepts that w:uld !end them-

selves to quality, low cost, prGduction.

The objective of this investigation is to devise, ievelop, and de-

monstrate 94 GHz four lobe monopulse antennas teat are mechaolcally

steerable over - 450 in both axes through usf! of low cost gimbal
mechanisms. Emphasis is placed on cost, weight, and volume. This

effort includes a study of currently em;loyed or technically feasible

3)
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low cost 94 GMz antenna techniques.

The antenna performance goals given in Table I represent the tech-

nical definition of the problem. These goals define a challenging

problem if all are to be achieved and if the unspecified monopulse

parameters are to be optimized. Accordingly, a fresh approach in

examining the problem has been taken. Not only have lower fre-

quency methods heen examined for extension, but also ne approaches

have been defined and examined.

Table 1 : Antenna Performance Goals

Antenna Size 5-6" Wameter
Antenna gain 40 d~i (w/unlform ilium)
Sidelohes -18 dB Difference pattern

-2n d8 Sum Pattern
Bandwidth 2%
Polarization Linear-horizontal
Cross Polarized -25 d8 Max

Response
Antenna Volume 30 Cubic inches
Scan Limits + 45 negrees

2.0 94 Ghz Antenna Issues

Two of the overriding issues are (1) the distribution of the energy

from the source to the rudiatlng aperture in a spatially coherent

fashion, and (2) the high tolerances required. The first issue

divides antennas into two categories, arrays and space fed apobr-

tures such as reflectors. The second issue is a factor in every

conceivable antenna configuration because fabrication problems eli-
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minate the possibility of scaling many lower frequency antenna

designs. Desired tolerances are typically in the fractional mil

range. Thus, fabrication apprnaches must be formulated before an

antenna design may be considered viable. In light of these issues,

the following approach to the techniques ctudy has been taken: (1)

examine transmissinn lines for antennas, (2) identify promising

lines with respect to cost, producibility loss, etc., (3) conceive

antenna approaches, (4) develop fabrication approaches for the

antenna concepts, and (5) evaluate identified concepts.

Evaluated approaches include, the multimode microstrip feed twist

reflector, the twelve element feed twist reflector, the waveguide

feed twist reflector, the photolithographic array (see appendix A

for a description), the waveguide array, and the groove guide

arrayI. During the course of this work the following novel

concepts for antenna application were developed; (1) multimode

mlcrostrv four lobe monopulse feeO, (2) independent microstrip

radiator and feed line fo' broader bandwidths, (3) parasitically

excited microst-1p elements, (4) slotllne ground olane feed-throughs

for multilayer application, and (5) , icrostrip tr waveguide transi-

tions using coax at millimeter frequencies.

3.0 Trade-Off Study

A number of tecrtnology trends or conclusions in the areas of trans-

mission lines, arrays, and twist relectors resulted from the trade-

off study.
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The best dielectrics to be used in 94 GHz transmission lines arm

air, fused silica, alumina, duroid, and ttflon. Air has the lowest

loss but is more difficult to use in some transmission line config-

urations such as stripline. Fused silica and alumina allow high

tolerance surface finishes so that accurate metalization and cir-

cult etching can be achieved but they are more difficult to m-

chine and cut. In some applications, the dielectric constants of

fused silica and alumina are higher than desired. Duroid and

teflon have relatively low loss but their mechanical and thermal

characteristics are undesirable for 94 GHz circuits.

Closed metallic waveguides, inverted microstrip and groove guide
2, 3

are the most attractive transmission lines for millimeter wave

antennas4 . Theoretical attenuations for WR-ln waveguide, groove

guide (fused silica), and inverted microstrip (fused silica) are

respectively 0.06 dR/inch, 0.169 dR/inch, and 0.28 dB/inch. Fab-

rication technique development ic needed for waveguide and groove

guide transmission lines with maintenance of tolerances as a major

problem. Additional inverted microstrip parametric characteris-

tics are needed for antenni design including the characteristic

impedance, propagation constant, attenuation constant, and field

distribution as a function of geometry and frequency.

The tichnology for six inch diameter 94 GHz antenna arrays is

immature. Tolerance problems and the lack of fabrication techniques

limit the development of waveguide and groove guide arrays. How-
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ever, the wavegulde and groove guide arrays are capable of low

losse3 and photolithographic arrays have a low cost potential.

Development of' inverted microstrip circuitry, radiating elements,

slotline layer coupling, and waveguide transitions are necessary.

Losses for large arrays are not negligible. Development of photo-

lithographic arrays, at this point in the state of millimeter wave

technology, may be better suited at 35 GHz where losses and to'erance

requirements are less, and practical rotary joints are available.

The best low cost antenna approach meeting the performa.ce goals

is the polarization twist reflector antenna, which does not require

a rotary joint. The best high power millimeter wave antenna is a

polarization twist reflector antenna with a waveguide comparator

and feed shown in Figures I and 2 respectively. The comparator

can be custom fabricated using presently available components.

Costs for these components ara moderate but will decrease when

production levels warrant a reduction:, The twist reflector with a

twelve element microstrip feed shown in Figure 3 is a viable low

cost antenna approach. Concept alternatives using inverted micro-

strip can ,educe losses. After development of the feed has been

achieved, the recurring costs appear to be low yielding a very

attractive antenna apprca; . The twist reflector with a multimode

microstrip monopulse feed is another potential low cost antenna

approach. The feed produces optimal patterns, uses photolitho-

grdph fabrication techniques, and does not require a comparator
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IFigure 1. 94 GHz Twist Reflector and Radome

FFigure 2. Four Lobe Monopulse Optiumum H-Plane Feed
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network. Phase matching of cables, however, is required for this

feed approach.

Since the multimode microstrip monopulse feed is a new concept, a

description is given as follows. Figure 4 shows an exploded view

of the feed in the simplest configuration. The aperture consists

of four microstrip patch radiators on two sides of a dielectric

layer. The upper rectangular patch, excited in the lowest mode

with the lower large patch as a groundplane, produces the sum

pattern. The lower three patches are separated from a ground

plane by an air space or another dielectric layer. Nimensions of

the larger patch are such that the resonant frequency of the second

mode is the design frequency. This odd rnode naturally produces

the elevation difference pattern. The difference azimuth pattern

is produced by exciting the remaining two patches out of phase. A

choke around the sum feed probe, shown in the figure, minimizes

the effects of the probe on the elevation difference patch. Figure

5 shows the top view of a slightly different arrangement where

azimuth patches are fed by phase matched microstrip lines. In

both of the previous figures standard waveguide to coax transition

techniques were used. The feed configurations of the sum and

elevation difference patches are asymmetrical causing asymmetrical

amplitude and phase pattern tendencies over the band. Figure 6

shows a symmetrically excited configuration that guarantees i.;ime-

trical sum and elevation difference patterns as given in Figures 7

()
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and 8 respectively. The large difference patch is excited at the

center while the sum patch has been biftrcated into two half patches

excited out of phase.

An overall comparison summary of the evaluated antenna approaches

is given in Table 2. The comparison shows that theoretically the

twist reflector patterns exhibit a small degradation with scan

whereas the arrays have a slow delta pattern rolloff. The mono-

pulse slope of the waveg. , le feed twist reflector depends upon the

degree of feed optimality selected, i.e., multimode in two, one,

or no planesS. Losses are generally higher and bandwidths generally

lower for the arrays than the twist reflecto-. The arrays can meet

the 2% bandwidth requirement while the twist reflector approaches

can attain at least twice that value. The metallic lines on the

twist reflector act as a natural polhrization filter. The degree

of cross polarization increase with increasing scan cngle depends

upon the reflector F/f and the curvature of the metallic lines.

Overall a waveguide array with broadwall slots would yield the

lowest cross-polarization level.

For this comparison, the arrays, with the exception of the inverted

microstrip photolithographic array, are five inches in diameter. The

inverted microstrip array is six inches in diameter because of its

increased loss. The relectors also are six inches in diameter to

accomodate the loss in gain caused by amplitude taper and spill-over.
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Figure 7. Pae >t'r 1. 88 GHz)
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Finally, projections have been made on the complexity of fabrice-

tion and cost. The characteristics are evaluated using a sca'.e

from 1 to 10. Ten represents maximum cost and complexity. This

is a subjective evaluation as perceived in today's technology.

The cost is based upon a projection of recurring production costs

and does not necessarily give a reasonable indication of the nonre-

curring development costs The array concepts rate the highest

risk, primarily because the technology is immature or that there

has been insufficient work in high tolerance antenna fabrication

techniques. The waveguide array and the groove guide array are

considered the most complex and costly. The inverted microstrip

array and the waveguide feed polarization twist reflector rank

lower in cost and complexity. And the twelve element feed twist 2

reflector and the multimode feed twist reflector &re the simplest

and least costly.

4.0 Twist Reflector Results

The polarization twist reflector has several advantages that make

it particularly attractive for 94 GHz application6. A high quality

scanning antenna with relatively small swept iolume is possible

without the use of rotary joints or a complex feed manifold. Low

sidelobe difference patterns with low cross-polarization over a

wide frequency band is characteristic of the antenna. The cost is

reduced since photolithographic fabrication techniquei and common

materials can be used.
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A spherical bearing gimbal and several two axis four-bar linka e

gimbals for the twist reflector are possible. Both hydWaullc act.

uators or direct drive torque motors are useful twist reflector

gimbal actuators. The direct drive torque motor, when used with

the two axis four-bar linkage gimbal, is very attractive because

of its form r simplicity, accuracy, and low cost. Encoders

or resalvvrs/bynchras siould be used for the position pickoffs

since potentiometers do not have the necessary accuracy for the

small antenna heamwtdths.

A-five inch diameter polarization twist reflector was designed,

fabricated. and tested. This work confirmed the trade off study

selection of tnu twist reflector. The scenning performance, Includ-

ing the 9ai , beamwidths, null depths, and the cross polarization,

is very gooe. The comparator, custom fabricated using presently

availahle waveuuide components, has excellent isolation.

Experience hai shown that the critical componenta, and in particular

the fe.ed, must be designed for the selected fabrication technique
in order to readily maintain the required tolerances. Using the

design to tolerarce approach, an H-plane multimode waveguide feed

was made that significantly improves the gain and matchs the princi-

pal plane beamwidths.

The geometry and dimensional parameters of a single H-plane wave-

guide modes is shown in Figure 9. The aperture guide width, a2 ,
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Figure 9. H-Plane Wavegulde Moder
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Figure 10. H-Plane Moder Transmission and Reflection at 94 GHz
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is selected to propagate three modes and to produce the correct

difference feed pattern edge taper. In addition, the parameers

al, h, and a2 are chosen to minimize the reflections back Into the

feed wavguides while yielding the desired transmission amplituoe

ratio t3/t1. The appropriately selected modal ratio t3/t1 in

Figure 10 and the correct modal phasing determined by length 1

yields an optimum sum aperture distribution. The principal plane

moiopulse patterns of the twist reflector are shown in Figure 11.

These patterns, scanned to the boresight, display excellent beam-

width, sidelobe, null depth and symmetry characteristics.

In addition to the waveguide feed, the twelve element microstrip

feed and the multimode microstrip feed are attractive approaches and

warrant further study. The polarization twist reflector, with one

of the three feeds, will satisfy all of the antenna goals.

5.0 Recommendations For Further Work

This work has identified a number of promising 94 GHz antenna

concepts. However, considerable work remains to define the key

components of the concepts and to develop and verify the fabrication

techniques. In particular, it is recommended that further investi-

gations be made in photolithographic array techniques. The invest-

igation should apply E-beam and photolithographic technologies, used

in the fabrication of surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices where ui-

cron tolerances are commonplace, to the problem of fabricating low

cost, high tolerance, antenna arrays. Equipment is currently avail-
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oblo to %a&' high tolerance masks for etching circuits using E-b4ga

tithography and ion milling, Six inch diameter masks can be made

wit" this equipment. Thus the capability exists to make very high

tolerance millimeter wave networks of a diameter required for the

antenna aperture. The recommended approach to develop a manifold

fabrication technique us.s,

1. Photolithography as with SAW dtces

2. Layered construction

3. Substrates with high uniformity and smooth surfaces

4. Thin metalizat ons

S. Minimb' nimber of feedthroughs

6. Capacitively coupled microstrlp radiators.

This anproach would he used to investigate the critical components,

1. Inverted microstrip transmission line and component

characterizations

2. Lay 'ed coupling

3. Radiators

4. Transmission line to radiator coupling

S. Resonant subarrays.

Results of these investigations would benefit the development of the

12 element feed and the multimode microstrip feed for the polariza-

tion twist reflector.

It is recommended that a program be formulated to explore the appli- i

cation of this high tolerance technology to millimeter wave antennas

I
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and networks. Such a program would make a significant contribution

nas,
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APPENDIX A: Photolithographic Arrays

rhotolithographic fabrication techniques have characteristics that

are desirable for construction of 94 GHz: antennas. Photolithography

4s potentially a low cost, high tolerance, and reproducible method.

However, the use of photolithography is not sufficient to guarantee

the success uf a low cost 94 GHz antenna. Conventional microstrip

and stripline array techniques without some modifications are not

likely to succeed when applied to such large antennas. Thus a

modified antenna approach, which will be called a photolithographic

array, is defined as an antenna characterized by properties given
in Table A-1. In addition to the use of photolithographic fabrica-

tion techniques, the array consists of a layered construction with

a minimal number of interconnections.

Table A-1. Generic Photolithographic Array Features

Photolithographic Fab Techniques
Layered Construction
Homogeneous Substrates
Interconnections Minimal
High Tolerances
Reproducible
Low Cost

Figure A-1 shows an assembly drawing illustrating the array concept.

The fiture shows a back structure with three waveguide ports. The

waveguides transition to transmissiorn lines in the layered media

via a small section of coax. The first layer contains the monopulse

comparator and part of the power dividing manifold. Additional
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Figure A-1. 94 GHz Array Assembly

layers of power dividing manifolds may be included as required.

Finally, there is. a radiating aperture layer with perhaps some

power division. Figures A-2 through A-6 give additional details

of the concept. The array strongback mechanically holds the array

in proper alignment and provides attachment points to the gimbal.

The layered dielectric transmission media in this particular array

are 0.010 inches thick fused silica, 0.010 inches thick air, and

0.015 inches thick fused silica. Air and fused silica are two low

loss dielectric media whose uniformity and consistancy can be very

accurately maintained. In addition, fused silica allows a highly

polished and smooth surface. Then a thin metalization may be

applied so that highly accurate components may be photolithographi-
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Figure A-2. Array Cross Sec-
tion5 icrostrip Radiators and

"fleaInverted Microstrip Feed

Figure A-3. Array Cross Sec-
tion, Inverted Microstrip Ra-t
diatorc and Microstrip Feed
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Figure A-4. Manlfold/Comparator Layer

St*it top/$ .0

Figure A-5. Feedthru Coupling Layer
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Figure A-6. Radiating Layer

cally etched. Smooth substrate finishes and thin metalizations

are necessary to achieve accurate line definition without undercut-

ting by the etch process. These two requirements disallow many

copper clad materials normally used in the microwave region.

The layered antenna structure may take a variety of configurations

depending upon the type of transmission lines used. Figures A-2

and A-3 show the array cross section for two possibilittes. each

with three layers. In Figure A-2. layer three is the comparator

and array manifold using inverted microstrip transmission lines.

Details of the circuitry layout are shown in Figure A-4. Layer
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two is the feeJthru coupling layer consisting of sitlines shown

In Figure A-S. Electromagnetic energy from the feed manifold

couples to the slotlines7 and in turn couples to transmission

lines in the radiating layer 1 shown in Figure A-6. Radiating

elements in the resonant subarrays are microstrip patches that are

fed by offsetting them from the centerline of the transmission

line. The amount of offset controls the element amplitude analo-

gous to broadwall sltted wavegulde arrays. In Figure A-2 the

manifold/comparator layer and the radiating layer are respectively

inverted microstrip and microstrip. An alternate scheme shown in

Figure A-3 uses an inverted microstrip radiating layer and a micro-

strip man 4fold/comparator layer.

A simple approach to the array excitation is to subdivide each

quidrant into eight rectangular subarrays of uniform amplitude.

With ,%pp,.opriately chosen voltages for each subarray adequate

pattern; may be obtained.

A more complicated manifold and comparator for independent sum and

difference patterns for an array of this size is possible but not

propitious at this juncture in the state of the art. Pattern I m-

provement at the expense of increased sophistication may be achieved

by smoothly varying the element excitation within a subarray.

Such procedure requires a unique microstrip element offset from

the transmission line centerline for each radiating element.
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The photolithographic array concept has generMlly hee described;

however, there are a numer of possibilities for specific Implemen-

tation. At this point the photolithographic array is a Concept

only and considerable development is required to prove tee C .ecept.

In the following paragraphs further discussion of details Is given

to exemplify the concept and to define the critical €opnents.

Table A-2 lists the array cFitcal components with suggested pos-

sibilities for each. The photolithographic structure Is a layered

structure with a minimum number of interlayer connections, Hicro.

strip, Inverted microstrip, and slotline are three transmission

lines amenable to photolithography.

Table A-2. Array Critical Components

1. Transmission Lines
- Microstrip
- Inverted Icrostrip
- Slotline

2. Layer Coupling
- Slotline to Hicrostrip
- Slotline to Inverted Microstrip

3. Radiators
- Microstrip
- Inverted Microstrip
- Suspended Microstrip

4. Transmission Line to Radiator Coujltng
- Inverted Microstrip
- Inverted Mlcrostrip/Suspended Nicrostrip

5. Components
- Power Divider
- Hybrid

6. Resonant Subarpays

For the layered array concept to be a successful, a minimal number

of interconnections between layers must be used. Electromagnetic
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coupling between layers is more amenable to fabricating a larg&

array. One technique of layer coupling to form a feed thru between

a microstrip layer and an inverted microstrip layer is illustrated

in Figure A-7. In the figure, energy propagating along the micro-

strip line transfers to the slotline and then along the slotline.

From the slotline energy is transitioned to the inverted microstrip.

Microstrip to slotline transitions have been reported7 with at

least 30% bandwidths which is more then adequate bandwidth.

Inverted microstrip to slotline transitions have not been reported

and would need development. An attractive feature of the layered

structure as represented in Figure A-7 is the ability to overlay

circuitry in the microstrip and inverted microstrip which shares a

common ground plane. The ground plane isolates the two Circuit

layers and allows layer coupling at the slotline holes in the

ground plane. A similar layer coupling between Inverted microstrip

ad inverted microstrip is shown in Figure A-B. The dual slotline

consists of the dielectric substrates. The dielectric allows

energy to be more tightly confined to the neighborhood of the

slotline than would be the case with a solid conducting ground

plane.

The radiating elements may take several configurations depending

upon the transmission lines used to feed the radiators. Figure A-9

shows a variety of microstrip type radiators. Figures A-9 a. and

c. show conventional microstrip patch radiators fed by a coaxial
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Sr

Figure A-9. Microstrip Radiators

probe and a microstrip line respectively. Figures A-9 b. and d.

give the corresponding radiators with an inverted microstrip me-

dium. The radiator using a coaxial feed probe is probablj not prac-

tical for a large array but may be useful for only a few elements.

Figure A-9 e. shows a new radiator configuration. The transmission

line in inverted microstrip is independent of the suspended micro-

strip radiating element. The inverted microstrip transmission

line feeds the radiator by capacitive coupling. Thus the transmis-
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Sion line can be designtd with an air stobstrate height sufficiently

small so that radiation loss is reasonable yet the distance

between the microstrip radiator is sufficiently far from the ground-

plane so that larger band4idths may be obtained, Such independent

cont'ol of the tipansmission line and the radiator is not possible

in the more conventional approaches in Figures A-9 c. and d1. that

typically product! smaller bandwidths.

nesign analysis capability for transmission line to radiator coupl-

ing for inverted microstrip and inverted microstrip/suspended micro-

strip is necessary as the next step toward the array development.

Knowledge of the transmission line paramett'ic analysis will aid

in the analysis of power dividers such as the Wilkinson "tee" and

the ring hybrid in inverted microstrip, but such designs must be

verified. Finallythe resonant subarray concept with the relevant

transmission lines and radiators is critical to the array concept

and must be studied and developeo.
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ABSTRACT

Periodic dielectric Waveguide structures wereVt xtqn-

sively analyzed and were understood in the cok"xt of

integrated-optics theory. Recently, It has been alsollemon-,

strateo experimentally that this class of structureioffor

many advu ntages for use as millirmter-wave antennas. con-

siderable --4fort is currently under way to fully devt.p its

potential. Making use of the available analytic meto] pre-

viously devised, we have carried out an extensive and sys-

tomatic analysis of periodically corrugated dielectric

antennas. The results are exhibited in a way that is

most pertinent to mi lImeter-waue applications. On the

basis of the obtained numerical data, a set of design guide-

lines for the cort'ugated dielectric antennau is established

herein.

i -.
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1. I troduct ion

A dielectric waveguie with a periodic perturbation# or

simply a periodic dielectric waveguide, has been shown to

hold substantial promise as a leaky-wave antenna for millim-

eter appl icationst-5 Such an antenv. structure may be con-

veniently fabricated on a uniform dielectric waveguide to

form a completely !ntegrated mm-wave system. In addition,

the dielectric leaky-wave zr.*.nnas offer the advanta.ge of

electronic beam steering1 ' 2 . Therefore, in recent years, a

considerable effort has been made for a better understanding

of this particular class of antennas in order td explore i ts

applications to mm-wave systems.

In this paper, we present a systematic analysis of the

periodically corrujated dielectric waveguide for use as a

leaky-wave'antenna for mm-wave applications. We recognize

that this class of structures has becin extensively analyzed

for integrated-optics application% 7  such as beai-to-

surface-wave couplers, distributed feedback reflectors, and

filters . In fact, leaky-wave antennas and optical periodic

couplers are based on the same physical princlple 4' 7 and a

great deal of informatior, on the basic wave -characterlstics

of the optical devices can simply be carri';d over for the

understanding of the mm-wave antennas. However,because of

the substantial difference Ir the permittivity of the

rnattrlals commonly used in the %44o frequency ranges and

because of different proces.ses by .hlch these devices are
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cons truc tedg the desi qn procedur-es for m. -wave antennas

differ from that for optical cop:plers in many respects. The

main purpose of this paper is to make use of the existing

theoretical tool 4 '7  for developing design guidelines for

the particular class of corrugated Ojelectric leaky-wave

antennas, appropriately taking into account special require--

ments for mm-wave applications.

For mm-wave applications, a corrugated dielectric

antenna has ,at most, a few wavelengths in width, in con-

trast to thousands of wavelengths for most opticil

coupler. Tl'herefnre, an optical periodic coupler can be

formulated as a two dimensional bourdary value problem that

may surpport independent TE or TM modes propagating normally

to the grooves of the corrugation. It has been showne'9

.that to investigate the effect of finite antenna width, the

most basic problem to be solved is the guiding of waves pro-

pagating at an oblique angle in an infinitely wide periodic

structure. This is a three dimensional electromagnetic

boundary Oalue problem that supports only hybrid modes,

e.g., it requires the coupling between TE and TM modes..

ii Such a vector boundary value problem has been formulated 8

and the propagation characteristics for the general case of

oblique guidance have been subsequently analyzed. The

effect of the finite antenna width on the perfornmance of the

corrugated dielectric antenna has been reported 9 . It has

been shown 8 ' 9 that for an antenna structure of finite width,

the longitudinal ph ase constant is determined by the
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unperturbed uniform wavegulde and the decay constant does

not differ from that of. the two-dimensional case, as long as

the width of the antenna is not Very *mall. In this work,

we shall assume that the antenna width is large enough so

that the leakage constant can be obtained from the sinipIer

normal guidance case.

2. Design of the periodically corrugated dielectric antenna

The configuration of a dielectric antenna structure is

shown in Fig.l. Such an electromagnetic structure has been

previously analyzed in the context of optical periodic

couplers 7 and many radiation characteristics of the struc-

ture have been known. The antenna structure is character-

Ized by four parameters i the thickness of the uniform

region, tf, the thickness of the corrugation region, t, the

period of the corrugation, d, and the aspect ratio a - d /do

Since the lengths can always be normalized to the fret-space

wavelength, it is not necessary to consider t:e frequency of

the source as an independent parameter. On the other harsd,

since a corrugated dielectric antenna is expected to be

fabricated from an originally uniform wavegulo. by machin-

ing, it is more appropriate to use the original waveguide

height h s t +t as a parameter. This means that when the

waveguide is machined, both t9 and tf will change. There-

fore, it is necessary to inestigate the combined effect of

change in tf and t on the propagation characteristics of

the antenna structure.
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Because of the periodicity of the leaky-Lave antenna,

the electromagnetic fields everywhere must c *., ist of all

the space harmonics. For TM modes, we have a

' H~y~xz - n(Z)e pixnx)(1

where In is the ri-th harmonic amplitude of the magnetic

field and kxn is the x-czmponent of the propagation constant

of the n-th harmonic and is related to that of the fundzkmen-

tal harmonic by

xn = kxo + 2n~t/d - jo + 2nir/d = fn - J( (2)

where 0 and iX are the propagation and attenuation. constants

of the fundamental harmonic, respectively. It is noted that

the propagation constant of the n-th harmonic differs from

that of any other harmonic but the attenuation constants o(,

Is the same for all harmonics. By solving the boundary

value problem, It has been shown that k xo and the harmonic

amplitudes,IInlr = 0,+1,+2,..), can be determined in terms

of the eigenvalues ard eigenvectors of a coupl ing matrix

characterizing the- corrugation region. For the given

antenna structure on a ground plane of infinite extend,

because the energy can only radiate into the air region, it

is unnecessary to determine explicitly the ha'rmonic apli-

tudes, if we are interested only in the case of single beam

radiation. In the present study, therefore, we are left

with only the determination of the dispersion root <xo of

the antenna. For s.impl icity, k xo will be referred to as the

leaky wave constant. Since O may be used a's a measure of
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the Pate of energy leaKaget it will also be called the leaK-

age or radiation constants in constrast to the phase con-

stant 9.

In the air region where the medium is uniform, each

harmonic propagates independently as a plane wave. The

transverse propagation constant of the n-th harmonic is

given by i

kzn (k - kxn) 2  (3)

For a very shallow corrugation or t very small, it is

intuitively expected that k koneff, where

is the longitudinal propagation constant of the unpertut-bed

( structure, as shown in Fig.Z. Under such an approximation

and invoking (2), we obtain, from (3) i

kzn, ko[I - (neff nVA) 2 ]1 / 2  (4)

For only the n -1 harmonic to radiate, we must he k

real and all kzn imaginary for n # -I- These conditions.

can alternatively be expressed as t

< < 4for fef 3

<d < 40 , r nef f <

X 2)t

Unr e o ++ leii t (C)

Under these conditions, thle n -1 harnionic radiates into

the air region at' arn angle (with respect to the z-vxis) i
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Orad sin '(P-l/ko )  sin-ln*ff -,) (7)

The sigr of 6 rad determines the forward or backward radia-

tion. Although the above design formulas are derived under

the assumption that t Is very small, they also hold for t

large, if the normalized phase constant or the effective

index of refraction, neiff Is accurately obtained for a

given t

It is noted that nff of a periodic dielectric

waveguide does not depend appreciably on the period d of

the structure. Eq.(7) shows that the choice of the period d

is simply determined by the radiation angle. Therefore, the

effect of the period d on the antenna performance will not

be further elaborated.

2.1. Effect of the corrugation thickness tq on the radiation

angle

As a uniform slab of the thickness h is machined, the

dielectric material Is scooped out. As a result, the effec-

tive thicknesst of the co.-rugated slab is reduced, and so is

the effective dielectric constant. It has been well

known' '  that the effective dielectric constant of the cor-

rugated slab may be simply determined by a uniform double

layer structure with the volunme average of the dielectric

constant for the periodic corrugation region. As an exam-

pie, Fig.2 show. the effective dielectric constant as a

function of th~e corrugation thickness for a periodic sil icon

slab with the aspcect ratio dl/d O.;. I nfig,2, the sol id
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curves are for fixed thickness of the origional slab, h t

Stg as a parameter, whereas the dashed curves are for

fixed thickness of the uniform portion of the corrugated

structure. For *xawplep in the case of an criginally uni-

form slab of thickness h = 0.2*\,a corrugation of the thick-

ness tg /A - 0.05 and an aspect ratio a - d' / d w 0.5 will

result In ar antenna'structure with an effective dielectric

constant Eef - 10, as marked by the c.oss labelled by A on

the cur 4ie for h/A , 0.2 in Fig,.. The same effective

dielectric constant can be achieved by other combinations of

h and t values, such as h/. " 0.24 and t / 0., as

marked by the cross labelled by B In Fig.2. It is moted

( that the dashed curves are useful for the design of other

types of structures, and will not be further elaborated

here. After Ceff = n ff is determined for a given antenna

structure, the radiation angle Is determined according to

(7). Thus, the set of solid curves provides the necessary

infnimatior, for determining the dependence of the radiation

angle on the corrugation thickness. ii
2.2. Effect of the corrugation thickness on the radiation

constant

It has been known 1- that the radiation constant o( Is

propor t ional to t2 for tg small, and reacher a saturAtion

value for t Ilr'ge, if the guided-wave field is evanescent

in the corrugation region. For the'aspect ratio d/d .. 0.5

the avera 4e diele4ctric con.tarit of thc. corrugation region is
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6.5, and tho guided-wave field is indeed evanescent

in the corruqation region. The radiation cnstant as A func-

tion' of the corrugation thickness is shown in Fig.3. Evi-

dently, the radiation constant at varies with the corrugation

thickness t9 in the fashion expected.

On the other hand, the fabrication of a periodically

corrugated dielectric antenna by machining changes not only

the thickness of the corrugation region, but also that of

the uniform region. Therefore, it is necessary to consider

the combined effect of the changes in both the thicknesses

of the corrugated and uniform regions. When a uniform

diel-,.tric slab is cut to produce the corrugation, the

thickness of the remaining uniform region decreases at the

same rate as the depth of the grooves Increases. Based on

Fig.3, it is clear that the leakage or radiation constant

will increase initially as the grooves are cut deeper and

deeper. Howevepr becaus? of the changing thickness of the

,r.,lnin ,,form portion that affects the basic surface

wave, it is not clear at this point that If the radiation

constant is still too small, any further cut can be helpful

fop achiev .. a larger radiation constant.

Fig.4 shows the variations of the radiation constant

and the radiation angle prad as the thickness of the corru-

gation region tq is inci-eaied, for the case of the original

thlc nes. h 0.3A , the period d a 0.25A , and the aspect )
ratio d,/d 0.5. When the groovoi. are shallow (tg .mal I)
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the solid curve shows that the radiation constant at

Increases with the groove depth, as expected. Hwever, G

reaches a maximum value at t 0.1A. and then decreases a

t Is further Increased. Such a decrease in a( c€ be

explained as .ollows i As t 9 is increased, the ren-Ariincj

uniform portion of the structure becomes thinner and thinner

and, as a result, the phase constant of the guided wave

becomes smaller and smaller. This phenomenon ir, exhibited

by the dashed curve for the radiation angle in FIg.4. More

specifically, the radiation angle increases in the backward

direction with increasing tg.Eventually, the antenna struc-

ture will cease to radiate in the backward end-fire direc-

tion and the guided wave becomes totally bounded.

Fig.5 shows the results for a case of a thinner origi-

nal uniform slab, h - 0.25s while all other structure

parameters are kept unchanged from the proceeding case.

However, it is interesting to observe that the maximum value

of tA occuru at the same thickness of the remaining uniform

slab tf 0 0.2A in both cases. In fact, this result holds

for any structure with d - 0.25- and d1/d = 0.5, as long as

the thickness of the original uniform slab Is sufficiently

l arge.

2.3. Effoct of the aspect rAtio

Tho numerical result, prto.ented in the preceeding sec-

tion are all for, the case of equ;A width for the teeth and

groctve or the apvct ratio d 1 /d = 0.5. In the fabrication
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pr ace Ur the . spec t ratio can bc eari .y control lod, if

* rc.r comparison purreoa.e, the -radiation constant ot as

4ifunction of the groove depth t~ ir. shown In Fi,4.e for, k~ri

original uaici-ri I#ob of tI, thgcl~neit, h 0 D.d5Ak and the

period d L. in Fig.5, but wi th wid.r-r iveth (di/d

ID.E) or r..rr(A.)er groovos. With such a new aj-e~.t ratio, the

attainabt' maximum vilue of X is incrvaqed b>,- a factrr of

"Ljou t 4 fi o; , thec~ #s o+ d 1/d U.,Lut tlh hn-'e to

bv cut U%.,epoi (t G '.IA )

In wrd-i to' fi-lly understand the effect of the aspect

ratio, th ; rz.':i, tiL'k tcns..tint as z function o4 the arpect

ratio is intectiaqted and tc result. -e plotted in Figj.7s

for the structure itnd pr~mvtwrs indicnted. In the two lrn-

iting caies of the aspect ratio zd 1,'d 0 and 1, the

periodic structure becom~es uniform and it is expected Othz

no radiation, can occur. For optical structures with a rela-

tiv-ly low dielectric constant, it is well Iknown7 ta h

max.imumr rzkdiat ion occurs at the aspect #-'tio d,/d0.

For inff-wvv an t on n s, however, thi. dielectric constant is

relativelx high asid the field variation in the corrugation

recio01 dcr~ends str c'iily on the aspect ratio, and so does the

racdiz.tion ton.7..tant, Flq.6 zhws that the vyalup o-f ot peaks

arocund thk, aspect riatich d 1 /d =0.7, instead of d 1 /d -O.5 av,

usual 1>' QX>"!:~ t 'J. S.Uch a shift in th,? a -per rat io can be

explIa ined qki it.~tik-el a. sf ol Iows : For the g~iven struc-

turi:-, the Ifici ds it) the cor-ru~t iors iec i on ar~ C. v a ne te n t

401r tthc' t ra~t 'c 0 d/d V. V--r;_4 fre, the s~urf ace wave
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is only weakly perturbed by the corrugations and tho radia-

tion constan~t is small. When thi aspect ratio is ircrwased,

more surface-wave energy is shifted to the corrugation

region, resulting in a larger perturbation of the surface

wave and a larger radiation constant. Thus, we may conclude

that for a larger radiation constant, the aspect ratio

should be relatively large (d1/d > 0.5) or the grooves

should be relatively narrow.

3. Discussions and conclusions

The radiation characteristics of thick corugated

dielectric antennas are relatively insensitive to the change

of structure parameters. From the practical viewpoints this

property will afford a larger tolerance in .a mass production

of the antennas. On the basis of the numerical results

presented a:bove, we may now establish the following general

guidelines for the design of the corrugated dielectric

antenna structurest

(1) The thickness of the original uniform slab and the

period of the corrugation are determined by the

desired radiation angle according to (7).

(2) For a uniform dielectric slab, there exists a A

groove depth t that yields a mznxinmum vAlue of
(

radiation constant; a de.ired radiation constant
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VitI 1 ir t I vcri th 11 e iii munt vi n a>' be reai red

bya )rcper, or smiitl er, value oi t,, d.1j)Qfldiflg ott

the ritdiikticin angl~e des~ired.

(3) Within the~ corttainit of the r&edi i~t i n Rrqjjle , tlw

1au-cchr the thickner-s oi tho origntAl uniformn -,I, b,

the Iarr.e r the maxittount ktaluz of the radiation

contan o achievAble.

(4) *re xists u grorve width or an z~lzpect r -tiu

thatd yields a maximum valup of the Ptdiaticrt

cotiitant Ot and a smealler vAlue of ol mayv b

realized by adjusting the af-pect ra~o.

ti) For it kin~orm dielectric t,1ab of l&'~r'er thickriviF~

and I, i td ;I c 1 c tr i c onstat~t, the mz>: i Irw val ue

om c. cu r s w it h thIe c% wv, ., wid th vt I1cer t I i k

t1t ltc 1 '" h v i dt. ) it othc'r tords, ' utt i.nc thtpov

with lzn1 itLer WI (Itla toi..M a'tt hell iic v. C th j)

IIt I kitt 1"a i Z' ItIu r I r c- ic~ or i: r; y. 0. i {f :*n t
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eitutions. In particul , for the case of relativoly thin

aitenna structures, the radiation characteristics are gen-

erally much more sensitive to the change of structurt pat-uar

eters, and each structure has to be quantitatively evaluated

Individually. Therefore; general design guidelines for thin

corrugated dielectric antennas are difficult to develop.
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Fig. 3. Variations of radiatinn constant vs. corrugation depth tg
for fixed thickness of the uniform region.
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Fig. 4. Variations of radiation constant vs. corrugation depth
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Fig. 5. Variations of radiation constant vs. corrugation depth
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V Electronically Steerable Spherical Array

Provides Multiple Beam Coverage of a Hemisphere

Taliaferro Holmes Taylor, Jr.

Ball Aerospace Systems Division
Boulder, Colorado 80306

/ ABSTRACT

This paper describes the Electronically Steerable Spherical Array
(ESSA) antenna and its configuration for multiple beam operation over

4 a hemispherical coverage region. This paper discusses the ESSA's

theory of operation along with its RF components.

The ESSA is unusual in that by switching between beams (which are

made of sets of elements located on a spherical surface) the ESSA

is able to provide constant gain and phase independent of the snan

angle./

This paper concludes that the ESSA is a mature technology which has

significant advantages over conventional multi-faced phased array

antennas.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In 1975 Ball Aerospace Systems Division (BASD) began to address

the problems associated with providing RF coverage between TDRSS

and its user satellites. The primary problem which was to be re-

solved was how to provide the very large solid angle coverage

regions required by the user satellites. A steerable dish approach

was discarded very quickly because many of the TDRSS user scientific

packages required inertialess environments. After considering the



problems associated with multi-faced phased arrays, SASD began de-

velopment of the switched bam hemispherical antenna which cam to
be known as the Electronically Steerable Spherical Array (ESSA).

Since then the ESSA technology has matured through BASD's fabrica-

tion and test of both 7 and 14 d~ic gain, S-band ESSA engineering
models shown in Figure 1. Presently, BASD is in the final stages

of fabricating a 14 dfic gain S-band ESSA as flight hardware for the

Earth Radiation Budget Satellite.

2.0 THEORY OF OPERATION

An ESSA creates an aperture by the selection of a set of elements

(element cluster) which all point in the desired direction. The

aperture is then moved through the coverage region by switching to

other elements which point in the 'new desired direction. The ESSA

consists of a spherical surface covered with microstrip antenna

.elements which are selected and summed together by a switching power

divider. As shown in Figiure 2, the switching power divider selects

the element cluster upon command from the microprocessor controller.

The microprocessor selects only those elements which are located

within a specified solid angle distance from the desired pointing

direction. The elements are located on the spherical surface by the

use of icosahedron geometry. This geometric technique insures that

all elements are spaced by approximately 0.71. As a result of this

similarity in spacing, all of the ESSA element clusters are virtually

the same and are independent of scan angle. Figure 3 shows the

constant gain of the ESSA compared to the rolloff of the phased array.

*Another way to look at the ESSA is to consider the ESSA to be t~e

electronic equivalent of a mechanical gimbal. With a mechanical

gimbal system, the aperture is moved mechanically; with the ESSA,

the aperture is moved electronically.
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2 .1 Gain is a function of ESSA Diameter

Even though the ESSA gain is not a function of scan angle it is,
however, a function of the ESSA's diameter. The reason for this
relationship between gain and diameter is the result of the con-
straints which element beamwdth and aperture phase delta place on
the aperture, Element beaimidth limits the aperture sie so that no
element used in the element cluster has higher gain away from the
desired direction than it has in the desired direction. If the aper-
ture included elements which were outside of this aperture size
limit,the ESSA's beam would be broadened and its gain reduced. The
second constraint, aperture phase delta, is best described by Figure
4. That figure shows that a phase delta exists between those elements
located near to and far from the desired direction. That phase delta
may be reduced by phar.t compensation and as a result improve the ESSA
gain and phase; or, the ESSA aperture diameter my be restricted so
that A does not excee-d 135 degrees. Both of these constraints
limit the diameter of the ESSA aperture and therefore have an impact
on gain. After considering cable and beam crossover losses, the
ESSA gain may be plotted as shown in Figure S.

2.2 Coverage Region

The only liint to the ESSA's coverage region is that there must be
elements located so that a complete aperture may be formed in the
desired direction. Hemispherical coverage therefore requires elements
located over slightly more than a hemisphere. For full spherical
coverage, an ESSA with hemispherical coverage is typi1.ally mounted
on each side of the electronics platform.
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3.6 MULTIPLE BEAM CONFIGURATION

A straightforward extension of the ttchnclogy allow the ESSA to
create independent multiple beams. A comparison of Figures 2 and 6
shows that the only modification required for changing from a single
beam to a multiple beam ESSA is the addition of a low noise amplifier
and power divider at each element and a switching power divider for
each of the multiple beams,

3.1 Element Configuration

When changing from single beam to multiple beam operation, the ESSA

elements must be modified. Figure 7 is a side view of a typical

microstrip element used by a single beam ESSA. This element co,. k1:s
of the microstrip disk element which interconnects through spring

loaded contacts to the microstrip polarization tybrid. The element

is modified for multiple beam operation as shown in Figure 8. This
figure shows that the element consists of a microstrip disk and a
low noise amplifier. The microstrip branch line coupler used to provide
a circular polarization in the single beam ESSA is replaced by a

microstrip Lange coupler located inside the low noise amplifier
assembly. Interconnection between the element and low noise am-
plifier is through a sliding pin contact. Incorporation of the

amplifier into the element assembly serves two functions. The
first is the establishent of system noise figure as close to the

aperture as possible. The second is the creation of a compone.t
which my be easily tested and replaced by depot level personnel.

3.2 Power Divider/Phase Shifter Assembly

Figure 6 shows that power dividers are used to divide the output of
the element assembly for input to the switching power dividers.
These power dividers are arranged radially around the switching power

)
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dividers as ,.hown in Figure 9. By aranging the power dividers
radially, a push-on RF connector my be used between the power divider

assembly and the switching power divider. Push on connectors greatly

simplify the testing and service of the multiple beam ESSA. Also
contained within the powep' divider assmbly are the SPD drive elec-

tronics and the phase compensation networks (if required). The phase
compensation networks are switched line phase shifters which use

glass packaged axial leaded PIN diodes for the switching function.

3.3 Switching Power Divider

BASD has fabricated two types of switching power dividers which may
be used in the ESSA. Both radial waveguide and microstrip imple-

mentations can be used to select and combine the desir9d sets of

elements used to create the beams. A 10 mA bias supplied to the de-

sired input ports causes the desired SPD's PIN diodes to go to a

low resistance state, thereby directing signals from the elements

controlled by those PIN diodes to go to a sunning junction.

( 3.4 Microprocessor

A 16-bit 1 2L microprocessor is used to control the ESSA. This micro-

processor interfaces with the SPD driver and user electronics through

a serial data interface.

4.0 OPERATING NODES

The ESSA microprocessor has the capacity to cause the ESSA to operate

in a variety of operating modes.

P Omnidirectional - The SPD is instructed to sum together a set

of elements which provide "omni" coverage over a hemisphere.
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e Program Track - The microprocessor calculates the pointing
angle towards TDRSS based on ephemeris data provided period-
ically for both TOM and the user satellite.

e Directed Ba - The microprocessor causes the ESSA to point
In the coanded direction.

* Automatic Acquisition - The ESSA can use a figure-of-mrit
such as an ASC level provided by the recelver to determine
the pointing angle towards the target. No other information
regarding target location is necessary.

50 PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES

The ESSA's advantages over the conventional multi-faced phased array
include-

ie Sngle mounting structure
e Gain "Independent" of scan angle \
a Phase "independent" of scan angle

* Time delay "independent" of scan angle

e Beam shape "independent" of scan angle
e Simple phase compensation networks may be used
* Data update may be accomplished more easily
e Lower power draw

These advantages make the Electronically Steerable Spherical Array

an attractive antenna for applications which require single or mul-
tiple beam coverage of large solid #ngle regions.

3
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SPACE-FED, OFFSET, PLANE WAVE CASSEGMAINK- lnn SYSTEM FOR ELF APPLICATIONST

pin L.N. Schwab, A. t. Dion, D. L. W"hington

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory

Lxingtont, Massachusetts

(Abstract
This paper describes the study of a spatial combining

approach to achieve a tractable design for a physically compact

IMP satellite earth terminal antenna system which could address

and overcome current 44 GHs solid state 1RF power generatipn

limitations. Specifically, the achievement of, high values (> 55

dBW) of uplink EIRP at 44.5 GIs with the use of small diameter,

-7 (24 inches) reflector antennas and a singLe feed requires higher

levels of power amplification (typically 10 watts) than currently

achiuvable iith indIvidual solid state EHF devices. A solution to

this problem Is to use spatial power combining of the outputa of

an array of feed horns individually driven by low power solid

state amplifiers phase locked to a common source. This paper

describes the numerical study of surh an array used with. an

offset, plane-wave fed, near-field Cassgtin reflector system.

*The work reported in this paper was sponsored by the Department

of the Air Force.

I"The U. S. Government asumes no r ,ponsloility for the

(information presented here.
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The study included modelling random php.-a and amplitude ersas in

the feed amplifiers and determining the effects of these exaaa on

the system performance. These computed results demonstr*W. the

feasability of using the spatial combining approach to IMvide

high EIRP for mobile ZHF communicationL terinals. -WW

I.I INTRODUCTION'

The spatial combining approach to achieving high levjWb of

terminal SlRP can be implemented with a variety of reflector and

feed array configurations. Indeed, a previous study [1 ] done at

Lincoln Laboratory evaluated a Cassegrain configuration consisting

*of a symmetrlc paraboloidal main reflector, ellipsoidal sub-

reflector, and focused feed array of 32 square horns. This paper

describes a different configuration, specifically an offset plane-

wave fed/near-field Cassegrain (NFC) configuration consisting of a

paraboloiaal reflector, a confocal paraboloidal subreflector, and

an unfocussed planar array of horns arranged in a hexagonal

distribution. The paraboloidal reflector used in this study was

constrained to be a 24-inch offset reflector (F/D - .5). The

coufiguration was selected for both its compactness and the

hardware implfaentation advantage of placing all feedhorns on a

plane and driving all feed horns in phase (as opposed to

configurations requiring non-planar posit ons and/or illumination

phase tapers).

The nsar-field cas~egrain is favored over a full phased array

aperture approach because providing dual frequency (receive and _)
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transmit functions) capability with a phased array would require

either providing two apertures resulting in a much larger physical

envelope, or providing feed horns with dual frequency

capability. Dual frequency feed horns would make a phased array

undesirably complex as wall as possibly leading to grating lobe

difficulties due to different wavelength separation values.

The numerical analysts of this system was carried out using

existing aperture antenna analysis software specifically modified

to handle the near field Cassegrain geometry and to impose random

error distributions on both feed phases and feed amplitudes. This

software wa used to parametrically study the elfects of

variations in array size, array location, and feed amplitude and

( phase errors on the directivity and aperture loss of the system.

Aperture loss is defined in this study as the combination of

spillover and illumination variation losses.

The baseline configuration consists of the constrained

primary reflector diameter of 24 inches, a magnification ratio (of

reflector to subreflector diameters) of 5, and a 19-horn feed

array. When using 1/2 watt RF power amplifiers with pessimistic

values of random amplitude and phase errors (-3 dB and 30*

standard deviations), an EIRP of 54.3 dBW at 44.5 GHz can be

achieved.
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11. CONFIGUMATION I)3TAILS

The near field Ceseegrain (I1C) configuration treated in this

study dif fera f ram a conventional Caseegrain conf iguration in

several ways. The differences are summsarised in Table to

ft&W=S of Oi-fS ve OOWWIUDJ COMAM StIP!

Se IS kppebeildsl.

Seth 911tleeet OSe eeotoa qd tch reflectors baes a seie
goamttlee ane essled te sck tbat. 10406 Wt do set seae to Seek

Other.

&Auafl*tow IS Is 406atf ld suatlecoto s ually ". far
of feed auray. field at theto"e.

Use? ar e treat ill.setIns OUgved phase freat iliUeiSSLie5
(I.e.. * paa e isldest). (I.e.. aptoWical'fwe

iseidest).

SequAlu & feod sGMW Of 4 %oueiss am be fed by 6 arrtay at, Mt
comiestiee. typically. a Slagle mOed.

array eaist pisitie efoa Secondary ARiAl teed psIties to -

In addition to the features described in Table 1, both the

near field and conventional Cassegrain systems can provide a

scanned bea capability if required. The scanning mechanism

implementation, however, is accomplished differently for each

system. Scanning with the NFC is accomplished electronically by

generating a linear phase front taper on the feed array

JYK excitation. Scanning w~th the convea~lonal Cassegrain Is

accomplished by physically moving the feed '(in the case of a

single feed) or by generating a complex phase and amplitude taper

(in the case of an array of feeds). A kaore complete description
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of the general features of an wC systes and its eleLtronic

scanning capabilities can be found in Rif. [21s The beam scanning

for the 1ivC will not be d. scuesed further In this paper*

The poetry of the NFC configuration considered In this

study Is siven in Figure I In profile and head-on views. The

unsubecripted coordinate fram has its origin placed at the

paraoolic vertex and the subscripted ("a") coordinate frame has

Its origin at the center of the rtflector. The set of feed horns

is pictorially shown at one of the two fixed feed positions

(2- . -. 083 Inches; equivalent to Z - +4 Inches). The particulars

of this configuration are sumarlsed in Table 11.

TASLZ 2 1

$MMUIY 0F COMNIGUATIMA AM 0t1ZWA OF WC

NUnber of ftedst Is

( Dsbtribution t oresde viea eal zrary (3, 4. 3, 4, 3)

Individual fted Diameter:t I ach (Oemana)

eflCtoir aMeter: 24 Inches

ReflelVto" /D P tio: 0.5

Subreflector f/d Iatij, 0.5

Distance tros taflector
Center to Sy tmery A ia: 14 Inches

Containment nvelopet Nominal 28 inch (Dias) 1 18 Inch (eight)
Cylinder

The magnification ratio (reflector diameter divied by the

subreflector diameter) is 5. The. geometrical blockage determined

by the mutual projection of the subreflector and reflector onto

the x-y plane was computed as -0.12 dB. (The numerical software

does not compute blockage loss so this increment must be
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dubtracted from the computed directivities). lead array location

along the a ats was laitially a variable in determining aperture

loss* Two iixed array poeltiou, selected primarily a the basis

of their suitability for Incorporating a dIehrolc surface at a

later tims were used in subsequent computationa.

II1. ANLYSIS

The software techniques and methods used In this analysis are

based on core antenna analysis program developed at Lincoln

Laboratory. Specialised software to generate random feed array

errors was appended. The methods used In the software are

summarized as follows. An analytic feed model ("unit feed") is

assumed for the individual elements of the hexagonal array

distribution. The unit feed consists of the far field pattern of

a circular aperture which h4a an area equal to the area of the

modeled hexagonal feed apertures The unit feed model has 100%

aperture efficiency with linear polarization which is contained in

the reflector offset (i.e., Y-Z) plane. The use of the far field

pattern for the circular unit feed poses some restrictions on the

feed size and placement. owever, a very large individual feed

must be placed very close to hs subreflector to cause significant

error in the main lobe illumination. TIa 49-horn feed arrays

*The affect of autual couplinf In the feed array is neglected in

this analysis. It is a secondary effect which could be included
in the final array feed analyqis and design but is expected to be
insignificant.
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discussed here are sufficliently far from the subreflector to

assure insignificant error,

The far field pattern function of each unit feed is used in

conjunction vith geometric optics relationships (t.e,, ray tracing

through the subreflector to small increments of the reflector

surface) to solve for the surface current on the reflector

subaperture due to the unit feed. The surface currents are then

vectorially summed over the number of feed sources. The total

surface current density on the reflector subapertures is then

analytically related to the far-field which Is numerically

Integrated to determine the total far field of the NFC. In

setting up the reflector Illumination function, the individual

feed amplitude weights are normalized to provide I wtt total

input power. Normalizing the total input power also makes it

easier to scale the results for other input power levels. In

computing the EIRP of the plane wave Cassegrain fed by the 19 horn

array, the nominal (i.e., with no degradation effects) input power

to each horn is 1/19 - .0526 watt. A one-sided normal error

distribution was imposed on the amplitudes of the 19-horn array

along with a two-sided normal distribution on the phase errors.

The one-sided amplitude distribution was seiected to model the

random nature of the amplifier power transfer functions and long

term degradations thereof. The feeds and reflectors are assumed to

have no conduction losses.
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Directivity Is def im as the directive pga at the pattern

maxim=a and is given by the ratio of the radiation intensity on

the peak of th bean to the radiation intensity of an Isotropic

source radiating the samn power as the test antenna:

U 4 o, 4w U
D M . max (ax

o red

where Pred is the radiated power which equals the Input power for

the condition of no conduction losses.

Some care mst be exercised In applying reflector antenna

software analysis tools such as the one used here. The

subreflector ast be in the far field region relative to the

individual feed horns as stated above. However, the subreflector

must also be positioned In the near field of thy overall feed

array to obtain plane wave illumination of the subrefleztor. With

extremely close feed-subraflector spacings, (<< 2D2/X), where 0 =

feed horn diameter, the software modelling technique breaks down

roesulting in incorrect computations. However, all the

feed-subreflector spacings used in this study exceed this

limitation. At the other extreoe of distant feed-subreflector

spacings, the wavefront illumination on the subreflector

approaches an undesired spherical wave resultiag in low values of

directivity (albeit computed usL-g a valid algorithm). [Note: It

is planned to perform c~lculations at a later time using measured
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patterne of a circular feed horn In place of the unit fods. The

unit feed has a 1OO2 illumination efficiency, i.e., it aesame

that the equxvalent hexagonal feed aperture ts uniformly

illuminated. It is estimated that the circular feed horm will be

about 80Z efficient relative to the unit feed,, hence about a -1 do

difference in the directivity computations can be expected].

Edge diffraction effects associated with the near-field

assumption, and the reflector edgas have not been considered In

this study. Their effects on directivity computations are

negligible.

IV. CONPUTED RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The configuration reported in this mmo was shown in Figure 1

with profile (yz plane cut) and head-on (x-y plans cut) viee.

The baseline reflector magnification ratio (of reflector to

subreflector diameters) is five. The baseline feed array

consisted of 19 horns nominally 1 inch in diater heajonally

distributed. Variations from these baseline values were also

treated in the course of the study, e.g. magnification - 4 and

hexagonal arrays or 7, 37, and 61 horns, The computed results for

these variations is not significantly different Zros those for the I
baseline configuration. Hence, those results are not presented in

this paper for the sake of brevity.

Figure 2 shows the computed value of aperture lo, I
(determined by taking the difference, in dB, between the
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directilvity of a antffoxmiy illuminated aperture and the computed

far field on-axis directivity) ve feed array position along the a

axis. The aperture lose of approximately 1*5 dBis mainly due to

spillover, i.e., radiated power that misses the eubreflector. In

addition, there i n ose minor amplitude variation over the

aperture which also reduces the efficiency. The portion of the

curve In Figure 2 that is dashed indicates the region where the

feed-eubreflector distance Is less than 2D2 /X, utere D is the

diameter of the unit feed. lased on the computed results shown in

Figure 2, two fixed t-axis locations for the feed array werw

selected for use in subsequent computations.* Thee positions

(Z8 M -.083 lach and -3.083 inch, Ye - -11.2 inches) approximately

correspond respectively to the feed array positioned beneath the

center of the reflector and slightly in front of (and above) the

reflector vertex. Both feed array centers are located on a line

which is parallel to the Z-axis and goes through the center of the

sAbreflector. The selection of the optimum feed-reflector spacing

depends strongly on where and how a dichroic surface (used to

accomplish dual frequency operation) is placed in the

configuration. The closer feed-subreflector spacing (Z --.083

inch) which has slightly lower aperture loss (-1.46 dB) might be

used if the dichroic surface were incorporated onto the

subreflector surface. The further feed-subreflector spacing

(za = -3.083 inch) aight be used if a planar dichroic surface were

placed between the feed array and the subreflector.
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In a separate study, .perture loss wso computed as a function

of total feed hrn area with all other parameters held constant.

It wee found that, for the previously specified baseline

parameters, the baseline feed geometry (19 feeds; total area -

13.61 sq. inches) resulted In an aperture loss which was verY

close to the optimum value (-1.46 dB aperture los with

zs --. 083 inches vs the optimum value of -1.41 dW).

Figures 3(ab) shows the far field pattern in the ys plane

for the two feed array positions. The sidelobe levels are

slightly asymmetric with maximum levels of -19 and -18.5 dB.

Random errgr distributions were next imposed on the feed

array amplitudes and phases. (Reflector surface distortion

effects were not considered in this study. Any loss of gain due

to such effects would add to the losses computed here end can be

accounted for by standard formulas. For the size of the reflector

considered here, such loss will be small.) Figures 4(a) and 4(b)

give plots of maximum, minimum and mean values of directivity

computed as a function of maximum deviation for uniformly

distributed random phase errors. For each data point, a set of

ten sequential cases were run. The maximum and ainimuma values

computed and plotted do not necessarily represent absolute maximum

and minimum values, but raLher aximua and minimum values for the

sets of 10 runs per data point. The feed array positions are

Ze -0.G83 inch and -3.083 inch respectively. Figures 5(a) and
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4(b) are sinilarly computed and plotted, but for 10 random cases

with normal distribution, with the abscissa giving the one sigma

value of the phase error distribution. The same feed array

positions (Z. - -0.083 and -3.0P3 inches) ar3 used.

In comparing Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a) (or, alternatively

4(b) and 5(b)), one finds that, for a given abscissauvalue, the

directivity values (max, min, and mean) a:e lower for the case of

:he normal error distribution as compared to the uniform error

distribution case. For the uniform distribution case, the

abscissa values -epresent the (+, -) maximum values of the

distrioution whereas, for the normal distribution, the abscissa

values represeat the one sigma value. Thus, the significant phase

error values extending out to the three sigma points oi the normal

distribution account for the increased aperture loss of the normal

distributiju compared to the uniform distribution.

The upper limit on the phase error axes (60*) was chosen

solely to show enough of the curves to understand the trend in

directivity degradation. The b0° limit is likely .ar in excess of

typical random phase errors anticipated due to phase lock loop

instability, component-to-component variations, line length

variations, and tue like. It is interesting to note, however,

that the directivity reductions at s81cn large phase errors are,

albeit undesira3le, ce:taiily not catastrophic from an operational

point of view.
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Computationally. the average value of EIRP is found by taking

the average value over a large number of runs (10 used in this

study) of the peduct of the computed antenna directivity (which

is Jargely influenced by the phase error distribution) and the

actual (i.e., degraaed) total input power for each run. Stated as

an equation, average EIRP is given as follows:

M N
E [( EP)m G

EIRP (average) m n (2)

where: N - total number of feed horns (-19)

M - total number of runs (-10)

Pn RF power fed ro the nt h feed horn (watts)

( Gm - computed antenna directivity for the mth run

=The computed average EIRP (dB) for the set of 10 successive runs

I is given in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) where the standard deviation of

the phase distribution is used as the independent variable with

?arametric values of standard deviation of the one-sided amplitude

distribution (0 dB, -1 dB, -3 dB, and -6 dB). Figures 6(a) and

(b) also contain tabutlar printouts of the computed antenna

directivity and the hIRP for all the error combinations used.

Using these printoul;, one can quickly separate the gain reduction

component due to error introductions from the reduced radiated KF

power component.
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:rho, graphs of EIRP vs phase error standard deviation (for

constant amplitude error distributions) given in Figures 6(a) and

6(b) draw closer together with increasing phase error. This

"buiching" effect is a reasonable and expected phenomenon and can

be explained as follows. Comparing the 0 dB and -3 dB amplitude

error curves, one finds that the gain reduction due to introducing

severe phase errars (e.g., 60" phase error standard deviation) on

an aperture with an approximately uniform amplitude distribution

(i.e., power deviation - 0 dA) is greater than the gain reduction

due to introducing the same severe phase errors std. dev. of 600)

to the set of feads with a one-sided normal amplitude distribution

(3 dB) standard deviation) imposed on them. This difference in

gain reductions for uniform vs randomly reduced amplitude

distributions relates to the fact that introducing a large phase

error to any of the unit amplitude feeds will have a substantial

effect on gain reduction compared to introducing the same large

phase error to one of the feeds with a reduced input amplitude.

In the limit, a fully derate4 feed (-. dB input amplitude) can

tolerate an arbitrarily large phase error with no effect .her

than the gain reduction due to removing the excitation from that

one feed.

Finally, a combined amplitude error standard deviation of

-3 dB and a phase error standard deviation of 30 'degrees results

in an expected EIRP reduction of -3.06 dB. Of this amount,
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1.13 dB is due to the gain reduction caused by the introduction of

phase and amplitude errors, and the remainder (1.93 dB) is due to

the reduced RF power. If 1/2 watt RF amplifiers were used at each

feed horn, the resulting EIRP for these large amplitude and phase

error distributions would be 54.3 dBW. Based on these computed

results, the spatial combining approach is a viable and attractive

technique for achieving high EIRP for mobile EHF communications

terninals.
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INTRODUCTION 4,/

This paper discusses tue design and perfor nco.c.f a

95GHz mechanically scapped, shaped beam antenna which requj1*es

no electrical wiping contacts or rotary joints. The a tema was

required to produce a shaped, 6 wdbeam in elevai Cnd a

100 half-power beam width in azimuth, scanning over 1804,4wthe

azimuth plane. The peak gain required was lldB (CP). DeIN

approaches and theory are given, together with measured ?Sflts

of developmental models.

DESIGN APPROACH

Several conventional design approaches were considered.

A pyramidal horn (Figure la) or 3 hog-horn (Figure lb) with the

required beam widths could be employed; however, these designs

would require rotary joints, the hog-horn would be expensive to

fabricate at 95GHz and would suffer from rotary Joint losses

and reliability as well as life problems. The approach success-

fully implemented utilizes a stationary pyramidal 100 by 100 HPBW

horn, with its axis vertical, and a rotating shaped cylindrical

reflector (Figure 1c). The roflector changes one 100 HPBW.

to a flat-top sixty degree wide elevation beam centered on the

horizon, while the original 100 beam width is retained in azimuth.

The reflector is rotated for scanning but the horn is stationary.

Thus no rotary Joint is required, eliminating associated r-f loss,

cost, and reliability problems. The reflector mass can be made

very small, alleviating mechanical bearing problems, and allowing rapi,.
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beam scan. This approach can furthermore be extended to higher

frequencies, where rotary Joint problems are even more objectionable.

Both linear and circulAr polarizations are possible. If

a linearly polarized horn is used (as in the experimental model),

the polarization vector will rotate one degree for each degree of

azimuth rotation as illustrated in Figure 2; this makes it ideally

suitable for communication with either a LH or RH circularly

polarized antenna. If a circular polarized horn is used, a CP

secondary beam results.

The reflector is inexpensive to fabricate since it is

contoured in one plane only. A flat-top, sharp corner, beam was

generated in elevation, avoiding the usual gain reduction off the

beam peak.

THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS

The beam shaping theory used is based on optics, Ref(l).

It is strictly applicible to the two dimensional case, i.e., a line

source and a cylindrical reflector. However, since the beam was to

be shaped in one plane only and since the size of the feed horn aperture

is of the same order of magnitude as the reflector size, it was

assumed that the two dimensional theory wou:d be applicable. As

will be seen, this assumption was justified Ly the results obtained.

A brief exposition of the method follows. Referring to

Figure 3a, the reflector is defi ned by p and T from Tl to T2' the horn

subtended angle. The radiated beam is defined over the angle e, to e 2.
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From Figure 3b it can be seen that

*intanj

where i is the included angle between the incident and reflected

rays. Since from Fgure 3a.

by integrating

In - I tan d Y
.Y1

To perform this integration, a relationship between 6 and Y is needed.

Since the energy incident on the reflector from Yl to I2 is equal to

the energy reflected from eI to 82 a normalizing factor K is found

from.

25 I (Y) d

K=

5 P (e) de

where I(T) is the feed pattern and P(e) is the desired secondary

pattern, Then:

P(e) de ' S IlY) dT

yields the relation necessary for the integration of (1)

For our design, the parabolic approximation was used for

the feed horn pattern, Ref (2). The desired beam pattern was defined

as shown in Figure 4. C)
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This procedure was coded for and the comlitations were

carried out on a Hewlett Packard 9825A desk-top computer.

DESIGN AND RESULTS

The bulk of the design and testing was done at 16GHz for

measurement convenience and to avoid tolerance problems.

The horn was designed using the standard formulds given in Ref. 3:

its aperture dimensions are 6.92X by 4.85X with an aperture to

waveguide junction length of 21.5X. The patterns are shown in Figures

5 and 6.

The dimensions of the first assembly built are shown in

Figure 7. The shaping reflector was sized to subtend the 20dB points

of the beam.

The patterns obtained are shown in Figures 8 avd 9. The

variations from the expected flat-top were attributed to the relatively

small horn to reflector spacing: i.e., the horn did not resemble a

line source. Accordingly a new model was computed and built with

increased feed horn to reflector distance (Fig. 10). The reflector

subtended the lOdB beam points. The measured patterns are given

in Figures 11, 12, 13.

A 95GHz model was constructed and is shown in Figure 14.

Measured patterns are given in Figures 15, 16, 17, 18. The measured

peak gain was 17dB.

A calculation was perforned to see if any improvement in

system performance resulted from the flat top design. By graphical i

integration, the ratio of the power ir the desired angular region

II-
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(130") to the power in the ±90* region was found. The same procedure

was followed for a 600 HPBW horn pattern. The ratio of the two

ratios was 1.2 or .7dB.

CONCLUSIONS

The design exceeded the system gain requirements, minimized

mechanical bearing rtquirements, and has very high reliability anid

low cost compared to a design employing arotating horn and a rotary

joint.
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Figure 1. Design ConCePts
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Figure 2. Polarization Change withi Reflector Rotation -, -
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Figure S. 16 GHs Horn Pattern -~Plane
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rigure 7. Dimensions -First Model
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Figure 17. Azimuth 'Pattern 95 GHz.Azimuth
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Figure 18. Azimuth Pattern -95 GHz Elevation I
Polarization
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ABSTRACT

The design and optimization of a large confonmal array Verture

is presented. The erray lattice is designed and optimized by using

a computer program to meet the gain and sidelobe requiemnts with a

minimum number of antenna elements. The antenna is low loss,

lightweight and low profile which are desirable for airbcorne and

ground mobile applications.

The trade-offs and selection of a lightweight antenna substrate

with low loss and desired RF chiracteristics are given. The array
fabrication and tntegret on techniques are discussed. Experimental

data of a breadboard array 13 shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a need to design a low loss and lightweight conformal

array aperture for high gain airborne and ground mobile

applications. The objective is to minimize the arr4y aperture loss

such that the gaii. of the antenna can be maximized fpr a g ien

aperture, or the size and weight of the antenna can hp minimized for

a given gain requirement.

) 4
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Techniques have been developed to minimize the antenna aperture

loss by the design of a low loss, lightweight micr'ostrip element and

honeycomb substrate, and by the optimization of array grids and

fabrication methods. Design and fabrication procedures were

demonstrated for breadboard elements and for a 121 element passivwe

array at S-Band. The measured active ekument patterns indicate a

significantly ider beauuldth compared to the isolated ones, due to

mutual coupling effects. The technique of designing a 1oq' loss and

lightweight array aperture, illustreited in the following, is

priutrily for an S-Band airborne &pplication. Neverthe'.ess, it is

applicable to frequencies other than S-Band, and is compatible for

ground mobile teriiinal operiAtions.

2. DESIGN CO IfIDRATIONS

The 'iesign considerations for a low loss and ligshtweight

conforwtal array aperture are based on the electrical an~d mechanical

requiremerts of a particular application. Primary electrical

requirements include gain, s1delobes, scanning volume, and

polarization. The antenna gain designates the basic aperture size

needed. The requi red scanning angles impact this aperture size

significantly due to physical loss of tiie aperture at extree i

scanninG conditions. The sidelobes, in many cases, can only be met

through the dmplituae tapering of the aperture, resulting in the

loss of aperture efficiency. The polarization requirement specifies
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the maxlmum allowable loss in polarization efficiency. The key

design consideration is to meet these requiremients with . Imum

overall aperture loss such that the array size and weight can be

reduced.

For airborne or ground mobile applications, the main mechanical

requirement is to design the array to be compatible with the

operational environments. The most severe considerations of reduced

size, low profile, and light weight are for airborne applications

due to the need of flight-qualified construction to combat the

aerodlynamic dreg. Other mechanical considerations include

vibration, temperature, pressure, host vehicle structure expansion,

rain and hail impact, lightning, nuclear hardening, ET/EMI,

reliability, and maintainability. The mechanical ergineering of

material selection, fabrication techniques, and layout and

construction methods plays an important role in the array design in

meeting these operational requi rements.

3. ANTENNA APERTURE DESIGN

The first step in applying the low loss and lightweight

techniques is to design an effective antenna element consisting of

radiation aperture, substrate, feed, and bonding skins. For an

S-Band (2.2 - 2.3 GHz) receive antenna application, circular

microstrip patch was selected as the lightweight radiation element

due to its small size and known performance characteristics. A
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variety of materials Including cuflon, duroid, and honeycomb with

different bonding skins has been used as substrates of the

microstrip element.. Fabrication techniques were investigated.

Table 1 shows the performance characteristics of the elements in

terms of loss tangent, efficiency, bandwidth, axial ratio at 60

degrees of the isolated pattern, and weight. As is shown, all the

elements exhibit satisfactory electrical properties. The cuflon and

duroid designs are not acceptable mainly due to their weight

performance. The honeycomb/GlO element weighs less than 0.3 pounds

per square foot.

In the process of searching for superior substrate materials, a

iew lightweight, low loss core material was found to be an excellent

car'idate for the microstrip subsi.rate. The honeycomb consists of a

uriform lattice of circular cells extruded from a polycarbonate

thermoplastic resin. This lightweight honeycomb provides promising

RF properties due to its uniform cell structure which is different

from hexagonal honeycomb structure. It also has a lower loss

tangent.

The low loss honeycomb is also an excellent radome material for

high speed aircraft applications. It can provide substantial

improvement in rain impact resistance without sacrificing electrical

performance for iuitilayer construction. An electrically thin

sandwich radome using this low loss honeycomb core structured for an
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S-Band application is illustrated in Figure 1. At an incidence

angle of 60 degrees and the incomng wave perpendicularly polarized

to the plane of incidence. the radome loss was calculated to be much

less than 0.1 dB.

4. ARRAY LATTICE OPTIMIZATION

The array grid of a conformal array can be optimized

considering the grating lobes, sidelobes, scanning performance, and

gainimum number of elements required. The optimized array grid is

obtained by the computation of a variety of array grids and scan

conditions using a conformal array computer program. The computer

program is capable of calculating the array pattern of a cylindrical

array with the coordinate system as shown ir Figure 2. The process

is to find the optimum spacings in the pitch and roll planes.

For an S-Band array, the array grid was optimized for the

requirements of 28 dB gain, 60 degree scanning cone, and -15 dB

sidelobe. The array was mounted on a 747 type of aircraft fuselage

with radius equal to 128 inches. The optimum lattice was found to

be a triangular grid with a 7.9 cm (0.61 X o) pitch spacing and a

6.35 cm (0.49x 0) roll spacing. Based on this grid, Figure 3

shows the calculated patterns for the array scanvpjng at 60 degrees

in roll, pitch, and intercardinal planes. Patterns shown indicate

worst sidelobes and grating lobes, but still meet the array

requirement. A 4-bit phase shifter &nd an element pattern with

cosine on pedestil
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taper were used for the computation. Calculated scan loss,

cotfomality loss (at 60 degrees), taper loss, and quantization loss

are 3.15 dS, 0.22 dB, 0.25 dB, and 0.05 dB, respectively. These

calculated results rmpresent realistic losses for an airborne

conformal array.

S. ACTIVE ELEMENT PATTERNS

Acti ve element patterns of a large array reflect the mutual

coupling effects on the individual elements, and provide insights of

the array scanning performance. A 121 element (11 x 11) passive

microstrip aroy using the optimized array grid given in Section 4

was designed, fabricated, and tested. The structure of the

lightweight microstrip element is illustrated in Figure 4. The

dimensions of the array and ground plane are given in Figure 5.

Effective fabrication process with tight tolerance control was used

in the fabrication of the array.

The 1 inearly polarized active element patterns for the center

element of the array are shown in Figure 6. The gain of the active

element measured using a standard gain horn is also shown in

Figure 6(a). The patterns due to mutual coupling effects indicite

an almost ideai pattern for a wide angle scanning array with 2 dB

'loss at boresiiht and only a 3 dB scan loss at 60 degrees. Both the

E and H plane patterns are matched at wide scan angles. Circularly

polarized (CP) active element patterns, shown in Figure 7, were
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calculated using measured spinnhrg linear patterns. The CP patterns

are near ideal pattern of a cosine element for scanning out at 60

degrees, and indicate less than 4 dB axial ratio throughout the

scanning region.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The design of a low losi and lightweight conformal array

aperture was accomplished through the selection of antenna element,

substrate and radome; the optimization of the array aperture

lattice; and the use of &n effective fabrication process. The

fabrication process and mechanical structure used are compatible

with the operational environments of airborne and ground mobile

opplications. The designed S-Band low loss micrastrip antenna

element with honeycomb substrate weighs less than 0.3 pounds per

square foot. The array lattice was optimized using a conformal

array computer program. The scan loss, conformality loss, taper

loss, and quantization loss were calculated. The measured active

element patterns of a 121 elemeA pftsive element indicate a mutual

coupliag affected element with gain performance near the ideal

pattern of a cosine element.
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AN S-BAND CONFORMAL ARRAY ANTENNA*

C. A. Chuang and D. J. Martin

Harris Gowrnment Comunications Systems Division ..

P. 0. Box 9200

Melbourne, Florida 32901

ABSTRACT

Requi rements for an S-Band Conformal Array Antenna are

presented. The high gain antenna is designed to receive from a

satellite at scan angles as large as 60 degrees.

Development status of low loss printed circuit techniques in

the areas of array aperture, phase shifter, transmission line,

cohiner, and array controller is discussed. Loss budget is

calculated. Planned study tasks are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a need to design high gai.A aircraft phased array

antennas to receive 1ow power signals from a satellite at scan

angles as large as 60 degrees, which at S-Band makes the phased

arrays become physically large. The problem is complicated by the

conformality requirement of the array designs to be compatible with

*The work is sponsored by RADC/EEA, Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts
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an aircraft in the considerations of aerodynaic performance,

weight and airfra modifications. Study efforts have been conducted

to educe the size and weight of the conformal arrays through the

development of 1%w loss printed circuit techniques, and by the

investigation of iarcrporating RF amplification at the element level.

The objectives are to design low loss and lightweight S-Band

conformal arrays at an affordable cost.

The study of ltw loss circuit techniques has been performed in

the areas of antenna elements, array aperture and array electronics.

A separate paper discusses the antenna apcrtude designs in detail;

this paper defines the requirements, summarizes the develupment

status in each area, and presents the study plan.

2. ANTENNA SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN CONSIDERATION1S

A summary of the antenna specifications is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Receive Antenna Specifications

Frequency: 2.2 to 2.3 GHz (6 MHz instantaneous)

Polarization: Circular
Scanning: Electronic, +60" in azimuth and elevation

Gain: 32 dB

Sidelobe: I -15 dB

VSWR: 2:1

Physical Requirements: - Located conformally at fuselage

- Maximum thickness of 4" and goal of 2"
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The purpose of the study effort is to investigate array design

techniqLes such that the antenna specifications can be met and the

array size and weight can be optimized.

It is obvious, in the concern of antenna directivity and arrAy

loss, that a large aperture ara is required in order to meet the 32

dB gain requirement at S-Sand. The key of the design considerations

is to minimize the array losses such that the array area can be

substantially reduced. The antenna specifications which closely

impact the array losses include the 60 degree scanning and -15 dB

sidelobes. The array scanning generates losses which are due to the

loss of array aperture and are caused by array mimatching associated

with the scanning and aircraft environment operation. The scan loss

contributes significantly to the total antenna loss. The -15 dB

sidelobe requirement cannot easily be met due to the cylindrical

ground plane of the conformal array. Howevr, the desired sidelobe

can be obtained by the use of amplitude tapering of the aperture and

at the cost of an increased array loss. The conforuality requirement

of the array and the aircraft enviroment operation further

complicates the size and weight considerations of the antenna design.

The antenna losses can be optimized, and its size and weight

reduced by considering:

1. array aperture design optimization to increase the

efficiency of the antenna;

432
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2. low loss printed circuit techniques to reduce the losses of

the components; and/or

3. RF amplification at or near element level.

The aperture design optimization can be achieved by the selection

and design of element pattern and arra grid, and by minimizing the

scanning mismatching using array matching techniques. The use of

low loss printed circuit techniques reduces the losses of antenna

elements, transmission lines, phase shifters, and array cominer,

and facilitates the RF amplification at sumarray level. The

employment of RF amplification at eleoent level provides the

definite advantages of the ultimate G/T performance of the array,

and offers the potential for the reduced size ai,4 weight. The

method of amplification at the subarrAy uses fewer amplifiers. The

t-ade-off of the amplification approaches not only relies uprn the

overall array size, weight, and electrical performance, but also

depends on cost and reliability for practical applications.

3. ARRAY DEVELOPM4ENT STATUS

Development efforts have been performed in the areas of array

aperture, low loss array electronics, and array controller. The

progress made is sumarized in the following subsections.

3.1 Array Aperture - An array lattice study usinJ a confomal

array computer program was performed to devi ve an optimm array grid
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In Which thP Minimm Number Of elements is requiled to meet the

grating lobe. uidelobe, and other array performance. Used on the

optimized array grid, array %can loss,, comformality loss, tiper

loss, and quantization loss were calculated.

Lightweight microstrip antenn aelemonts using a variety of
skin and substrates were designed to minimize the aperture weight
and loss, and to optimize the RF performance. Element fabrication
and bonding techniques were investigated to ensure the repeatability

of the aperture fabrication.

3.2 Array Electronics - Studies were performed to the designs

of low loss transmission lines. phase shifter, and combiner.

Trade-offs were made in the selection of pin diode vs. veractor

phase shifters. Computer programs such as SUPERCONPACT and SLICE
were used to calculate and analyze the theoretical and realistic
losses of array electronic circuits for different stripline
techniques and at a variety of package configurations. Breadboard
phase shifter bits have been fabricated and tested in specialiy

designed test fixtures for insertion loss and return loss

measureuitats.

For a 4-bit pin diode phase shifter, the' use of ttO loaded

line approach for 22.5" and 46" bits and the hybrid coupled approach
for 90* and iBO' -Ats, offers the optimum low loss configuration. A
varactor diode phase shifter, in comparison to an equivalent 4-bit

4-*4)
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pin diode phase shifter, offers the advantages of using a smaller

number of diodes, requiring much less power, and having small size

and less weight. Its main design difficulty lies in the

effectivenesi for reverse bias voltage control and temperature

compennti on.

Computer simulation was performed on various 4-bit phase

shifter configurations using three types of striplines, including

suspended air substrate stripline, selie dielectric stripline, and

covered microstrip. The configurations of suspended substrate offer

the lowest losses and weight, but have the largest volume.

Breadboard phase shifters including the varactor diode phase shifter

and 1800 pin diode bit hav been fabricated and tested using

specially designed test fixtures. Figure 1 shows a typical test

fixtur- and branch line sections.

3.3 Array Controller - In the study of the array controller,

the beam pointing controller architecture was designed, the interface

circuit and hardware selection criterion was defined, and perfomance

was estimated. The basic controller approach for the S-Band

conformal array is to use a digital distributed processor in which

one controller serves one subarray. Each subarray controller

Includes the Beam Electronics Module (BEM) for phase shifter

calculation, interface circuit for receiving pointing conunand, data

memory for storing element parameters such as element location and
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path length correction, and phase shifter select logic for directing

output. The block diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 2.

Directional cosines of the satellite are supplied to the controller

by the Mission Data Processor (MDP) as the beam pointing commands.

3.4 Loss of the Array - A loss budget estimate for a 16-element

subarray with RF amplification at subarray level is given in Table

2. Most of the loss details were calculated using study results in

the areas of array aperture optimization and low loss components and

circuits. A conformal array configuration consisting of 128

subarreys with 16 elements per subarray, is given in Figure 3.

4. PLANNED ARRAY DEVELOPMENT AND STUDY

A continued development effort is on-going In the study of low

: loss circuit techniques for S-Band confomal array. Planned

activities include:

1. 4-bit shifter testing and analysis;

2. custom-made LNA study for element and subarray

ampl ifi catio n;

3. trade-off of element amplification vs. subarray

ampl i fi cati on;

4. design, fabrication, and test of a subarray; and

5. size, weight and cost estimate of 10 complete antenna

systems.
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Table 2. Loss Budget Estimate

(Subarray Ampl i fication)

Loss (dB)

Loss Due to VSWR (2:1) 0.5*

5% Element Failure Dissipative 0.22

Phase Shifter Insertion Loss 0.9*

Combining Network Losses:

- Dissipative 0.05*

- Reactive 0.20

Phase Quantization Loss (4-Bit) 0.05

Loss Due to Random Errors 0.05

Array Element and Hybrid Losses 0.26"

Depolarization or Axial Ratio Loss 0.22*

Loss Due to Amplitude or Phase Tapering 0.25
for Sidelobe Control

Conformality Loss 0.22.

Scanning Loss (60*) 3.15"

Radome Loss 0.1

Beam Pointing Losses (.26 BW at 60") 0.05**

Total Losses 6.22

*Further verification in progress
**.63 dB at Boresight
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5. SU4MARY

A study has been performed to investigate low loss array

techniques for the design of a high gain conformal phased array.

Progress was reported in the areas of array grid optimization,

designs of low loss anten;,a element and array ele-tronics, and array

controller. Simulation and measured results have been performed for

the 4-bit lightweight phase shifter. Array controller architecture

was configured. Based on the study results to date, the total array

loss was estimated.

Planned activities include trade-off of element amplification

-i and subarray amplification; subarray fabrication and test; and size,
weight, and cost estimates of complete systems.
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Figure 'I. A Tipical rest Fixture and Array Electronics
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A WIRE-GRID DESIGN OF A UHF ANTENNA

BY

M. S. SOHEL T.G. PICARD
ENGINEERING SPECIALIST ASSOCIATE ENGINEER

GENERAL DYNAMICSoFORT WORTH, TX 76101

AbSTRACT

Cavity-backed flush mounted annular slot antennas can be

employed in place of the Qonventionally used blade antennas for

UHF communication applications. The slot antennas are large in

size, fabricated from metal, and the slot installation weighs

more than - ,ade antenna installation. Previously, Kraus pro-

posed that a flat metal disc can be simulated with four quarter-

wave long metal wires intersecting at right angles to each other

at the center. However, no further data or investigations are

available in the l-.rature. In this study, an attempt is made to

simulate the whols antenna (disc and cavity) with grids of metal

wires etched on a fiberglass mold of the antenna. The antenna was

tuned for a VSWR of from 225-400 MHz, and the antenna gain and

radiation patterns were recorded at 225, 330, and 400 MHz frequencies.

A comparison of the data with the baseline antenna performance data

show that this concept offers hope for future light weight wire

grid antenna designs for UHF communication application3.
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A WIRE GRID DES IGN OF A UHF ANTENNA

BY

DR. M. S. SOHEL T. G. PICARD
ENGINEERING SPECIALIST AEROSYSTEIS ENGINEER

ANTENNA SYSTe4S
GENERAL DYNAMICS

FORT ITH, TEXAS 76101

COMPENDnIUM

An all met.l cavity backed flush mounted UHF

(225-400 MHz) annular slot antenna (baseline) is

simulated with grids of metal wires (#12) glued on a

fiberglass mold of the antenna. The number of wires

and grid dimensions are optimized and the antenna ia

tuned for a VSWR of 2:1 over the whole band. The

antenna gain and radiation patterns were recorded at

225, 300, and 400 MHz frequencies; the electrical

performance (VSWR, gain, radiation pattern shapes)

is in excellent agreement with the electrical perform-

ances of an equivalent quarter wave stub and the base-

line-antenna. This antenna installation may offer

significant reduction in the antenna weight for UHF

"Copyright Q 1982 by General Dynamics
Corporation All Rights Reserved" )

The U.S. Gorm t is aut Ie to relProdue and soll this repowt,
tePmltstonllforw f dcrthe r ton by others mut be Obtain from 

Ithe ~owht owner.
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canomication applications aboard present and future

generation -ilitw'7 aircraft.

IMO UCTION

Cavity-backed flush mounted annular slot anten-

nas (Fig. 1) present low aerodynamic drag and thus

may be employed in place of the conventionally used

blade antennas for UHF omuncation applicationi.

aboard military aircraft. However, the slot anten-

nas are large in size, fabricated from metal, and

the slot Installation weighs significantly more

than the blade installation. Metal plates may be

simulated by wire grids and the overall weight of

the slot antenna may therefore be reduced. Here an

attempt is made to develop the whole antenna (disc

and cavity) from grids of metal wires glued on a

fiberglass mold of the baseline antenna. The grid

dimensions and the number of wires required are

optimized to achieve electrical performance similar

to that of the baselina antenna. I
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Figure 1 Cavity-Backed Annular Slot Antenna

THEORY

A flush mounted cavity-backed annular slot anten--

uA is a mcdified version of a top loaded quarter-wave

stub antenna installed on a perfectly conducting in-

finite ground plane. Radiation characteristics of

borh these antennas are similar. Analytically, the
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radiation patterns of a slot antenna installed in an

infinite ground plane (Fig. 2) have beon predicated

by applying the principle of duality.

0.0g

Figure 2 Installed Slot Antenna

By assuming the dominant TEN mode propagation

only, one may write an expression for the far field

electric field as follows:
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Va .m(-_ikr) . Jo.(ka an Jo - t an 0k o ) ()
(9 ) =-r ln(bta) Cos*•

hwre,

Jo - Zeo ora Bs elfotan
Va a Voltage Frs the slot
r - Far field distam
a - Tuer slot raiEus
b - Outer slot radius
k- 2WIX S~

Xa WavsluIgth

However for the baseline slot antenna, where a

S9" ,b -12" and the frequency range is from 225 to

400 MHz, one can simplify Eq. (1) due to a small argu-

ment of Bessel functions and rewrite it as follows:

E (r. v e (xp(-lkr) 2 (
a 4 r ln (b/a) (b "a)COS• (2)

Equation (1) was programed on a computer to prr-

dict the radiation patterns (Fig. 3) of the slot anten-

na. These data were used as a guideline to optimize

the design of the wire grid aptenna.
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Figure 3 Predicted Radiation Patterns of a UHF Antenna

WEE GRID DESIGN

The main objective of this task was to simulate

the metal disc and cavity with d mintmum number of

wires required to produce a TEM dominant propagating

mode and thereby gonerate radiation pattern and gain

levels equivalent to the baseline antenna or a quarter

wave stub antenna. In order to accomplish this, first

a fiberglass mold of the baseline antenna was fabrica-

ted and then four metal wires intersecting at right

i
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angles to each other at the center of the disc were

glued on the fiberglass disc and terminated at a

metal ring going around the periphery of the disc.

This was done to simulate the metal center disc of

the baseline antenna. Similarly, the metal cavity

was simulated by gluing four metal wires on the inner

side of the fiberglass cavity. The disc wires were

fed by the center conductor of the coax and the outer

conductor of the coax was terminated at the center of

the cavity wires (Fig. 4). This desixn did not broduee

any constructive results.

NUAL

Figure 4 Initial Design of Wire Grid Antenna
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Four more wires were added such that there was a

wire at every 450 angle on the disc and in the cavity.
The antenna seemed to be acceptably tuned at the aid

and high bands; however, the VSVR did not look very

favorable at the low band. It was also realized that

adding more wires did not change the VSWH pattern any

further. By putting a 2' x 2' piece of AN-75 RAM

behind the antenna (to absorb back radiation), the

antenna seemed to be tuned over 90 percent of the band.
A VSWR plot of this version is shown in Fig. 5. Also,

radiation patterns of this antenna were recorded at

260, 330, and 400 MHz frequencies (Fig. 6) by in-

stalling the antenna in an 8' hexagonal ground plane.

The coordinate system used is shown in Figure 2.
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As can be seen from these plots, there is still a

significant amount of radiation in the aft direction

and to the sides. Also, the antenna gain is very low.

The antenna was further optimized with eight more

radial wires making a total of sixteen evenly spaced

conductors. Also, two rings were added to the cavity

at 5" and 9" from the center conductor. The VSWR was

not significantly changed; however, this configuration

still had significant back radiation.

After observing that the main part of the back

radiation was coming out of the cone area, two more

rings were added to the antenna 2 " and 7%" from the

center conductor. This configuration still had a good

* ' radiation pattern at the low end of the band (225 MHz,).

The radiation pattern at 300 MHz was very poor with

rear lobes 7 dB down from the front main lobes and

nulls very close to the horizon. This implied that

radiation was still coming out of the rear of the an-

tenna. This fact was verified using the VSWR test

set-up.
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Two rings were added to the outer wall of the an-

tenna. In addition sixteen more radial wires Vere

added. Theme conductors ran only from the 71k" ring

to the outer edge of the cavity. This was done be-

cause the antenna had a circular wire approximately

every 2%" from the center. A graphical sketch of the

center disc and the cavity representing this version

of the antenna is shown in Figure 7, and a photograph

of the antenna is shown in Figure 8.

U.I

-l rn amnl WW mmll mm in

iI

Figure 7 Graphical Sketch of Optimized
Wire Grid Antenna L
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Figure 8 Optimized Wire Grid Antenna

A VSIR plot of the antenna is shown in Figure 9

and the radiation patterns recorded at 225, 260, 300,

330. and 400 MHz frequencies are shown in Figure 10.

The coordinate system used is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 9 VSWR Plot of Optimized Wire Grid Antenna
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DISCUSSIQ 0F RESUTS

In order to determine the applicability of this

antenna in the real world situation, radiation pat-

terns of an equivalent quarter wave stub mtenna and

the baseline antenna were alsc, recorded at 225. 300,

400 MHz frequencies. The radiation patterns of the

wire grid antenna were caoppared with the .radiation

patterns of the quarter-wave stub antenna and the

baseline antenna. Shown in Table 1 is a comoarison

of antenna peak and horizon gains for these antennaR.
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Table I Coeapariaon of Antenna Gains

IN PEAK HORIZON
ANITENNA Nxx "AIN GAIN

kWave Stub +1.5 d -2.0 dB
Baseline 225 + 0.5 dB - 3.5 dB
Wire Grid +1.0 dB -3.0 dB

k Wave Stub + 4.50 - 0.5 dB
Baseline 300 + 4.0 dB 3.0 dlB
Wire Grid + 4.0 dB -6.0 dB

SWave Stub + 3.0.d -2.0 dB
Baseline 400 + 4.5 dB - 3.0 dB
Wire Grid + 4.5 - 3.0 dA

ANALYSIS OF RADIATION PATTERN DATA

o At 225 MHz, the overall shape of the radia-

tion patterns of the wire grid antenna

compare well with both the bateline UHF

annular slot and the kw wave stub antennas.

Gain levels are also fairly close althouth

they are not at the theoretical 3 to 5 dB

levels. This is due to the fact that the

antennas were installed in a relatively
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finite 8' ground plane, caung energy to

spread In the back direction.

o At 300 MOz, the peak gain of the baseline

and the wire grid antennas are approximately

equal and the antennas compare on pattern

shape. However, the horizon gain is 2 to 5

dB lower for these antennas than the k wave

stub antenna. This may be due to the I

vector distribution in the slots of the

baseline and wire grtd antennas which

modifies the radiation pattern shape dis-

tribution.

o At 400 Hz, the peak and horizon gains of

the wire grid, the baseline, and the k

wave stub antennas correlate extremely

well. However, the horizon gain of the

baseline and wire grid antennas is down 1 dB

from the 4 wave .ub antenna gain. This

difference in the measured gain is well with-

in the margin of the test accuracy.
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CONCLUSIONS

A wire grid design cavity backed UHF antenna is

simulated on a fiberglass mold of an all metal cavity backed

annular slot antenna. it is shown that the electrical performance

(VSWR, oain, radiation patterns shapes) is in excellent agreement

with the electrical performances of an equivalent quarter wave

stub antenna and a baseline annular slot antenna. The peak

gain of the antenna is within ± 1.5 dB of the j wave stub antenna

and a baseline annular slot antenna. Thie antenna gain at the

horizon also compares well except at 300 MHz where the wire qrid

seems to lose 2-5 dB gain. This loss may be due to the E vector

dist-ibution in the slots of the baseline and wire 3rid antennas

which modifies the radiation pattern shape distribution.
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, 1. Abstract

Electric dipoles which are tangent to the outer surface of a di-

electric layer backed by a curved metallic surface (modeled by a cT

cular cylinder) are considered. the exact solution to this probleW-he

utilized to obtain numerically the current distribution, input impaiice

and radiation pattern for a thin rectangular patch antenna, center'-ftd

or not. Por very large cylinders, asymptotic solutions based on ray

tracing are considered.

2. Introduction

In the previous works [1-4], the authors have considered microstrip

dipoles on cylindrical and spherical surfaces. Exact solutions have been

obtained via electric dyadic Green's functions for dipoles of arbitrary

orientation on substrates of arbitrary thickness and material properties.

The ext :action of numerical results from these exact solutions is prac-

tical only if the radius of curvature of the substrate is not large com-

pared to the wavelength. For large cylinders, an asymptotic solution

has been obtained for thin substrates [2], and some progress has been made

toward an asymptotic solution for Lhick substrates [4].

In this paper, we consider a printed dipole of finite length, and

set up an integral equation for the surface current, utilizing the exact

results given in (2]. This equation is solved numerically, and the in-

put impedance is then obtained via a variational technique. The radia-

tion pattern is also computed. All these results require a tolerable
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amount of computer time for cylinders of moderate size.

For very large cylinders, we describe some initial results that we

have obtained for the far field, utilizing an optical approach. i.e..

ray tracing inside the curted substrate.

The time-dependent factor exp(-iwt) is omitted throughout the paper.

3. Surface currat on tc*ttnp lar printed dipole.

The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 1. A metal

cylinder of infinite length and radius a is coated by a layer of dielec-

tric naterial of uniform thickness D b -a and relative permittivity

C (i.e. , refractive index N = Vr). The printed rectangular antenna

is on the outer suriace of the substrate, has length L in the direction

of the cylinder axis and width w in the circumferential direction, cor-

responding to an angular width 6 as seen from the z-axis (i.e., w - b6).

It is fed at a small gap which may be offset an amount z from the center

of the dipole.

If the width w is small compared to the wavelength, the only component

I(z) of the current is in the z-direction. It can be shown that 1(z)

satisfies the following Halln-type integral equation:

1/2 /S

f Ed2' ')K~z,z') Izl) dz'- l

-/2d -6/2 1
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where the electric field E is zero an the dipole and its integral

across the feeding gap Ir taken as 1 volt, and the kernel

K(z,z') f J / -d#.f.6/2 d '  (2)

-8/2 -8/2 1

where gCzz',**.') is a known complicated function of its arguaents, that

can be obtained from the exact results given in 12].

To solve eq. (1), we assume that I(z) may be expressed by the finite

Fourier series

n-1

I(z) I cos (2h + 1)rz/1] (3)

h 0

which satisfies the boundary conditions I(i 1/ ) = 0. The Fourier co-

efficients Ih are given in Table 1 for n a 4 and n = 7, and for 6 a 0.03

radians, z0a0, k0a - 1.50, k0b - 1.92. er = 2.17 (corresponding to N •

1.47); the negative integers in parentheses are exponents of power-of-

ten multiplicative factors. It is seen that good convergenze is obtained

for n not too large. Note tiat the values chosen for Table 1 correspond

to a substrate thickness of about one tenth of the wavelngth inside the

substrate.

i
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Table I

0 S.47(-3) + il.19g-2) 5,40(-3) i1.18(-2)

1 .O"(-.4) - 11.65(-) 8.$4(-5) - i1.68(-3)

2 3.70(-S) - 13.43(-4) 4.68(-S) - 3.29(-4)

3 -3.80(-S) - 14.96(-4) -4.50(-S) - 1S.06(-4)

4 3.87a(-S) - i .05(-4)

s -3.40C-s) - 13.02(-4)

6 j3.20(-S) - iS.0(1-5)

4. Input impedance of rectangular printed dipole

The input impedance Zin of the finite dipole is obtained by

Galerkin's variational method. in the form:

1 /2 dz IC) / dz'I(z) K zz (4)

S-Z/2 -X2

where

0
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Some numerical results for the same data used for Table I are given in

Table 2; the first resonance occurs at kI t 2.U .

Table 2

kol z.Iftcn

2.0 10 + 165.6

2.5 16.5 + i2S

3.14 23.5 - 12S

3.S 36.2 - i11

The effect of feed gap displacement from the symmetrical position

20 0 0 on the real part Rin and the imaginary part Xin of the input im-

pedance is shown in Fig. 2, for the numerical values indicated.

S. Far field for rectangular printed dipole.

The radiation pattern is easily calculated. An example is given

in Fig. 3.

6. Some considerations for large cylinders.

For an axially oriented elementary dipole, the far field in the

equatorial plane e - W/2 may be written as

- iko r
Er) A so2  (P (6)*
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where the fax-field coeffecient

s . j €o vt -+- -, (

* and 0 are the azimuthal positions of observation point and dipole,

respectively. and the contour C of integration rms alig the -sal

v-axis and just above it, from RaVa -m to 4 The fwction fv is

exactly known [2], but it is so complicated that no insight on its be-

havir is obtainable by direct inspection. However, for very thin sub-

strates (INIkoD << 1) and 'ery large cylinders (kob )> 1). the asymptotir,

estimate holds:

-koD

H V(l) (k 0D) - kODH() (k,0 D)(8

from which an asymptotic evaluation of S is obtainable, that lea-:s to

esy expressions for the radiated field of arrays of dipoles.

The case of thick substrates is considerably more complicated,

because the simplifications ensuing from the exact solution do not lead

easily to an asymptotic interpretation. However, It will be shown that

simple and interesting results of easy applicability are obtained by

following a ray-tracing approach within the thick curve substrate. Aside

from the complication arising from the curvatuxe of the substrate, this

approach is similar to that adopted in optics, in analyztn;- the behavior

of dielectric slab waveguides and Fabry-Perot interferometers.
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POWER TESTIN* OF DUROID STRIPLINE ANTENNAS
AYD ASSOCIATED CIRCUITS

By: George J. Mouser

ABSTRACT $
J4

Pow r testing at microwave frequencies requires elal'Sro

rate teat facilities with significant cost factors. Thus, each

test must be easigned for maximum utility and output.

This paper presents the results and analysis of tests

designed to reveal the safe and upper limits of stripline antenna

circuits under CW power up to 100 watts at 12 GHz, for altitudes

%~)from 1,000 to 70,000 feet with chambet ambient temperatures from

Limitations in obtaining better than about + I dB

accuracy in the power measurement values during test for use in the

simplified thermal model are described. Finally, a delineation of

the safe power handling for various group conditions is given.
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1.1 INVLODUCTION

This paper presents the results of power tests designed

to reveal the safe and upper limits of stripline antenna circuits

In Durold. 5880 substrates under CW power at 12 GHe. In order to

conduct these tests it was first necessary to design and build

several different holding fixtures. Namely, fixtures were built to

evaluate line section failures, antenna failures, and maximum stress

falluves.

Figure I shows a photograph of the aluminum test fixtures

used in the line failure tests. The aluminum surface opposite the

side with the screw-heads was made smooth so that it could be heat-

sunk for better heat transfer and thermal stability during test.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the two antenna test

fixtures. The aluminum test fixture allowed determination of the

safe power handling under heat-sink conditions by clamping the

smooth aluminum surface (opposite side from screw-heads) to an

aluminum plate for thermal stability during test. The other test

fixture shown was built in NEKA, G-10, dielectric offering a

poor thermal transfer and maximum stress conditions.
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All tests were conducted with the samples in a chamber

where various temperature and altitude conditions could be simulated.

Forward and return power from the sample were monitored. Also,

through-line power "ad radiated signal for the antenna samples were

monitored. Thermo-couples were placed at various locations on the

test sample, along the IF chain, on the aluminum within the chamber

and another heat sink was suspended within the chamber.
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2.1 CONDUCT OF TEST

Figure 3 shows the basic Instrumentation for conducting

the tests.

The following sequence is typical:

1. First the test sample connectors were inspected and

cleaned (if necessary).

2. Next, the sample was lightly coated with thermal

grease and clamped to the aluminum heat-sink block inside the

chamber. Here, a dielectric block was positioned betwesn the upper

clamp and the sample so that mainly ona thermal transfer path was

provided.

3. RF connections were then made for the power

measurements.

4. Various thermo-couples were placed in position.

5. Temperature/altitude equilibrium was established

within the chamber.

6. RF input power was applied and increased, in steps,

for various time intervals.
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7. Monitoring of all sensors, including time, were

pertormed.

The above sequence wa used and either taken to thermal

equilibrium for the safe power determination or wutil failure for

the stress-limit tests.
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3.1 RESULTS

This section of the paper presents highlights of the

results.

Figure 4 shows the observed temperature/time profile

for the antenna in the aluminum fixture at 1,000 foot altitude,

ambient 85* C, as the applied 12 CHz, CW, RF power is increased

from 60 to 100 watts. (No failures.)

Figure 5 shows a repeat of the prior test at 50,000

feet. (No failures).

Figure U shows a repeat of the ftrst test at 70,000

feet. (No failures.)

Figure 7 shows a repeat of the last test at 70,000

feet and ambient of 110 C. (Failure noted.)

New circuit boards and input connectors were used to

replace the failed parts. Tests similar to the sequence depicted in

Figures 4 to 7 were rerun. Again, failure occurred in the last test.

Figure 8 shows the disintegration of a connector

experienced in a maximum stress test sequence of the antenna sample

in the G-10 holdirg fixture (no heat sink).
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Figure 8. 3mm COnnector Failure
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Figure 9 shows a failed set of circuit boards (1/32

Inch thick, 50 ohm lines) and associated 3M connectors, Also

shown are two circuit boards (exterior view) and connectors which

sustained damage during test in the almixwa antenna fixture.

Arc-over at the connector to striplino interface was noted. Also,

two small burn-through holes were evident These holes were a

result of arc-over at altitude from the stripline to a screw in the

holding fixture. (Upon removal no further problem was ancountered.)

Figure 10 shows one stripline set of boards opened for

inspection after test. Damage at the corner was evident but no

breakdown had occurred at the mitered corner (holding-fixture screw

not in place.)

For the above tests to have full meaning, it is necessary

to determine power flow in the antenna circuit under test. Rare,

power available for test was first established by measurement into

a watched loAd with Calorimeter. Next, the antenna test sample was

connected to the power cable using a precision TNC to 3am adapter.

Combinad Vs of this adapter and the sample resulted in a reflected

power of 55 watts. Analysis indicated that about 33 watts flowed In

the input line of the antenna stripline during test. This iurther

decrease in power was attributable to heat build-up in the cables and

adapters ahead of the antenna terminal.
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4,1 ANALYSIS

Cnter .onductor terperatures were estimated by

calculatious for three cases of gtripline failure using temperature

ieasured at the input 3sm connector, estimated power dissipations,

end steady stace analysis for simplicity.

Results indicated that two of the observed failures

were probably temperature-related in that the predicted center-

conductor temperatures exceeded, by 50 percent, the rated maximum of

200' C. In one failure test, at 70,000 feet, it wa4 observed to

occut with the calculated center conductor of 160" C. By inspection

after test, it was confirmed that this failure was voltage-related.
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50*1 SEC~LUDING RWMAU

IM paper has presented a "bac-merk on the sfe

power handling of 50 Ahe circuits in Duroid 500.

By careful attention in assembly to avoid alr-Ops,

contaminants, etc. a.d with hwat sink previsions to litit tempert-

turn rigs to 85* to 100' C, 50 obm stripline circuits is Drloid

5880 should safely handle 50 wattg of (M power up to 12 Ok end

altitudes up to 70,00 feet.

In general$ rigorous adherence to assembly details are

-quired. Input VSWR8 under 2/1 are recomeuded. both guidelines

should miniaize voltage-related failures at higher altitudes.
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- SHF SATCOM MICROSTRIP PHASED ARRAY ANTEMNA

Brion C. Considine
Raytheon Company

Equipment Division
ayland, MA 01778

and

David L. Wandrel
Raytheon Company

Research Division
OLexington, MA 02173

ABSTRACT

Modern airborne and ground setellite comunication systems often

require high gain antennas which are low profile and are capable of

conforming to a variety of surfaces. A phased array utilizing distri-

buted solid state components is capable of satisfying the wide angular

scan coverage and low noise requirements. An array for receive only

operation is described which utilizes monolithic microwave technology

in a novel solution to the low profile constraint.

The array operates at SHF frequencies, has 128 radiating ele-

ments and associated monolithic modules, and is approximately 8 by

13 inches. Radiating elements are microstriF patches fed by a uniqu .

capacitively coup'ed feed network resulting in an 8% bandwidth. The

power combiner network is a microstrip layer that includes active -. "

receive modules. The entire array consists of a multilayer-board

less thdn 0.2 inches thick including row/colimn steering ,ovmnds

and bias signals for the active modules as well as all of the micro-

strip circuitry. The array steering is controlled by an associated

Beam Steering Unit.

Prepared for presentation at the 1982 Symposium on Antenna
Applications, Sep%.. 22 - 24, 1982, Monticello, Illinois
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The receive module is a solid state hybrid package that includes
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC) grown on gallium ar-

senide (GaAs) ir addition to conventional circuit components.

circuitry is entirely in microstrip i.nd consists of a diode limIr..

single stage low noise amiplifier (LNA), and three-bit phast. shif4m.

To date, the array has been fabricated and tested as a broad-

side, non-steerable array with results as predicted. Module fahbft-

tion is substantially complete and will be followed by testing of the

fully filled steerable array.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an electronically steerable, left hand cir-

cularly polarized (LHCP), active, microstrip radiating aperture that

operates over the 7250 MHz to 7750 MHz frequency band. It utilizes

flush mounted construction techniques in which the various elements

of the array are nicrowave printed circuits. The patch radiators

are printed on teflon fiberglass and the circular feed/hybrid layer

and the combiner layer are printed on duroid. In addition, row and

colum steerinq commands and bias signals are included in the bonded

structure. The grid configuration and element spacing impact the

microstrip contining ,etwork and vice-ve-sa, hence, the design of

the various layer!s of the antenri is interdependent.

The major features incorporated into this microstrip radiating

aperture include the following:

a,) increased radiator bandwidth;

b.) minimization of radiation loss from the microstrip com-
biner circuit;
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c.) active matching of the radiator for the array environment
over a 60* scan cone;

J.) development of fabrication procedures foy, loW-cost flush
mounted array applications including modularizatlon
approaches to large array fabrication;

e.) development of active receive modules employing monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMIC); and

f.) fabrication of an active array by incorporating the MMIC

modules into the combiner layer.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the ADM array system. Antenna

steering commands are Input via the TRS-80 keyboard. The Beam Steer-

ing Unit then generates the phase shifter commands that steer the

array to the desired azimuth and 0levation angles.

The system has two operating modes; a dual beam configuration

and a single (combined) beam configuration. To change from single

to dual beam operation it is necessary to remove the final 2:1

combiner that is physically mounted on the array. The array perfor-

mance is srwiarized in Table 1.

OPRATO MA- rRS o .ACTIVtK'O O NFACI VIA _ COMP*UT,,R _ 1/0 IM . , VIRS RECEI ,€£V[ I ( - Eam "

SAM SITIEING UIIT I AiTINNA S
. . . . . . .. . ... . . .IIIR t ivll

REC SHP

IisI

( FIGURE 1. Functional Block Diagram
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TABLE 1. Array Performance

Center Frequency: 7500 MHz

Bandwidth (1 dB Points): 500 MHz

Scan Method: Electronic Phase Shifters

Scan Region: 600 scan volume

Nominal Impedance: 50 ohms resistive

Element VSWR: Nominal 2.0:1 over scan region and i-e-
quency range ..

Polarization: Left hand circular

Axial Ratio: 1.0 dB at 0 a 00 with gradual de-
gradation to 5 dB at 60* scan

RF Output: Two RF connectors (dual beam capability)

Phase Shifter Precision: 3-bit

Efficiency: Better than 60% compared to an ideal pro-
jected aperture of equivalent area

Sidelobe Level: -12 dB at boresite (single beam only)

Gain: Greater than or equal to 20 dB (single
beam only)

ARRAY DESCRIPTION

A cross-sectional view of the array is shown in Figure 2. The

arr :' consists of a bonded multi-layer sandwich of five microwave

and d.c. printed circuit boards. The entire assembly is bonded with-

out the receive mod,.0os which are assembled after the layered struc-

ture is complete. Figure 3 shows the complete array.

The radiating element is comprised of two microstrip layers, a

patch radiator layer and a circularly polarized (CP) feed layer. One

RF feed-thru per element connects the feed point to the corporate
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FIGURE 3. 128 Element Receive Array
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combiner. Plated thru-holes are used for the RF and d.c. inter-

connections. In all there are over 1100 plated thru-holes in the

assembly, each passing through one or two ground planes.

Receive modules are set into the 1/16" thick'spacer provided

below the combiner layer to accommodate the module package. Ulti-

mately modules will be fabricated co-planar with the combiner elimi-

nating the spacer and decreasing the array thickness.

To make the design appropriate for general use the element

spacing was calculated such that the array can scan up to 600 from

broadside. A triangular grid was used to minimize the number of

elements for an array whose scan volume is a cone. The row spacing

"d" to keep the grating lobe at the edge of real space is given by:

d = X/(I + sin 9) (I)

The element spacing calculated from the r'iw spacing, and adjusted

slightly to keep the grating lobe entirely out of real space is 0.91

inch.

ANTENNA ELEMENT

The antenna element chosen for this application is the printed

circuit c- patch antenna. The element differs from the usual element

in that there is a layer of dielectric covering the ground plane and

part of the feed (the quadrature hybrid) is printed on the radiating

side of the ground plane to maximize the space available for phase

shifters nn other layers of the antp".na. The artenna element has an

operational bandwidth of 500 MHz centered at 7.5 GHz. However, be-
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cause of tolerances on the dielectric constant of coimerctal dielec-

trics, the design bandwidth is about 600 MHz.

The bandwidth Qi a microstrip element is directly proportional

to the substrate thickness. However, increasing the substrate

thickness is undesirable as it enhances the coupling to the surface

wave mode[1 ,2J and increases the radiation of the feed structure

adjacent to the patch. The mutual coupling to nearby antenna

elements is directly proportional to the energy in the surface wave

which may cause the element pattern notch, usually associated with

the grating lobe, to occur at angles for which the grating lobe is

far from real space. Uncontrolled feed structure radiation will

degrade performance at some angles. For these reasons, it is de-

sirable to minimize substrate thickness.

By adding a series tuned resonant circuit to the patch it is

possible to Increase the bandwidth, while at the same time signifi-

cantly reducing feed radiation. The feed configuration shown in

Figure 4 was determined empirically. A rigorous mathematical treat-

ment of the element was not attempted but the empirical results were

modeled.

Circular polarization is obtained by feeding the two linear

ports of the antenna element with a quadrature hybrid packaged with

the tuned circuit on the feed layer.

ELEMENT MEASUREMENTS

Element impedance was measured for the isolated elemtnt, and in

a waveguide simulator. Also, the active reflection coefficient was
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50 OHM FEEDTHRU
RESISTOR

TRANSFORMER

SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT

FIGURE 4. Quadrature Feeds for Five Elements

calculated from mutual coupling measurements in a 30 element array.

In all cases, the impedance measurements were made at the input to

the antenna feed without the quadrature feed that is normally located

at that point. The element test circuit is shown in Figure 5, as is

the impedance plot of the isolated element measured at the feed and

referenced to point A. Although the plot is not optimally centered,

it is seen that with centering the maximum VSWR is about 1.6:1 over

a 600 MHz band. Patterns measured on the isolated element in a large

ground plane are shown in Figure 6. It is seen that the patterns

are reasonable with the "E" plane pattern broader than the "H" plane

pattern. These patterns are not significantly different than the iso-

lated patterns of a waveguide type radiator so that similar perFor-

mance in an array environment is probable.
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POW I

POW A

IMVI OFF 10 00

FIGURE 5. Measured Data on Isolated Element at Point "A" of Feed

Impedance data was also taken in a waveguide simulator. Data

for the element In free space and in the simulator for two different

scan angles are shown in Figure 7. The tested element is not the

final design element. However, the results are of interest because

it appears that the good isolated element match leads to acceptable

results when the element is tested in a simulator-Indicating that

the element match in an actual array will also be acceptable.
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FIGURE 6. Patterns of 7.5 6Hz Patch Radiator

MEASUREMENTS IN A SMALL ARRAY

The measurements on the isolated patch and the patch in the simu-

lator showed no unexpecteJ results. However, som~etimes, to the array

I ,- ---... .-.. .- --_

l s -It wa f t

ve;i o in a sml ara wa neesay A 30 elmn-ary

shown in Fgr8,wsbit Thsara wa use to mak patr
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I H-PLANE SIN&IATCOR 2: 1 VSWRH. INPODNCE CHARTS

FEED LAYER V.t

FIGURE 7. Comparison of Impedance Plots for Elemnt
( in Simulator and in Free Space for 30'

and 600 Scan Angles
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'S'oband because of the availability of an elemnt destign and the

no-critical nature of the assmubly procedure.

P ITTERN IEASURENITS

Ptterns of a rear central element were measured at 2.4, 2.5,

and 2.6 GHz. The 2.5 GHz data is shown in Figure 9. The transmitting

antenna radiated vertical polarizatiw and a pattern wes masured

using the appropriate port on the patch. Then, the transmit antenna

polarization was rotated 90" and the pattern masured using the other

port on the patch. The ripples on the pattern appear to be due to

the finite size of the ground plane. The gain differec is believed

to be due to the ripples in the other plane. Measurements were also

Wde for other rotations of the receive array and for other elements

in the array. The following was noted:

i.) increasing the frvquency narrowed the beam

b.) decreasing the frequency broadened the beam

c.) notches indicating array resonance effects were not observed

d.) the cross polarized pattern was about 16 dB down

e.) the details of the pattern, such as the exact beameidth
and ripples, shculd be ignored since these could be
changed significantly by varying the conditions at the
ground plane edges

In summary, pattern measurements in the array did not indicate

that there would be problems in the use of this element.

MUTUAL COUPLING MEASUREMENTS
Mutual coupling measum.onts were also rnade on the 30 element

array of Figure 8. It was found that perfect symitry did not exist
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(see Figure 9) for co-polarized coupling, hence, the activ, reflec-

tion coefficient is calculated using the frmula:

rACTIVE - 11 + Z Sin cos u - xlM) 3S3 M cos (v - yI) +

M odd

2 SMq Cos tu(XM + +i) v - YO, + SPMM cosu*(XO+ 4 VSYM]} +

M even

2L F, Sta cos (u . + v Y1 SPt  cos (V xW - v YM) (2)

Were SPM is the mutual coupling to the element which is located at

the mirror image of the element where SM i s measured.

The active driving point imedance in the "E" and HO planes can,

to a good approximti i, be computed using only co-polarized coupling

data. The tesults of this computation at an arbitrary reference plane

is shown in Figure 10. Note that S11 has been set equal to zero. The

reason for this is that previous data indicated that a goad isolated

element match is a reasonable choice for a good match in the array.

By setting S11 a 0 and plotting the active impedance, the magnitude

of the error in this assumption is easily seen. If a good match is

desired at 45' , S,1 should be about 0.2 at 2.5 GHz. Hence, the iso-

lated Plement match is a good starting point in the matching procedure.

To estimate the magnitude of the coupling from the cross-polarized

elemerts, the mutual coupling between all horizontally polarized Inputs

to one vertically polarized input was measured making no assumptions

of symmetry (for co-polarized coupling there is symmetry betueen the
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FIGURE 9 Pattern Measurement in So~all Array

first anid third quadrants and also between the second and fourth

quadrants). The magnitude of the voltage coupled to the vertically

polar~ized port as a function of scan angle in sine space was ma&-

sured. In the principal planes, the maximum coupling is 0.11 volts

and is less then 0. 1 volts over most of the scan volume of interest.
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Hence, a sonable estimate of the drivio.v point lupedance can be

obtained by measuring only co-polarized coupling.

a ~ ~ ~ ~ " 1. ftwm.w g~1

FIGURE 10. Active Principle Plane Impedance for
Vertical Polarization

In estimating the performance of a phased array, it is desirable

to know, amng other things, the power reflected back into the termi-

nals. Even though the cross-polarized component is not a major con-

tributor, a complete set of measurements was taken at 2.5 GQz so

that the totl reflecticn from the straight arm (vertical polarization)



and the bent arm (horizontal polarization) could be determined assum-

ing that the horizontally polarized arms were driven in phase quad-

rature with the vertically polarized arm . The resti'..s of these met-

surements and computations are very encouraging. For instance, at

9 = 00, the reflected power is 11% of the incident power. However,

data has been obtAined at only one frequency for a relatively small

array thus far.

RF POWER COMBINER NETWORK

The RF power distribution network combines all of the array

module outputs into a single port. The combiner requirements are

that equal path lengths to all elements be maintained and the cir-

cult loss and area be minimized. Calculations of copper loss,

dielectric loss, and radiation losses [4] were made for various

substrate materials and thicknesses. Choice of the transmission

line was based on minimization of loss.

A reactive power rombiner was designed because it requires

less area than an isolated power combiner. It is also considerably

cheaper and allows the system noise temperature to be slightly less

than with an isolated combi:)er. However, in the event of a failure

of one of the phase shifters such that it looked like an infinite

mismatch, a reactive power combiner is affected much more than the

isolated type. Future investigations should address resistive com-

biners also.
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A 1:16 power combiner, that forms the basic building block in

the array, is shown in Figure 11. The measured performance of the

combiner is given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. 1:16 Combiner Performance

Amplitude error: 0.45 d8 rms

Phase error: 30 rms

VSWR: 1.22:1 max.

Insertion loss: 0.45 dB ave.

The actual 1:64 array feed network with module locations is shown in

Figure 12.

-1

Transition to 50$ SMA Connector for
Measurement Purposes Only

FIGURE 11. 1:16 Power Combiner
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FIGURE 12. 64:1 Power Combiner With Module Space Indicated

RECEIVE MODULE

The receive module shown schematically in Figure 13, is a solid

state hybrid package that includes monolithic microwave integrated

circuits (MMIC) grown on gallium arsenide (G4As) In addition to con-

ventional circuit components. The circuitry is entirely in micro-

strip and consists of a diode limiter, single stage low noise ampli-

fier (LNA), and a three-bit phase shifter. The package size of 0.400

inch by 0.500 inch by 0.170 inch thick was dictated by the combiner

network layout and the array grid dimensions. Figure 14 is a photo-

graph of the working module.
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FIGURE 13. ADM Receive Module; Schematic

Module design goals are:

VSWR: <2:1
insertion Loss: U dB
Phase Precision: 3-bit
Phase BitAccuracy: + 100

PHASE SHIFTER

The phase shifter for the SHF SATCOM receive module is a three

bit monolithic design grown on 4 mil Gallium Arsenide. The circuit

uses a loaded line design for the 45°bit and a hybrid coupled design

for the 90°and l800bits, with all R.F. lines in microstrip. Power

FET's are used a- switching devices in all three bits as shown sche-

matically in Figure 13. Frequency range of operations is 7.25 to

7.75 GH'L. The chip size of all bits is .080" x .185", giving the

phase shifter a size of .240" x .185". 0
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The FET switching device used has a gate length of one micron

and a gate width of 1.6 millimeters, 16 channels of 100 microns each.

The FET is used in a grounded source configuration. The source fin-

gers are connected by gold air bridges with VIA-hole grounding at

each end of the air bridge. Switching speed will be less than one

nanosecond. Power handling will be more than one watt per FET.

Test of the individuzl bits fi'om breadboard wafers yielded the

following results. Phase shfft accuracies of + 5' per bit over an

800 MHz band were measured with VSWR < 1.5:1 for each bit. Insertion

loss of the individual bits was as follows:

450 bit 0.8 to 1.0 dD
900 bit 1.5 to 1.7 dB
1800 bit 1.5 to 1.7 dB

LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER

A single stage monolithic GaAs FET amplifier was designed and

fabricaitd for tie SHF Microstrip array using I micron gate FET's

monolithically grown in 4 mil GaAs. Performance is in good agreement

with the design goals of 7.0 dB gain and 4.0 dB noise figure over the

SHF frequency band. Test data indicate that the actual circuit is

optimized about 5% lower in frequency than the model. The amplifier

uses a Raytheon type 832 low noise FET having a 1 Um gate length and

a 0.5 mm periphery. Distributed element RF matching circuits were

grown on the GaAs chip with the FET. The design was optimized for

maximum gain using CAD techniques. Blocking capacitors and biasing

circuits are provided in the external module circuitry to simplify

wafer processing.
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LIMITER

A PIN diode limiter was designed to provide protection for the

low noise amplifier in the receive module. Size constraints dictated

that a substrite having a high dielectric constant (i.e., 9 to 10,

similar to alumina) be used. The substrate material chosen was

Epsilam-lO, a ceramic power-filled TFE resin having dielectric pro-

perties similar to alumina yet being flexible and easily processed

similar to the TFE laminates such as Duroid. Using .010" thick

Epsilam-10 material with 1/2 ounce copper on each sidethe limiter

was packaged In the available (.300" x .200"] space in the module.

A conventional design utilizitg two PIN diodes, spaced one-

quarter ,avelength. with a shorted low impedance stub for ,he ground

return was developed. The D.C. return is provided via a shorted

stub at the input. This method was chosen over an RF choke arrange-

ment as it provides a measure of EMP protection for the SATCOM array.

Performance of the prototype limiter is shown below.

Frequency: 7.25 - 7.75 GHz

Insertion Loss: 0.50 dB
VSWR: 1.24:1

PINPUT: lOW CW
POUTPUT: 45W1 CW

TABLE 3. Limiter Performance

BEAM STEER!NG UNIT

The SHF Beam Steering Unit (BSU) uses a TRS-80 model III as the

basic computer. A 60 chip Augat board is used to interface the corn-

puter to the ph-se shifter drivers in the Array. Steering commands
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for the array are computed in the TRS-80 using a program stored on

tape via the cassette Interface. Figure 15 is a block diagram of the

eSU.

Steering the antenna is accomplished by inputing the frequency

and the two beam pointing angles (azimuth and elevation) desired.

The TRS-80 then computes Ax and Ay, the incremental row and column

phase differences given by the equations:

Ax a 2w/X dx sin% cos o )

AY a 2w/X dy sin 0q sin O  (4)

where dx and dy are the element spacings in the rows and columns, and

and go are the azimuth angle and angle from the zenith. The SHF

array is actually two 64 eement arrays, each having 8 rows and 16

columns because of the triangular array grid. Thus, there are 48 row

and column angles computed from the phase differences (Ax and Ay) which

are then quantized into 22.5 increments.

These numbers are then stored in the computer. After c.mputation.

4-bit row and column numbers are fed sequentially to the interface

circuit. The interface circuit then takes this 4-bit word and sends

a corresponding number of pulses to one of the 48 row and column in-

puts in the array. The rows and columns are fed sequentially by a

48 port multiplexer (MLIX). The interface board consists of a parallel

input 4-bit down counter, 1 to 48 multiplexer, and 48 TTL-to-CMOS

converters to provide the proper pulse train for the drivers.
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DRIVER

The phase shifter drivers utilize CMOS logic because -10 volts

d.c. is required to pinch off the FET s used in the phase shifters

in one bias state, tk.e second (ungated-on) bias state being OV d.c.

The TRS-80 produces a TTL, 0 to +5V d.c., output pulse train.

The drivers consist of a counter to count the row and column

pulse train and a buffer so that a new beam positlon can be loaded

while the antenna is being used. Drivers for 8 elements are fabri-

cated on each board using 19 IC's. The CMOS drivers can run at a

clock rate of up to 4 MHz, limiting the beam switching rate to one

every 500 Ujsec (2 KHz rate). The buffer output sets the RF down-

time to 100 microseconds per beam position change. Figure 16 is a

schematic diagram of the driver.

ARRAY TESTS

The breadboard receive array was used to confirm the array de-

sign in a non-steerab.e (broadside) configuration. The assembly was

fabricated exactly as the ADM array except that the active rcceive

modules were replaced by sections of 50 ohm transmission line in

the combiner layer. 128 sections of 5, ohr, line were built in

.020" thick Durold and retrofitted into the armay. Thus, there are

256 splices in the combiner layer center condpctor as well as in

its ground plane. The VSWR of the resulting broadside arra~y is

obviously affected by this rework but, in general, the results of

the breadboard array tests are excellent as shown in the following

paragraphs.
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VS'm

The VSR was measured at the two 1:64 iiut ports with the array

radiating into an &aichoic chamber. In the band of interest the VSVR

is C the 1.6:1 to 2.0:1 range which is not unreasonable given the

amount of rework (splicing) in the cmb.aer microstrip layer. An

3rray of sixteen identical elements fabricated with 50 ohm lines

(in place of modules) in the cmbiner layer artwork had a VS. of

1.26:1 over the same frequency band.

GAIN

Measured gair to either linear polarization of one 64 element

breadboard array was 18.4F dB. Compared to the calculated gain of

18.25 dB, well within the test system accuracy. Antenna efficiency

of 601 was achieved measured from the input feed line including all

losses.

RADIATION PATTERAS

Radiation patterns were recorded for linear vertical, linear

horizontal, and circular polarization for each 64 element array as

wll as for the cmbined 128 element configuration. Patterns ware

recorded at 7.0, 7.25, 7.5, and 7.75 G6. The highlights are

sumarized below and In Figures 17 to 19.

64 ELEMENT ARRAYS

Figure 17 shows the one way radiation patterns of the two 64

element arrays for horizontal linear polarization measured at 7.25 6Hzj

Peak sidelobe levels of -12 dB are as expected given the uniform

illumination function and the 3 dB beamwidth of 12.5* at midband is

531
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correct. Figure 18 is the radiation pattern at 7.25 GHz of a single

beam when illuminated with a rotating linear (CP) source. Note that

the axial ratio on the min beam is in the order of 0.1 dB. At

7.5 6Hz and 7.75 6Hz the sidelobe levels are -12 dB or lower, but

the axial ratio is in the order of 1.5 dB. Measurm ts at 7.1 GHz

are similar to 7.5 6Hz, where the axial ratio is less than 1 dB and

sidelobes art -12 dB or lower. These measurements indicate that the

arrays exhibit the desired SO0 MHz bandwidth, centered at the low

end of the SHF frequency band.

128 ELEIMNT ARRAY

Figure 19 is the rotating linear (CP) on- way radiation patterns

of the combined 128 element array. (The two 64 element array outputs

are combined via equal phase cables in a 2:1 combiner.] The combined

beamwidth is 6.30 and again sidelobes and axial ratios are optimum

at 7.25 GHz as in the 64 element arrays.
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FIGURE 19. Rotating Linear (CR) Radiation Pattern:
Breadboard 128 Element Array
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A CIRCU..AR PARABOLIC REFLECTOR

ANTENNA WITH CjOFSET MONOPUL-SE FEED

oM.3. Dick, D. Killion, E. Mehner, R. Justice

WCubic Corporation

sac

ABSTRACT

Through the examination of both unorthodox and traditional techniques, a Ku

band reflector antenna with offset monopulse feed was developed to meet

( certain requirements. In elevation, the requirement was maximum gain atbdO

elevation angle, with gain falling off from the madrinum no sharper than the

cosecant squared of the elevation angle. In azimuth, the requirement was low

sidelobes; consequently the dish was offset fed.

One technique for meeting the elevation requirements was to move the feed

off focus while keeping the dish stationary; the other technique was to move

the dish while keeping the feed at the focus of the dish. For the first

technique, a combination ray trace/path length diagram roughly determined

the desired feed location for a given elevation angle. Using th-.se rough

positions as guideposts, engineers experimentally determined more precise

locations. Moving a light feed to scan elevation consumes far less power

than does moving a heavy dish, as in the second technique. Moving the dish

( while keeping the feed at the focal point provided more gain at each elevation
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angle than did moving the feed off focus. It also avoided needing"'a

I complicated scheme to move the feed to a precise position relative to the s

for each boresite elevation angle.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to develop an offset fed parabolic reflector

antenna. In elevation, the requirement was maximum gain at 00 elevation

angle, with gain falling off from the maximum no sharper than the cosecant

squared of the elevation angle. A priori target telitatlon position is assumed.

In azimuth, the requirement is tracking capability and low sidelobes. The low

sidelobes minimize jamming along the horizon.

1.2 TECHNIQUE

To meet the requirements, engineers used a circular parabolic dish with of fset
monopulse feed. The offset monopulse feed would fulfill -the azimuth

requirements.*

Engineers experimented with two techniques for scanning In elevation.

One technique for meeting the elevation requirements was to move the feed

off focus while keeping the dish stationary. The other technique was the

traditional approach of moving the dish and keeping the feed focused. For the

*Rulge and Adatia, "Offset Parabolic Reflector Antennas: A Review,"

(. Proceedings of the IEEE, December 1978.
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first technique, a combination ray trace/path length diagram roughly deter-

mined the desired feed location for a given boresite angle. Using these rough

positions as guideposts, engineers experimentally determined more precise

locations. Moving a fight feed to scan In elevation consumes far less power

than does moving a heavy dish, as in the second technique. Moving the dish

while keeping the feed focused provided more gain at each elevation angle

than moving the feed off focus while keeping the dish stationary. This

arrangement also avoided the need for a romplicated scheme to move the feed

to a precise position relative to the dish for each boresite elevation angle.

2.0 THEORY

2.1 SCANNING IN ELEVATION

To change a directional antenna into a scanning antenna for an unknown target

location requires taking power from the main beam and spreading it out

(Figure 2.1-1.) For this application, since a priori target position is known, the

peak< of the main beam can be pointed directly at the target. Thus gain loss

associated with beam spreading need not occur.

Two methods of directing the peak of the main beam to specific scan angles

are:

o Moving the feed off focus

o Moving the entire antenna
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Figure 2.1-1 "Spreading Out" Directional Antenna's Main Beam for Scanning

Scanning by moving the feed off focus uses the ray-trace/path length

technique (Appendix A) to determine feed location for each boresite angle.

Figure 4.1-1 in Section 4.0 is a plot of this techniqpe's results. Feed position is

given relative to the dish's focal point. For scanning by moving the whole

antenna-the traditional beam-pointing method-the feed is always at the

( focus of the dish.
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2.2 AZIMUTH SDELOSE LEVEL

Sidelobe level Is a problem only on the horizon, where we anticipate the
jammers will be located. Sidelobe level on the horizon is taken with respect to

the peak at the boresite elevation angle. The signal arrives on boresite and

the jamming arrives on the horizon. With increasing elevation boresite angle,

the sidelobe level decreases.

For a second reason, the 0° boresite angle is most vulnerable to jamming. As

the elevation angle increases, the source gets closer to the antenna. With

jammer position remaining fixed, the signal-to-jam ratio (Sf3) therefore
increases with boresight elevation angle.

3.0 ANTENNA DISH AND FEED

The anenna consisted of a 5'-diameter, circular parabolic dish with monopulse

feed. Table 3.0-1 lists antenna parameters.

3.1 DISH

Figure 3.1-1 shows a two-dimensional view of a 2.5'-diameter cyliaader

intersecting a parabola to yield the circular parabolic dish. Table 3.0-1 shows

detailed dish data.

0
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T" 3.0-1. OM d & SPldfftltW

ANTENNA
Frequency band ..... ...... .. .... R.ONz- 1 .33IGHz

Polarization ................... Vertical

Beam width ............. ,... (haUlf power at I 3.00GHZ)

Azimuthal. ... 1.80

original feed Elevation ..... 94

DISH

Circular Parabolic segrnent*

Diaeter ............. **to....... 60Oinches
Focal length ......... ... SOinches

( MONOPULSE FEED

See Figures 3.2-i and 3.2-2. (Note extension ears are oriented 430

with respect to the horn's front (open) edge.)

*Figure 3.1-1 shows how segment Is determined

ASIOLC MGM%*? OCT AUS TOWSu

Figure 3.1-1 Circular Parabolic Dish Genefatlon

(5
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32 MONOPULSE PEED

The monopuise feed (Figure 3.2-1) is a waveguide terMinating In & sUM and

difference port hybrid on one end and a horn, with extension "ears" to reduce

azimuthal sidelobes, on the other.

00SUPPORT

0
DIFFERENCE PORT

4 EXTENSION

r1122

_______ - .- OR.
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While the horn used for the moving-feed scan patterns was ~jdeined

specifically for this projects the one for thetrdtonal scan patterns was,

4.0 ANTENNA TZST84Qm MOVI4GFR3ED.OP4FC METHOD

C1 FEED POSITION

Appendix A shows the ray trace/path length method of roughly determining

feed location for a desired boresite angle.

Using the rough locations as guideposts, engineers experimentally determined

more precise locations. Figure 4.1-1 Is a plot of feed location with respect to
1k the dish's focal point for boresite angles -1309 -.100, 00, 100, 200, 300) W0,

45a.

MCALI, 'WM40C

Figure 4.1-1 Foed Position for Various Soresie Elevation Angles
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462 PATTERNANGE

The source, a 12" diamneter, front-fed dish, was c.rcularly polarized with the

horizontal component 2.3 dB greater than the vertical. Mounted on a bracket

with two degrees of freedon, and positioned on the roof of Cubic's new

engineering building, the dish was pointed toward the antenna on the receiving

tnwer nearly 300' away. One worker at the source, getting gain information

via walkie-talkie from a second person on the tower, pointet t,. source

precisely to maximize gain.

On the receiving dish, a Ku-band weatherproof absorber covered the feed

support structure during testing. For actual application$ redesigning the

support structure will make the absorber unnecessary.

.3 AZIMUTH TEST

Figure 4.3-1 shows the antenna configuration for testing in the azimuth plane.

Figure 4.3-2, along with associated Table 4.3-1, identifies patterns taken.

To determine whether low sidelobes are due to the antenna or to the test

range itself, the antenna was rotated 190o . The rotation had only a random

effect, indicating that some of the sidelobes were from the antenna; others,

from the range itself.

544
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Figure 4.3-1 Aitmuth Plane Teo Setup for Moving Fod Off Focus Teat

CO ELVATIONI TEST

The elevation test configuration is rotated 900 from the orientation of the

azimuthal test configuration so that testing can be done in the horizontal

plane. This avoids the ground reflection problems of a vertical elevation plane

test.

After completing these tests, engineers founa experimentally a second curve

for relating feed position to elevation angle. The gain for these feed positions

545
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Sour"e Angle Pow Maximum (borasae)
For AUl Patterns Anglem
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was even higher than for the positions that the rmy trac/"pth Mlnth technique

predicted. No patterns were taken for thee feed postions.

5.0 ANTENNA TESTINGQ TRADITIONAL APPtOACH

5.1 FEED POSITON

The feed always remained at the dish% focal point.

5.2 PATTERN RA..S

The circularly polarized signal, emitted from an 18" diameter front feed dish,

traversed 825' over a canyon to the antenna mounted on the receiving tower.

The source pointed at the receiving antenna to maximize gain.

4.3 AZIMLTH TEST

Figures 5.3-1a and 5.3-lb show the traditional scan azimuth test configuration.

The dish support structures are simpler than those used for the moving-feed

!

( A S

Figure 53-1 Tredltionlt 3can Test Configurtion

547
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scan (Fpgure 4.3-1) sincea e& levation/azimuth pedestal is present rather than

an azimuth/elevation pedestal

SA 5LIVATION 1ST

The elevation dish scan 1onfiguratlon Is the same as for the azimuth test.

LO REStULTS

Several statistical plots communicate azimuthal sidelobe level results. To

make reduction of raw sidelobe level data into a statistical format easier and

more accurate, the ilmuth patterns were spread out over six cycles of

recording paper (10 feet). Consequently, those patterns are too big to include

in this document.

Sidelobe level on the horizon Is taken with respect to the peak at boresite.

6.1 ,MOVlNG-FEEri-0FT0CUS SCAN RESULTS

6.1. Elevatlon

Figure 6.1 -1 shows a composite of the elevation patterns taken with the feed

positioned for each of the elevation angles 00, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 45'

individually.* The feed positin was not adjusted for angles other than these.

Consequently, the gain drops off rapidly as elevation angle deviates from these

specific ang!es. 3

548
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0 0 0 40

Id

Flgure 6.1-1 Composite of Elevation IPattems (Moving Food)

A CSC 2 9 curve is superimposed on the composite of the elevation patterns.

Figure 6.1-1 indicates that, with the feed properly positioned, the moving-feed

technique will provide enough gain to match the classical CSC 2e pattern for

angles up to 400. At 450, the gain is about 3 dB below that of the CSC70

curve.*

6.1.2 Movnit-Fe r! Scan Azimuth

The probability a jammer can point Into a sidelobe N dB below the peak of the

main beam for N = 35, 40, 45, and 50 for 00 elevation is summarized for 15

GHz in 6.1-4a and b for sum and difference patterns respectively. This

4.6
*The maximum value for 8 is tan - 1 -1 where 4.6 km is source's maximum

height, 45 km is its maximum range. This 9 'As matched up with the 00

( boresite elevation angle.
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probability, PSLL, is the percent of the entire angular region where the
sidelobe level, SLL, is greater than or equal to N dB. Figures 6.1-2a and 6.1-

2b are sample plots of PSLL vs elevation angle for SLL k 4 db.

6.2 TRADITIONAL APPROACH

The probability a jammer can point into a sidelobe N dB below the peak of the

main beam for N = 35, 40, 45, and 30 vs. elevation angle is plotted for 3
frequencies in Figures 6.2-la through d and 6.2-2a through 6.2-2d for sum and

difference pattern respectively. This probability, PSLL9 is the percent of the

entire angular region where the sidelobe level, SLL, is greater than or equal to

N dB.

6.2.1 Frequency Variation

The plots of PSLL vs. elevation angle were very similarly shaped for the 3
6

frequencies tested.

Both sum and difference plots showed the most frequency variation at 50 dB

SLL at ,0o and 200 boresite angles.

6.2.2 00 Boiresite PSLL

The PSLL of greatest concern is for 00 boresite. As boresite angle increazes,

the source gets closer to the antenna while the jammer's distance remains the

same. Table 6.2-1 shows the probability a jammer can point Into a sidelobe

• 1 551
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Tabm 6.2-1. PtLjj dr & d*m*.Ar,&

of Angular Region Where SLL a N dB

Elevation Angle SUM DIFFERENCE

Frequency (GHz) Frequency

0 . N 14.5 15.0 15.5 14.5 15.0 15.5
32 3 •0 0 3 3 2
35 4 2 1 8 4 3

40 9 3 2 30 26 40

45 17 8 5 48 44 42

50 56 17 12 66 53 62

N dB down from the main beam at 00 boresite. Appendix B contains the

antenna pattern near the main beam at 00 elevation.

Figures 6.2-3a aand 6.2-3b show the PSLL plotted vs. N for sum and difference

patterns at 00 elevation, !5.OGHz for N s 35, 40, 45, and 50dB.

6.L3 Difference And Sum Pattern PSLL Comparison

Note for the differences pattern sidelobes, the PSLL for each SLL (35, 40, 45,

50 dB) are much greater than for sum patterns. The Major contribution to

PSLL for difference p.ttern sidelobes is centered in the -1650 and -165o

regions. Since jammers would not be In back of the antenna these sidelobes do

not make the antenna more vulnerable to jamming. This statistical presenta-

tion of data does not descriminate according to sidelobe positions.
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2.# Elvation Pattwm

Appendix B shows elevation patterns of the dish with f#-used feed.

,2.3 Primary Pattern.

The primary patterns appear In Appendix B.

".26 Gain

Antenna gain was 40dB. Gain can be Improved by optimizing feed.

"7 Null Depth

Appendix B shows null depth variation with frequency.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

7.1 MOVING-FEED-OFF-FOCUS SCAN

The elevation patterns for 0o, 10j, 200, 320, and 400 elevation boresite angles

roughly match the CSC 2 e curve. At 450, the elevation pattern is 3 dB below

that curve. Consequently, scanning by moving the feed provides adequate gain

to meet a CSC 2e scanning requirement from 00 to 400. Improvements (see

Section 8.1) may extend the elevation scan angle.

For the sum port, the greatest position where there is the probability a

jammer can point into a side lobe level of either 35, #0, 43, or 50 dB down

from the peak of the main beam is at the 0o elevation angle. These

557 '
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probabilities are given in Section 6.1. For the difference port, the correspond-

Ing probability seems to incream with elevation angle.

7.2 TRADITIONAL SCAN

o Tilting the entire antenna to scan in elevation means gain

does not change with a change in elevation angle. This

readily meets elevation gain requirements.

o The elevation angle of most concern is 00. Table &2-1 and

Figures 6.2-3a and 6.2-3b show sidelobe imformation for this

angle. For example, at 1.0 GHz, in only 8 percent of the

angular region the sidelobe level is less than 43 dB below the

peak of the main beam.

o Sidelobe levwl variation over the 14.3 GHz to 15.3 GHz band

is not significant.

o The percent of the angular region where a given sidelobe

level is exceeded is greater for difference pattern than for *

sum patterns.
ii

o Large proportions of the difference pattern PSLL are from

far-out sidelobes regions unexposed to jamming.

558
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The Implications of these sidelobe data on system performance Is a topic of a

further study.

7.3 IMPROVING PERFORMANCE

The moving-feed ttchnique sed a different feed than the one used for the

traditional technique. For the moving feed-off-focus technique, the first.

sidelobe level was 31 dB below (Appendix B) the peak of the main beam. For

the traditional techniqe, It was 28 dS below the peak of the main bearr.

Optimizing the feed and focusing It extremely carefully should reduce this

first sidelobe. Additionally, designlng the feed to meet the values indicated in

section 3.2 should deepen the difference in null depth.

8U RECOMMENDATION5

The traditional elevation scanning method (tilting the whole antenna) has

advantages over the moving-feed-off-focus method.

o The traditional method has no problems associated with

moving a feed and attached cables along a complex path.

o The elevation pattern using the traditional method is the

same for all elevation scan angles. (See Appendix B for *

pattern). Thus for all angles the traditional method exceeds

the elevation gain requirement. The moving-feed method '

559
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poreently did not inet elevation gain requirements beyond

400.

Ll MOV1NG-FUD.OWrO4CSU ThRCONQM

o This technique requires mare experimental and theoretical work to

determine the locus of points for the feed locations providing the

highest gain for each elevation a"gle. As discussed in Section 4.#,

engineers found a t ond curve or locus of points for feed positions

for various elevation angles. Puthr investigation of this and

other feed position curves is needed.

o fnglneers should optimize the feed to improve grIn.

Following both these recommendations might extend the elevation angle over

which the moving-feed technique is applicable.

o Engineers should develop a mechanism for moving a feed

(with attached teansmissL on line) over a complex curved path.

.2 TRADITIONAL TECHN U TILTING THE ENTIRE ANTENNA

o Several azimuthal cuts at small increments around 00 bore-

sate e needed to obtain enough data for a good estimate of

sidelobe contour. A computer glot could provide these

sidelobe contours.
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o Engineers should redesiln the food fat Sdter null depth and

Improved gain.

o For precise sidelobe v. frequency Information, engineers

should investigate sidelobes as frequency sweeps from 14.3 to

13.3 Chz.

APPENDIX A - RAY TRAC/PATH LENGTH DIAGRAM

(1) Draw rays X3, H2, and It perpendicular to wavefiont W and striking the

parabola at points 1, 2, and 3. These rays reflect off the parabola to

form triangle ABC.

(2) Pick a point P roughtly midway along AB; then draw arc A with radius

X3 + P3 and center along the extension of line C3 (dashed line).

(3) Draw arc B with radius P3 + X3 - H2 and center along line B2

(4) Finally draw arc C with radius P3 + X3 - Vl centered along line BI

Now let Q be the single point where all 3 arcs nearly intersect. Then

Q3 X3 =Q2 H-2= QI +VI.

5

((
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Since these path lengths are all equal, rays traveing along theni have equal

phase.

Il

No
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APPENDIX

Figue B1 sows zimth attrn o fouse fee usd fr mving fed-o f

fOCU technique. The first referen~~ce aki 6d eo h eko h

focus tecnq he first rieob ee is moe mhak is 26 below t e peak of them
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LOW SIDELOBE SCANNING BEAMS FOR PARABOLIC REFLECTORS

Charles C. Hung

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Sunnyvale, California

ABSTRACT

Recently there has been considerable interest in extending the

/scan capability of reflector antennas. Shelton, Rudge and Withers,

Hung and Chadwick, Hung and Mittra, among many researchers, have shown

that wide angle scan capability can be achieved by using feed array

consisting of many feed elements ( as oppc.sed to a single feed). Up

\ to now, no sidelobe level requirement has been considered yet.

In this paper, it will be shown that low sidalobe scanning beams

for parbolic reflectors can be achieved by using feed array with

tandomly arranged orthogonal matrices. The matrix imediately behind

the feed array transforms the focal field to match the aperture plane

distribution including both amplitude and phase distortions induced by

the feed array when located off-axis. With proper amplitude taper

and phase compensation, low sidelobe scanning beams can then be realized.

Feed array configurations, orthogonal matrices and secondary far field

patterns will be presented in detail.
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1. Introduction

Recently there has been considerable interest in extending the--T

scan capability of reflector antennas to many beamwidths from the "

boresight direction. Rudge and WithersI first showed experimental"'

that scan angles of up to fifteen beamwidths can be achieved with little

pattern degradation and minimal gain loss by correcting the phase

the spatial Fourier transform of the distorted focal region field. >,

2
Hung and Chadwick then developed a general technique to correct the

phase distortion in the off-axis beams. In this paper, it will be

shown that low sidelobe scanning beams for parbolic reflector3 can be

achieved by using a particular family of multiple beam array as the

feed of the reflectors. Feed array configurations and the determina-

tion of feed element weights are first discussed. Computed results

are then presented. Some comments on the future work and conclusion

are given in the end.

2. Feed array and Aperture Plane Distribution

The feed array used in the present work is a two dimensional

equilateral triangular array with RN elements where R and N are integers-

and N(R+I)/2 is also an integer. An array with R - 3 and N - 3 is

schematically shown in Fig.l This RN triangular array will produce
1< EN2

RN simultaneoue, orthogonal beams in space. The analysis and synthesis

of chis RN2 muitiple beam array family has been carried out by J. L.

McFrrland3'4'5 . The distribution of these RN simultaneous beams in

(u',v') space produiced by th- RN2 trianeular array is also an equilateral

566
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triangular array where u'- sin0cos# and v1- ainecos*. Fig.2 shows

the distribution of 27 beams ( R -3 and N -3 ) in (u',v') space.

Let the location of array element be (x,y) - (ms/2,n4T a/2) where

a is the side of equilateral triangle. The correct phase for each

element to produce a beam whose peak is at (u',v') - (pl,qlT £) ,where

L - 2w,/RNks, is given by

itPq( - z )( - Pm0 ) + 3 (n -%) (q -

where m0 , no , po and % are the bias to determine the phase center

in (x,y) and (u'.w') space. The pattern of beam pq is then given by

=q ,n 0 In).

where E n is the element pattern of the element located at (x,y) -

(sl2, niT /2).

The complete feed structure is shown in Fig.3 , At eahc port

of the RN2 multibeam array, there is also a complex weight to provide

both amplitude and phase correction for each beam. All these RN 2 ports

are sumed up to produce one single port. The element pattern,'Emn

is , in general, of broad beamwidth and hence illuminates the whole

parabolic reflector. The beam pattern, Epq however, is of narrow

beamwidth and illuminates only a portion of the parabolic reflector.

2
If RN is sufficiently large, each beam will just illuminate a small

portion of thn parabolic reflector. The phase distortion in each

beam and the amplitude variation between each beam can then be corrected

by using the complex weight at each port. In addition to correct

0
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the amplitude and phase distortion, the complex weights can also be

used to control the aperture plane distribution. In Fig.4 only one

beam from the feed array is shown to illustrate how to determine the

complex weights. The complex weights, W , to correct the amplitude
pq

and phase distortion can be considered an consisting of two parts
(1) the -oma weights, Wq , which corrects the distortion due to high

pq

order terms in the phase distribution ( mainly, the coma distortion)

and (2) the taper weights W which yields the correct tapt'red
pq

distribution on the projected aperture plane which is perpendicular

to the direction of scan. W is then the product of Wc and Wt .Pq Pq Pq

The coma weights, Wc  , are obtained by the method of complex conjugate
c

matchingi.e. the weights ,Wp , are equal to the complex conjugate

of the focal region distribution at the feed location . The taper

weights, W in the present work, are determined by tracing the opitcal
pq

ray of the beam peak. As shown in Fig.4 , the ray going through the

beam peak reaches the reflector at (xry ,Z). This point is then

projected to the aperture plane which is perpendicular to the direction

of scan. Let the projected point be denoted as (xa ,yz The

desired distribution on the aperture plane can be any distribution

so long the distribution selected can produce the desired sidelobe

level. In present work, zero order Sonine circular aperture distri-

bution is selected. For different sidelobe level, only the constant

in the Sonine distribution needs to be changed. The location of

(Xa ,'aZa determines the taper weight for beam pq.
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The coma weghts alone should produce a uniform, constant phase

aperture plane distribution, if the number of beams is sufficiently

large. The taper weights then change the aplitude distribution of

the aperture plane distribution from uniform to a tapered one to

produce low sidelobe pattern.

3. Computed Results

Computer programs have been developed to compute the secondary

far field pattern of the reflectors with RN 2 triangular array as feed.

The numerical technique used in the computer program Is the recently

6developed Fourier-Bessel series representation technique . In this

Fourler-Bessel technique the integrand in the physical optics integral

is first expanded into a two dimensional Fourier series, of which the

coefficients can be found very efficiently using the well established

Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The integration is then carried cut

analytically. This new numerical technique '.a versatile, faat and

economical to use.

Fig.5 shows the on axis secondary far field pattern using different

number of feed elements. The reflector diameter is 360 inches, fctcal

length is 172.9 inches and is operating at 15 Gh. The numbe: of

feed elements shown In Fig.5 is 12,27,48,75 and lB ( R - 3 zud N - 2,

3,4,5 and 6). The spacing is all five feed arrays is 0.6 iiches.

With this array spacing, all the beams produced by the feed array just

cover the whole reflector. In the case of 27-element feed array, the
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beau distribution Is shown in FI8.2 • There are some &rating lobes

in the real space, but none on the reflector, The Individual feed

element used is the TEt1 mode long conical born, of which the radiation

pattern can be fouad in Reference 7. A -30 dl aidelobe level is desired

in this case. Eowever, from ,ig.5, a aidelbe level of -25 db is

achieved. It Is Interesting to note that once the amber of feed

elements reaches 27, the sidelobe level does not charge substantially

with incresing number of feed elemnts.

In Fig.6 ,the me reflector and feed arrays "s those in Fig.S

are used, but with the beau scanned to two degrees. In terms of

beauwidth (which is 1/b) this Is a case of 16 beaumidth scan. Pig.6

(a) gives the pattern in the plane of scan and Fig.6 (b) gives the

pattern in the plane which is perpendicular to the plane of scan.

Bore, again, a -30 dB sidelobe is desired. Prom Pig.6 , the scan loss

is almost none and the sidelobe level of -25 dD is achieved if 108 elements

are used. However, fnT a sidelobe level of -20 dB, only 27 elaments

are needed.

For a beau scanned to four degrees (32 boammidths) with the same

reflector, the pattern is shown in Fig.7. The scan loss is about 2 dB

in this case. Except for 12-element feed array, a sidelobe level of

-20 dB is achieved. The larger number of feed elements, the narrower

beam width and hence higher peak gain. Just as in the previous two

cases, the sielobe level does not reduce substantially with increasing

number of feed elements.

It. the &te three cases, the feed array stdow blockage is consi -7
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dered in the computation, For the case of 108-element feed array,

the diameter of the circle that just covers the feed array is only

3.6 Inches. Compared with the reflector diameter of 360 inches, the

effect of hockage is aot significant.

4. Comments and Conclusion

It has been shown that low sidelobe scanning beams for parabolic

2
reflectors can be achieved by using the RN multiple beam triangular

array as feed. Much more work still neeas to be done. The way to

determine the taper weights should be improved. Instead of just using

optical rays to determine the location of primary beam peaks to deter-

mine the trper weights, a more sophiscated algorithm should be developed

to include thi amplitude and phase distorticn over the main beam

region. Other future work includes (1) the effect of using other

desired aperture plane distribution ; C the effect of the array spacing

on the secondary far field pattern, especially the sidelobe level; (3)

the lo:ation'of the feed array for scanning beams and (4) the possible

effect of feed element pattern on the sidelobe level of the secondary

far field pattern. The tuchnique presented in this paper can also be

applied to other type of reflectors, such as spherical reflectors.

With the fast and economicai Fourier-Bessel numerical technique now

available, the above-mentioned work can be carried out without incurring

high computational cost.
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ADVANCED 30/20 GHz MULTIPLE BEAM

ANTENNAS FOR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

C by

Royce W. Myhre

-National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135
I.

1.0 ABSTRACT

Advanced offset-fed spacecraft antenna systems are being de-

veloped For the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) that will provide multiple radiating fixed spot-beams and

regional coverage scanning beams for use on communications

satellites operating in the 30/20 GHz frequency bands. Design

concepts under development utilize two separate spacecraft

antenna systems, one uplink at 30 GHz and the other a downlink at

20 GHz, where each antenna provides multiple fixed and scanning

beams.
/

Parallel contracts were awarded to the Ford Aerospace anid

Communications Corporation and TRW-Electronic Systems Group to

develop the Multibeam Antenna (MBA) technology. Both contractors

iave completed configuration trade-off studies and breadboarding
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of critical technology components, and are now fabricating and

testing proof-of-concept (POC) models to demonstrate the tech-

nology feasibility. -

"Ale

Technology developments required for the proposed systems O

will be presented, along with each contractor's progress to

date. The new technology development areas discussed include:

1) Offset Cassegrain and shaped reflector systems for narrow

beams with low sidelobes and wideangle off-axis scan.

2) Diplexed beam forming networks for dual polarization, low

sidelobes, and fixed and scan-beam operation.

3) Fast switching networks for scanning beams.

4) Fabrication df precision feed components and large offset

reflectors.

I(Another papat, "Application of MMIC Modules in Future

Multiple Beam Satellite Antenna Systems" by J. Smetana describes

NASA's investigation of MBAs using MMIC feed systems)
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The continued rapid growth of communications message traffic

(voice, data, and- videq) requires the use of additional satellite

communications frequency-bands before the 1990-decade. ---The .

satellite conmunications bands currently in use at-4 and 6 GHz

are already crowded and require th3 implementation of operational.

systems at 12 and 14 GHz. With the present constraints on the I

11.7 to 12.2 GHz downlink band, market study projections (con-

tracts NAS 3-21359 and NAS 3-21366) indicate a band fill-up by

the 1990 decade, requiring alternate frequency bands for expan-

sion of satellite services. The capacity of present 6/4 and

( 14/12 GHz satellite communications systems are constrained by:

o Limited bandwidth available in these frequency bands.

o Large beamwidths resulting from reflector size constraints.

o Lack of flexibility to reconfigure the antenna patterns for

more efficient use of RF power and frequency spectrum.

0 Lipiited orbital positions available for satellite operating

in C and Ku band frequencies. J
Thus, the next higher frequency bands allocated for this

purpose -re the 30/20 GHz bands.

58311
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The 30/20 GHz system offers 2.5 GHz bahdwidth-for both uplink

and downlink comvunications, approximately five times greater

than the existing 6/4 and 14/12 GHz systems. More importantly,

it permits frequency reuse by means of multiple spot beams or

shaped beams for large volume trunking service, and allows mul-

tiple scanning beams to serve a large number of small volume

traffic users on-a time division multiple access (TDt4A) basis.

Current NASA sponsored communications R&D Program efforts are

aimed at developing the technology required for conmerci-al 30/20

iz satellite configurations which will provide both trunking and

scanning-beam service applications. The trunking beams will be

directed to major cities of the Continental United States (CONUS)

for large volume traffic, and the scanning beams will each cover

sectors of CONUS for individual communications services, all at

r;fimum RF radiated power from the spacecraft. Spacecraft sys-

tems for both trunking and scanning-beam services are being con-

figured to permit maximum frequency reuse for conservation of the

frequency spectrum. In order to implement frequency reuse for

the 30/20 Gi~z bands, new spacecraft antenna technologies are re-

quired wherein a number of independently fixed and/or scanning

beams will be radiated from a geostationary satellite. The

efforts described in this paper are to develop and demonstrate

the necessary antenna technologie. wh-c-h-will permit multiple )
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beams at higher frequencies and will allow maximum -frequency-re-

use to be implemented, Other technology areas that are being

pursued under separate contract efforts for the 30/20 GHz com-

inunications satellite programinclude: (1) baseband processor,

(2) :F matrix switch, (3) low noise receivers, and (4) Rf--power-

amplifiers, both traveling-wave-tube (TWT) and solid-state IMPArt

and GaAs FET transmitter devices.

The multiple-beam-antenna (MBA) parallel contract efforts

described in this paper are being conducted under NASA contracts

NAS 3-22498 with the Ford Aerospace and Conmunications Corp0r-

ation (FACC), Palo Alto, California (Ref. 1) and NAS 3-22499 with

TRW-Electron Systems Group (ESG) Redondo Beach, California (Ref.

2). Both contracts were started in July 1980 for a thirty-two

(32) month period of performance, with the efforts funded by NASA

Lewis Research Center under NASA's Advanced Coinunications Pro-

qran Office. 4

3.0 OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

The primary objectives of these contract efforts are to (1)
p,-for technology trade-off studies of multibeam antenna systems,

capable of providing a number of fixed and scanning beams from a

geostationary conuunications satellite operating at the 30/20 GHz
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frequencybands, (2) .evaluate and select through analytical .pro-

grains the concepts that -will provide optimum performaince at Mini-

mum complexity, weight and cost, (3) breadboard, test and evalu-

dte those items that are considered critical technologies in the

development program, (4) fabricate and test proof-of-concept(POC)

model antenna systems to demonstrate the technology, and (5) pro-

vide data inputs for designing flight hardware for a 3(3/20 GHz

Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) to be flown

in the late 1980s.

A typical spacecraft configuration forda 30/20 GHz coimnuni-

cations satellite system might look a4 shown in Fig. 1, where the

smaller antenna system would provide the 30 GHz receiver uplink

and the larger antenna system the 20 GHz transmit downlink. Pre-

limninary NASA trade-off studies of iultibeam antenna spacecraft

configurations, link budget gain requirements, terrestrial system

sizes and complexities, and proposed cities and user areas to be

served, ind~icated that these antenna systems should have RF gains

on the urer of 50-53 dB (0.3 degree beam widths) for minimum

cost to large numbers of terrestrial station users. These

Ludie% also indicated that spacecraft sizes and weights, based

on parkaginy within the shuttle launch vehicle, should be limited

to reflector sizes that are a maximum of 14 feet in diameter,

aqain consistent with the concept of high-gain 0.3 degree beam-

width ante~nna systems.
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3.1 PROPOSED ANTLN.A COVERAGES

2i. Illustrates one of the antenna coverage scenarios

contemplated for an operational communications satellite system

in the 1990s. There are 18 fixed beams for large volume traffic

trunking service interconnecting -18 major cities of the CONUS.

This 18-city-coverage-plans .wuld provtue approximately 20 per-

cent of -the total domestic traffic demand in the United States.

The remaining 80 percent would be provided to the small terminal

users by six independently scanned beams, each scanning within-

approximately one-sixth of CONUS on a TDMA basis. The con-

nectivities between the small terminal scanning be;,s -.nd fixed

trunking beams are provided by an on-board processor. The pro-

posed frequencies and coverage plans are:

1) The allocated 2.5 GHz bandwidth for both uplink and downlink

is divided intu five subfrequency bands. Each subfrequency

band has 500 Kiz bandwidth.

2) CONUS coverage is divided into six sectors for six scanning

beams. The selection of these sector boundaries is

arbitrary,,, depending on the traffic demand in each of the

sectors and the layout of fixed and scanning beam feeds.
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3) Within the same scan sector, all fixed bemS could be co-

polarized. Widely spaced beams with good spatial isolation

may operate at the same frequency, but closely-spaced beams

must operate at a different frequency or be orthogonally

polarized to prevent mutual interference.

4) Fixed and scanning beams in the same sector could be of the

same polarization and use only frequency for isolation, or

could be orthogonally polarized and operated at different

frequencies to achieve additional isolation between beams in

a given area.

5) The respective scanning beams in adjacent sectors are ortho-

gonally polarized. Unless two scanning beams are momentarily

steered to the vicinities of the same boundary at the same

instant, combined polarization and spatial isolation will

provide over 30 dB isolation between two scanning beams.

This antenna coverage scenario (TRW's approach) requires two

frequencies for fixed trunking beams with the possibility of 13

times frequetncy reuse, aiid one frequency for scanning beams witn

six times frequency reuse. The Ford Aerospace approach uses only

one frequency for fixed beams providing 18 times frequency reuse,

and one frequency for scanning beam. with six times frequency

1rcusie.
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The design goals for the antenna performance are Shown int

Table 1. In Order to obtain-53 d8 gain At the peak of the-beams,

a four-ateter diameter reflector at 20 G~izs and a three-meter dia-'%

meter reflector at 30 GHz are required to produce 0.3 degree

beamts. Also, the requirement of a 30 d8 carrier-to-interference

(C/1) ratio requires large precision offset reflectors for low

siidelobte radiation.
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J.2 SELECTION OF ANITNNA CONFIGJRATIONS

Various antenna tonfiuuratiotw were -considered for -this appli-

cation, includifig lens, reflector and array antennas. The re-

flector antenna approach was chosen because of Its light weight,

lower cost, wide bandwidth, and design simplicity. Particularily

iW the millimeter frequency range, it offers the advantages of

low teed network losses and higher efficiencies conpared with the

lens and array antennas. Both contractors have completed exten-

sive computer trade-off studies in optimizing the RF gains for

their approaches. Because- of the requirement to scan A2 by -5

h,.ainwidth for full CONUS field of view, it was particularly

important to minimize the scan abberations and thus the scan

losses in order to meet the beam RF gain requirements. Each con-

tractor's approach to solving these complex problem areas dnd

their progress to date are described in sections 4 and 5 of this

paper.

4.0 FORD AEROSPACE (FACC) MULTIBEAM ANTENNA

The MBA trade-off analysis, design, and performance calcula-

tions have been completed by FACC. The selected concept consists

lf an offseL dual-reflector microwave optical subsystem with feed

array and multiple-port beam forming network (BFN) (Fig. 3). A

unique feature of the FACC concept is the computer-alded syn-

thesi% of shdped maini and subreflector surfaces to minimize
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abberat ions over the required 12 beamidth CONUS field of view.

Scan ioss performance over the 12 beamwidth scan area is less

than 1 dBi.

The algorithm for complete synthesis of the main and sub-

reflector surfaces is based on minimization of ray path length

error surfaces for severa specified feed (beam) positions in the

reflector system. Thus, the resulting reflector surfaces are not

portions of a figure of revolution surface, but are each gener-

aily optimized, doubly-curved surfaces. Furthermore, the feed

array surface can then be specified as to size, shape (tIat,

doubly-curved, etc.), position, and orientation with respect to

the subreflector surfaces. The dual reflector system then has no

true focal point at the zero scan beam position so that worst

cse defocusing at the edges of the scan field of view is mini-

mized. Other more conventional reflector designs based on

classical optics were first attempted, prior to development of

the doubly-curved shaped dual reflectors; however, all were found

to be less desirable due to their higher scan losses over the

CONUS coverage arca.

During the early phases of the two parallel contract deVelop-

ment Offorts, TIW and FACC indicatea that both the 2U GHz and 30
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GHz antenna systems are directly scaleable between-the two fre-

quencies. As a result, FACC selected to concentrate their

efforts-on -the design .2nd prof-of-concept for-the 20 6Hz trans-

mit antenhla, system, anid uNW chose, to develop, tabri-cate 'and test

the 30 GHz 'receive antenna systsm.

4.1 FEED ARRAY

Fig. 4 shows the FACC CONIJS coVeragelfted array for, a 20: -GIz

operational'satellite MBA system''that deyelops It fixed tiunking'

beams and 6 scanning spot bears. The BFN lattice array as shown

* cuses 480 square radiating elements, where each horn is two ,(2)

wavelengths on a side., A 7,el~ment coherently-driven horn

cluster for each beam then produces the 0.3 degree bea with the

desiredlow sidelobes.' Eat, small horn cluster is coherentl-y

excited to form each beam via a microwave_,pqwer dividirg circit

with nonuniform amplitude an~d pnaseco~fficjeonts applieO to eachr

element. For example, a 7-eleiaent cluster' of horns is typically

chosen with the central element given most of the- excitation!

powier and the six surrounding elets'Beach given a weiker lor-

tion of the trinsmnltted power, each with ra particular phase value.

For each desired fixed bean location on a city of CONtiS, a

particular cluster of feed elementis mwst be excited so as to
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shape a low sidelobe envelope. At l-to-7 port nonuniform corpor-

ale aetwork is designed for each trunk beam. Since offset re-

f lectors are asymmetrici,- eachl beam .network coeff icient would

appear to be different snce the abberations for- & northeast corner

CONUS beam are different from that of a southwest corner beam,

etc. With the doubly-curved surface reflector,, however, FACC has

found the calculated network coefficients to be irtually

identical over all of CONUS.

For the scanning bpams," each can!sedtor c'ntains a large

number of array elements.- For a. given instantaneous scan

secondary beam position within a given sector, the BFN.function

is to interconnect the' sectorinput port 'to a particular

/-element cluster of the elements in the sector -rrO., such that

the required beam position results. Likewise, for the next de-

sired scan beam position in the sector, Uie first clustermustbe .

disconnected, the second cluster of seven elements couin6t'd- and

the amplitude and phase coefficients reset to achieve the new

beam .position.. Thecontol ystem for. the scanning beams will

,t1low any one uplink or downlink beam to be independently

sequenced to aiy one of its positions. The dwell time for a beam

to be held at any position wiil be programmable between 1Ous, and

lO00s, and the time to move.a beam, toany other position will 'be

no yr'eater than 500 Ns. The instructions for the beam scanning 4
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controller will be supplied by an onboara computer. To accomp-

lish the switching and provide the tcanning beams$ each scan.

sector contains a number of &rray elements for cQnf cti ng a -pre-

selected 7-element cluster at any instant.

The output of each switch tree 1A a -sector-,(Fig. -5) -As inter-

connected by a single 8-1 corporate tree where a cowb*tAa.on of

VPO tree output ports can be connected tO any 71.elem nt clster

in the sector array. Behind each elwnt is an orthomode June-

tion with two ports - one for, ertica.1 lpota~ration-and t-he other

for horizontal polarization. Each of the ONJ ports is connected

C to a diplexer. Each diplexer'has two ports - one for the fixed

beam band and one for the scan beam band. All sector scan net-

work terminals connect only to tt.;rntanj4plexerte tnls,

For those elements contained ir a-fixed beam cluster, the fixed

beam band diplexer port is connected to a,fixed beam OFN ter-

minal. Thus, only certain elements are operating as both fixed

and scanning radiators. All of the.eleents, h'wever- will be-

come part of a scan beam cluster at one time or anQev,

4.2 FACC PROGRESS TO DATE

Extensive computer analysis trade-off studies have been com-

pleted for both the operatimOnl and W*x Jpe r !etsl. paoeczaft

systems, based on a number of rqflector antenna concepts. These
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included the ufftetr'4ribeo~id and feed array,'the offsdt Casse-

grain dual reflector, offset Gregorian dual reflector and the

offset Schwarzschild dusl' ref lecto~r,, each with feed array. Each

of these types of focisi rellectvrs was optim~zd by-minimiza-

tion of calculated ray path errors for various extreme beam

positions over CDMS,.. AMI W"re1uv0# tly've rfiftw C*

deficiencies due to excessive scan beam aberrations over CONtJS,

or required complex cvrv~d feed-4arrayis. As-a[ )e"ult. -the

dolubly-curved shaped dual Nflectm'- aj~poach employing a flat

focal field was developed thatwould provide off-axis sca~n with

losses of less than I dB for' COW&#J coverage.()

Breadboarding and testi-ng on- development of critical tech-.

nology 20 6Hz microwave components of the multipart feed array

and BFN components have been completed. These iklude'the

1-element cluster, OM4J, diplexer, power dividers, and engineering

model ferrite scan beam romponents, nmely, ferrite circulator

switches, variable power dividers and variable phase shifters

The 20 Hz ferrite components ate being developed ~tkflectro-

magnetic Sciences (EMS) Corporation, Norcross, Georgia, under

subcontract to FACC.

Fabrication of the 20 GHz transmit POC model MBA is now in

progress. A 13.5 ft.-diameter -a ain reflector and 9.5 ft. x 4.0,
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ft. subreflector are under construction, with fabrication of

aluminum sector plates mounted to a rigid truss structure and

milled to mirror surface tolerances. Since these complex re-

flectors are not surfaces of revolution, their desiga, manu-

facturing and optical calibration has been subcontracted to an

optical company (Tinsley Corooration, Berkeley, California) for

developing the high precision surface areas. Surface tolerances

are expected to be held to with .003 inches RNS over the re-

flecting surfaces in order to minimize off-axis beam RF losses.

A partial feed array and BFN Is being fabricated for the POC

model, where this subarray can be mdnually repositioned during

the testing program to check all of the fixed beam and scan beam

positions. The POC antenna support structure is now In fabrica-

tion by FACC, and EMS is under subcontract for the additional

fferrite switches, variable power dividers' and variable phase

shifters.

The FACC anticipated POC BFN component performance Is given

in Table 2, and the estimated gain performance of. the WM> is.

given in Table 3.
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5.0 TRW 14ULTIOEM ANTENNA

The trad"ft analysts, designAind eformAMe calculations

have been completed by IRWI for the NBA cceiptss, %ere the

selected approach is an offset Cassegrain reflector geometry

with two hyperbolic subreflectors stacked to form a double-layer

bifocal subreflector system, ad two orthogonally polarized feed

assemblies diplexed by the front wire-grid subreflector (Fig.

6). Each of the two feed as$ lifs constist of mlttple fixed

and scanning beam feed cluster for low sidelobe operation. The

uniqueness of this arrangem= t Is t "t U Wls ultiple fixed

- and scanning beams to be radiated hrough a large cormn

aperture and permits the multiple bea feed assebies to be

placed close to the spacecraft body. The front gridded

oolarizer focuses the vertkally polarized field to a point

located on the right side of the parabolidal axis and is trans-

parent to the horizontally polarized field. The back solid sur-

rl face subreflector focuses the horizontally polarized field to

the left. Thus, two orthoonaly Polarized feeds at completely

separated into t'o focal point fed Areas. In th HBA approach,

the high ga.n characterIstics Or the CO" MeSate for the in-

crease in scan loss for off-Mis sIewed bea s- when using the

Cassegrains parabrlold reflector Wroch.

Q During the analytical tri -of fie, tho separate and

complex computer prograhs, ae~ t6 ~~ h ~fuac



and cross-check the resuits of this complex antenna SYstem - a

multireflector ray tracing program and a vector diffraction com-

puter program.

The ray tracing program does not take-into account the edge

diffraction and the vector ndture of the scattering patterns.

Neverthe'less, it is a simple and useful tool for determining th'

subreflector boundary, best feed locus, add optimum feed

orientation of each off-axis scanned beam in the preliminary

design stage. Forexample, to improve the wide angle scannirhg

capability rof this antenna, the subreflector is substantially 0

oversizec! tq reduce the. spillover loss from the main reflector.

Although the ray tracing program provides re physical insight

for optimizing the reflector/feed geometry. the analysis could

not be used tW determine the best feed position. As a result,

the vector diffraction program using physical optic (PO) or

geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) analysis was used for

accurate prediction of the far-field radiation patterns. And

because of the oversized hyperbolic subreflector, the PO program

with the capability for computing scattered fresnel fields was..

used to oitimize lhe scaniing beam performance.

5.1 FEED ARRAY

Fig. 7 shows the TRW .vertically polarized CO"JS covwage

feed layout for a ) Wz MBA operational spacecraft providing 18

6W1
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fixed trunking bemns and 6 scanning spot beam. A similar type

layout will provide the hoilsontally polarized scare beam and
trunk beam in the - at e * sector cover& aea. -,Thre an. .

three tyes of feed clusters in this- ASSel- -V:- Multimo-e oni.

cal horns for widely spacd tiunkinq beam, diplexed circu lar

horn clusters for closely spaced citties, and an array of square

hurns for scanning beams.

lSonce the Iw sideobe beams produced by two adjcent hors

are approxmately two hatlf-poer b a geths apart, nry t ao

¢, cities separated by less than two beawiadth$ must use a cluster

of f ds ofs dfp'eexers to ibtain the overlapping beam unless

they are o ithogonlly solarzed. For example, a 1deleaent di-

plexed feed cluster s being used to obtan three cotiguous low

idel b for ingeBoston, New York and jashington, D.C. cover-

ages (Fig. 8). The beams for Boston and byshigton wll be co-

polarzed and iperate at the sa w frequency; the beam for w

York coverage will be at a different frequency, but due to the

close paroximity of the than cities will shae some of the srme

feed horn through wavegude aiplexers.

The scinning b : e frngnetwork (BFN) is the more

Cuplex of thee tees topes of feeds. In the TRW approach, the

feed horns and the fee , network are divided nto three groups,

, , 601
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and the feed horns are arranged In an equilateral triangular

lattice. A scanning bea can be formed in the reflector by

energizing any combination of three adjacent harns in the array

aperture. Each horn hoinver, can oaly be anergiged by one of

the three 8FN branches, with the other two adlacent horns

energized by the other two brilnes. Cnaquentl, for the

19-element scan beam array ling devoloped for the POC model,

only two variable power dividers, one variable phase shifter,

and 21 circulator switches are requirtd to scan a bew to any

location within the scan sector. Because of the reduction In

component requirments, this feed conW4A will reduce the RF

!osses as well as the power consuption in the driver and j
control electronics. The estimated loss in the 19-element SFN

in 2.8 dB.

5.2 TRW PROGRESS TO DATE

TRW has also completed extensive computer analysis trade-off

studies for both the operational and the experimental spacecraft

NBA concepts on a number of different multireflector antenna

configurations. These configurations Included concepts using

four separate antenna systems, to concepts combining both the 20

GHz and 30 GHz frequencies into a single comlex antenna system

with a dlchroic outer-ring main -eflector to achieve the 0.3
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degree beamidths at each of the frequencies. The offset Case-

grain with the dohle-l4 pr bifocal subeflectors and earate

20 OM ad 30 Oft, mtw& t~ystn was arlectid as the optl

approach in order to reduce the complexity of each polar zed

feed cluster and minimize the overall losses in the BFN. The I
off-axis scan losses at t12 bemidths for this approach we

expected to be approximately 1.4 d. i

Brtboarding and testing of the critical technology micro-

wave components at 30 GHz has been completed. These include a

sectin f a polarization wirrid subreflector, multuode

No, .,s with sidelobes near -40 48, dlplexed feed cluster for

foraing three contiguous beams$ two and three way power divi-

ders, and 30 6hz engineerlug model ferrite ciculater swi.ches,

variable powr dividers and variable phase shifters. The 30 6hz

ferrite components are being deve!oped by Electromagnetic

Sciences (04S) Corporation under subcontract to TRW.

Fabrication of the 30 6Hz receive POC model NBA is now in

progress. A 9.5 ft. diameter graphite fibre reinforced plastic

(GFRP) main reflector with surface accuracies 4 .003 inches RIS

has been completed. The solid surface and wire-grid subre-

flectors are near completion, and the POC model support

structure weldent assembly is, near completion. The 16-elment
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diplexed feed cluster for the bostonNew York/1ashlngton bems

t now in testing, and A 19-element scanning beam-forming net-

work using ferrite switches, pm dividers and phaseMifters

is now under subcontract to 94S. These coMP&eent asseilies

when completed will be assenbled into a PC model that will be

capable of producing 10 f ied trok bee and I %cam beam.

These horn and cluster assemblies will be relocatable on the

feed support structure in order to test alternate beam positions

and adjacent bem interference conditions.

The 1RW anticipated POC BFN coqn nt performance is 91vn in t
Table 4. and the estimated gain performance of the NBA is given

In Table 5.

O
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Table 4 Anticipated POC BENI Co~qpoent Pproerta ne
TIM 30 III: NSA

S WITCHING 3-WAY

IIAATR% CIRCULArON VP) VPS PWR 1VIE

QIlER FREW~ENCY, Ella Ze.i 28.6 2. (.

BANI)WItITH, NO4 15u0 ]boo 2500

I N\ -kC IN LOSS, do 0.1s 0.6- 0.85

liSJLAT10I. do 20 25 - --

Al POWEN, WATTS

IVSWR. MX 1' . 1.2 1.12

ISWITCHINIG 7 1 W.," 0.4 Obs O.0

SItCH INI NENGY#j 17 4FI

RANUL Of AUJUSTMENT - ?b-2 do O.460L6 blt -

ACCIJRALY

SIZt (EXCL. ORIVERS) .86%.85%,S' J~xI.I3xJ.g4" 75i.8842.02" 2.23"19

(. CMI RANGE. 0.64JC U-56O% 0,-souc

WE IGHT, 0!-CU*PININT 0.35 1.9 1.2 3.0

Table 5 Es1tillated M&A Gain ForfomanCe, TRW 30 OH: PlEA

r4 FIED BEAM S I7CAN REAM
tLOCATION owes SATTLU S.F. MIAMI BOSTON e00 e..10

DINECTgvgrY. del ".7 $5.4 IS.# ICA0 5.2 ~5.7 t1.0 53.0 ±1i.4
SFN LOSS. dB 4.4 0.0 0.8 '0.0 1.2 2.0 2.8
CAIN, d61 15. 5.6 54.2 11.2 13.0 61.1 ±1.0 56.2 i1.iiIDUAL MODE CLUSTER SCAN BEAM

ANTENNA LOSS BUDGET HORN OF HURNS ARRAY

POLARIZATION CR10O 025 -025

RuPLECrORS 0.1 0.10.
WAVICUIS 1.21 AIFT) 0.11 0.1 .

PIA NRY JIIL) 4.3 0.3 0.3

VPOS4 (2) -1.2

TOTAL LOSS, d* 0.0 d 1.2 dO 2.01dis



6.0 POC TESTING PROGRAM

Fabrication of the POC models by the contractors will be coin-

pleted during October-November 1982. Far-field (F-F) range

testing at the contractors' facilities, for various levels of

testing'and beam configurations (trunk beams only, scan beams,

and combined testing), will be conducted during the peod

October 1982 through April 1983.

On delivery of the POC models to the NASA Lewis Research Center

in June 1983, verification testing will be conducted in NASA's

near-field antenna test range as part of the overall 30/20 GHz

communications satellite feasibility progri to provide data for

design of fllghthardware.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

Multiple fixed and scanning beams can be radiated effectively

through a large common aperature by means of offset fed multi-

reflector antenna arrangements. The technologies required for

successful spacecraft MBA systems have been validated by fabrica-

tion and testing of breadboard hardware in the critical tech-

nology areas. Proof-of-concept models are now being fabricated

under parallel contrect efforts, using two distinctly

different approaches to offset-reflector technologies in demon-

strating multibeam antenna capabilities. Current development
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efforts will culminate in extensive range testing and evalua-

tion, and "ill conclude with detailed technical reports and re-

corliendations on multibeam spacecraft antenna systems.

Continuations of advancements in multibeam antenna tech-

nology beyond the efforts described in this report are now In

process at NASA that will initiate phased array feed networks

for offset-fed multireflector antenna systems where feed arrays

are composed of distributed monolithic amplifier devices. These

future technology approaches will reduce the spacecraft BFN

losses and provide higher overall spacecraft efficiencies for

improved advanced communications links.

q 64
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Fiqure 8. T RW diPifte tlie4 beam i ed cluster for Boston, New York. and Washin".n D. C. for 30 -

GHz MBA spaecraft antenna.
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C INSWSTANTAtMOU POLARIZTMO MWOMMfE NT SYST#M

A William McNaul
Cubic Corporation!IA ABSTRACTo,

"This pa;er d"ecribes a technique for measuring the poli.ization of

04 pulsed RF radiations arriving at a collection antenna which is separated

from th~i -OMIVt systtm by a single RF channel. The technique shows how

new technological advances In mcrowave solid-state devices and micro-

processors may be applied to the field of microwave ptopagation measure-

ments.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The literature (Il, [2) describes several methods for measuring RF

polarization in a laboratory environment where the radiation can be

controlled by the experimenter. Consider, however, the situation where, RF

pulse width, frequency, PRI and time of arrival is random. Whxn the

measurement conditions are further complicated by the presence of n single

RF path between the antenna and receiver system, all traditional

polarization measurement schemes must be discarded.

A system for the measurement of RF fielO polarization under these

conditions is presented here. By quantizing the polarization into seven basic
stdtest this technique overcomes the difficultk. ..nposed by random RfP

parameters and single-channl transmission.
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The .-field of an arbitrary IF wave traveUng In the +Z directin may b -
exp a8

where Ev M E, Cos (wt + av)

Eh CQs (wt + at h )

Ev and 'are the phasor representations cf the KF field oriented vertically -

and horizontaiy, respectively. They carry the relative amplitude, M, and

relative 0ase, A# of the .we, selected orthogonal components of the RF

wove wu 1 that:

M 2 20 gLcg.1
(2)

and 4 0.: a v - Ofh  (3)
.4

A useful graphic representation for the polartzation of an RP wave is shown

in Figure Ia. Here, relative phase, relative amplitude, and other spacial

polarization parameters $wjch as axial ratio, 0olarization ellipse, slant and

sense are presented.
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The labeled sectom In Figure I& show regoSW orepndn to six of the I
seven quantled values of polarbation used by this system. Values for

relative phase, A t, and relative amplitude ued to specify these rQ oS are

shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Values for Relative Phase and Amplitude

Region Polarlzatioin as M

A Horizontal X (4dB

B Slant +4 0 0  2 2 .o OdB *AB

C RKCP Wa2JOOdG'& ka

D LHCP 270 . 22.SO adb kdB

B Slant -43 180 0 22.30 OdBa d

F Vertical X > Ad

The thaded regions among the six basic polarizations cnrrespo-d to a

seventh indeterminate state.

Figure I b shows that regions C and D closely approximate the Industry-wlde

accepted standard of "good" circular poliriastloan axilJ ratio equal to or

less than 3dB. This "good" circular polarization region Is shown as a circle

concentric with the graph and centered In region C and D for right hand and

left hand circular polarization, respectively.
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1.2 ANTENNA

The effectiveness of a polarization mea met scheme relies on the

precision of the phose and amplituie tracking of the orthogonally oriented

collection antennas. The system d:scussed here uses & parabolic reflector

fed by a crossed, log-peIodic dipole for the lower microwave frequencies

through C-bnd. However, for X- and K-bared, the tdose pONse tolerances

neressary are achieved with a quad-ridged, dual-polarized horn feeding a

parabolic reflector.

Figure 2 shows the phaa and ampltude tracklng ot the high-bend antenna In

the region of the main beam. Note that the progreusiv* phase shift with

frequencies is due to a sllght off.-set in the feed probes of the horn. This

phase error may be partially corrected by adjusting the differential feed line

length.

1.3 RIP MULIPLEXING

Recent advances in the desgn of pin-diodet single-pole-doublc throw, RF

switches provide the basis for this instantaneous polarization measurement

system. With switching speeds approaching the 1Ons range, it is now

possible to share a common R F channel betweer -wo trthogonal antennas

and never be "blind" to either polarization for mote than 100-200ns. For

example, toggline rapidly between vertically and horizontally polarized

feeds, two orthcgonally polarized samples of a ve'y short RF pulse may be

sent, time multiple;zed, through a single RF channel. 0-'
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The recovery of relative phase and amplitude of the two orthogonal

components, thereby measuring the polarization, is simplified by using a

nonsymmetrical toggling duty cycle. This system uses a sequence where the

horizontal transmission period is twice the vertical. If the period of vertical

transmission is designated as 'r , then one complete switching cycle is a

sequence of three periods or states each -r long.

The RF waveform traveling down the single RF channel carries with It a

complex modulation consisting of amplitude modulation, phase modulation

or a combination, depending on the polarization of the intercepted RF

radiation.

Pure amplitude modulation results from a vertically or horizontally

polarized wave, whereas slant -43o would produce phase mo.ulation with no

amplitude modulation. Since polarization is generally elliptical, amplitude

modulation and phase modulation exist together.

1. VIDEO DETECTION

'1 Figure 3 illustrates a detection scheme preserving amplitude and phase

modulations while providing a unique method for quantizing the polarization.

The RF* wil:h its complex modulation is split into two sections: an

* amplitude detection channel and a phase detection channel. The amplitude

detector is a log video amplifier which has a voltage output porportional to

the power input in dBm. the phase detection chann,,l includes a polar

*Depending on the receiver, this signal also may be a broadband or

narrowband F4
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discriminator or correlator [33, (4) (a device presen;, In 411 modern day

IFM systems) -and related poWer: dividers and delay 3line. The block

designated 'clock and driver" controls the switching ae~t~tdprovides a

reference strobe to ensure synch~ronous detection of amip "u modulation

and ph&,. ,e modulation so vital -to this psrtuttWF1MWUst1Mt system.

The log video wave form for a predominately vertically pobrized RF field is

shown in Figure, 4. Also shown Is a replica of the video wa~rrm delayed by

T. Figure 4 also shows the strobe provided by the clock arnd driver circuit.

During this strobe, the relative amplitudes of the delayed..and undelayed

video are compared. Note that a comparison Is made every T seconds, and,

after 3 Tr seconds, the comparisons are repeated. The first strobe or sample

I (sample state 1) finds the delayed video exceeding the undelayed video by

+4dB. This results in a binary word (see Figure 5) of (10). During sample

state 2, the video amplitudes are equal and the binary word for amplitude Is

(00). During sample state 3, the complementary condition to state I exists

resulting in a binary (01). f, similar analysis may be used to generate a

three-word sequence for predomiliantly horizontal and "other* polarizations.

These sequences are tabulated in Table 2. "OCtherll corresponds to the

condition where the ratio of the vertical to horizontal amplitudes does not

exceed ~.4dB.

I Table 2, Three-Word Sequence for Pedarlzatlons

STATE VERT. HORfl.o OTHUJ

1(10) (01) (00)

2 (00) (00) (00)

3 (01) (0 0
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C It the amplitude binary word sequence Indicates neither vertical nor

horizontal polarization exists, then phase modulations must be examined to

quantize the polarization into one of the remaining senses, The "phase

detection" portion of the block diagram accomplishes this task (Figure 3).

The RF (or IF) which is split off and sent to the phase detection circuitry is

split once again into two paths. One path leads directly into the reference

port of the correlator, while the other path delays the signal by the time

r prior to entering the correlator test port. Figure 6 shows the undelayed

and delayed RF (IF) envelope at the correlator inputs. Note that the delay

of - Ihnes up the vertical and horizontal signals so that three associations

are made: vertical with horizontalp horizontal wite horizontal, and

horizontal with vertical. Limiters are included -o remove all amplitude

rModUlation.

The function of the correlator is to measure the relative phase between the

RF signals at its two inputs. The correlator has four outputs. VI, V2, V3 ,

and V4 which are mathematically related to the relative phase of the RF

inputs as follows:

= K ( + COS) (4)
2-

V2 = K 0 -COS 0)2V3  K (L +SIN0)

V4  - K (Q-SIN 0
- 2 7
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These expeewalns when plotted together vs 0 show how the full 300O range

of 0 may be partitioned into 430 sectors which are defined by the indicated

comparisons ef the four outpt voltages (ee Figure 7)./ ,Them. comparisons

are performed in the block shown in Figure 3, labeled "phase window

detector," which generates a three-bit gray binary word (see Figre 3). This

binary word Is related to the sector as shown in Figure 3.

Because the dMlay line may be multiple RP wavelengths, the measured

angle 0 is related to the polarization angleA e by:

AOW 0 -36OTf()

The unique 3 t switching sequence eliminates the ambiguity which would

result K.fase of the second term in equation (5) by allowing a reference

period coinciding with state 2, where horizontal is compared with

horizontal. For example, It a pure right hand circularly polarized field is

collected, then the relative phaseA9 would be 900. Assume that during

state I, the correlator output designates sector 3 as shown in Figure .

During state 2, the reference state, sector 1, 900 away would be designated.

Because sta. 3 is the reverse condition from state I, the sector

corresponding to the negative of state I will be chosen. This, a

characteristic pattern for each of the four nonvertilcal or horizontal

polarizations will result each 3-" cycle. This pattern will rotate as f varies,

but will otherwise remain unchanged. Patterns for the four quantized states

are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 3 doWs a Complete Mw WA d w w u te )

every r seconds. Note that the 'stte w Is eso tial to the dcboding

process which is per tore by egoprOCSIm ehkuhy.

1.3 DESIGN PARAUTMITE

The following polarization measemnwit sym paramters are Important

to one wishing to me this techqmAt

(a) Minimum pulse width for w"ii mar"sWnt is possible
(b) Minimum PRI or systen recovery.time after polarization

mesaurment Is complete,

(c) Polarization quantintion accuracy )

The minimum pulse width depends cn the overdll system bandwidth and the

switching speed of the pin diode switch. For Instence, if. t is 0ns then a

compIete switching cycle wifl be lSC0s or equal to a switching rate of

660MH& This would require an RFP (IF) bandwidth of approximately 13MHz.

Modern-day pin diodes have switching times of IOns and may be switched at

greater than 10MHz, This would siggest a lower pulse width limit f about

50ns. However, pin diode switching transients lead to video feed.throuh of

spectral components well Into the L-band region. Althoumh vidso

feedthrough may be reduced by filtering, the ultimate minmum pulse width

presently seems to be limited to around l50,w.

Instantaneous polarLzatlon neasurement Is performed in two steps, the first

being high-speed collection of the "raw daW words. The second sue Is the

630i
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transfer of this data to a micropoce at a slower rate dictated by the

digital logic circuits. Because this transfer takes place between puls%

sufficient time between pulns (PRO must be available. In general, 100 ns is

sufficient to transfer 16 raw data words. Normally, only three of thwoe data

words are required to carry ail the po-ariztion Information. Iwwer, more

data &aows statistlcal analysis to refine measurement accuracy.

Basic polarization accuracy is directly related to the phase and amplitude

tracking of the antenna. This technique further adds an inaccuracy due to

thv quantization process in the phae measurement systm. Vorst-case

error for phase would be *22.3 ; however, depending on the I' (a?)

frequency, this tolerance could be as low as 0oO. The result Is that at some

frequencies, marginal CP or slant polarizations may be quantized as

indeterminant, while at other frequencies the same polarizations would be

quantized correctly.

1.6 CONCLUSION

The success of this instantaneous polarization measurement system shows

how new developments In other fields can advance state-of-the-art in

microwave ield measurements. The new high-speed, pin-diode switch and

compact versatllq microprocessor circuits have been used here to overcome

obstacles which would otherwise have rendered polarization mesurement

impossible.
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PRACTICAL ASPECT3 CF ,VUKIC&L MUA-1IEW TISTIN

Joseph J. Tavormina
Scientific-At'lanta

Near-f iol,1! antenna stiu has become a reali ty over che past decade.

1'..teI ongins=r In aevera esting facilIties aovrelyf enmrfield testing
= Ito verify antenna perf orionce. Sao of the sophistidated atenna systems

O which are now under development will havb to: bt tested, using- ter-field
techniques, * conventional techniques cannot offer the accuracy vreuted for,

an affordable cost.

In this paper, attention io focused, on the practical aspects of near-M

field antenna testing in sphertcal coordinates, The requirements for the

antenna range and the ant enna testing precature are reviewted. The seurees fU

* measurement error are ident tod and several estimates of' the error levels are

(made, Examples of- near-field test results are compared with measurements

taken on a compact range.

IIL INTRODUCT tON

Near-field antenna testing is an alternative to convent 4 onal far-field

antenna test techniques. In both conventional and near-field'antennia testing,

a range or probe arteuns. (usually the transmitting antenna) Is used to

iluminate the antenna under test (usually the receiving anterma). In

conventional far-field testing the dis~tance between the range and the test

antenna determines the e2xtwnt to which the illuminating fi1eld approximates the

desired plane-wave illumination. In near-field togting, the finite distance

between the range and test antenna become an explicit teot parameter. TheI antenna under test is measured using the uon-planar nedar-field Illumination;
calculations performs' -m the measured data yield tOe performance
characteristics of the cost antenna under the condition of plane-wave

illumination.
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Several major drawbacks e&cist with conventional far-field antenna

testing. Since the range anteuna ad the test antna umit be separated by a
considerable distance, an outdoor antenna range to often required.

Consequently, control of the test enviromet is poor* The antenna test is

subject to adverse weather conditions and test measurements are corrupted by

range reflections. Also a sufficiently large tract~ of land may require a

large financial outlay.

If the distance rquirement permits, conventional tstiu$ maf'- *

performed in an indoor anechoic chambers Indoor testing Is more convenient

than outdoor testing. Stray electroqagnetic reflections are controlled.

through the use of microwave absorber* Since the tosting is moved Indoore,

wiather conditions no longer represent a problett. Control of the

environmental temperature and humidity provide for more stable and sore

accurate test results. The cost of a suitable anechoic chamber can bha quite

high, however. Since the quality of the field illumination is a function of

the separation distance, a large chamber may be required to produce acceptable

test results. The larger the chamber,, the greater the cost of the microvave

absorber which must be used to liief the walls. ceiling, and floor of the

chamber. Often a compromise must bta made between the size of an anechoic

chamber and performance that the chambcr can deliver.

The compact range test method was invented in the late 196G'S to over.come

the high cost of indoor antenna measurements. In the compact range a large

geometric raflector (usually parabolic) to used to simulate a plane wave In a

portion of the anecboic chambor, That is to say, the large reflector acts as

an antenna whose near-field radiation pattern Is a plane wae.o The test

measurement is made by Immersing the antenna under test in the planar near-

field of the large reflector. All oe. the advantages of indoor testing apply

to testing with the compact range. In addition, the anechoic chamber tehich is

required il smaller than that requsired f or conventional far-field testing, and.

L cost savinls become apparent. The compact ;ange tost technique does 1bave

limitation4, however. The size of the test cone in which the field

approximato's a plane wave is limited by the size of the reflecting surface.

Diffractioi from the edges of the reflecting surface becomes aproblem at low

frequencieq of operation, whereas the tolerance of the reflecting surtace4
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becomes a problem at high frequencies of operation, Mother limitation

results from asymetries in the illumination of the reflecting surface. This

can cause depolarization of the test field which results iAftsradation of the

measurement unless a special compensating reflector feed antenna is used.

Near-field testing constitutes a second alternative to conventional far-

field indoor testing. Instead of physically simulating plane wave

illumination via a large reflector as in the compact range, near-fleld

measurements are made using non-planar illumination of the test antenna in

conjunction with a numerical computation to determine the calculated result

for planar illumination. In a sense, near-field testing numerically simulates

plane wave illumination of the test antenna.,

A primary advantage of near-field testing is the ability to perform the
measurement with the range antenna very close to the antenna under test. This

makes the size requirements for the anechoic chamber minimal. Another primary

advantage of near-field scanning is the high degree of accuracy which can be
. achieved. 1 1 ] A disadvantage of near-field testing Is the requirement for a

computer and the time required to execute the computation algorithm. Due to

the finite speed and finite memory of computers, near-field computation

algorithms are limited to test antennas which do not exceed a maximum

electrical size. Maximum capacities tend to be between 100 and 1000

wavelengths, but practical considerations relating to the amount of data which

must be collected and the time required to acquire the data often impose a

more severe limitation than the capacity of the computation algorithm. Table

I is a comparison of the range configurations which have been discussed.2 1
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C~wiemat Mst %et am@

Convttiowml Convmetll NOW- dW

Outdoor Lo go~SLU Indoor

Land Investment High Low aLOW

Buildft Investmet Low Hip Moderate Moderate

Speda Rqtdpmmt Nons Nowe RelleetO Computer

Convinlaem Poor Good Good Good

Control of
Tet Environment PO Od God Good

Control of
Stray Signals Pow Good Good Good

Overall Aooracy Moderate Good Good aelimft

Data Protino
ReqUired No NO No Yee

LimitatioM Rag Length Range Lwnith Test Aperture metioi Sie
Strhy Sipls" Tet Frequency of Antenna

1I1, SPHERICAL NEAR-FI XD TEST PROCED

In conventional antenna testing, the measured results are normally

expressed in terus of spherical coordinates. Spherical coordinates represent

a logical choice when the primary purpose of the measurement is to determine

antenna characteristics a. & function of pointing direction. In spherical

near-field eetting both the near-field measurement and the far-fleld

calculation are performed in spherical coorfinates. This is a unique

characteristic a compared with near-field testing In other coordinate

systems, such as planar or cylindrical scanning. In planar scanning, the

near-field measurement is performed in either cartesian1 3 ] or polar

coordinate , [ 4 whereas the reault is expressed it spherical 'coordinates. In
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cylindrical scamng the umeaureast is perfor in cylindrical coordinate.;

again the remlt is empressed In spherical coordinates. It s only In

spherical scanning that both the measured data nd the calculated result are

,Xpressed in spherical coordinates.

-Z,,

. ]

Y lo 1 Slphrical haT-held Scmmia

Figure 1 illustrates spherical scoiping in a acheatic fashion. The

direction coordinates S amd # represent the two priuary Independent variables

and are used to characterize the radiation pattern of the test azttenna. The

polarization coordinate X Is used to characterize the polarizatiin
characteost ics of the test antenna. The range separation corodinate i

explicite y characterizes the curvature d the Illuminating electromagnetic

field. R is hold constant during the course of a seasuresent, so that the
neasuremeit is made On a spherical surfaue. Once the measurement data has
been &cqu red, the near-field computation algorithm is used to calculate a new
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data set for an alternate range seration. Ybat often, the msaaure•met

separation R is chosen to be a smail sufber, satO computed Separaton.

coordinate I is chosen to ppr*oinate an infinite separation. Thus the

oumputation algorithm transforms the data tMach was actually mosuf"d on a

spherical surf ace of radius 1 nto data which would have been mesured had

the spherical surface been of radius Rj.

Figure I show a spherical nearfield aureeent in hih the major

portion of the radiation energy exits at the equator of the test sphere. This

is the orientation normally used in met conventional fat-field

measurements. It is relatively easy to find the boresight of an antenna in

this orientation* Also, if linear polarisation is used, this orientation

maintains the polarization match Wtim the. range antenna sad the test

antenna for suall excursions in 6 and 4.

An alternate orientation for the test antenna is one in which the major

portion of the radiated energy exits the pole of the test sphere. This

orientation is sometimes used to characterlse feed anteinas for parabolic
reflectors. It is more difficult to boresight an antenna in this orientation,

and unless circular polarization is used, the polarization match beLveen the

range antenna and the test antenna can becoue a bothersome detail. This

orientation may offer some advantages in the theoretical calculation of

csrtain antenna patterns, and may result in greater efficiency in user-field

measurements, as will be shown later. Another consideration which may enter

into the selection of a test orientation Is the final presentation of the

antenna test data. Unless a computer algorithm is available to numerically

rotate the test results from one orientation to the other, the orientation in

which the antenna is tested wil4 be the same orientation in which the results

are availaple. This may be an overriding consideration if the results must be

presented in a two-dimensional cartesian format, as in the. case of a cartesian

contour graph. In such a case, the antenna test engineer must use the

equatorial orientation to produce usable test results. Figure 2 illustrates

the equatorial and polar orientations.
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A notable characteristic of mes-flold smeeme teeing Is dh req iremnt
for data collection over a finite portia. of the measuramant Surface, even

vhen the computation results we required for only &-single far-fleld

direction. Th principle, every measurement point on the s5trace of the neat-
field sphere will contribute to a given tar-field calculstlon point. In
practice it Is possible to perform a calulatlon using a trunqated sphere of

measured data which Is carefully chosen such that the truutation error is
ugeligible. It is not fesible, however, to calculate a result for a single
value of 0 and # from a single meaurement In the near-leld. This mans that

in order to determine the exmmun far-fteld gain of the test antansa, vhich is *

a single result corresponding to the peek of the radiation petten, a
substantial sk-- of near-f elA mesu Ments miae be mede. The sm measurement
requirement vmold apply to the determination of an rnten si botesight. In

conventional far-field antenna testing, and In compact range antenra testing

these measurements could be made directly*

The data acquisition process consists of digitally sampling the radiation

pattern of the test antenna on the surface of the scanning sphere. As

indicated in Figure 1, the sampled data points are regularly spaced

in 0 and #. The sampling Interval vhich is used mst not exceed the Nyquist
Itterval, which is the Inverse of the electrical size of the test aperture.

The test aparture diameter D is determined not only by the test antenna size,
but also by the manner in which the antenna is mounted on the test

positioner. Figure 3 illustrates the determinatioa of the test aperture
diameter for the same antenna mounted on several different test positioners.

The electrical size of the test aperture is determined by dividing tbe test

aperture diaueter by the wavelength X. The Nyquist interval in radians is

given by

Nyq Nyq
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ELEVATION AZIMUTH AZIMUTH

1igxre 3. DetezwiaatIon of Teat Aprture Dimsiter

It to evident that the larger th. electrical size of the test aperture,

the greater the munt of data* Given the Nyqulat sampling rule, the number
of tamples required to fully characterize the radiation pattern my be
determined. Tull spherical coverage, Implies a 180' range In 0 and a 360*

range In #. The number of data points Us calculc'ted by dividing these ranes
by the respective angular Increments, Table 2 Illustrates the exponential

growth of the data storage requirements with Increasing electrical aso of the

test aperture. The figures given assume that data Is collected over the *
entire test sphere for a slugle teat frequency and that two orthogonal

polarizations are required for each position on the teot sphere* Each data

0 point coraists of an amplitude value and a phase value for the measured signal

at a given position on ther toot sphere for a given pola~risation. It is
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assumed that the amplitude and the phase volues require too bytase.~ of
compater meory for storage. As can be seen, the cemtuter stoupg
requirements become formidable cs the electrica ste zereses.

Table I
on"a Stea -qiito i UV e tn se

Blectuical 89"Ifus *00ber of Bytes Of
SIB* latervil ftas Points stoupge

28 2.00.6a 0 0. 3 t og

57 1.0* 64 x 108 ix uto$
114 0.510 L29to0 4.1 x104

286 0.21 1,620 z 103 23.9 x 106
572 0.16 6,480 z 103 103.7 z 10g

*Assuxing 16 bytes are required for each data point, ~

Anpreviously mentioned, It Is of ten practIcal to perform calcialat ions an
a prilsphere of measured data. Figure 4 suggests different types of

ofe- et Trai he trncionsts hihrsl &A cpzfnto of the 01

shape of the test antenna radiation pattern, the percentage of the radiated
energy sampled la the data acquisition procss, and tt* v"a lengthi at which
the measurement is perfoined. Practical experienae Mes idicated that the use

(mni-diretonal antennas ofteni require that a full sphere be ased, as any4
truncation will result In the loss of accountability for a significant portion
of the radiated energy.4"
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The use of partial spheres is desirable frm the oucetdratioe of data

storage requiremeats and the couI,'statuw of total test ti.[e( 3 1 both the

data storage required and the time requIred to pen or data aquistties re

related to the *%PlU w4lU of the spbhef l surfacm over wbh data wist be

aeqdred. Pull spbefn covertgje Co p to a IN! ft" Ia nad a 360

rans to $. A partial sbe wtcoh esa 60 va4 f I ad a 60* range
in 4 represets seey 1110 the surta ac es requvW for a flt eph . Thus
the data torae reqIrmeat for this parti sper is sub U of e
requiremat for tbe full sphere. V ve assNsm thus the data acqusistfem tim

ts porportiouil to the solid augle overed, wan the equisitioan tine for tis

partial sphere is similarly ZX of the tim reqoired fo the full spheve. A

time savings Is also apparent In the compuatIon phase of the tema test.

Through the use of umuiecal symetuies, the compuqwtatlft 4 " 1ths am avoid a

substantial mount 2C data processing wlth an Mssocitaed redu ton In th

execution tim of ta 4lgorittel Table 3 Illustrates the test tines required

for sevsral spherical covezaos, as measured using the Scientiflc-Atlanta

No~al 2022 Spherical Near-?ield Antenna Analyser.

Table 3

Ae Ts W ve PartIal.. ma

Angular Span Solid Typical Data* Typical Data Typical
a x Angle Coverd Acquisition Transformation Total Test
(Degrees) (Steladlan ) Ti im,-

180 z 360 4w (full sphere) 4 hr 3-1/2 hro 7-1/2 hrs

180 x 180 2w (bmisphere) 2 hr 2 hr 4 hrs

60 x 60 0.22w 1/2 hr 3/4 r 1-1/2 bro

36 z 35 0.Ow 1/4 hr 1/2 hr 3/4 br

*Assuming partial sphars Is 4t the equator of the test sphere and that 1

sampling intervals are used.
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V. wRAN ALWWSMTt: i

The mathematics whica form the b4sis of the near-field to far-field

spherical transformation aloriti requires that the masurmet of the test

anteona be performed oan the surface of a splere. The schematie illustration

tn Vigure 1 Implies that the test antenna 2s hed fixed while the -aue

anteona covers the spherical surface during the scAnning process. In omon

practice the reverse Is trues The rane antenea is normally stationary and

thle test antenna is rotated by a two-axis angular posit ioner. Several caon
positioner configuratlom hav been shom in Figure 3.

If the acquired data Is ro truly represent data collected on a spherical

surface, it Is Important that the ams of the test positIoner be aligned.

Care must also be taken to insure that isalignment of the range antema's

polarisation a ds does not introduce measuremant error . The requirements for

proper rage alignment ae that the two axes of the test pzaltonr 0 and 4 be

orthogonal an! intersect at a point. Ih addition, the polarization axis X of

-the range antenna must be orthogonal to and intersect the lousr axis 9 of the
test positioner.

The relationship between the S aud 0 axes Is of a fairly critical

nature. An Intersection error will result in a periodic distortion of the

rarge separation parameter R, such that a sphere is no longir an accvrate

description of the mesuremnt surface. The two maxinus range separation

errors will occur at opposite sides of the test sphere along the equator. At

a miniaus, this will result in an electrical phase error of the easured test

signal at the extremal points which is equal to the ra;io of the intersection

error irA the wvelength. An orthogonality error between the 0 and.# %=s

will cause % distortion .of the aesuvement grid on the surface o; tht; est

sphere. In the vicinity of the equator this wll mouqi, to a siple

translation of the cartesian-like grId. No the poles of the sphere, the

result is more dramatic since the coo:dinate origin translation is applied to

a polar-like grid.
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The relationship betvien the 0 and X one is nt s critical as the
!elationship beteeen the ad # axe$ particularly when a broad-beamed range
antenna is uawde In imch a cases the wavef out which "ilvminates the test
antenna wll be invariant for a relative ly larg error In the orientation of
the X axis, and the data which is acquired wll be Identical to data resulting
from a proper alignment of the X a54.. An Intersection error in the X a54e

will cause an angular off set In the measuredi antenna patterns the angular
offset being deterined by the rati, of the displacemet of the X aisaend the
range length. VIhnn directive range antenuas are used, such that significant
amplitude taper Is apparent in the test apertures the alt gument of che x &-ts
becomes more critical. In such a case, an ezro in the orientation of
the y. axis will cause an asymetrical illuminatio of the test antemsa, and
the data wh is acquired w~ll differ from an error-free data set.

Range alignamut is readily accomplished using optical and mechanical
techniques. The reader Is referred to reference 161 for a complete discussion
of range alignment procedures. It Is convenient to refer intersection errors
to the wavelength of the test signal, and orthogonality errors to the INyquist.
angular sampling interval. It is Advisable to limit thei intersection and
orthogonality errors to several ptreent of the wavelength and the Nyquictj
respectively, Figure 5 shown an optical alignuent fixture which employs a
double sided mirror with crosshairs. By sighting the warror from botb sides,
mechanical adjustments which align the two test axes asre easily accomplished.J
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Figure 5. Pbftcgraph of Axis Aligaut Fixture

V. PATTERN MEASUREMENTS

"t Pattern measurements are required tn determine antenna characteristics

such as directivity, beamwidth, uull depth, and sidelobe level. In .pattern

measurements, the absolute power contained in the test signal is not of

interest, since only the relative power of the test q4.pal as compared to an

arbitrary reference is required to determine the desired antenna

characteristics. Most often, the refarence level which is used is the maximum

-1 power level at the peak of the antenna pattern. The signal level at this

point is usually set to 0 dB.
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Pattern measurements are easy to perform since only relative data Is

required. The measurement equipment must be stable during the course of data

acquisition and must provide a linear response, but rYo absolute calibrations

are required.

To perform s sar-field as'atrient In the least tie, the angular

sampling intervals are normally b@ose to be .caw to tb -PquUt Intervals.

The coarse sapling of t~i =adAtiod field mOisses the time required for
both data acquisition and for dat ,processlng. Upon completion of the data

transformation, the test engineer is ready to calculate the antenna parameter

desired from the transformed data. Although the Nyqulet sampling criterion

guarantees that the sampled data set contains all the lMformation required to

perform parameter calculations, the coarse spacing of the transformed data

often represents an Inconvenience.

To produce a finely sampled antenna pattern, Interpolation algorithms may

be used to calculate several data points between each pair of coarsely sampled

data points. Interpolation is aspecially useful if the transformed data is to

be presented graphically. A maulti-dimeusional Interpolation ay be performed '. )

if a two dimensiona. representation of the data is required. If an

appropriate interpolation algorithm is used, the interpolation error will be

well below the pattern noise due to other error sources. In principle, using

an interpolation algorithm based on Fourier analysis, it is possible to

reconstruct a pattern with no interpolation error.

Antenna characteristics such as boresight cannot be determined directly

in near-field testing, as they can be in far-field testing. To measure

boresight via a near-field measurement, it is necessary to acquire the near-

field data, perform a data transformation, an'd daterminq the boresight

position from the calculated far-field data. Antenna characteristics such as

boresight may be determined by inspection of interpolated data, but a more

direct approach might be beneficial. By perfcrming a curve-fitting operation

on the resulting antenna data, more accurate results could be obtained in less

time. Curve-fitting algorithms would not require as much interpolation (or

perhaps no interpolation) of the antenna data s compared with a graphical

determination of the boresight by inspection. 0
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VI. GAIN MAURMEWIS

The measurement of pin requiras an absolute calibration of the

measurement equipment. The most readily implemnated method of making on

absolute calibration is to measure an antenna with a tnown ins and to

compare the measurement of the test antenna against the known standard. In

far-field antenna measurements, the gain comparison is made directly; both the

gain standard and the test antenna are measured in the far-field and the range

separstion parameter R is assumed to remain coustant. In nmar-field testing,

the pattern of the antenna under test cannot be directly compared with the

pattern of the gain standard, since a data transformation most be performed.

In fact, the gain standard might also be measured in its nmar-field, so that

both the test antenna data and the gain standard data must be transformed

prior to a comparison.

To insure that a meaningful gain comparison can be made. the

transformation algorithm must properly account for the change in the pattern

levels as they undergo the near-field to far-field transformation. The

transformation algorithm is designed to produce te signal that would have

been measured at a range separation of R2 from the measured data at a range

length of R1 * This means that the far-field pattern level wili fall off to an

infinitesimal level asR 2 approaches infinity, since the radiated power

decreases as 1/R in the far-field. To overcome this problem, the

transformation algorithm normalizes the transformed data by a
(ikR)factor a /R (where k is the wave number; k - 2r/X). Thus, with proper

bookkeeping, a comparison of the level oV. the transformed gain standard

pattern can be made with the level of the transformed test antenna pattern.

VII. POLARIZATION AZASURMMWYS

Measurements of the polarization characteristics of a test antenna can be

readily made via near-field tasting. As in far-field testing, the range

antenna is often assumed to be an ideal dipole radiator with precisely linear

polarization. Given this assumption, -%be result which is obtained will be es
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good as that allowed by the polarisatioa characteristics ot the rne ftnn,,

whether the measurement be performed in the near-field or the fart-fleld of the

test antennas

In far-field testing, the three antenna mthod is smeuties used to
obtain a acre precise characterization of polarization characteritics. [ 7 ] In

this method, the reduction of measured Uata produa t8 a precise valustlon of

the polarization characteristia of ttree antenams throuh the solution of a

series of simultaneous equations. Uing this measurament technique, the cange

antenna may be polarization calibrated.

Given the polarisation calibration parameters of the range satenna, a

more precise near-field masurement may be performed. Instead of assuming

that the range antenna polarization is tbat 'of an 14.1 di"ole, the actual

polarization of the range antenna Is used. When the acquired data is

transformed, the far-field result my be computed for the same range antenna

or for a different range antenna (including an ideal dipole). In this way,

the polarization accuracy of the near-field maauvemnt Is no longer" ,l ed

by the polarization purity of the range antenna, but by the accuracy to which )

the range antenna can be calibrated and by the stability of the range antenna.

VIII. MEASURENENS W H PROBE MCfRCTION

An assumption which is comeonly made in far-field antenna measurement is

that the range antenna uniformly illuminates the test aperture,. xpressed in

another way, it is assumed that there is no mplitu4e taper &te to the
directivity of the range antenna in the region that the antenna under test
occupies. It is easy to insure that this assumption is a valid one in a far-

field test, since the fat-field constzaint on the range separation R requires

that the range and the source antenna be distant. At a far-field distance,

the angle subtended by the test antenna as seen from the range antenna- is

usually much smaller than the beamidth of the range antenna.

In near-field testing, the range separation is relatively s8all. It is

someti-es inconvenient or impossible ,to satisfy the condition of no amplit-ude

taper in the test aperture. If this condition is met, than the testing to
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somewt simplifi ed. O the other ban", If kiglf lcanut amplitude tapr Is

present, than the radiation pattos of the range antenne -iet be taken Into

account to product accurate meatureoett results. )ftie the radiatiot pattern

of e eran antena is explicitly accounted for n the near-field

Ueasuteent, we say that the aeasuveint is performed with probe correctlon.

In order to avold probe corrdetion, it -is necessary to cho e the

be"aidth of the range anto and the mear"field range separatlon distance R

such that no signiflesut amplitude taper is present in the test aperture. The

beamwidth of the range ontonna 0beau is approximately given by

e .- X/d (2)

where d is the aperture alse of the range antenna. At a range separation

distance R, the test aperture wil subtend an angle aAper iven by

Aper D/R (3)

where D is the test aperture disseter. In order to assure that amplitude

taper does not result, we would like 8 to be several times 6Apor

Beau Aper
OBeam Aper (4)

where K is equal to 2-or 3. If re'combine these equations, we get an

expression for the required range separation R as a function of the other

parameters

R ) K D d/1 (5

If t1ls condition is not satisfied, it will be necessary to perform the

near-field measurement with probe correction. Also, for extremel7 accurate

measurements, probe correction may be required even when this condition is

met.
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The precursor to probe corrected near-field measursminsts is probe
calibration. Polarizatli calibration of t%*-~ raugs auteo=* was discussed in
the previous section, pull probe correction reuires that thes pattets of eth
range antenna, be calibrated. as wll. Probe oalibration consist* of measuring
the radiation pattern of tie ranse eatenpa.V atlcultIM Lthe Cooffleieuts of
the spherical model functions which Sivo ris, to the measured pattern. The

pat tern measurement of the ramp antenna am be pxf ornod Is the far-field or
to the near-field. Sine th' e ramp antema novmally bas anaperture which Is

much smaller than a typical toot antenna, sx%1f7U& the rule -for prevention
Of amplitude tape; Is usually not a problem when tbs rap antena Is
masured.

When probe corrected near-field measurements are made, alignment of the
range antenna become wrs critical Since the aniplitude taper has been
exlicitly accounted for, it is neessary to amssr that orientatiou of thef
range antenna Is such that the actual illumination present In the test
aperture matches the assumd Illumination which results from the probej
calibration. Thus it Is important not only to a"sure the probe Gix axis
alignment, but to a"sure that the range antenna Is' properly attached to
the X axis. A mechanical or optical ref erence to of ten used to aid in the
proper alignment of a calibrated range antenna.

IX. MEASUREMENT ERRORS DME TO RANGE EFFECTS

The near-field transformation algorithm a"sumes that the radiation
pattern of the test antenna remains constant durinS tb'm course of the

meaourement, and that for the case in which the antenna Is tested in the
transmit mode, all the *nergy received by the near-field probe emnates from

the test apetture. (Reciprocity applies for the case In which the antenna in
tested in the receive mode.) Thus, no account is taken for antenna

interactions with a ground plane or for other multipath effects, for stray

signal radiation, or f or mutual coupling b.twer the test antenna and the
range antenna. These effects result in a violation of one or both of the
algorithm assumptions, and constitute a source of measurement error. Theos
sources of errer are to be avoided through sutiable design of the antenna test
range, C
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The mount, of noise power which Is' introduced into the msautament C u be

( quantified In term of the equivalent stray signAl level. figuTe 6

Illustrates a situation In which the test signal is contaminated by stray

radiation f rom a ref lection f roa an absorber-coversti - U -CI!, be seenI In
the illustration, a noise source of given relative noi power will caue a
greater uncertainty at low pattern levels than'at high pattern levels. The-

concept illustrated applies to both near-field and far-fild masuremuts. Mn

general, it Is difficult to predict how measurement noise In the near-field

pattern transforms into the far-field.

Ground interactows end utual coupling iateraiLous are usually

negligible if the tee c antenna is separated ft.. conducting surf-aces and from

the range antenna by at least 10 wavelength*. This does not represent s

problea at frequencies greater than several Gigahertzs, but cas' becom a etjot

difficulty at URF and low alcrowave frequencies. If sensitive measuremants

are to be uade, a more rigorous qraly Sis %ight be -ierformd to Insure that

mutual coupling is not 'present in a given test situation. Nedless to say,

ground reflection ranges cannot be used for near-field testing.

4i,,

0
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Outdoor sat-914M msurmnts require speetal osuilderetion In several

key areas. The first consideration is the manner in which the phase reference

for the coherent microwave receiver is provided. Wer-field testing requires

that the phase as well as the =*pitude of the antenna pattern be masrured.

the phase mast be measured egalast a phase reference which Is Invariant with

respect to the orientation of the test antenna, since the phase

characteristics are required as a function of position oan the test sphere in

order to perform the far-field calculation. Furthermore, the phase reference

mast be Invariant with respect to the polarization of rau antenna, such that

the phase for each probe polarization Is measured against the sae reference.

In an Indoor test range, Where the range antenna Is separated from the
test antenna by only a short distance, the phase reference Is usually obtaind

from an R? coupler which transmits the reference signal tu the receiver via a

coaxial cable. The range antenna in this situation is normally the

C transmitting antenna, and the coupler is placed In th& line Which feeds the

range antenna.

In an outdoor test range, the range separation is such that It is not

normally practical to transmit the phase reference via coaxial cable. In

outdoor testing, the phase reference may Le obtained through the use of an

auxiliary antenna in the proximity of the autenna under test. The reference

antenna is heold stationary during the course of the test, as the test antenna

is rotated through the test angles, and thus provides a stable phase
reference. A problem occurs when the polarization of the rase antenna Is

switched, as this might cause a varietion in the phase of the signal received

by the reference antenna. Copensation for such a phase variation mset be

provided. Figure 7 illustrates the differences between the routing of the

phase reference for indoor and outdoor testing.
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Asecond consideration which ast be S.v%,n to outdoor testing Is the
paestability of the measurement. Zn Indoor testing* the teeperature of the

test environment can be wall controlled, usually to within .me or tw degree$
Celsius. Ini outdoor testigo It Is much sure difficult to coutrol the
environmental temperature. Control of the tmmpeature Is iao~ftat because of
the temperature effects an the electrical length of the vatt uso cables
required for the test* Temperature flunctuatious can naus diffeteitilal.
changes In signal path lengths,* resulting In phase errors In the measured
data. To minimize this source of error, the taeraturs of the test cables
should be stabilized as uch as possible, cables with low tempecature
coefficients should be chosen, and the 9ihysical lengths of the test cables

should be matched to curtail differential changes In the electica lengths.

X1, P(O1SP CONS ThEPATIONS

Acursory analysis of the signal. source power required to perform a near- I
field measurement might lead to the erroneous conclusion that the received
signal power would always be greater In a near-field test than in a icr-field

test, tho line of reasoning being that the near-field test &voids the UIl
fall-off in power. In fect,, there are situations In which the near-field
received power Is less than in a fat-fleld test.' This is due to the fact that
a low-gain range antesna Is normally used for ftar-field testing, whereas a
high-gain range antenna Is used for Car-field tesing. Also,'the I/i$ fall-
off does not necessarily opply In tha near-field region of the risdiatl.on
pattern, where th* radiated energy Is apt to be collimated.

A detailed discussion of the power required f rom the signal source Is
given In reference 16,A summary Is gIven below.

Throughpaut the followia discussion we will assm that the teqt antenna
and the rangp antenna are polarization mat chud. Also, we will "ssum that the

efficiencies of the test antenna and the range antenna are unity. We wish to

determiupi the maximum power that will be received In the msurement, in order
that the dynamic range of the measurement my be optimized.
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in the near-field, the radiatIon plteru of a direeAve satenna aoisUy

represenots a collated wave. Ths, we do set expee a peon vauiation 4ta to

changes in th. range distance In the mar-fteld. TIe pwe r Po sepplied to the
toot antome. by the IgmI soeurne Is distributed in a -mere low unWom

manet to create the smar-field aperture disalbutlaile The mnma p we Pr

recel,-ed by the rans antema is give. rouhly by the gdan of the near-field

probe Gk. I tims the power density In the toot sperture. Tbts

W

- (6)
1TO

where A is the area of the toot aperture and 0 is the diameter of the tootAper
aperture.

As we save from the near-field to the far-fleld of the toot antenna, the '

radiated snery In progressively focused and the apparent gail of the teat

antenna will increase. When we esech the far-field, the radiation pattern is

fully formed, and no further gain variatIous result. In the far-f iald,

radiation from the test antenna is no longer colimatod. The power received

by the range antenna falls off an the square of the rasn length. The
pover P supplied to the teat antena by the aiaJ1 sOtirce is focused into aa
radiation beam. The maximm power PT received by the range antenna is given
roughly by the gain of the far-field probe G 1 .RFF times the mzismam power

density in the far-field. Thus

o Sphere

0
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Whero e to the surf a* area of the test sphere and 0T is the pin of the j
test antenna aM I Is the far-field ranag length,

The gain of the teat antenma may be estimated by

wbere D is the dLmter of the test aperture and X is the wavelen4th. Also we

may substitute for the far-field rangs length R the expression

By substituting equations (8) and (9) into equation (7), we obtain

P W2D i 
0 (IX2

~ (-L...j(10)

We can now compute the ratio of tho rar-field to the far-field received

power by dividing equation (6) by equation (10)

W 2 GI-'

8 dS + GR _W

Thus, the ratio of the near-field to the far-field power is a function of

the ratio of the gains for the two range antennas used. If the same L e

antenna were used for bo.h the near-field md the far-field measurement, then
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the ear-field measuremant wmld result In 8 dB peater pmer. In practice,

-the gain of the near-f iild probe is usually subetantially less than the gatn

of the far-field probe, resulting in a lower signal in the near-field

mtsaurement.

In both the near-field and the far-field measurements, the gain of the

range antenna should be chosen so a to ainaie the received signal level

without introducing aplitude taper in the test aperture. Thes, the

beamidth 2 of tha ranges antenna is given Uy I

The g in GR of the range antenna Is related to the beamridth by

. z  (13)1

Thus, the gain elected for the range antenna will very as

G a1 R) (14)

) I
Since the test aperture diameter D is assumed to remain constant, the

gain of the range antenna may incresse as the square of the range length R

without introducing amplitude taper in the test aperture. In practice, the

far-field range antenna is normally chosen to have a beenridth which is twice

the beamrvidth of the test antenna, or a gain which is 6 dD less than the test

antenna. The near-field range antenna is normally chosen to have a gain which

is low, on the order of 3-5 dB, in order that the beamuidth be wide enough to

allow close-in testing.

XTl. SUMM Y

Spherical near-field antenna testing offers a unique sat of advantages

and disadvantages over other antenna i/easurement techniqiies. It is important

to understand the special charace'risiice of near-field testing 4 f an
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intelligent choice is to be made regarding a test method. This paper has been

an attempt to cover sovrl of the key issues in spherical near-tield

nethodology.

Spherical near-field testing requires the collection of more data than is

normally required in conventional far-field antenna testing, due to the nature

of the data transformation and the influence that each near-field data point

has on a given far-field data point. Near-field testing also requires the

additional step of data transformation as compared to conventional far-field

testing. Near-field testing does allow considerable savings on the size of

the test range, however, and does produce test results which are potentially

of a very high quality.

In order to uaximize the accuracy of near-field test results, the test

range must be properly designed to minimize range noise, as is the case in

conventioa'. far-field testing. Ma addition, special attention must be paid

to the proper aligunmeut of an antenna range which is used for near-field

( testing,

Antenna pattern measurementi, gain measurements, And polarization

measurements all may be performed using near-field testing, with some

modification to conventional test procedures. As in far-field testing, the

three antenna polarization calibration method may be employed to increase the

accuracy of polarization measurements beyond the polarization purity of the

range antenna. In addition, near-field measurements may be parformed with

probe pattern correction to take into consideration the amplitude taper in the

test aperture.
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ABSTRACT

An analytic study has extended existing mai-hods of estimatin,

antenna pattern errors when testing by the method of planar neat ield

probing. Improved error bounds are given for very lov sidelobe

levels based only on the measured near .ield data and known tnlerances

due to probe positioning and multipath. These boundA are useiul

for certifying array performance independent of ;.4ard far field

antenna range tests. They also can serve as improved design criteria

for the construction of quaity near field testing systems. An optimur

probe for low sidelobe testing is shown to be one which minimizes

its back scatter while simultaneously contributing minimum mean square

error to the sidelobe region. That this is impossible for the commonly

used dominant-mode waveguide probes is acknowledged, and a recomendation is

wade to design an alternate probe based on a single (or small array

cluster) of radial mode dipoles. The principle study recommendation

is to confirm the improved error estimates devaloped heroin by con-

ducting a test of i qualified very low sideloba array at the National

Bureau of Standards, in order to demonstrate the fundamental limits of

measurement accuracy of planar near field probing.

Work reported herein was performed during the period 1 Jar~ury - 30 June
1982 as exploratory development for the Office of Naval Technology
(Contract N00014-82-C-0115) under the Defense Small Business Advanced
Technology (DESAT) Program.
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C
1.0 INTRODUCTION

Planar Near Field (PNF) arcenna scanning has come into increasing

use for the testing of microwave array antennas which have been

designed for use i;i advanced POD electronic systems. This measure-

ment technique is attractive because it is based on short-range

distances, is easily accowodated indoors, and because it is inherently

accurate, since so few measurement approximations are involved (1, 2, 31.

It does however, require the acquisition of large sets of PNF data,

and the execution of a computer data transform in order to recover

the desired test antenna's Far Field (FF) properties. The purpose of

this study is to estimate the accuracy by which this may be accomplished

for an arbitrary low sidelobe array. "Low Sidelobe" refers to relative

field levels which may be radiated in any of the antennas modes,

pattern planes, or polarizations which are at least 30 dB below the

antenna's peai directivity. The approach of this study is to exteiid,

and modify as necessary, existing error bounds when applied to or

arbitrary low sidelobe array. Only the planar scanning geometry is

considered, although cylindrical and spherical geometries have also

been in use [4).

2.0 PROBLEM FOkMULATION

A general test array is assumed to be operating in free space,

in a single mode and frequency such'that the desired radiation is

directed normally outward through its mechaical or electronically

s:qered pointing direction. A planar NF probing scanner is situated

close to (and nearly parallel to) the array aperture. (see sketch in
Figure 1). For this type of test, possible FE sidelobe errors will

be introduced by NF measurement errors, including:

06
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a prb Poiinn errors C
" multiple probe/array reflections
" probe pattern and numerical transform uncertainties.

A Far Field (FF) fractional error ratio, valid throughout
the entire pattern, E(r), may be written as:

rl(r) J E(r) + AE(V)I - IE(r)I < fAKiHJ. (1

and AE(r) is the fractional FF error due to each NF measurement
uncertainty. A discussion of useful error boun~ds is found in

* E[2, 3, 5]. In this paper, however, only NF multipath i.s addressed.

A\
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3.0 I PROVED ERROR BOUNtD DUE TO MULTIPATH

3.1 Multipath HMchanism

The primary NY interference mechanism is due to the multiple

round trip paths between the moviftg probe and the nearly parallel

array aperture. Specular reflection geometries are also possible,

due to scanner and room reflections, but these can be easily minimized

in a well-designed facility. Rowever, the perpendicular probe/array

reflections are always present, and represent a fundamental limit

to the achievable accuracy of planar NF testing for low sideloh2

antennas. The effect of these reflections is to cause interference

patterns in the NF as shown in Figure 2. These curves show measured

relative probe output as a function of increasing probe/array Z-separation,

for three probe reference locations in the scan plane. The ripples

which have a period of about w - X/2 are due to unavoidable probe/array i
reflectien paths. The peak-to-peak magnitude of one ripple period

(Undi:ated as Amr) is the parameter used to estimate the resulting

sidelobe error in the far field in accordance with the following expression,

n(r) < (Cmr/2) g(.') (2)

where

'"average amplitude ratio of multiple reflection
o total NF

mr°' " 20 0-- . mr
log ( ) , p log-1(A/20), shown in Figure 2

g(r) is the specified sidelobe level of interest.

The utility of equation (2) at very low sidelobe levela is the

present concern.
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This estimate is valid only if the multiply reflected NF phase is

nearly uniform in the scan area, which of course it isn't, since

the probe views a changing (and periodic!) reflection environment

as it scans over the array elements in the aperture plane. To test

the sensitivity of the existing bound to realistic phase properties

of reflection fields and to various NF amplitude tapers, the following

numerical simulation has been performed. The goal of the exercise is

to find scale factors for the critical parameter c ar in equation (2),

such that more realistic error bounds may be found for very low level

sidelobes.

3.3 Multipath Phase Error Simulation

Assume the reflected fields between probe and array remain

same sense polarized and interact with the direct fields at the probe

to generate error fields which have the simple NF functional form:

air m' Eocos n(Tx/a)eJ2Tr(x/Xl + YA 2 ) (4)

vwhere

E is maximum error-free NF amplitude
0

mr is the proportionality constant between direct and
reflected field

xy is the probe scan direction

a is the maximum dimension of the projected aperture
on the scan plane

X, are arbitrary reflection phase constancs describing
the rate of change of NF phase error with x, y probe scan

Uaiform NF Case When n = 0 (uniform illumination) and the

projecteJ aperture on the scan plane is circular with diameter a

then the far error field is found from a Fourier Transform of (4), i.e.,

6
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AE - C.1 Ic Rs dP (5)

A

where

R, r Pr* sourte and field radial directlions.

.] is a FF radiation kernel -k

r
P is probe transverse x, y) location.

A is the projected aperture area having a M amplitude

of form cosn(!i) and zero outside, and k is the propagation
direction. a

Expressing the integration variables in (5) with polar form and

carrying out the indicated transform analytically for n 0, find

Amr a cr E (6)

where 

0 B

B -(X/X 1 - sin6coso) + (/2 " si'sinr) A

Now allow X "  in equation (4) so that the multipath phase1,2
variation with probe scan is made to approach zero, representing the

error-free NF. Again by a Fourier Transform (in polar coordinates),

get,
_,2wasinO.

error-free Eo a(cos
2e + sin2 cos)2 1/2 J 1  1 7))

er-rine 0 7 )

Consider only a single FF pattern plane, i.e., choose 0 0, and

assume that the multipath reflection plane cinstants are the same in

both scan directions, i.e., u = 2 a Thei the sought FF fractional

error ratio n becomes a simple function of pattern angle, and preserves

the dependence on possible NF multipath phase error ratios a/X

Thus, from (6) and (7), find
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sir J 2iral I
c sinO31( ~(8) i

I

where

er becomes A X/X - sine) + 9.
2 0i

Equation (8) has been plotted in Figure 3 for a 12X aperture

and six possible vaLues of multipAth phase error given by a/) 0 a 0.1,

0.3, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 8.0. From the figure, wtaen the multipath-induced

phase change across the scan plane is nearly constant (aWX 0 < 1),

the envelope of the FF error ratio approaches er throughout the sidelobe

region, but pecks at about 1.7c r in the near-in sidelobes. When the

NF multipath phase error is moderate (a/X0 s 1), the FF error envelopemr
approaches r more slowly, and when the NF multipath phase change

is large (aX0 > 1), the envelope of FF sidelobe errors is small and

never exceeds .6cmr throughout the whole plotted sidel.:be region.

These results show the sensitivity of the existing error bound to

measurable NF phase change, and axe useful for selecting a scaled value
mrof £ to use in equation (2).

Tapered NF Case A procedure analogous to the example just

shown is followed for the low sidelobe casL, by including a NF taper

factor to account for an arbitrary syrtetric aperture illumination.

This, the assumed multipath FF error fields have functional form,

SE 0 cosn(x/a)i2y(x/ +ylX2 ) -ikRoPmr r a1r

C Cos (t x/ ar dP (9)
A

The taper factor, cosn(Tx/a), disallows (9) from being integrated

analytically, however, a standard numerical integration can be performed

6*
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for both AR and Eerro ar.r ,nd their magnitude ratio formed

s before. Choosing just on* possible phase error state, aIX0  1

(moderate multipath), and investigating the affect of various increasing

NF taper factors (n a 1 2, 3), the results in Figure 4 have been

generated. In general, the more capered is the NF, the larler the

sidelobe error bound becovms, but interestingly only for the near-in

sidelobe region. This data again assumes a 12X aperture as in the

previous example. Figure 4 also shows that the aidelobe error bound
1

approaches the same limititig value (.3 5c r) for all three tapers

evaluated, since only a single NF multipath phase error value was

assumed. This demonstrates that predicted sidelobe error for a low

sidelobe illumination will have a smaller maximum bound than presently

specified by equation (2), but only in the far out sideiobe region.

Conversely, the nearer-in sidelobes are predicted to be in larger error

than previously estimated. O course actual values will depend

upon the NF taper and measured NF multipath phase error in a specific

measurement problem. It is thus quite important to measurc not only

the peak NF interference ripple magnitude as in Figure 2, but also to

measure or estimate the NF multipath-induced phnse error across the

scan plane. From the latter, a scale factor can be found to modify

the critical parameter c and consequently to improve FF error

estimation on very low sidelobes. For this exercise, the scaling factor

for r was in the range .35<k<2.7.

4.0 OPTIMUM PROBES

Huddleston has demonstrated that there erist an "optimum"

waveguide probe for use in most PNF testing problems [71 The thrust

of his work was to prove that the probe FF pattern should be "matched"

in some sense to the available NF scan length. For such a probe,

the sampled NF could be transformed to the desired array spectrum Vhich

would have a minimum Mean Square Error 1wrt true spectrum), i.e.,
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max2Cf 
k

min HSE in A(k - A(kX )I dkX  (10)
-k

-rmax

where
A(k ) is the true visible array spectrum

x

A the measure of that spectrum

a X A~x3(kx) * P~k

with BIk) = probe spectrum

P(k ) = transform of sampling window function
x (scan length)

* indicates convolution.

He shows that the minimum Mean Square Spectral Error will result

if a waveguide probe concentrates its power response over the

available scan length, i.e., if v(x) - a(x)e i ( x  is the X-dependent

NF, then

rLIVWX)2 dxJL- 2 (11)

Px2

where

n is the total radiated power in the forward hemisphere

2
6x 2 is he fraction of power not interrepted by the probe

as it travels over scan length, L
K

For the class of waveguide probes considered by Hucdleston, the

optimality condition in (11) whi.cb satisfies the error criterion in

(10) has been shown to occur wrhen the probe aperture has a critical

E--?lane dimension of lk . The H-plane- dimension is less .critical,

but 1X is also recommended. A summary of Huddleston's design analysis

whi,h certifies the optimum wave~uide probe dimenbions is reprinted

in Figu-e 5 bk:low. The plot shows that the critical E-plane probe

dimension of bp - IX produces the smallest unconc,ttrated response,
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2 i.e., has the optimum directivity. Such a probe best inter-x'
cepts the planar near field for all possible scan lengths, L .  The

relation between L and the plotted coordinate sine is shown
X max

in the inset. Values of b , either less than or greater than UX,

produce larger values of 6 2 and hence are suboptimum (M.E sense).

Note that this is true only for the class of dominant-mode waveguide

probes considered by Huddleston. These results were calculated from

a simulation for the PF of a 45 element phased array operating at C-band.

- "oi,,

Lx a - W

a a

Optimu XW -c tan 2dS

""Figure 5. Computed Probe Concentration Factor, 65 2 versus sin~max
for Waveguide Probes Whose Apertures Haxve Height bp w:her

~Testing a Simulated Phased Array Scanned to 450 in

Elevation [Huddleston, p. 89]. The b =1.0X Probe
is optimum in a Mean Square Sense. P
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C
4.1 Alternate Design Criteria for Low Sidelobe PNF Probe

The MSE criterion in equation (10) is obviously dominated by

mainbeam contributors, i.e., large errors in the transformed sidelobe

spectrua will not appreciably affect the Mean Square Error, but even

small errors in the mainbeam spectrum will make large contributions.

An alternate probe criterion might lead to alternate probe design for

improved accuracy in low sidelobe testing. Such an alternate probe,

if it exists, should minimize the weighted MSE, where the weight will

be selected to emphasize the sidelobe spectrum. This idea implies

that sidelobe and mainbeam spectral errors cannot simultaneously be

minimized during a single measurement. For improved sidelobe accuracy,

we seek a probe (probes) whose PNF response can be processed to minimize

a Weighted Mean Square Error (WMSE) criterion, suggested as

-k
/*.k 2

-min (WMSE) mm Ji W(kx)[A(k x) - (kx)] dkx  (12)

'kmax

where

w(kw f[ k < IkxI < k (sidelobes)

0 < Ikix I kc  (mainlobe)

and kc  is the first zero wavenumber (first null). Thus, W(k )

is a wavefilter which effectively notches out the mainbeam of the

test array as sketched in Figure 6. The realizability of this wave-

filter from the usual domin&nt-mooe waveguide clasi of probes is

obviously impossible. Thus, a new class of probes is required.

6
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Figure 6. Proposed Alternate WMSE Probe Spectrum where
kiaxl is the Maximum Visible Wave Number, and

IkcI is the First Zero Wave Number

4.2 Design Approach for Optimum Low Sidelobe PNF Probe

A design approach for synthesizing an acceptable approximation

to the wavefilter shown in Figure 6 is as follows. Consider

a small probe array of clustered radial dipoles as shown in Figure 7.

Here the number of elements N, their relative spacing As, and their

complex weight b, are design paramezers to be selected by conducting

a MSE numerical optimization design study. The resulting transverse

FF probe array pattern is to be a best-fit to the optimum WMSE wavkfilter,

when the probe array is constrained to have the fewest number of dipole

elements, the smallest possible spacing, and realizable complex

element weights, b .,. n

Such a design optimization is presently being conducted by

TSC. A sumary of the optimization problem, however, serves to establish

the feasibility of the design approach.
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scan direction ,U( scan direction)

• tow a r d -- ---- -" "

Test Array

Figura 7. Geometry for Optimization Analysis for Defining
the Realizable WMSE ProbeI

WMSE Probe Design Optimization Summary

1) Specify the grneral planar array probe illumination,

N-1
v(x) Z b 6(x - nAx)

n
n

2) Find the family of probe array patterns from (1) via
Fourier Transform,

*B(k) {v(x)}

N-1 nxk
E(k ) E b

where E(k x ) is the elemental pattern.

3) Select the specific B(ki ) which minimizes equation (12)rx

i.e., find B(k ) such that
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k )

min (e) = san fW(kx)rA(kx) A(kx)j2 dk)kmdk
x

where ANk ) = A(k x)B(k x)*P(k )

with * indicating convolution over the measurement

region, p(x), subject to the following probe design

constraints:

N max } constraints on size of probe array

x S Amax I

bn realizable

When found, the set of dipoles N whose planar lattice has element
spacing As , and whose complex weights are b , will radiate a° i)
best approximation to the desired WISE wavefilter, while simultaneously

presenting the smallest scattering crosi-section. Selectable overhead

null widths, to match an arbitrary test array mainbeam width, may

be achieved for selectable weight sets, b n During DESAT phase 2,n

both a single element radial dipole probe and an optimally-designed

probe array cluster, will be used in tests of sidelobe measurement

accuracy with a very low sidelebe array.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This study ha: extended the existing methods of estimating

far field array patter, error when testing low sidelobe arrays by

the method of plenar near field probing. Existing bounds have been

reviewed in [5] to show that probe/array multipath and probe positioning

errors are the dominant contributors to overall sid4,Iobp error.
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In this paper an improved bound on FF sidelobe error due only

to NF mulcipath is shown to depend upon a scaled value of the measured

multipach peak interference magnitude. Scale factors depend upon the

mu!tipath NF phase change. Simulatio, results showed that scale factors

vary between .35 and 2.7 (scale factor - 1 is no scaling) for a class

of tapered NF varying as coan(Wx/ max), n - 1, 2, 3, 1max is aperture

length. The larger scale factors increase the bound on the near-in

sidelobes, while the smaller scale factor applies in the far-out sidelobe

region. Scale factors are unique to each probe and array.

An optimum probe for testing low sidelobe arrays is required

to have tthe following properties:

* minimum response in direction of test array's mainbeam

* maximum response in direction of test array's sidelobes

* minimum backscatter.

A class of probes with the .s properties is a small probe array

cluster of radial mode dipoles. Such a probe array can be designed

by performing a numerical optimization study as suggested in section

3.2. The essential property of the alternace probe is to be most

responsive to PNF energy propagating to the array FF sidelobes.
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A 'SIDELOBE IDENTIFICATION AND DISCRIMINATION

PAUL IL EBERHARDT
I 0 1CUBIC CORPORATION, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

ABSTRCT

Instantaneously measuring Direction of Arrival of an arbitrary signal yet

escapes most ESM system. This paper presents a successful method for

reducing this problem.

Athough principles of Sidelobe Identification and Discrimination (SLID) will

be briefly discussed here this article primarily addresses SLID technology I
since the initial report appearing in the 1979 Antenna Applications

Symposium Proceedings.

Research and development efforts resulted in prototype hardware; antenna

modifications are relatively simple and applicable to a variety of antennas.

General limitations and performance parameters are presented herein.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Directional antennas respond to signals from all direction.-t to Sime degree.

These multiple responses make instantaneous Direction of Arrival (DOA)

determination difficult. A variety of systems have been developed to deal
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with this problem. The technique described in this papert Sidelop

Identification and Dcrlrmination (SLID), is particularly suited for multi-

octave, highly directive antenna systems especially when us w

extremely sensitive intercept receivers.

SLID depends upon a modulation or label Impressed upon any pulse no; ...

re,. ved on an antenna mainbeam. The modulation is inserted in signals

associated with sidelobe DOA by an appropriately modified antenna system.

The modulation Is detectable only In otherwise undesired signals. Signals of

interest ir. the antenna mainbeam are therefore undisturbed by this [
technique.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The SLID process is based upon a fundamental characteristic common to any

directive antenna radiation pattern. Radiation patterns can be divided into

these two regions: the mainlobe and the sidelobes. Mainlobe characteristics

are basically determined by the overall antenna dimensions and are modified

only by major changes In the antenna. Sidelobes, rather, are controlled by

subtle features of the antenna aperture distrlbutlon. This difference in

sensitivity provides the key to the SLID rocess.
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Delicate disturbances of an aperture produce nconsequeitial and often

undetectable modifications to the anterma main beam. When viewed from a

more volatile sidelobe, that disturbance produces significant changes.

This effect Is often observed when a minor adjustment Is made to an

antenna. A seemingly insignificant change causes profound alterations to

the antenna'sidelobe structure.

SLID introduces a delicate disturbance into the antenna aperture

distribution. This modulation will then appear only in signals received

through sdelobes and hence a determination of DOA (mainbeam vs.(S
sidelobe) can be made immediately upon reception of a single pulse.

Figure I shows a typical antenna radiation pattern exhibiting SLID

modulation.

Another view of the SLID modulation is presented by Figure 2. Two puls-s

are :.hown. The larger pulse is typical of a signal arriving on a mainbeam.

The smaller pulse on the right has been received on a sidelobe where the

impressed modulation Is clearly evident.

The presea ice or absence of modulation is used to determine DOA. Relative

amplitudes of the two pulses are meaningful parameters only when the

transmitted level and range are known. This is not always the case,

( particulariy when multiple -canning sources are being analyzed.
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3.0 BASIC SYSTEM MODEL

Various techniques have been used to introduce SLID modulation, the most

successful of which includes elements shown in Figure 3.

The receiver and directional antenna represent any ESM system. The

auxiliary antenna, modulator and directional coupler are added to introduce

low level modulated RF into the system.

An incoming signal generates responses in both the main and auxiliary

antennas. The signal in the auxiliary line is modulated at a known rate. The

now separate signals are recombined at an arbitrary phase angle and specific )
coupling level in the directional coupler (see Figure 3). The resultant vector

sum generally exhibits both phase and amplitude shifts in response to the

auxiliary channel modulation. In Figure 4, the phasor diagram, shows the

basic model for SLID.

This vector model provides another viewpoint of the basic SLID mechanism.

Comparing the -atio of the main to auxiliary signals on the antenna

mainbeam ratios of 30 dB or more are observed. In contrast, !idelobe to

auxiliary ratios are about 0 dB which acrounts for the significant modulation

seen in the sidelob,- and the absence of detectable modulation in the

mainbeam. (See f-g. t I and 5).
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4.0 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Improvements to this technique since Its Initial discovery fall into three

categories: modulator, detector and auxiliary antenna.

The earliest modulator mas a mechanical device, quickly rejected because of

its limited speed. Mechanical modulators have produced the most uniformly

modulated radiation patterns but the severe speed limitation makes them

impractical. Higher rates are necessary to label narrow pulses. PIN diode

and double-balanced mixer modulators were next. A disturbance exhibiting

either phase modulation, amplitude modulation or both (depending upon

signal DOA) was produced. The PIN switch technique is limited to about 10 -)

MHz modulation rates and by lower modulation levels when compared to a.

double-balanced mixer.

Present applications use a single side-band mixer (SSB) because it

guarantees the presence of both phase and amplitude modulation on any

sidelobe ,nde-)endent of antenna position. This simplifies the detection

circuit which presently limits the maximum modulation rates. When

compared to a double-balanced mixer the SSB modulator exhibits

comparable modulation speeds, slightly higher conversion Iss and slightly

reduced RF bandwidth. The di~advantages are presently overbalanced by

improvements in the detector circuitry which are not compatible with the

double balanced mixer technique (Figure 6 compares the various

modulators).
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Detector design involved developing of two subsystems. Phase modulation

detection centers around various polar discriminator circuits similar to a
single cell of an IFM (Instantanleous Frequency Measurement) receiver.

Amplitude modulation detection depends upon logarithmic amplifiers to

extract percent modulation. Log ampl!flers with sufficiently short

relaxation times and bandwidth have limited modulation to 10-20 MHz.

Current efforts center about a SSB.

The present prototype uses a SSB modulator and polar discriminator at 30

Mhz. This will allow mainbeam/sidelobe decisions on a pulse by pulse basis

for pulses as short as 100 nsec.

The final element in the SLID system is the auxiliary antenna. This element

introduces the disturbance which is used to label sidelobe DOA. Surprisingly

SLID is not critically dependent upon the auxiliary antenna performance.

Unless severe sensitivity requirements exist. The auxiliary antenna gain and

main antenna sidelobe levels need tn be close (within 10 db) for sufficient

modulation. Increased main beam to auxiliary isolation is possible when the

auxiliary radiation pattern includes a null coincident with the Pain antenna

boresight or main beam. This feature allows sig6rnt' improvements in

DOA accuracy but has not yet been exploited. The ideal auxiliary pattern is

therefoe a cardoid which generally covers the main antenna sdelobes and

has a null in the main beam direction. Other auxiliary patterns however,

have been used and were quite satisfactory. A designer has significant

latitude in this area.
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5.0 PROTOyry DEVELOYPM01T

SLID hardware has ber-n developed for two distinct applications, contrasted

In Table 1.

There are two differences between the development programs presented

here. The U.S. Navy system Includes a highly directive u.tenna with high

sidelobes and a computerized analysis system. Computerized ESM has

generally been unsuccessful because the tremendous processing

requirements generated in today's dense electronic environments. The

Deve!opment of SLID significantly reduce this problem by facilitating the

rejection of pulses received through antenna sidelobes prior to computer

processing. This combination *Z sidelobes and computer (for the Navy

system) processing places severe design constraints on the SLID hardware.

In comparison the USAF system Is manually operated and only moderately

directive. Consequently a less complicated design was possible.

Table I SLID Prototype Hardware

U.S. NAVY U.S. AIR FORCE

ANTENNA: 12' PARABOLA 3' PARABOLA

GAIN: 5 dBi TYPICALLY 25 d~l

SIDELOBE LEVEL: 10-20 dB 20 d

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 5 OCTAVES 5 OCTAVES

APPLICATION: COMPUTERIZED ELINT MANUAL ELINT
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6.0 USA PROTOTFYPE

Cubic produces a portion of the QRC system used by the U.S. Air Force.

Figure 7 shows an overview of the QRC system and a prototype antenna

with SLID modifications. This system was used to test SLID in a c¢ntrolled

environment. Two emitters and a collection antenna (FiLwre 3) were placed

in an anechoic chamber. Without sidelobe identification polar displays

si mlar to Figure 9 are observed when al elements are in rotation.

With SLID the display format changed dramatically. Figure 10 shows a

sigrle Thyed source (300 relative) without SLID. Figure 11 shows the same .1
source with SLID. (These experlements occured under identical conditions.) (

Figure 12 shows a more compUcated experlement. Two fixed sources (300

and 3300 relative) are active with SLID modulation off. Flgure 13 shows the

improvement with SLID, activiated. The Improvement In DOA meamstxment

accuracy is clearly shown, particularly when multiple emitters must be

processed simulataneously.

7.0 US. NAVY SYSTEM

A SLID system is presently being deveirpqd for a U.S. Navy data collection

platform. The antenna, Figure 14, Is a 12 foot reflector with a five octave

frequ,,ncy coverage band.
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An initial prototype with partial band coverage has been flight tested and

compared to a conventional womnt-,ard udlobe rejection system. The

result of this test in a multi emitter environment is summerized in Table 2.

Table I SUIDOMNI-GUARD Comparison

ENVIRONMENT: 40 KNOWN; 2, UNKNOWN EMITTERS

SLID OMNI-GUARD

MAINBEAM ACCEPTANCE 40% 0%

SIDELOBE REZ3CTION 90% 34%

Further development Is contracted and presently underway to provide full

SLID function over the entire five octave frequency band for this sytem;

delivery is projected for March 193.

8.0 SUMMARY

Prototype hardware demonstrates SLID's success. The 12 foot reflector

system presented significant technical challenges to the auxiliary antenna

and SLID processor. The smaller QRC unit is representative off a more

typical system. Sidelobe rejection performance is very good for both

systems. SLID presents a low cost, effective alternative to the development

of ultra low sidelobe antennas. Moreover it works well with multi-octave,-
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highly directive irtercept systems. SLID is applicable to systems which

develop DOA as a parameter particularly wheni the system has the potentia!A

to be mislead by signals arriving on other than the antenna mainbeam.

1
I 

!
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